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International Atomic Energy Agency

DRAFT
1.

INTRODUCTION

The 36th Annual Meeting of the Technical Working Group on Fast Reactors, the IAEA
Technical Meeting (TM) on “Review of National Programmes on Fast Reactors and
Accelerator Driven Systems (ADS)”, was hosted by the Korean Atomic Energy Research
Institute (KAERI) from 12 to 14 May 2003. The meeting was attended by TWG-FR Members
and Advisers from the following Member States (MS) and International Organizations:
Brazil, France, Germany, India, Japan, the Republic of Kazakhstan, the Republic of Korea,
the Russian Federation, the United Kingdom, the United States of America, and the
OECD/NEA. Apologies for not being able to participate were received from Belarus, China,
Italy, Switzerland, and the European Commission.
The hosts’ welcome was extended by the Korean Atomic Energy Research Institute
(KAERI) president, Dr. In Soon Chang. The meeting was also addressed by Dr. Kim who
welcomed the participants on behalf of the Ministry of Science and Technology (MOST). In a
separate presentation, KAERI also offered a general overview of its R&D activities.
The TWG-FR Scientific Secretary made some introductory remarks on behalf of the
IAEA. He thanked the hosts for inviting the TWG-FR to the Republic of Korea.
Mr. T. Abram, from the UK, chaired the meeting.
The chairman and the participants introduced themselves and gave a short presentation
on their background and experiences.
The draft agenda prepared by the TWG-FR Scientific Secretary and distributed to the
participants prior to the meeting was accepted without modifications.
The objectives of the meeting were to:
1) exchange information on the national programmes on Fast Reactors (FR) and Accelerator
Driven Systems (ADS);
2) review the progress since the 35th TWG-FR Annual Meeting, including the status of the
actions;
3) consider meeting arrangements for 2003 and 2004;
4) review the Agency’s co-ordinated research activities in the field of FRs and ADS, as well
as co-ordination of the TWG-FR’s activities with other organizations.
The participants had the opportunity to visit the 30 MWth High-flux Advanced Neutron
Application Reactor (HANARO) and KAERI’s Post Irradiation Evaluation facility. They
were also given a very interesting presenation on KAERI’s direct dry recycling of spent fuel
(DUPIC) activities.
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Presentation and Discussion of FR and ADS Developments in the MSs
The participants made presentations on the status of the respective national programmes
on FR and ADS development. A summary of the highlights for the period since the 35th
TWG-FR Annual Meeting are as follows:
Brazil
Brazil, still a developing country, has an Industrial Nuclear Program, that although
small has already achieved a good standard: 2 NPPs in operation, i.e., ANGRA I and II with
~2 GW installed electric capacity are generating approximately 2% of the total installed
electricity, a third unit under construction, a fuel cycle industry, INB, with the capability to
provide fuel elements for the NPPs. The Brazilian Navy pursues a nuclear program for
nuclear propulsion which includes all the front end of the fuel cycle, including the enrichment
by ultracentrifuge that is being transferred also to the industrial sector (INB). R&D is
conducted by the various Research Institutes of the Brazilian Nuclear Energy Commission
(CNEN): IPEN, CDTN, and IEN which have appropriate technical capability and facilities
(research reactors and accelerators) to support the industrial nuclear program, provide
products and services for the Brazilian society (e.g., radioisotopes), as well as to develop new
technologies. It is fair to say, however, that the Brazilian research institutions do need some
new challenges, mainly to motivate and to stimulate a new generation of young engineers and
scientists to pursue careers in nuclear energy R&D.
The Brazilian Nuclear Physics research, being pursued mainly by the Universities, has
an outstanding standard. This is documented by the number of publications in international
journals, scientific citations, the number and quality of scientists, and by its capability to form
human resources (Ph.D. students). However, it is felt that this scientific potential, a few
exceptions apart, still needs to transfer the benefits of the scientific knowledge to the Brazilian
society.
These boundary conditions call for a R&D program which identifies synergies, society
needs, is in agreement with the international developments in science and technology, meets
sustainability citeria, matches the Brazilian reality, provides an umbrella for the activities
already underway in Nuclear Physics and Engineering, and preserves the identities and focus
of the various institutions involved.
ADS related research and development is being pursued by IPEN (design calculation,
development of an Alternative Concept for a Fast Energy Amplifier). Moreover, IPEN
operates a small cyclotrons, CV-28. The IPEN CV-28 cyclotron is presently not operational,
but suitable for R&D: it is a compact, isochronous, multi-particle radiation source where
protons, deuterons, 3He++, and alpha particles can be accelerated with variable energies up to
24, 14, 36, and 28 MeV respectively. Finally, IPEN is also operating the Cyclone-30 from
IBA which is dedicated to radioisotope production (201Tl, 123I, 67Ga), an electron accelerator
used in high social and economic impact projects (e.g., food irradiation), and a Van de Graaff
capable to provide a 14 MeV neutron source.
The Physics Institute of São Paulo University-IFUSP is implementing various R&D
activities/projects, in areas such as nuclear reactions with heavy ions, nuclear structure, photo
nuclear reactions, ion implantation, non destructive techniques using accelerators beams.
These programs are centered on IFUSP’s facilities, i.e., a heavy ion electrostatic accelerator
(PELLETRON), a linear accelerator (LINAC), and an electron accelerator (MICROTRON),
as well as associated experimental facilities. The institute is also performing theoretical
research on nuclear reactions of interest to ADS (spallation-cascade evaporation model).
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Given the outlined scenario, IPEN-IFUSP have identified the possibility to launch a
program on the utilization of accelerators. This programs would have three main pillars: R&D
in basic and applied nuclear physics and engineering (e.g., low energy cross sections nuclear
reactions, charged particle activation analysis, hydrogen implantation for angular correlation
studies, excitation function determination, helium embrittlement in structural reactor
materials, radiation damage in metals and alloys, thin layer activation (TLA), beam
monitoring), products and services (new routes and new radioisotopes production, proton
therapy), and an ADS neutron source which could be used to realize research in long-lived
radioactive waste transmutation and energy production. The facility could constitute a
replacement for the present and be a replacement for the present Critical Research Reactor
(IEA-R1), the long-term goal (~20 years) being an “Experimental Accelerator Application
Facility” (Cyclotron or LINAC 300-400 MeV, 2-5 mA). The proposed facility could provide
experimental opportunities in many more areas, like target development, study of fission
products induced by deuterium into uranium target, neutron radiography, Rutherford back
scattering (RBS), elastic recoil detection analysis (ERDA), particle induced X-ray emission
(PIXE), perturbed angular distribution, Moesbauer spectroscopy, and material modification
with energetic beams.
In order to achieve such a long term goal, IPEN-IFUSP are working on a road map
(strategic plan), to identify, both on a national and international level, the presently available
facilities and ongoing activities, as well as the pathways, milestones, strategies (scientific,
technological, and financial), international cooperation and technology transfer requirements
and opportunities, resources, etc. The first milestone of this road map is the design of a zero
power lead cooled U/Th metallic fuel sub-critical facility driven by neutrons from the
interaction of a 28 MeV proton beam from a cyclotron with Be, or by 14 MeV D-T reaction
neutrons from a Van De Graaff.
China1
China, as a highly populated developing country with relatively limited energy resources
emphasizes nuclear energy utilization. For the long term sustainable energy supply, the basic
strategy which is envisaged foresees pressurized water reactors, fast breeder reactors, and
fusion. Due to the economical and experience reasons, up to now the pace of the development
of the nuclear power technology is moderate.
In China mainland, apart from the operating five nuclear power plants (NPPs) with 7
units and the total capacity of 5.4 GWel, three NPPs with a total of four units are under
construction, and two NPPs are planned within the frame of the Tenth Five-Year Plan (20012005). Also, one or two additional NPPs are still under discussion. It can be foreseen that the
total nuclear power capacity will reach 8.7GWe before the year 2005, and 14-15 GWe before
2010, respectively.
As the first step for the Chinese fast reactor engineering development, the 65 MWth
China Experimental Fast Reactor (CEFR) is under construction. The main components of the
primary, secondary and tertiary circuits and of the fuel handling system have been ordered.
The construction of the reactor building with about 40,000m2 floor surface has been
completed. 127 components have been installed. It is planned to have the first criticality of
CEFR at the end of 2005.

1

Although not present at the meeting, the Chinese representative in the TWG-FR has provided a status report
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The second step of the Chinese fast reactor engineering development is a 300 MWel
Prototype Fast Breeder Reactor which is only under consideration up to now. Some important
technical features have been settled, but its design has not yet started.
France
In 2002, the total French electricity production was 532.9 TWh. This figure represents
an increase of 1.9% in comparison to the previous year. The relative share of nuclear power to
the total electricity production (415.5 TWh, an increase of 4.0% compared to the previous
year) was 78.0%. The share of fossil-fired power plants (52.9 TWh, an increase of 15.3%
compared to the previous year) was 9.9%, and that of hydro power plants (64.5 TWh, a
decrease of 16.6% compared to the previous year) was 12.1%. The substantial share of
thermal generation can be explained by the drop in hydro generation which was mainly due to
extremely low water availability observed during the first months of 2001. The year 2002 was
marked by the connection to the grid of the first wind farm (located in Aude) with a capacity
of 7 MW, the connection of a 50 MW co-generation unit, and the increase in the capacity of
the Civaux nuclear power units from 1’450 MW to 1’495 MW. The overall French exports
increased by 10.6% from 72.9 TWh in 2001 to 80.6 TWh in 2002. On the other hand, overall
French imports fell by 14% from 4.4 TWh in 2001 to 3.8 TWh in 2002. Thus, the overall
export balance rose by 12% from 68.5 TWh in 2001 to 76.8 TWh in 2002. The growth of
electricity exchanges in France and with the rest of Europe is evidence of the real opening of
the French electricity market.
The EDF nuclear power plant infrastructure now in operation consists of 58 units of the
PWR type, distributed over 19 sites: thirty four 900 MWe units which are 20.7 years old on
average; twenty 1’300 MWe units which are about 14.5 years old; and four 1’450 MWe units
which are on average 4.75 years old. In 2002, the availability factor of the French units in
opeartion was 82.0%, slightly higher than 81.1% in 2001.
From a safety standpoint, there is stability in the number of significant events, if these
are taken into account globally: 7.7 events per reactor in 2002, versus 7.1 in 2001. If these
figures are limited to events classified on the INES (International Nuclear Event Scale), there
was 1.0 event per reactor in 2002, versus 1.1 per reactor in 2001. A single level 2 INES event
occurred in 2002, versus two level 2 INES events in 2001.
The “Direction Générale de la Sûreté Nucléaire et de la Radioprotection» (DGSNR)”
was created as requested by the decree issued on 22 February 2002. Placed under the joint
authority of the Ministry of the Environment, the Ministry of Industry, and the Ministry of
Health, this organization is responsible for defining and implementing the policy of control in
terms of nuclear safety and radioprotection. The Law voted on 10 May 2001 announced the
creation of the “Institute for Radioprotection and Nuclear Safety (IRSN)” by merging the
Institute of Nuclear Protection and Safety (IPSN) and the Office of Protection against Ionizing
Radiation (OPRI). The decree creating the IRSN was published on 22 February 2002. The
IRSN is in charge of nuclear safety, radioactive and fissile material transport safety,
protection of man and of the environment against ionizing radiation, protection of nuclear
facilities and transport of radioactive and fissile materials against malevolent actions. The
IRSN is placed under the joint authority of the Ministries in charge of Defense, Environment,
Industry, Research, and Health.
In 2002, the Rapsodie reactor was maintained in safe condition and constantly
monitored. The work, began in 1999, on the updating of the reactor’s safety report was
finished, the report issued in July 2002, and submitted to the French safety authorities. The
General Operating Rules will be updated in 2003. For the future, the current planning is as
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follows: Cleaning operations and partial dismantling are to continue up to the end of 2006,
followed by a surveillance phase 2007-2020. Dismantling operations will resume and be
pursued up to the level III beginning in the year 2020. In 2003, this planning will be reexamined with the objective of reducing surveillance phase time.
In 2002, renovation and inspection works have been actively pursued on the Phénix
plant, mainly reinforcement against earthquakes, inspection of the internal structures and
general maintenance. By the end of the year, most of the plant renovation programme was
completed. The repair of the steam generator modules SGU 1 and 3 was finished in
September 2002. On 31 October 2002, agreement was obtained from the safety authorities for
resuming power operation, after completion of the remaining work. It is planned to resume
power operation in Phénix in May 2003. The reactor will be operated for 6 irradiation cycles
of 120 EFPD each. Its main mission will be to perform the irradiation tests in support of the
CEA transmutation R&D programme in the framework of the 30 December 1991 law on
long-lived radioactive wastes management.
Decommissioning work is underway at Superphénix, with core unloading proceeding
normally (the last fuel subassembly has been unloaded on 19 March 2003). Small components
of the main vessel are being extracted and treated, and an increasing number of systems and
components have been removed from service. All required documentation for obtaining the
new decree needed for the final disposal of both the primary and secondary sodium has been
prepared. The decree will include dismantling operations that will satisfy the IAEA
requirements. The local public inquiry will take place in September 2003.
From the R&D viewpoint, CEA’s R&D on future nuclear systems has focused from the
beginning of 2001, not only on a major program devoted to the development of a range of
gas-cooled reactors, but also on two additional programs: one dedicated to innovations on
water reactors and the other focusing on maintaining the various technological expertise,
especially in the field of sodium-cooled reactors. The R&D programs pursued for future
systems are part of active international exchange (GENIV, European networks, and bilateral
cooperation). In France, the already mentioned Law of 31 December 1991 formalizes the
research on nuclear waste management, and defines three main axes: the separationtransmutation of long-lived waste, the deep geological disposal, and long-term storage
possibilities. Within this framework, different solutions are now being studied, ranging from
thermal neutron PWRs, sodium-cooled fast reactors, and gas (thermal or fast) reactors, to
hybrid systems dedicated to transmutation.
Germany
In Germany, there are 19 operating nuclear power plants, with a total installed capacity
of 21.4 GWe. In 2002, the electricity production of these 19 nuclear power plants amounted to
165 TWh, i.e. 1/3 of the total electricity production. The average availability of the German
nuclear power plants was 85.6 % (this low value is due to the unexpected outage of some
NPPs).
The primary energy consumption in Germany in 2002 was 14319 PJ. The distribution
on the main energy sources is: mineral oil: 5369 PJ (37.5 %), natural gas: 3113 PJ (21.7 %),
black coal 1885 PJ (13.2 %), brown coal: 1659 PJ (11.6 %), nuclear energy: 1800 PJ
(12.6 %), water: 73 PJ (0.5 %), wind: 59 PJ (0.4 %), others:361 PJ (2.5 %).
The availability of power units in Germany in 2002 for base load installations was:
nuclear power plants: 7144 h, run-of-river: 6570 h, brown coal plants: 6487 h, and for
medium and peak load installations was: black coal: 4485 h, stored-water: 2451 h, natural gas:
2094 h, wind: 1165 h.
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The electricity consumption per person in 2002 in Germany was 6160 kWh compared to
6050 kWh in the previous year.
The total regenerative electricity production in Germany in 2002 was 45 billion kWh,
which is an increase of 18% relative to 2001. The distribution on the different regenerative
energy sources is: water 23.9 billion kWh, wind: 16.8 billion kWh, biomass: 2.3 billion kWh,
household waste: 1.9 billion kWh, photovoltaic: 0.1 billion kWh.
The expressed goal of the German Federal Government is to phase out of nuclear
energy without paying compensations to the utilities. On 11 June 2001, the final agreement
between the German utilities and the German Federal Government was signed, and the
amendment to the German Atomic Law (AtG-Novelle) was enforced on 27 April 2002. The
overall objective of the new AtG is changed from “support of nuclear energy” to “fix phaseout of nuclear energy”. The main elements are:
- A remaining amount of electricity is calculated for every nuclear power plant on the
basis of 32 calendar years of operation time. As soon as this amount has been
produced, the plant has to be shut down. Electricity may be transferred from one
plant to another.
- It is established that, in total, all German nuclear power plants will produce another
2623 TWh from 1 January 2000 on (reminder for the sake of completeness: in 2001,
171 TWh were produced).
- The construction and operation of new nuclear power plants will be forbidden by
law.
- The Federal Government and the utilities agree, that the German nuclear power
plants have a high safety standard, which shall be maintained till their shut down.
To achieve this, periodic safety evaluations will be required by law. The
Government will not change the safety philosophy.
- The existing contracts with France and the UK on reprocessing of spent fuel will be
served till 2005. From 2005 on reprocessing of spent fuel will be forbidden. Direct
disposal of spent fuel after intermediate storage will be the only way to handle spent
fuel.
- The Government and the utilities agree, that the investigations on the Gorleben did
not result in any findings that would indicate, that Gorleben is not suited as a site
for a final repository. Nonetheless, the further exploration of Gorleben will be
interrupted for at least 3 and not more than 10 years.
- Until now, there exists one single and central interim storage facility at Gorleben. In
order to reduce the number of transports, it is requested to build interim storage
facilities at the sites of the nuclear power plants.
On 22 September 2002, the general German parliament elections yielded the following
result: Socialdemocrats SPD 38.5 %, Conservatives CDU/CSU 35.5 %, Greens B90/GRÜNE
8.6 %, Liberals FDP 7.4 %, PDS 4.0 %, and others 3.0 % (voter turnout being 79.1%), which
lead to the continuation of the red-green coalition.
After the German parliament elections, the new Government coalition of SPD and
B90/GRÜNE formulated a Coalition Contract which has the following statements on Nuclear
Energy:
- Work out an energy research programme which gives first priority to renewable
energies and energy efficiency,
- Assess termination of EURATOM membership,
- Terminate nuclear electricity production on the base of a guaranteed total amount of
electricity produced (in GWh),
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-

No reprocessing after 2005,
Erection of interim storages at nuclear power plant sites,
Support of research to improve safety of existing reactors,
Stop of national support for development of techniques for nuclear energy
production (this includes fission and fusion)
The German Committee on a Selection Procedure for Repository Sites (AkEnd) was
established 1998 by the Ministry of Environment, Nature Conservation and Nuclear Safety
(BMU) reached agreemnet on the following main issues:
- One final repository concept,
- Storage in deep geological formation starting about 2030,
- Isolation for 1 million years,
- Under-ground exploration of at lease two sites,
- One selection criteria for the final repository is the transparancy of selection
procedure.
The Committee produced a summary report in December 2002 outlining the following
roadmap:
- Phase I: Final report to BMU on December 17, 2002,
- Phase II: Public and political discussion of report until end 2004,
- Phase III: Decision on repository site until approximately 2024, including
Selection of suitable sites,
Above ground exploration,
Under ground exploration,
Public hearings and decision (new democratic idea),
- Phase IV: Atomic licensing until end of 2029,
- Phase V: Construction of the final repository (about 5 years).
On 1 January 2003, the 5th step of the environmental tax reform was implemented which
results in an increase of the mineral oil tax by 3.07 ct/l, the electricity tax by 0.26 ct/l, and the
natural gas tax by 0.20 ct/l. These taxes are mainly used to finance old-age pension funds and
to support renewable energies. Compared to 1998, taxes on electricity in 2003 are more than
five times higher.
As regards the nuclear energy research in Germany, the “Alliance for Competence in
Nuclear Technology” with the main partners FZK, FZJ, FZR, GRS, and associated
universities compiled a summary report on the status of nuclear safety research in the country.
The mission of this Alliance is to increase the efficiency of existing R&D activities in the
areas of nuclear safety and repository research, to preserve complementary competences at
universities, and to support the Federal Government in fulfilling its legal duties.
The Alliance established an industry funded project for PhD students in order to
strengthen education in nuclear technology and to prevent a loss of competence.
The two nuclear research centers Karlsruhe (FZK) and Jülich (FZJ) are members of the
Helmholtz
Association
(Hermann
von
Helmholtz-Gemeinschaft
Deutscher
Forschungszentren, HGF). The mission of the HGF is to perform and foster research in the
field of natural sciences and medicine which is of national importance and public interest. The
HGF is the largest science organisation in Germany, encompassing 15 centres with 24’000
employees and a yearly budget of about 2.1 billion EUR.
The HGF covers six research areas: health, energy, environment, structure of matter,
transportation and space, and key technologies. Within the energy research area, there are four
programmes: renewable energies, efficient conversion of energy, fusion technology, and
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nuclear safety research. The programme Nuclear Safety Research is divided into two
programme topics (PT) with each having several sub-topics:
- PT1: Safety Research for Nuclear Reactors
Topic Part (1a): Investigation of Severe Accident Phenomena
Topic Part (1b): Analysis of Sequences of Design Basis and Design Extension
Conditions
Topic Part (1c): Application to Operating Nuclear Reactors
Topic Part (1d): Improvement of Off-site Nuclear Emergency Management
- PT2: Safety Research for Nuclear Waste Disposal
Topic Part (2a): Characterisation and Immobilisation of Nuclear Waste
Topic Part (2b): Reduction of Radiotoxicity
Topic Part (2c): Long-term Safety of Nuclear Waste Disposal
Topic Part (2d): Transfer of the R&D Findings to Construction and Operation
of Repositories
Topic Part (2e): Radiation Protection Research
The programme Nuclear Safety Research was evaluated in February 2003 by an
international Evaluation Committee with the following main results:
- The proposed research programme is scientifically excellent and well embedded in
international cooperations and programmes,
- The strategy and long-term perspectives in PT1 are limited according to the given
research-political restrictions (no work using public funding on innovative reactor
systems is permitted),
- The recruitment and education of young scientists and engineers has to be improved
by participation in international bodies and innovative projects (however, this can
only be achieved by using third-party funding),
- The staff within PT1 „Safety research for nuclear reactors“ has to be increased
considerably, otherwise it risks to turn subcritical,
- The staff within PT2 „Safety research for nuclear waste disposal“ has to be kept
constant.
India
Nuclear electric capacity remained at 2.77 Gwe (2 BWRs of 160 MWe each, and 12
PHWRs of various capacities up to 220 MWe each). There are 8 projects under construction:
Tarapur 3&4 (2x540 MWe PHWR), Kaiga 3&4 (2x220 MWe), Rajasthan 5&6 (2x220 MWe
PHWR) and Kudankulam 1&2 (2x1000 MWe VVER).
The Fast Breeder Test Reactor (FBTR) attained peak burn-up of 101.5 GWd/t. A
sodium leak occurred in the primary sodium purification circuit due to a manufacturing defect
in a valve.
The detailed design, R&D, manufacturing technology, and safety review for the 500
MWe Prototype Fast Breeder Reactor (PFBR) were continued. Manufacture of the fuel
handling transfer arm was completed and is undergoing tests. SS 316LN, Gr.91 and A48P2
carbon steel plates were successfully produced indigenously. The Atomic Energy Regulatory
Board had given excavation clearance. Clearance has been given by the Ministry of
Environment and Forests. R&D in reactor physics, engineering development, structural
mechanics, metallurgy, non-destructive evaluation, chemistry and reprocessing was
continued. Important works include PFBR shielding experiments, in-sodium testing of control
and safety rod drive mechanism, testing of secondary sodium pump model in water, boron
enrichment, structural integrity testing and readiness for FBTR carbide fuel reprocessing.
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The Accelerator Driven System (ADS), in a generic way, can be configured to safely
incinerate the nuclear waste from uranium fuel cycle; i.e. plutonium, minor actinides and
long-lived fission products. The same system is also neutronically suited to utilize thorium
resources on large-scale by conversion to fissile uranium-233 and such an option also limits
production of unwanted actinide waste to minimum. These considerations have led us to
formulate a national programme of ADS physics studies and technology developments on a
broader perspective.
After completion of detailed study of various aspects of ADS in 2001 by a Coordination
Committee of BARC, it was realized that developments in several different fields would be
necessary to realize a working ADS to suit our objectives. According to the roadmap evolved,
these developments can be pursued in a few shorter-term work modules that have their own
applications and spin-offs. Currently ongoing activities of the Indian ADS programme, which
is initiated recently, are related to (1) experimental plan of a sub-critical core driven by 14MeV neutrons from T(d,n)4He reaction for reactor physics studies, (2) development of a highintensity 10-MeV proton linac as front-end of accelerator for ADS, (3) setting up molten LBE
experimental loop and (4) developing a fabrication and characterizing facility for bulk
niobium superconducting RF cavities.
These activities are expected to create various nodes of development for stage-wise
growth of ADS segments, which could be integrated in future to fulfill the desired national
objectives of sustainable nuclear power programme. This status report discusses above
considerations in planning of long-term strategy and its implementation for ADS programme
in India.
Italy2
In 2002, gross electricity production in Italy reached 283.7 TWh. This is an increase by
1.7% as compared to the previous year, matching the increase of the elctric network demand
(1.8%). The share of thermoelectric, hydro, and geo & renewable energy is 81%, 17%, and
2%, respectively. Noteworthy is an increase of the net electricity import by 5.3% as compared
to the previous year.
The R&D activities performed or coordinated by ENEA in the field of nuclear fission
research are aimed at innovative solutions in a wide spectrum of industrial applications of
nuclear fission physics and technologies. The international framework of development in this
field is characterized by the centrality of the growing energy demand, and by the even more
compelling demand of sustainability and safety in energy production. Innovative concepts of
nuclear fission plants have an important potential for increased production of electricity and
other energy vectors, like hydrogen, avoiding problems that in the past slowed down the
industrial exploitation of the nuclear energy.
The R&D is focused on new solutions, optimised on the whole life cycle of the process
of energy production, avoiding or substantially reducing external costs (environmental
impact, long lived waste), risks to the public safety, forthcoming generations legacy, and
nuclear weapons proliferation risks. In this context the R&D program is focused on the
nuclear waste management and elimination by transmutation: this is the goal of the ADS
(Accelerator Driven System) program, and the leading idea for the other sub programs on
safety and innovative systems development.
The objective of the ENEA activities for ADS is to demonstrate the feasibility of
transmuting high-level long-lived nuclear residues of nuclear power plants in a sub-critical
2

Although not present at the meeting, the Italian representative in the TWG-FR has provided a status report
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reactor plant. In the national program, priority is given to technological development of an
ADS reactor-plant cooled by heavy metal (led or lead-bismuth eutectic, LBE) and to the
demonstration of the coupling of a proton accelerator to a sub-critical system. Methods for
nuclear safety are developed within an international context and are concerned with system
and safety analyses, risk assessment, transient and accidents studies, thermal-hydraulics
studies, core degradation analysis, reactor pressure vessel integrity, ex-vessel molten corium
coolability studies, containment behaviour analyses, source term evaluation, plant safety
analyses in severe accident, passive systems performance analyses, nuclear data and neutronic
studies, innovative fuel studies. Accordingly, the main activity lines are: design activities for
ADS; methods development for ADS; ADS technology development; TRIGA AcceleratorDriven Experiment (TRADE); methods development for nuclear safety and technology.
Japan
Preparations for the merger of JNC and JAERI are in progress. In January 2002, the
Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology (MEXT) installed the
Preparatory Committee on the merger of JNC and JAERI. In August 2002, this Committee
issued a preliminary report on the basic mission of the new organization. During the
Japanese Fiscal Year (JFY) 2004, it is planned to submit to the National Diet the Act to set up
the new entity.
In the Experimental Fast Reactor “Joyo”, thirty-five duty cycle operations and thirteen
special tests with the MK-II core were completed by June 2000 without any fuel pin failures
or serious plant trouble. The reactor is currently being upgraded to the MK-III core. The
MK-III initial criticality is now scheduled for July 2003. The MK-III core will start operation
in 2003 for the development of advanced fuels and materials, and minor actinide burning and
transmutation technology.
As for the Prototype Fast Breeder Reactor “Monju”, the permission for safety licensing
examination of “Monju” related to the approval of the countermeasures against sodium leak
was obtained from the Minister of Economy, Trade and Industry (METI) in December 2002.
However, the Nagoya high court - Kanazawa branch rendered a negative judgment of the
Administrative Suit on January 2003. METI appealed to the Supreme Court.
As for the Feasibility Study on Commercialized Fast Reactor Cycle Systems, JFY2002
was the second year of its second phase. A three-year period from JFY2001 to 2003 is the
initial term of this phase. During this term, research activities are being focused on the design
of the candidate concepts and fundamental tests of key technologies. An interim summary of
these activities will be checked and reviewed, and based on the results, the research for JFY
2004 - 2005 will be conducted in order to narrow down the number of alternatives for the fast
reactor cycle.
To reduce the burden on the final disposal of the nuclear waste, the transmutation
system using the accelerator driven subcritical system (ADS) has been studied by the Japan
Atomic Energy Research Institute (JAERI). A sub-critical core concept with the thermal
power of 800 MW is proposed, where 250 kg of minor actinide (MA) can be transmuted per
year which corresponds to the amount of MA produced in about ten 1 GWe LWRs plants. A
superconducting linear accelerator (LINAC) with 20 – 30 MW beam power is used in this
ADS with lead-bismuth eutectic as both the spallation target and the core coolant. To
maximize the transmutation efficiency, nitride fuel without uranium, such as (Np,Am,Pu)N, is
used in the subc-ritical core. The nitride fuel irradiated in the ADS is reprocessed by
pyrochemical process, followed by the re-fabrication of nitride fuel. Many research and
development activities are under way and planned at JAERI in the fields of sub-critical core
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design, spallation target technology, accelerator development, and MA fuel development.
Especially, to study and evaluate the feasibility of the ADS from physics and engineering
aspects, the Transmutation Experimental Facility (TEF) is proposed within the framework of
the High-Intensity Proton Accelerator Project.
Republic of Kazakhstan
Kazakhstan’s Atomic Scientific and Industrial Complex consists of uranium mining,
fuel production, and power industry.
On the territory of the former Semipalatinsk Nuclear Test Site, there are three research
reactors (EWG-1M, thermal light water heterogeneous vessel reactor with light water
moderator and coolant, beryllium reflector, maximum thermal power, 35 MW, 4 hours period
of continuous operation at maximum power; IGR, impulse homogeneous uranium-graphite
thermal reactor with graphite reflector, maximum heat release is 5.2 GJ (1 GJ in a pulse),
maximum thermal neutron flux is 0.7*1017 cm-2s-1; RA, about 0.5 MW thermal high
temperature heterogeneous reactor with air coolant, zirconium hydride moderator, and
beryllium reflector), and one non-reactor test facility (EAGLE, reactor fuel element melting
testing). One research reactor and sub-critical assembly near Almaty (VVR-K, 10 MW light
water reactor) is used primarily for nuclear safety investigations. Following a Presidential
decree, Kazakhstan will establish the following technology centres: Centre of Information
Technologies, based at the Nuclear Physics Institute in Altau; Centre of Biotechnologies,
based at the former military centre in Stepnogorsk; and the Centre of Nuclear Technologies,
based at the National Nuclear Centre in Kurchatov City. The experimental reactor
TOKOMAK will be constructed at Kurchatov City in support of the International
Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER) project. Works have already started.
The General Plan for the BN-350 decommissioning was developed within the
framework of a Kazakh – US project. At the end of March 2003, the Plan was presented for
final review to a IAEA group of experts.
Due to a new US DOE initiative, of the Feasibility Study Report on the possibility to
use 120 t metal-concrete casks for BN-350 spent fuel transportation and long-term storage
was performed at the end of 2002. These casks shall be designed and manufactured in Russia.
The content (NaK) of the Spent Fuel Assemblies Drum (SFAD) was successfully
drained into several tanks for storage, and the SFAD itself was dismantled.
The Project on the utilization of liquid radioactive wastes (LRW), which were
accumulated during the operation of BN-350 reactor, is going according to schedule.
Special designed cesium traps have been manufactured. Works on cesium
decontamination of BN-350 primary circuit sodium commenced in December 2002 and are
ongoing. The main results obtained to date are: the amount of Cs-137 trapped by 5 traps is
approximately 10’000 Ci, and the Cs concentration in the primary sodium decreased by two
orders of magnitude 100 (from 10-3 to 10-5 Ci/kg).
The plans for the Project on primary circuit sodium draining, including the usage of a
drilling device have been developed and reviewed. All preparatory drilling tests have been
completed. According to the plans, the primary sodium should be drained before end of 2003.
The EAGLE project comprises the preparation and conduct of out-of-pile and in-pile
experiments designed to address the key safety issues relevant to eliminating or mitigating the
re-criticality potential during a postulated core-disruptive accident in future commercial
sodium-cooled fast reactors. The work has been performed since 2000 under a contract
between NNC RK and JNC (Japan Nuclear Cycle Development Institute), after some related
feasibility studies for the experiments funded by JAPC (Japan Atomic Power Company).
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Republic of Korea
Currently there are 14 PWRs and 4 PHWRs in operation in Korea, corresponding to
29.2% of the total installed capacity. In 2002, nuclear power plants generated 119’103 GWh
which amounts to 38.9% of the total electricity generation.
The role of nuclear power plants for the electricity generation in Korea is expected to
become more important in the future years due to the country’s poor natural resources and the
green house gas problem. This heavy dependence on nuclear power will eventually raise the
issues of efficient utilization of uranium resources and spent fuel storage. The fast reactor
technology is one of the most promising options to resolve these issues.
Based upon the Korea Atomic Energy Commission (KAEC) decision, the Korea
Atomic Energy Research Institute (KAERI) has been developing KALIMER (Korea
Advanced LIquid MEtal Reactor), a pool-type liquid metal-cooled reactor, under a national
long-term R&D program. KAERI completed the conceptual design of KALIMER with a
rating of 150 MWe in March 2002. The three-year 3rd phase of the fast reactor technology
development project started in April 2002 with the goal of developing basic key technologies
and advanced fast reactor design concepts. For the development of basic key technologies,
efforts are concentrated on proliferation resistant core design, improved economics, enhanced
safety, high temperature structural analysis, and safety analysis. A preliminary KALIMER600 design concept with a rating of 600 MWe has been developed in 2002. KALIMER-600
has a reference core design without blanket assemblies in order to strengthen proliferation
resistance, and the residual heat is removed passively by reactor vessel cooling by natural
convection of air and a decay heat removal circuit with a decay heat exchanger and an air heat
exchanger. Also, a I-NERI Project for studies on passive safety features of sodium cooled
reactors has been initiated, and participation in the Gen-IV Program is planned.
KAERI has been also working on Accelerator driven Systems (ADS) since 1997. The
KAERI ADS system is called HYPER (HYbrid Power Extraction Reactor), and the
conceptual design of HYPER will be completed by 2006. The ADS research of KAERI
consists of 3 stages. A basic concept of HYPER was established in the first stage (1997 2000) of the development. The basic technology related to HYPER will be investigated in the
second stage (2001 - 2003) while upgrading the design. Finally, the conceptual design will be
completed in the third stage (2004 - 2006). The investigation of key technologies will be
continued in the third stage.
The strategy with regard to experimental studies is to join the international
collaboration, if possible. It is more efficient to get the experimental data and technologies
through international collaborations, since ADS research is in the early stage throughout the
world. KAERI is committed to implement its own experimental programs, in those cases
where the necessary data and technologies cannot be obtained through international
collaborations. Presently, KAERI is focused on two main experimental studies, i.e., leadbismuth, and fuel studies. KAERI joined the MEGAPIE project in 2001, and is constructing a
Pb-Bi corrosion loop. For the fuel studies, KAERI is discussing a possible collaboration with
ANL-W, and also investigating fission product irradiation tests using KAERI’s research
reactor HANARO.
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Russian Federation
As of May 2003, in Russia there are 30 nuclear power units in operation at 10 different
sites, specifically: 14 VVER reactors (6 VVER-440 and 8 VVER-1000), with total power
equal to 10’594 MWel; 11 RBMK-1000 reactors of 11’000 MWel total power; the 600 MWel
BN-600 reactor at the Beloyarskaya NPP site (BNPP); and 4 reactors at the Bilibinskaya cogeneration power plant with 48 MWel total power.
The total electricity produced by the nuclear power plants in 2002 was 139.7603 TWh,
an increase by ∼3.6% compared to 2001.
In 2002, the load factor averaged over all NPPs was 71.73%, as compared to 70.26% in
2001.
During 2002, there were 38 cases of NPP abnormal operation (including 26 cases
classified as INES level "0", and 12 cases were “out of scale”).
The "Program of Nuclear Power Development in the Russian Federation for 2000-2005
Period and up to 2010" implies the construction of the 3rd power unit at the Kalininskaya NPP
with a VVER-1000 reactor before 2004, and of the 5th power unit at the Kurskaya NPP with a
RBMK-1000 reactor before 2005.
Before 2010, nine new power units will be commissioned in the Russian Federation
(including the BN-800 reactor at the BNPP site), with a total installed capacity of 8.8 GWel.
During 2002, the following three fast reactors were in operation in Russia: BR-10
experimental reactor (IPPE, Obninsk); BOR-60 research reactor (RIAR, Dimitrovgrad); and
BN-600 (BNPP, Zarechny).
Since 1980, the BN-600 reactor has produced about 84.0 TWh. All design parameters of
the main components were reliably maintained during operation. High technical and
economical characteristics have been reached, i.e., gross efficiency factor of 41.93%; over
75% average load factor for the period of operation (70.2% taking into account the initial
adjustment period). 44 refueling cycles were run, and the maximum fuel burn-up achieved in
the standard and pilot subassemblies amounts to 10% h.a. and 11.8% h.a., respectively. BN600 produced 4.0658 TWh in 2002, i.e., 104.5% of the planned value. The load factor was
77.35%. In 2002, the reactor was operated under steady state conditions (99-100% Nо) with
three heat removal loops. Thermal energy was produced for auxiliary systems of the power
unit and for the city heating (296.8 Tcal of heat was delivered, causing 0.73% load factor
decrease). In 2002, one unscheduled shutdown of the power unit, and one unscheduled
shutdown of the electric generator occurred. In 2002, two scheduled repairs were performed
on BN-600. During 2002, the In 2002, the draft schedule for the First Stage of BN-600
Lifetime Extension Activities was developed and approved.
In 2002, the BOR-60 reactor was operated at the power level up to 55 МW. There were
4 scheduled and 2 unscheduled shutdowns with low speed control rod insertion (reactor scram
was not used) outages of BOR-60 reactor plant during 2002. During the latter, all parameters
were kept within safe operation limits, and neither radioactivity release, nor personnel
exposure occurred.
BOR-60 has obtained the operation license until 31 December 2009. This license is
based on the measures envisaged by the "Program on extension of the lifetime of components
and systems assuring safe operation of BOR-60 reactor plant until 2010 (supposing the use of
work results for extension of LMFR lifetime)". The BOR-60 modification is planned after
2009. The new components of the primary and secondary circuits are designed on condition
of matching existing space and connection size, since these should replace spent components.
The BOR-60 modification works are planned in two stages. The following tasks are included
in Stage 1:
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decommissioning of BOR-60 (putting in prolonged storage);
mounting of BOR-60M reactor with all systems assuring its design performance;
replacement of 100% safety related components and systems (primary and
secondary circuits, refueling system, auxiliary systems, automatic control and
measurement systems, power supply systems, etc.);
- connection of BOR-60М reactor to existing primary circuit;
- creation of additional systems, and bringing existing systems into condition meeting
regulatory document requirements.
Stage 2 is devoted to the modification of the water-steam circuit, and of other systems
not related to safety, which will be modified upon their lifetime expiration.
The BOR-60M reactor has improved safety, reliability, resistance to seismic loads and
large experimental capabilities for carrying out tests and studies on materials for various
reactor designs, pilot components of NPP with sodium cooled fast reactors, innovative design
approaches used for power reactors, development of the fuel cycle, and production of isotopes
for national economy needs. In order to increase experimental capabilities of BOR-60M
reactor, three experimental channels having direct access to the reactor core will be provided
(one large channel located along the core axis, one small channel located in the tenth row of
the core, and one large channel in the vicinity of the radial boron shielding).
In 2002, the BR-10 reactor operated for 1’341 hours at various power levels. In January
2002, 6 uranium mononitride fuel subassemblies were unloaded from the core after reaching
8.7% h.а. burnup, and replaced by fresh fuel subassemblies. The special detection system
showed no fuel pin failures in the core during reactor operation in 2002. This condition was
confirmed by the corresponding primary cover gas value of the fission gas activity. In March
2002, the BR-10 reactor was shut down for preventive components repair. In accordance with
the decision to stop the reactor’s power operation, BR-10 was shut down on 6 December
2002. By unloading 12 subassemblies, the reactor was made sub-critical. Presently, BR-10
reactor is on the stage of decommissioning. As regards the BR-10 decommissioning, the
following activities were performed in 2002:
- reactor decommissioning project was issued and agreed upon by the regulatory
authorities;
- required documentation with regard to the dismantling of components and piping of
the primary, secondary, tertiary, as well as auxiliary systems were prepared;
- special devices and tools were developed for cutting cold traps of the primary and
secondary circuits;
- the design of a large scale test facility for solid phase oxidation of alkali metals,
(including radioactive metals) was developed;
- a comprehensive inspection of the reactor was performed, from the standpoint of
structure mechanical characteristics and radiation condition;
- the reactor decommissioning program was prepared.
According to the "Program of Development of Nuclear Power in the Russian Federation
for 2000-2005 Period and up to 2010", BN-800 construction is scheduled to be completed by
2010 at the BNPP site. The regulatory authorities have issued a construction license, and work
is being performed in the following areas:
- revision of the BN-800 design in order to improve its technical and economical
characteristics;
- placement of component manufacture orders;
- placement of building materials delivery orders (concrete and reinforcement bars)
for the support plate;
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- completion of pit for support plate in 2003;
- construction of stand-by start-up complex to be put in operation in 2004.
Specialists of the Russian enterprises which had participated in the design, construction
and operation of the BN-350 reactor are involved in consultations and work on BN-350
decommissioning. The involvement of the Russian specialists is in the following areas:
- handling of the primary and secondary sodium (removal of cesium, draining of the
circuits and removal of sodium residues from the sections that cannot be drained,
and their conversion to chemically inert condition);
- utilization of liquid and solid radwaste;
- cleaning and decontamination of components of the circuits;
- assurance of dose control on all stages of the BN-350 reactor decommissioning, etc.
Over the last year, the following fast reactor R&D programs have been pursued in
Russia:
- justification of BN-600 lifetime extension;
- modification of BOR-60 and its replacement with BOR-60Мr;
- continuation of work on the advanced fast reactor designs, specifically, of optimized
sodium cooled fast reactors, taking into account BN-1800 design work;
- design studies on fast reactors with alternative coolants (BREST-OD-300 with lead
coolant, and SVBR-75/100 with lead-bismuth coolant);
- BR-10 reactor decommissioning;
- justification of the BN-600 core designs (hybrid core and full MOX core designs).
As for the Accelerator Driven systems (ADS), R&D is carried out in the following
institutes: Institute of Theoretical and Experimental Physics (ITEP), SSC RF - Institute for
Physics and Power Engineering (SSC RF-IPPE), All-Russian Scientific Research Institute of
Experimental Physics (VNIIEF), Joint Institute of Nuclear Research (JINR), RSC Kurchatov
Institute (RSC KI), Institute for Nuclear Research of the Russian Academy of Sciences (INR
RAS), Experimental Design Bureau "GIDROPRESS" (OKB GP), St. Petersburg Institute for
Nuclear Physics (PINP), Radium Institute, All-Russian Scientific Research Institute for
Technical Physics (VNIITF), and in some other, smaller institutions. The R&D activities
include theoretical developments, accumulation of experimental data on the justification of
the physical processes occurring in ADS, and design studies on ADS systems. These activities
are either initiated by the aforementioned institutions or carried out under international
collaboration contracts. The main results obtained in the last year are:
- the spallation target target МK-1 was delivered to the University of Nevada, Las
Vegas (UNLV). This target was designed and constructed in Russia during the year
2001, for irradiation in the 800 kW proton beam of the LANL accelerator. The
program for the target’s start-up and duration tests under isothermal conditions was
prepared;
- analysis of the proposal to establish the international construction project of a
demonstration accelerator driven system on the SSC RF IPPE site (Obninsk,
Russia), so called Nuclear Waste Burner (NWB). The construction can be
completed in 7 to 8 years. Preliminary results show that a burning rate of ∼10-20 kg
MA per year can be achieved with 200 to 400 kg MA loaded into the sub-critical
blanket;
- definition of RF Minatom’s program of work for the sub-critical cascade molten salt
reactor concept in a closed nuclear fuel cycle (RSC KI and VNIITF);
- activities within the framework of the ISTC Project related to the SAD experiment
(JINR, Dubna).
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United States of America
There have been substantial activities in the US in 2002 in continuing the development
of technologies related to Fast Reactors, Accelerator Drive Systems (ADS), and their fuel
cycles. The Advanced Accelerator Applications (AAA) program has evolved into the
Advanced Fuel Cycle Initiative (AFCI), broadening the scope into a program for development
of fuel cycles for enhanced nuclear fuel and waste management, including transmutation. The
Technology Roadmap for the Generation IV Nuclear Energy Systems was concluded in 2002
and issues in December. The Roadmap identifies nuclear energy systems deployable by 2030
or earlier, summarizes R&D activities and priorities for the systems, and lays the foundation
for R&D program plans. A US R&D program plan is being developed. The Generation IV
program and AFCI are being more closely coordinated and a combined implementation plan
is in preparation.
AFCI represents a broadening of the scope of the former AAA program. The AFCI aims
at the development of advanced fuel cycles to support advanced fuel utilization and advanced
waste management strategies that include transmutation. The Program emphasizes activities
in the areas of reactor and accelerator based transmutation, advanced fuels and separations
development, and long term waste toxicity reduction. The broadening of the scope and the
focus on advanced fuel cycles and waste management strategies can be seen in the main
program goals:
- reduction of waste volumes and inventories of civilian Plutonium
- recovery of the energy value remaining in Spent Nuclear Fuel (SNF)
- reduction of the radiotoxicity of waste for disposal
- reduction of short and long term heat loads in the repository
- elimination of the technical need for a second repository
- support of advanced (Generation IV) fuel development
There has been an increased attention to near term activities in fuel cycle, which are
driven by the stated capacity limits and schedules of the proposed waste repository at Yucca
Mountain. This increased attention to near term fuel cycle developments has led to the
definition of two series, as follows:
Series 1 – Activities under Series 1 aim at using existing or near-term reactors to
accomplish:
- reduction of high level waste volumes
- optimization of economics and performance of planned repository
- reduction of technical need for second repository
- reduction of long-term Plutonium inventories
- enabling the proliferation-resistant recovery of energy contained in SNF
Series 2 – Activities under Series 2 aim at using fast spectrum reactor technology to
accomplish:
- reduction of toxicity of waste for disposal
- reduction of long-term heat generation rate of waste for disposal
- providing a sustainable fuel source for nuclear energy
- supporting future operation of Generation IV systems
The main activities under AFCI include systems analysis, separations, fuels
development, and transmutation engineering. Results of systems analysis indicate that toxicity
reduction is the hardest objective to achieve; Tier 1 systems, although effective at reducing
Plutonium inventories, are not very effective at reducing toxicity. Current activities in system
analysis aim at defining a complete transmutation architecture for AFCI, based on the
development of transmutation criteria and assessment of options.
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This year the treatment of the Experimental Breeder Reactor II (EBR-II) spent fuel has
been integrated into the AFCI program, under the Separations activities. Although work has
started in developing separations processes for Generation IV fuels (Series 2), separations
activities currently focus on Series 1 and the EBR-II spent fuel treatment. Under Series 1, the
separations activities are driven by the demonstration of separations technologies leading to
the selection of a preferred technology in FY2007. A separations facility based on the selected
technology might conceivably be deployed by 2015. Separations work include demonstration
and development of UREX and UREX+, PYROX (an adaptation of the electrometallurgical
treatment process for oxide LWR spent fuel) and a hybrid process or UREX and
pyroprocessing. Recent accomplishments include the hot demonstration of UREX at the
Savannah River Site (SRS) and the laboratory-scale demonstration of the reduction of LWR
oxide fuel for subsequent pyroprocess treatment.
The successful operation of the pyroprocess technology facilities at Argonne National
Laboratory (ANL) in Idaho has continued with additional treatment of spent EBR-II fuel.
Under the AFCI integration, however, the facilities maintain treatment goals for EBR-II fuel,
but also play a more prominent role in supporting the technology development for advanced
recycle technologies. Emphasis under the current AFCI separations plan is on technology
development to increase process throughput, including demonstration of the oxide fuel
reduction, transuranic recovery processes, high-throughput electrorefiners, and demonstration
of the hybrid UREX-Pyro process. The characterization of the waste forms has continued,
obtaining very positive results in terms of nuclide release rates measured in immersion tests.
Fuels development is also pursued in Series 1, although development of transmutation
fuels for fast spectrum systems has continued. In the areas relevant to fast spectrum reactors,
fabrication of samples of metal and nitride fuel is currently taking place, for irradiation this
year in the Advanced Test Reactor (ATR) in Idaho. Samples include a variety of compositions
of plutonium and minor actinides. Non-fertile and low-fertile samples are being prepared for
irradiation. Preparations are also ongoing for test irradiations at the PHENIX reactor, in
collaboration with the Commissariat a l’Energie Atomique (CEA).
Activities in transmutation engineering have continued in several areas. In physics,
work is ongoing with the analysis of the MUSE-4 experiments, support of the European
accelerator-multiplier coupling experiment TRADE, and analysis of PROFIL irradiation
experiment. Further progress has been made in cross section data and additions to the AAA
materials handbook. The collaboration with MEGAPIE in the areas of spallation target
technology and physics and engineering support, has continued. Support of the MYRRHA
ADS demonstration project in Belgium is also planned. The DELTA loop at the Los Alamos
National Laboratory (LANL) is now in operation. Conditioning tests are being performed and
a 1000-hour corrosion test is planned for this year. The ISTC lead-bismuth eutectic (LBE)
spallation target fabricated by the Institute of Physics and Power Engineering (IPPE) in
Russia has been delivered to the University of Nevada Las Vegas (UNLV), where it is
currently undergoing thermohydraulic testing.
The Generation IV program has also seen significant progress during the year 2002. The
Technology Roadmap was completed and issued in December 2002. The Roadmap identifies
six systems deployable by the year 2030 or earlier that hold the potential for meeting the
different Generation IV missions and the technology goals. The Roadmap also summarizes
the R&D activities and the priorities for the six systems, and lays the foundation for R&D
program plans. Under the umbrella of the Generation IV International Forum (GIF), R&D
plans will be developed in coordination with the other nine GIF countries.
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The Roadmap working groups identified and assessed approximately 100 nuclear
system proposals. The systems were evaluated against the Generation IV technology goals of
sustainability, proliferation resistance and physical protection, safety and reliability, and
economics. Six systems were selected for cooperative development, based on the evaluations,
the ability of the systems to fulfill targeted applications, deployment readiness, and
development costs. The six systems include 3, and potentially 4, concepts based on fast
spectrum reactors, namely, the Gas Fast Reactor (GFR), Lead-Alloy Fast Reactor (LFR),
Sodium Fast Reactor (SFR), and a version of the Supercritical Water Reactor (SCWR). The
remaining systems are a Very High Temperature Gas Reactor (VHTR), the Molten Salt
Reactor (MSR) and a version of the SCWR with a thermal spectrum.
The Generation IV program plan is currently under development. It includes activities
specifically related to the development of the individual systems, as well as crosscutting
activities that support multiple systems in the areas of materials (primarily for high
temperature operation), energy products (primarily for the production of hydrogen), and
system evaluation (design and analysis code needs and evaluation methods for proliferation
resistance and physical protection, and economics.)
The current priority is in the development of the VHTR, driven by the hydrogen
production mission. System specific development activities are also conducted for the LFR
and the GFR. Both the GFR and LFR activities are coordinated and complemented with NERI
and I-NERI projects. The focus of the GFR development is in the area of fuels development
and passive safety.
3.

Report of the Scientific Secretary on the Activities of the Working Group

The Scientific Secretary summarised the main TWG-FR activities since the 35h Annual
Meeting.
3.1

Meetings

In the period covered by the activity report, the IAEA Secretariat has held the following
meetings related to the work scope of the TWG-FR:
- TWG-FR Annual Meeting (Karlsruhe, 22-26 April 2002)OECD/NEA’s 7th
Information Exchange Meeting on P&T (Cheju, 14-16 October 2002, in
collaboration with EC and IAEA)
- Technical Meeting (TM) of the CRP on “Studies of Advanced Reactor
Technology Options for Effective Incineration of Radioactive Waste”
(Karlsruhe, 5 - 8 November 2002)Technical Meeting on “Primary Coolant Pipe
Rupture Event in Liquid Metal Cooled Reactors” (Kalpakkam, 13 - 17 January
2003)
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3.2 Main Outcomes
The main outcomes of the meetings listed under Section 3.1 are summarised hereafter:
TWG-FR Annual Meeting (TM, Karlsruhe, 22-26 April 2002)
- Support for the fast reactor data retrieval and knowledge preservation (FR KP)
initiativeNeed to coordinate between TWG-FR activities and the FR KP
initiative
- Proposed CRP on “Benchmark Analyses on Data and Calculational Methods for
ADS Source Related Neutronic Phenomenology with Experimental Validation”
needs preparatory meeting on status of experimental programs on coupling of
external source with sub-critical assembliesDecision on proposed CRP on
“Assessment Based on an Unified Methodology of Thorium Fuel in emerging
Nuclear energy Systems” deferred to this (36th) TWG-FR annual meeting
- Support for TM on “Handling of Sodium Coming from Decommissioned FRs
and from the Shutdown of Experimental Facilities”
- Support for TM on “Theoretical and Experimental Studies of Heavy Metal
Thermal Hydraulics”Support for TM on “Review of Solid and Mobile Fuels for
P&T Systems” with broader participation
OECD/NEA’s 7th Information Exchange Meeting on P&T (Cheju, 14-16 October 2002, in
collaboration with EC and IAEA)
- First in OECD/NEA’s series of “IEM on P&T” held in collaboration with IAEA
who sponsored the participation of Chinese and Russian senior experts
(presented respective national P&T programs), and the participation of an Indian
scientist (technical paper)
- Overall Conclusions
Need to define internationally accepted parameters and criteria on the
separation and fabrication of minor actinide fuel
Considerable work is still needed to develop fabrication methods for
minor actinide fuel, especially in reducing the fabrication lossesThe
feasibility of heterogeneous recycling of minor actinides in fast reactors
must be decided
The role of pyro-chemical separation must be clarified in relation to the
various fuel types (metal, nitride, coated particle fuels, inert matrix
fuel…)As an essential pre-requisite to efforts aimed at the introduction
of P&T technologies, there must be a clear answer to the question “what
can be done with existing technologies?”The next step would be to
define feasible implementation scenarios, considering practicality an
cost/benefit aspects in a deregulated market
Apart from the R&D needs in the various areas, i.e., nuclear data, fuel
and waste chemistry, physics experiments, irradiation tests, a key issue
that has received little attention till now is how to handle the waste after
P&TThe only way to make progress in this area and define “post P&T
waste management scenarios” is to involve the geological disposal
community in all P&T effortsGiven the limited resources available, it
was mentioned repeatedly that international cooperation is a must, and
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the international organizations are challenged to find ways and means to
enhance the international collaboration
Technical Meeting (TM) of the CRP on “Studies of Advanced Reactor Technology Options
for Effective Incineration of Radioactive Waste” (Karlsruhe, 5 - 8 November 2002)
- Proposals received from 17 institutions from 13 Member States, and the EC’s
JRC
- Both critical and sub-critical systems to be considered
- The following transmuters and actinides incinerators are retained
critical liquid metal cooled fast reactor
heavy liquid metal cooled ADS
critical and sub-critical molten salt reactor
fusion-fission hybrid sub-critical reactorMain design parameters
Critical fast reactor, 500-1000 MWth, U/Pu and minor actinide (MA)
containing nitride fuel, HLM cooled
Critical fast reactor, 2000 MWth, sodium cooled, inert matrix / Th / U
containing TRU fuel
ADS, 500-800 MW thermal, Th-TRU fuel, Pb-Bi cooled, mono-block
design, enhanced natural circulation
ADS, 500-1000 MW thermal, dedicated TRU fuel, Pb-Bi cooled
Molten salt critical and sub-critical reactors, 1000 MW thermal, fluoride
TRU fuel, graphite moderated, and un-moderatedFusion-fission hybrid
sub-critical reactor, 3000 MW thermal, Li-Pb cooled, solid uranium MA
fuel Work plan
Definition and calculation of the design parameters
Definition and calculation of safety parameters (reactivity coefficients,
kinetic parameters, power peak factors, sub-criticality, burnup
dependency, …)
Description of methodologies and codes
Data description (material, fuels, nuclear data)
Specification and calculation of transients: typical protected and
unprotected transient initiators (e.g., ULOHS, ULOF, BOP, UTOP,
LDHR, …)
Identification of further development needs (codes, data, and
experiments)
Technical Meeting on “Primary Coolant Pipe (PCP) Rupture Event in Liquid Metal Cooled
Reactors” (Kalpakkam, 13 - 17 January 2003)
- Objectives
To review the safety philosophy for the PCP rupture event in pool type
LMFR
To assess the structural reliability of the PCP and the probability of
rupture under different conditions (with/without in-service inspection)
To review the classification of the PCP rupture event in DBE/BDBE
categories and discuss the applicable design safety limits
To assess the need for consequential analysis like pipe whip effects,
primary pump seizure and multiple pipe rupture
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-

-

-

3.3

To present the results of analyses of the event per se for flows and/or
temperatures and improved design concepts for minimizing the
consequences to the core
Each participating Member State presented the respective assessments with
regard to
Safety philosophy
Structural integrity
Thermal hydraulics
New concepts
List of resolved and still open issues established
Member States information exchange and collaborative R&D needs identified
Code validation, innovative concepts, and guidelines for safety analyses were
identified as areas in which IAEA could initiate activities within the TWG-FR
framework to support the Member States
Recommendations
Initiate CRP to study analytical benchmarks aiming at validation of
computer codes used to assess the consequences of a primary coolant
pipe rupture. The benchmark model shall be a reference pool type
LMFBR design. The objective includes studying the sensitivity of certain
input parameters
Initiate a CRP to advance the code validation efforts in the area of crack
growth methodologies. This CRP shall include JNC’s efforts (both
analytical and experimental) to develop and validate a simplified creepfatigue crack growth methodology
Convene a TM on innovative concepts with regard to in service
inspection and LMFBR primary coolant pipe leak detection
Need for IAEA guideline for safety analysis of the primary coolant pipe
rupture event in LMFBR

Actions from the 35th Annual Meeting of the TWG-FR

The action list from the 35th Annual Meeting of the TWG-FR and their status, when
appropriate, are given hereafter:
Fast Reactor Data Retrieval and Knowledge Preservation (FR KP) Initiative
Apart from specific preservation efforts, it is the focus of all TWG-FR activities with fast
reactor physics and technology KP components, e.g.,
- Information exchange meetings on feedback from fast reactor operational
experience
- Information exchange meetings on handling of sodium from LMFR dismantling
- Proposed CRP on “Generalization and Analysis of the Operational experience
with Fast Reactor Equipment and Systems”
TM on “Handling of Sodium Coming from Decommissioned FRs and from Shutdown of
Experimental Facilities” (CAURB)
- Positive response from UKAEA to host this TM
- Planned for 2004
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TM on “Theoretical and Experimental Studies of Heavy Liquid Metal Thermal Hydraulics”
(extra-budgetary)
- Positive response from FZK
- Scheduled for 28 – 31 October 2003
TM on “Review of Solid and Mobile Fuels for P&T” (extra-budgetary)
1. ISTC contacted, agreed to collaborate
2. SCK•CEN Mol contacted to host the TM in fall/winter 2003
3. No response yet
3.4

Ongoing and Planned CRPs

Updated Codes and Methods to Reduce the Calculational Uncertainties of the LMFR
Reactivity Effects
- Phase 3 completed, draft synthesis report prepared
- Phase 4 (BN-600 fully MOX fuelled) almost completed
- 4th RCM scheduled at IPPE, Obninsk, 19 – 23 May 2003
- Phase 5 (BFS 62 based experimental benchmarks) under discussion, to be
defined at 4th RCM
- Results of Phases 1 – 3 presented at PHYSOR 2002, Seoul, ROK
Studies of Advanced Reactor Technology Options for Effective Incineration of Radioactive
Waste
- Kick-off RCM at FZK, 5 – 8 November 2002 (see section 3.2)
- Informal review meeting planned at Rez in late fall 2003
Benchmark Analyses on Data and Calculational Methods for ADS Source Related Neutronic
Phenomenology with Experimental Validation
- Overview of ongoing experimental R&D expected from Workshop on
“Review of ADS R&D Activities”, organized by the Belarus National
Academy of Sciences (Minsk, 26-28 May 2003)
- Planned to start in P&B cycle 2004-2005 (RB)
Assessment based on an Unified Methodology of Thorium Fuel in Innovative Nuclear Systems
- Scope to be decided at this TWG-FR Annual Meeting
- Planned to start in P&B cycle 2004-2005 (CAURB)
Generalization and Analyses of Operational Experience with Fast Reactor Equipment and
Systems
- Within the framework of the FR KP initiative
- Planned to start in P&B cycle 2004-2005 (CAURB)
3.5

Other Ongoing Activities

IAEA Workshop on “Technology and Applications of Accelerator Driven Systems” (hosted by
ICTP, Trieste, Italy, 13-17 October 2003)
- Objectives: formation and training
- Lectures, tutorials, computer exercises
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3.6

Topics: ADS design (static and dynamic aspects), data, simulation methods,
safety aspects

IAEA Documents

The following documents have been issued by the Secretariat of the IAEA in the period
covered by this report:
- Consultancy on “Knowledge Preservation in the Area of Fast Reactor
Technology”, ANL-West, Idaho Falls, USA, 2-4 April 2002, IAEA-02CT02060, Working Material TWG-FR/107 (2002)
- Technical Meeting to "Review of National Programmes on Fast Reactors and
Accelerator Driven Systems (ADS)", Karlsruhe, Germany, 22-26 April 2002,
IAEA-TM-25032, Working Material TWG-FR/108 (2002)
- Technical Meeting on “Operational and Decommissioning Experience with
Fast Reactors”, Cadarache, 11-15 March 2002, IAEA-TM-25332 Working
Material TWG-FR/109 (2002)
- Characterization and Management of Radioactive Sodium and Other Reactor
Components as Input Data for the Decommissioning of Liquid Metal-cooled
Fast Reactors, Working Material TWG-FR/110 (2002)
- Technical Meeting – First Research Coordination Meeting (RCM) of the
Coordinated Research Project (CRP) on “Studies of Advanced Reactor
Technology Options for Effective Incineration of Radioactive Waste”, IAEARC-870 Working Material TWG-FR/111 (2002)
- Verification of Analysis Methods for Predicting the Behaviour of Seismically
Isolated Nuclear Structures, IAEA-TECDOC-1288 (2002)
- Comparative Assessment of Thermophysical and Thermohydraulic
Characteristics of Lead, Lead-Bismuth and Sodium Coolants , IAEATECDOC-1289 (2002)
- Validation of Fast Reactor Thermomechanical and Thermohydraulic Codes,
IAEA-TECDOC-1318 (2002)
- Thorium fuel utilization: Options and trends, IAEA-TECDOC-1319 (2002)
Power Reactor and Sub-critical Blanket Systems with Lead and Lead-Bismuth
as Coolant and/or Target Material, IAEA-TECDOC-1348 (2003)
Potential of Thorium-based Fuel Cycles to Constrain Plutonium and Reduce
Long-term Waste Toxicities, IAEA-TECDOC-1349 (2003)
There were also two external publications (ANS, ISBN 0-89448-672-1):
- BN-600 Hybrid Core Benchmark Analyses, Proceedings of PHYSOR 2002,
International Conference on the New Frontiers of Nuclear Technology:
Reactor Physics, Safety and High-Performance Computing, Seoul, Republic
of Korea, October 7-10, 2002, Paper 6A-05
- Final Report on the IAEA Coordinated Research Program on the Potential of
Thorium-based Fuel Cycles to Constrain Plutonium and to Reduce the Longterm Waste Toxicity, Proceedings of PHYSOR 2002, International
Conference on the New Frontiers of Nuclear Technology: Reactor Physics,
Safety and High-Performance Computing, Seoul, Republic of Korea, October
7-10, 2002, Paper 3B-02
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4.

Research Coordination Meeting Arrangements for 2003
There is no Research Co-ordination Meeting (RCM) foreseen in 2003.

5.

Technical Meeting Arrangements for 2003

The Scientific Secretary informed the TWG-FR members about the remaining technical
meetings foreseen in 2003:
- IAEA Workshop on "Technology and Applications of Accelarator Driven
Systems (ADS), 13 to 17 October 2003, Trieste, Italy (hosted by ICTP)
- Technical Meeting on "Theoretical and Experimental Studies of Heavy Liquid
Metal Thermal Hydraulics", 28 to 31 October 2003, Karlsruhe, Germany
(hosted by Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe)
- Technical Meeting on "Review of Solid and Mobile Fuels for Partitioning and
Transmutation System", 15 to 18 December 2003, Madrid, Spain (hosted by
CIEMAT)
6.

Proposals For Future TWG-FR Activities

The IAEA Secretariat had received prior to the meeting a proposal from Japan with
regard to the utilization of Monju (restart and operation) for international R&D. The TWG-FR
welcomed this proposal and supports establishing an international advisory group to
recommend the best utilisation of Monju. It was agreed that this advisory group should
include the members of the TWG-FR, and this issue should be regularly discussed in future
meetings of the TWG-FR. As a first step, Japan requests that the TWG-FR convene a TM on
this topic.
With regard to the proposed Technical Meeting (TM) on “Handling of Sodium Coming
from Decommissioned Fast Reactors and from the Shutdown of Experimental Facilities”, the
TWG-FR Scientific Secretary noted that the Agency’s Nuclear Waste Technology Section
was already conducting an activity in this area. The TWG-FR put the action on the Scientific
Secretary to distribute the IAEA-TECDOC arising from the Nuclear Waste Technology
Section’s activity amongst the TWG-FR members. Based on the evaluation of this TECDOC,
the TWG-FR members will advise the Scientific Secretary of whether they consider a separate
TM to be necessary.
The TWG-FR discussed a proposal from India to convene a TM on “Fast Reactor Fuel
Failure and Failed Fuel Detection Systems”. Before agreeing on a recommndation, the TWGFR asked the Indian representative to provide, by August 2003, a detailed summary of the
scope and objectives of this TM.
The TWG-FR discussed a proposal from France to convene a TM on
“Decommissioning of Fast Reactors After Sodium Draining”. All members expressed interest
in this proposal, and asked the representative from France to provide, by August 2003, a
detailed summary of the scope and objectives of this TM.
The TWG-FR discussed India’s proposal of a new CRP on “Analytical Benchmark for
Code Validation of Computer Codes for Calculating Thermal Hydraulic Consequences of
LMFR Primary Pipe Ruptures”, for which it offered to take the lead as Scientific Investigator,
and to propose a benchmark model. Germany, France, the UK, and the USA all stated that
they were not interested in participating. to participate. The representatives from Brazil,
Japan, the Republic of Korea, and Russia, will inform the Scientific Secretary of their
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decision on participation by August 2003. Depending on the level of interest, the TWG-FR
Scientific Secretary will consult with the Member States to determine whether to proceed with
this new CRP proposal.
The TWG-FR discussed India’s proposal of a new CRP on “Code Validation for Crack
Growth Methodology”. The representatives of all Member States but India will consult with
the appropriate institutions and check on the availability of experts and the level of national
interest before deciding on participation, and will inform the TWG-FR Scientific Secretary of
their decision on participation by August 2003. Depending on the level of interest, the TWGFR Scientific Secretary will consult with the Member States to determine whether to proceed
with this new CRP proposal.
The TWG-FR discussed India’s proposal to convene a TM on “Innovative Concepts for
In-Service Inspection and Primary Coolant Pipe Leak Detection”. All representatives agreed
that the scope should be broadened to include all aspects of LMFBR in-service inspection
(ISI). The representatives from Brazil, Germany, the UK, and the USA all stated that they
were not interested in participating in this TM. France, Japan, Kazakhstan, the Republic of
Korea, and Russia will consult with the appropriate institutions and check on the availability
of experts and the level of national interest before deciding on participation. They will inform
the TWG-FR Scientific Secretary of their decision on participation by August 2003.
Depending on the level of interest, the TWG-FR Scientific Secretary will consult with the
Member States to determine whether to proceed with this new TM.
The TWG-FR recommends to hold a TM on physics modelling issues in preparation of
the proposed CRP on “Benchmark Analyses on Data and Calculational Methods for ADS
Source Related Neutronic Phenomenology with Experimental Validation”. It was agreed that
the TWG-FR Scientific Secretary will consult with Member States who were not present at
the TM, including countries and organisations which do not regularly attend but which may
be interested in participating in this activity, to determine their interest in participating in the
proposed CRP. Following the above consultation, the Scientific Secretary will propose the
objectives and the scope of the CRP, and will seek agreement from the TWG-FR members by
September 2003.
The TWG-FR agreed that the proposed CRP on “An Assessment Based on a Unified
Methodology of Thorium Fuel in Emerging Nuclear Energy Systems” whose scope would be
broadened to include thermal reactors, and in particular the PHWR, was beyond the scope of
the TWG-FR. It was agreed that an investigation of thorium in PHWRs, should be passed for
consideration to the TWGs on Water Reactors. However, in order to address the interest
expressed by some Member States in this area, including those not represented at the meeting,
the TWG-FR put the action on the Scientific Secretary to explore the possibility of convening
a Consultancy to recommend topics for a CRP aimed at investigating the potential of thorium
fuels to utilise plutonium and incinerate minor actinides.
The TWG-FR agreed that the proposed CRP on “Generalization and Analyses of
Operational Experience with Fast Reactor (FR) Equipment and Systems” would remain
focussed on operating experience from FRs. Other aspects of FR experience would be
considered within the framework of the Fast Reactor Knowledge Preservation initiative. The
TWG-FR supports this CRP and recommends its implementation of within the programmatic
framework of the IAEA activities. The issue will be discussed further at the knowledge
preservation meeting.
Japan made a request for expert opinion in the context of the High Court ruling on the
secondary sodium leak incident, the HT tube break at steam generator event, and the
hypothetical CDA. The TWG-FR offered strong support for this request, and it was agreed
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that Japan will propose dates for the expert review seminars by the end of May 2003. It is
recommended that the TWG-FR Scientific Secretary organise these meetings under IAEA
aegis, and, in collaboration with Japan, propose a meeting scope which will address the
Japan’s needs.
The participants voted to prioritize the new TM proposals (and also one proposed by
Japan at the knowledge preservation meeting aiming at a more limited TM on reactor physics
data and knowledge preservation). The following TMs (in order of decreasing priority) will be
included in the TWG-FR’s running list of “Proposed Topics for TWG-FR Technical
Meetings and Collaborative R&D” (so called Annex III):
- Utilization of Monju (Restart and Operation) for International R&D
- Decommissioning of Fast Reactors After Sodium Draining
- Fast Reactor Physics Knowledge Preservation
- Fast Reactor Fuel Failure and Failed Fuel Detection Systems
- Innovative Concepts for In-Service Inspection and Primary Coolant Pipe Leak
Detection.
7.

Proposals for Meeting Arrangements in 2004-2005

The Scientific Secretary informed the TWG-FR members about the TWG-FR relevant
activities that are included in IAEA’s 2004-2005 Program and Budget which is presently
under discussion and will be decided by the General Conference in September 2003.
8.

Summary of the Conclusions/Reccomendations/Actions

1) The TWG-FR recommends to hold a TM on physics modelling issues as preparation of
the proposed CRP on “Benchmark Analyses on Data and Calculational Methods for ADS
Source Related Neutronic Phenomenology with Experimental Validation”. It was agreed
that the TWG-FR Scientific Secretary will consult with Member States who were not
present at the TM, including countries and organisations which do not regularly attend but
which may be interested in participating in this activity, to determine their interest in
participating in the proposed CRP. Following the above consultation, the Scientific
Secretary will propose the objectives and the scope of the CRP, and will seek agreement
from the TWG-FR members by September 2003.
2) The TWG-FR agreed that proposed CRP on “An Assessment Based on a Unified
Methodology of Thorium Fuel in Emerging Nuclear Energy Systems” whose scope would
be broadened to include thermal reactors, and in particular the PHWR, was beyond the
scope of the TWG-FR. It was agreed that an investigation of thorium in PHWRs, should
be passed for consideration to the TWGs on Water Reactors. However, in order to address
the interest expressed by some Member States in this area, including those not represented
at the meeting, the TWG-FR put the action on the Scientific Secretary to explore the
possibility of convening a Consultancy to recommend topics for a CRP aimed at
investigating the potential of thorium fuels to utilise plutonium and incinerate minor
actinides.
3) The TWG-FR agreed that the proposed CRP on “Generalization and Analyses of
Operational Experience with Fast Reactor (FR) Equipment and Systems” would remain
focussed on operating experience from FRs. Other aspects of FR experience would be
considered within the framework of the Fast Reactor Knowledge Preservation initiative.
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The TWG-FR supports this CRP and recommends its implementation of within the
programmatic framework of the IAEA activities.
4) With regard to the proposed Technical Meeting (TM) on “Handling of Sodium Coming
from Decommissioned Fast Reactors and from the Shutdown of Experimental Facilities”,
the TWG-FR Scientific Secretary noted that the Agency’s Nuclear Waste Technology
Section was already conducting an activity in this area. The TWG-FR put the action on
the Scientific Secretary to distribute the IAEA-TECDOC arising from the Nuclear Waste
Technology Section’s activity amongst the TWG-FR members. Based on the evaluation of
this TECDOC, the TWG-FR members will advise the Scientific Secretary of whether they
consider a separate TM to be necessary.
5) The TWG-FR endorsed the Japanese proposal on information exchange with regard to the
restart of MONJU. The overall objective of these information exchange activities is to
ensure the input of the international R&D community on the best ways and means to use
MONJU (start up experiments and operation) for Fast Reactor research and development.
It was noted that tere is strong international interest in MONJU’s irradiation capabilities.
At the same time, valuable input is expected from the MONJU restart and operation to the
Fast Reactor Knowledge Preservation initiative. The TWG-FR recommended to include
these activities into the Agency’s programmatic activities.
6) The TWG-FR discussed a proposal from India to convene a TM on “Fast Reactor Fuel
Failure and Failed Fuel Detection Systems”. Before agreeing on a recommndation, the
TWG-FR asked the Indian representative to provide, by August 2003, a detailed summary
of the scope and objectives of this TM.
7) The TWG-FR discussed a proposal from France to convene a TM on “Decommissioning
of Fast Reactors After Sodium Draining”. All members expressed interest in this proposal,
and asked the representative from France to provide, by August 2003, a detailed summary
of the scope and objectives of this TM.
8) The TWG-FR discussed India’s proposal of a new CRP on “Analytical Benchmark for
Code Validation of Computer Codes for Calculating Thermal Hydraulic Consequences of
LMFR Primary Pipe Ruptures”, for which it offered to take the lead as Scientific
Investigator, and to propose a benchmark model. Germany, France, the UK, and the USA
all stated that they were not interested in participating. to participate. The representatives
from Brazil, Japan, the Republic of Korea, and Russia, will inform the Scientific Secretary
of their decision on participation by August 2003. Depending on the level of interest, the
TWG-FR Scientific Secretary will consult with the Member States to determine whether
to proceed with this new CRP proposal.
9) The TWG-FR discussed India’s proposal of a new CRP on “Code Validation for Crack
Growth Methodology”. The representatives of all Member States but India will consult
with the appropriate institutions and check on the availability of experts and the level of
national interest before deciding on participation, and will inform the TWG-FR Scientific
Secretary of their decision on participation by August 2003. Depending on the level of
interest, the TWG-FR Scientific Secretary will consult with the Member States to
determine whether to proceed with this new CRP proposal.
10) The TWG-FR discussed India’s proposal to convene a TM on “Innovative Concepts for
In-Service Inspection and Primary Coolant Pipe Leak Detection”. All representatives
agreed that the scope should be broadened to include all aspects of LMFBR in-service
inspection (ISI). The representatives from Brazil, Germany, the UK, and the USA all
stated that they were not interested in participating in this TM. France, Japan, Kazakhstan,
the Republic of Korea, and Russia will consult with the appropriate institutions and check
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on the availability of experts and the level of national interest before deciding on
participation. They will inform the TWG-FR Scientific Secretary of their decision on
participation by August 2003. Depending on the level of interest, the TWG-FR Scientific
Secretary will consult with the Member States to determine whether to proceed with this
new TM.
11) It is recommended that the IAEA explore the possibility of meeting India’s request to
provide guidelines for the saefty analyses of the primary pump rupture event in liquid
metal cooled fast reactors. The TWG-FR Scientific Secretary will collaborate with the
experts in the Nuclear Safety and Department, in trying to meet this request solely on the
basis of the Agency’s own resources. No activities within the TWG will be required.
12) The TWG-FR offered strong support for two proposals made by the Japanese
representative in connection with the restart of Monju. The first proposal requests expert
opinion in the context of the High Court ruling on the secondary sodium leak incident, the
HT tube break at steam generator event, and the hypothetical CDA. It was agreed that
Japan will propose dates for the expert review seminars by the end of May 2003. It is
recommended that the TWG-FR Scientific Secretary organise these meetings under IAEA
aegis, and, in collaboration with Japan, propose a meeting scope which will address the
Japan’s needs. The second proposal aims at establishing an international advisory group to
recommend the best utilisation of Monju (restart and operation) for international R&D. It
was agreed that this advisory group should include the members of the TWG-FR, and this
issue should be regularly discussed in future meetings of the TWG-FR.
9.

Date and Venue of Next Meeting

The TWG-FR recommended to hold the 37th Annual Meeting from 10 to 14 May 2004
in Vienna (alternative date, to be decided by September 2003: 24 – 28 May 2004).
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Some of the participants in the IAEA Technical Meeting on “Review of National Programmes
on Fast Reactors and Accelerator Driven Systems (ADS)” (36th Annual Meeting of the TWGFR), KAERI, 12-14 May 2003
Left to right: J. C. Astégiano (CEA, France), Y. Ieda, T. Nagata (both JNC, Japan), A. dos
Santos (Instituto de Pesquisas Energéticas e Nucleares, Brazil), S. Krechetov (National
Atomic Company “Kazatomprom”, Kazakhstan), T. Aoyama (JNC, Japan), Y. Ashurko
(IPPE, Russia), S. C. Chetal (IGCAR, India), A. Stanculescu (IAEA, Vienna), Yeong Il Kim
(KAERI, Rep. of Korea), U. Wehmann (consultant, Germany), Byung-Chan Na
(OECD/NEA, Paris), Dohee Hahn (KAERI, Rep. of Korea), Jordi Roglans (ANL), and John
Graham (Etcetera Assessments LLP, both United States of America)
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Technology Options for Effective Incineration of Radioactive Waste”
Characterization and Management of Radioactive Sodium and Other Reactor
Components as Input Data for the Decommissioning of Liquid Metal-cooled
Fast Reactors
Technical Meeting on “Operational and Decommissioning Experience with
Fast Reactors”, Cadarache, 11-15 March 2002
Technical Meeting to "Review of National Programmes on Fast Reactors and
Accelerator Driven Systems (ADS)", Karlsruhe, Germany, 22-26 April 2002
Consultancy on “Knowledge Preservation in the Area of Fast Reactor
Technology”, ANL-West, Idaho Falls, USA, 2-4 April 2002
The Third Research Co-ordination Meeting (RCM) on “Updated Codes and
Methods to Reduce the Calculational Uncertainties of Liquid Metal Fast
Reactor Reactivity Effects”, Cadarache, 12-16 November 2001
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2001
IAEA-TCM-1168
Working Material
TWG-FR/105

Technical Committee Meeting on “Review of National Programmes in Fast
Reactors and ADS” (34th Annual Meeting of the TWG-FR)

2000
IAEA-AG-1076
Working Material
IWG-FR/104
IAEA-RC-803.2
Working Material
IWG-FR/103
IAEA-TC-385.72
Working Material
IWG-FR/102
IAEA-TC-385.72
Working Material
IWG-FR/101
IAEA-RC-803
Working Material
IWG-FR/100
TECDOC-1180
TECDOC-1157

TECDOC-1155

TECDOC-1139

Design and Performance of Reactor and Sub-critical Blanket Systems with
Lead and Lead-Bismuth as Coolant and/or Target Material
Updated Codes and Methods to Reduce the Calculational Uncertainties of
Liquid Metal Fast Reactor Reactivity Effects
Liquid Metal Fast Reactor (LMFR) Developments
33rd Annual Meeting of the International Working Group on Fast Reactors
(IWG-FR)
Summary Reports of the Meeting Held in the Period May 1999-April 2000,
Background Material, and Some Room Documents in Preparation of the 33rd
IWG-FR Annual Meeting
Updated Codes and Methods to reduce the Calculational Uncertainties of the
LMFR Reactivity Effects
Unusual Occurrences During LMFR Operation
Proceedings of a TCM held in Vienna, 9-13 November 1998
LMFR Core Thermohydraulics: Status and Prospects
Review of data, codes and methodologies for LMFR core thermohydraulic
calculations.
Thorium based fuel options for the generation of electricity: Developments in
the 1990s.
Review of the current status of the thorium fuel cycles, world-wide
applications, economic benefits, and perceived advantages with respect to
other nuclear fuel cycles. These results of this updated evaluation are
summarized in this publication as a contribution toward documenting past
experience.
Transient and accident analysis of a BN-800 type LMFR with near zero void
effect
Final report of an international benchmark programme support by the IAEA
and EC, 1994-1998.

1999
TECDOC-1060

LMFR core and heat exchanger thermohydraulic design: former USSR and
present Russian approaches
This document includes the methodology and philosophy of the analytical and
experimental investigations in their application to the core and heat exchanger
thermohydraulic design of LMFRs.
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TECDOC-1083

IAEA-TC-385.71
Working Material
IWG-FR/99
no reference number

Status of liquid metal cooled fast reactor technology
Present status report which intends to provide comprehensive and detailed
information on LMFR technology with the following topics: experience in
construction, fast reactor engineering, reactor physics and safety, core structural
material and fuel technology, fast reactor engineering.
Status of National Programmes on LMFR
Summary Report of the Advisory Group Meeting on the Evaluation of Fast
Reactor Core Physics Tests

1998
TECDOC-1039

TECDOC-1015

Internet
IWG-FR/98
(Published by
Cadarache Centre,
France)

Influence of high dose irradiation on core structural and fuel materials in
advanced reactors
Proceedings of the TCM held in Obninsk, Russian Federation 16-19 June 1997
Advances in fast reactor technology
Updated and new information on the status of LMFR development, as reported
at the 30th meeting of the International Working Group on Fast Reactors, held
in China in May 1997.
Fast Reactor Database
Sodium Removal and disposal from LMFRs in normal operation and in the
framework of decommissioning
Proceedings of a TCM held in Aix-enProvence, France, 3-7 November 1997

1997
TECDOC-946

TECDOC-933
IWG-FR/92
(Published by PNC,
Japan)

Acoustic signal processing for the detection of sodium boiling or sodium-water
reactions in liquid metal fast reactors
A summary of the work performed under a CRP carried out from 1990 to 1995.
It was the continuation of an earlier CRP entitled Signal Processing Techniques
for Sodium Boiling Noise Detection (1984-1989).
Creep-fatigue damage rules for advanced fast reactor design
Proceedings of a TCM held in Manchester, United Kingdom, 11-13 June 1996
Evaluation of radioactive materials release and sodium fires in fast reactors
Proceeding of a TCM held in O-arai, Japan, 11-14 November 1996

1996
TECDOC-908

TECDOC-907

Fast reactor fuel failures and steam generator leaks: transient and accident
analysis approaches
A survey of activities on transient and accident analysis for LMFRs.
Concepetual design of advanced fast reactors
Proceedings of a TCM held in Kalpakkam, India, 3-6 October 1995
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Annex III
TECHNICAL WORKING GROUP ON
FAST REACTORS (TWG-FR)
36th Annual Meeting of the TWG-FR
Daejon, ROK, 12 – 14 May 2003
List of Proposed Topics for
TWG-FR Technical Meetings and
Collaborative R&D
#

Title

1

Primary sodium pipe rupture event
in LMFR
Design and performance of reactor
and sub-critical blanket with Pb
and Pb-Bi as coolant and/or target
material

India

Evaluation of fast reactor core
physics tests
Management of sodium from fast
breeder reactor dismantling

Japan

1998

France

2000

Co-ordinated studies on
“generalization and analysis of the
operational experience with
LMFRequipment and systems”
(include also complex mass
exchange in LMFR (primary and
secondary circuit))
Fast reactor knowledge
preservation

Russia

2000

France

2000

2

3
4
5

6

Country

Proposed
REMARKS
at
TWG-FR
meeting in
1999
TM 13-17 Jan. 2003,
Kalpakkam
1998
AGM
23-27 October 2000,
Moscow
AGM, 22-24 Nov. 99,
Vienna
Touched upon at TM
Cadarache 11-15 March
2002
TCM “Feedback from
Operational and Decomm.
Experience with Fast
Reactors”, Cadarache, 11
–15 March 02, kick-off
TM for CRP in 2004
AGM, 22-24 Nov. 99,
Vienna; CT ANL 2-4
April 2002, follow-up
mtg. in 2003 (conj. 36th
TWG-FR)
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7

8

9

10
11
12
13

14

15

16

First TM of the CRP on “Studies of
Advanced Reactor Technology
Options for Effective Incineration
of Radioactive Waste”
First TM of the CRP on
“Benchmark Analyses on Data and
Calculational Methods for ADS
Source Related Neutronic
Phenomenology with Experimental
Validation”
First RCM of the CRP on “An
Assessment Based on an Unified
Methodology of Thorium Fuel in
Fast Neutron Spectrum Systems”
TM on “Theoretical and
Experimental Studies of Heavy
Liquid Metal Thermal Hydraulics”
TM on “Review of Solid and
Mobile Fuels for Partitioning and
Transmutation Systems”
Joint OECD/NEA – IAEA meeting
“7th P&T Information Exchange
Meeting”
Third TM of the CRP on “Updated
Codes and Methods to Reduce the
Calculational Uncertainties of the
LMFR Reactivity Effects”
Fourth TM of the CRP on
“Updated Codes and Methods to
Reduce the Calculational
Uncertainties of the LMFR
Reactivity Effects”
Second TM of the CRP on “Studies
of Advanced Reactor Technology
Options for Effective Incineration
of Radioactive Waste”
TM on “Assessment of ADS
Dynamics and Safety Physics”

17 Technical Meeting “Review of
National Programmes on FR and
on ADS and Consultation with
Member States” (annual TWG-FR
meeting)
18 New CRP “Generalization and
Analyses of Operational
Experience with Fast Reactor

TWG-FR

2000

5-8 Nov. 2002, Karlsruhe

TWG-FR

2001

2004-2005

TWG-FR

2001

TWG-FR

2001

Decision to be made at
36th TWG-FR based on
MS representatives’
feedback
28-31 Oct. 2003,
Karlsruhe

TWG-FR

2001

15-18 December 2003,
Madrid

TWG-FR

2001

14-16 October 2002,
Cheju, Rep. of Korea

Russia

1999

12-15 Nov. 2001,
Cadarache

Russia

1999

19-23 May 2003
IPPE/Obninsk, Russia

TWG-FR

2000

2004

TWG-FR

2001

TWG-FR

2001

To be decided 5-8 Nov.
2002 CT 29 Sept.-1Oct
2003 Rez
22-26 April 2002,
Karlsruhe

TM
Cadarache 11-

2002

Start in 2004 - 2005
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Equipment and Systems”

19 TM on Handling of Sodium
Coming from Decommissioned
Fast Reactors and from Shutdown
Experimental Facilities

15 March
2002,
endorsed
at 35th
TWG-FR
35th
TWG-FR

2002

Specific TM for Nr. 4;
2004, UKAEA host,
Dounrey, UK;
see also action decided at
36th TWG-FR
12-14 May 2003, Daejon,
ROK

20 Technical Meeting “Review of
National Programmes on FR and
on ADS and Consultation with
Member States” (annual TWG-FR
meeting)
21 Technical Meeting to “Preserve
Fast Reactor Physics Knowledge”

TWG-FR

2002

TWG-FR

2002

15-16 May 2003, Daejon,
ROK

22 Technical Meeting “Review of
National Programmes on FR and
on ADS and Consultation with
Member States” (annual TWG-FR
meeting)
23 Utilization of Monju (Restart and
Operation) for International R&D
24 Decommissioning of Fast Reactors
After Sodium Draining
25 Fast Reactor Physics Knowledge
Preservation
26 Fast Reactor Fuel Failure and
Failed Fuel Detection Systems
27 Innovative Concepts for In-Service
Inspection and Primary Coolant
Pipe Leak Detection.

TWG-FR

2003

10-14 May 2004, Vienna
(alternatively, 24-28 May
2004, Vienna)

Japan

2003

France

2003

Japan

2003

India

2003

India

2003

See action decided at 36th
TWG-FR
See action decided at 36th
TWG-FR
See action decided at 36th
TWG-FR
See action decided at 36th
TWG-FR
See action decided at 36th
TWG-FR
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Annex IV
Review of National Programs on
Fast Reactors and Accelerator
Driven Systems (ADS)
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The Brazilian Status on ADS R&D: Preliminary Road Map to a program on
Accelerator Utilization on Basic and Applied Nuclear Physics, Products and Services and
to drive an experimental neutron source sub critical facility.
José Rubens Maiorino
Institute for Energetic and Nuclear Research (IPEN), São Paulo-SP, Brazil
(Brazilian Representative at IAEA TWG FR-ADS)
Brazil, although still a developing country has a Industrial Nuclear Program, that
although small has already achieved a good standard (2 NPP in operation, ANGRA I, II,
generating ~ 2%(~2 GW) of the total installed electricity, a third unity under construction, a
fuel cycle industry, INB, with capability to provide fuel elements for the NPP. The
Brazilian Navy, develop a nuclear program for nuclear propulsion which includes all the
front end of the fuel cycle including the enrichment by ultracentrifuge that is being
transferred for the industrial sector (INB). R&D is conducted by Research Institutes of the
Brazilian Nuclear Energy Commission (CNEN), IPEN, CDTN, and IEN, which have
technical capability and facilities (Research Reactors and Accelerators) appropriated to
support the industrial nuclear program, provide products and service for the Brazilian
society (e.g. Radio Isotopes). as well as to develop new technologies, although needs some
new challenges, mainly to motivate and to stimulate new young engineers and scientists in
Nuclear Energy R&D.
The Brazilian Nuclear Physics, being developed mainly by Universities is traditional
and outstanding even by first world standards, by the number of publications in
international journals, scientific citations, number and quality of scientists and in its
capability to form human power (Ph.D.). However, such scientific potential, although with
exceptions, still needs to transfer to the Brazilian society the benefits of the scientific
knowledge.
This scenario calls for a program which identifies synergies, society needs, be in
consonance with the international science and technology, have sustainability, adequate to
the Brazilian reality and give an umbrella to the activities already underway in Nuclear
Physics and Engineering, and preserve the identities and focus of the involved parts.
As reported at the IAEA TWG meeting on FR and ADS/1/, academic or calculation
(Nuclear Data, MCNP, LAHET codes) R&D on ADS are being conducted at IPEN
(Alternative Concept for a Fast Energy Amplifier/3,4,5/). Moreover, IPEN operates small
cyclotrons, CV- 28 not operational, but suitable for R&D, and the Cyclone- 30 from IBA
dedicated to Radio isotope Production( Tl-201, I- 123, Ga- 67), electrons accelerators used
in projects with high social and economics impacts( such as food irradiation), and have a
Van de Graaff capable to be a 14 MeV neutron source.
The Physics Institute of São Paulo University-IFUSP, R&D in cooperation with
International Lab several activities/projects are going on, such as Nuclear Reactions with
Heavy Ions, Nuclear Structure, Photo Nuclear Reactions, Ion Implantation, non destructive
techniques using accelerators beans, etc using an Heavy Ion electrostatic accelerator
(PELLETRON), a linear accelerator (LINAC), and a electron accelerator (MICROTRON),
as well as associated experimental facilities. Besides theoretical research on nuclear
reactions of ADS interest( Spallation- Cascade Evaporation Model) are also underway/6/.
Given this present time scenario IPEN-IFUSP identify a possibility of a program of
UTILIZATION OF ACCELERATORS with three main legs: R&D in Basic and Applied
Nuclear Physics and Engineering, Products and Services (Radioisotopes, proton therapy),
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and an ADS neutron source which could be used to realize research in waste transmutation,
energy and be a replacement for the present time Critical Research Reactor (IEA-R1),
having as long term goal (~20 years) an Experimental Application Accelerator Facility(
Cyclotron or LINAC 300-400 MeV,
2-5 mA), as illustrated above.

Beam
Targets
Basic and Applied
Nuclear R&D

Accelerator
Cyclotron/
LINAC

Products &Services

Energy Driven

RI(Mo-99)

Proton Beam

Experimental Sub Critical(Thermal & Fast)
ADS- Neutron Source

ADS
P&T
PROGRAM

Society( RI, Therapy, Radiation etc)
Applications in Life Science, Industry, etc

In order to achieve such long term goal, IPEN-IFUSP are working in a road map
or strategic plan/4/, to identify the present time facilities, activities, human power etc, being
conducted at National and International level, as well as the needed milestones, routes,
strategies (scientific, technological, and financial), international cooperation and
technology transfer, man power, etc. in order to achieve the final goal . This Road Map
once done should be the basic document to obtain economical and political governmental
support. Even being preliminary, the scheme bellow illustrate the main routes to be
followed.
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International
Cooperation

Identify the Present
Time Situation:
Facilities, Utilization
Human Power,
International
Cooperation, etc

R&D
Targets, Fuel
Calculation
Accelerators
Utilization

Products
Services

Accelerator, Sub Critical, Target, Fuel, Experimental
Utilization, Support Facilities( Design, Construction)
International
Cooperation
Experimental
Support

Design, Construction,
and Utilization of a
Zero Power Sub Critical
Facility Driven by CV28 existing cyclotron

Zero
Power
Pb ADS

Experimental
Accelerator
Application
Facility

Basic, Applied
R&D, ADSReplacement
for a Research
Reactor
P&T R&D

Brazilian
Society

Beam
Utiliz
ation

Neutron Source
RI( Mo-99)
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The Status of Fast Reactor Technology Development in China

For the Thirty Sixth Annual Meeting of
the Technical Working Group on Fast Reactors
IAEA
May 12-16, 2003, Daejon, Korea

by LU Daogang and XU Mi
China Institute of Atomic Energy
Beijing, China

The Status of Fast Reactor Technology Development in China
ABSTRACT
China , as a developing country with a great number of population and relatively less
energy resources, reasonably emphasizes the nuclear energy utilization development. For
the long term sustainable energy supply, nuclear application the basic strategy of PWRFBR-Fusion has been settled and envisaged. Due to the economy and experience reasons
the nuclear power and technology development with a moderate style are kept in China up
to now.
In China mainland apart from five NPPs with 7 units and the total capacity of 5.4 GWe
in operation, three NPPs with 4 units are under construction and two NPPs are planned for
the Tenth Five Year Plan(2001-2005). Also another one or two NPPs are still in discussion.
It could be foreseen that the total nuclear power capacity will reach 8.7GWe before the year
2005 and 14-15 GWe before 2010 respectively.
As the first step for the Chinese fast reactor engineering development, the 65MWt
China Experimental Fast Reactor (CEFR) is under construction. The main components of
primary, secondary and tertiary circuits and of fuel handling system have been ordered. The
construction of reactor building with about 40,000m2 floor surface has been completed. 127
components have been installed. It is planned that the first criticality of the CEFR will be in
the end of 2005.
The second step of the Chinese fast reactor engineering development is a 300MWe
Prototype Fast Breeder Reactor which is only under consideration up to now. Some
important technical selections have been settled, but its design has not yet started.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Qinshan-1 NPP with a 300MWe PWR, the first self-designed and self-constructed
nuclear power plant, has passed its 11 years anniversary since incorporated into the
electricity grid on December 15, 2001. Up to December of 2002, it had generated 18.4
billion kWh of electricity. No any pollution or leaked radiation has been found over the
past 11 years.
Daya Bay NPP with two 900MWe PWRs which was co-funded by Guang Dong and
Hong Kong electric companies and imported technically from France and UK began the
commercial operation from the year 1994. The total electricity generation up to September
of 2001 is 99.6 billion kWh.
In Qinshan-2 NPP with two 600MWe PWRs, one unit began the commercial operation
in April, 2002. Another one is expected in 2003.
In Qinshan-3 NPP with two 728MWe PHWRs, one unit began the commercial
operation in December, 2002. Another one is expected in 2003.
In Lingao-1 NPP with two 984MWe PWRs, one unit began the commercial operation
in May, 2002, while another one in March , 2003.
In Lian yungang NPP with two 1000MWe PWRs, one unit is expected to begin the
commercial operation in 2004, while another one in 2005.
Presently in the above five NPPs, there are 7 units of reactors with the total capacity of
5.4 GWe in operation. Generally speaking the successful operation of these NPPs has more
or less given to the Government and society some encouragement to develop continuously
nuclear power application. It could be envisaged that in 2005 the total capacity of nuclear
power plants in operation will reach 8.7GWe in the mainland as shown in Table 1. Two
NPPs (Sanmen and Lingao-2) with total four units (1 GWe per unit) are planned. The
construction will be started before 2005. Another one or two NPPs (Yangjiang) are still
under proposal and discussion stage.
Table 1 MAINLAND NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS
NPP
Type
Power(M
Commercial
We)
operation
Qinshan-1
PWR
300
1993
Daya Bay
PWR
2×900
Jan. and Jun.,
1994
Qinshan-2
PWR
2×600
Apr. 2002 and
2003
Qinshan-3
PHWR
2×728
Dec., 2002 and
Nov., 2003
Lingao-1
PWR
2×984
May, 2002 and
Mar., 2003
Lian yungang
PWR
2×1000
2004 and 2005
Sanmen
PWR
2×1000
2010 (to be
expected)
Lingao-2
PWR
2×1000
2010 (to be
expected)
Yangjiang
PWR
2×1000
2010 (to be
expected)
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The China Experimental Fast Reactor (CEFR) with the power 65MWt is under
construction. The construction of reactor building (57 meters above the ground) with about
40,000m2 floor surface has been completed. 127 components have been installed. About
90% detail design and 80% safety-related design demonstration tests have been carried out.
The test program after installation of components and systems, physical start-up program
and final safety analysis report are all under preparation. It is envisaged the first criticality
of the CEFR will be realized in the end of 2005.
2 CHINA EXPERIMENTAL FAST REACTOR (CEFR)
2.1 Introduction
After the collection and preparation of necessary computer codes and the decision
of main technical selections, the conceptual design of the CEFR was started in 1990 and
completed in 1993 including the confirmation and optimization to some important design
characteristics. Having spent almost whole 1994 for its preparation, and after finished its
technical design cooperation during 1995-1996 with Russia FBR association (IPPE, OKBM
and Atomenergoproekt) the CEFR preliminary design was started in the early of 1995 and
finished in August 1997. After about another half year for its necessary modification, the
detail design is started since the early 1998,and now still continued. Following presentation
to this reactor is based on its preliminary design.
The CEFR is a sodium cooled 65MWt experimental fast reactor with (Pu,U)O2 as
fuel, but UO2 as first loading, Cr-Ni austenitic stainless steel as fuel cladding and reactor
block structure material, bottom supported pool type, two main pumps and two loops for
primary and secondary circuit respectively. The water-steam tertiary circuit is also two
loops but the superheat steam is incorporated into one pipe which is connected with a
turbine. Fig. 1 shows the nuclear island. The following are general engineering
characteristics:
Thermal Power
Electrical Power(T.G. Capacity)
Electrical Power(net)
Acreage of Reactor Site
Floor Surface of Buildings
First Loading (UO2 64.4%)
Water Supply
Power Supply

65MW
25MW
20MW
15ha
43731m2
417kg
4500t/d
3000kW

2.2 Reactor Core
The reactor core, as shown in Fig. 2, is composed of 81 fuel subassemblies (Fig. 3).
Three safety subassemblies, three compensation subassemblies and two regulation
subassemblies, then 336 stainless steel reflector subassemblies and 230 shielding
subassemblies and in addition 56 positions for primary storage of spent fuel subassemblies
are included. 92%B-10 enrichment B4C is used for safety and compensation absorber. But
natural boron B4C (B-10 percent abundance about 20%) is used for regulation and shielding
subassemblies.
The compensation and regulation subassemblies are also as first shutdown system.
Three safety subassemblies are as secondary shutdown system. Their drop down time is 1.5
seconds and 0.7 seconds respectively.
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The design limitation to the core which was fixed before the core design is as following:
Thermal Power
Linear Power (max.)
Operation Cycle (min.)
Inserting Rate of Reactivity (max.)
Positive Reactivity (each addition)(max.)
Reactivity Equivalent of Each Regulation Subassembly(max.)
Cladding Temperature in Nominal Operation (max.)

65MW
430W/cm
73d
0.07βeff/s
0.4βeff
1βeff
700℃

Some results about core neutronics and thermo-hydraulics are listed in Tables 2-5.
TABLE 2
Fuel
PuO2
U-235 enrichment
Pu-239
Total Pu

CEFR FUEL LOADING (EQUILIBRIUM)
(Pu,U)O2
UO2
wt%
29.4
%
36
64.4
Kg
65.76
Kg
106.8

TABLE 3
Parameters
Power of Fuel Subassembly

MAXIMUM HEAT RATE*
Cycle
Beginning
End
(M
0.980/0.957
0.978/0.952

W)
Linear of Fuel Pin

(W/

405/395

396/388

756/738

744/725

cm)
Volume Power Density

(M
W/m3)

*: (Pu,U)O2/UO2
TABLE 4 MAXIMUM NEUTRON FLUX RATE*(1015n/cm2∙s)
Position
Cycle
Beginning
End
Center (steel)
3.73/3.13
3.76/3.15
First Row of Fuel S.A**
3.70/3.10
3.73/3.13
First Row of Reflector S.A
2.20/1.90
2.26/1.92
First Row of Shielding S.A
0.293/0.261
0.298/0.264
Storage Position
0.0269/0.0252
0.0271/0.0254
* ：(Pu,U)O2/UO2
**：S.A-Abbreviation Subassembly
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TABLE 5

1
2
3
4

CLADDING AND FUEL TEMPERATURE* max.℃
Fuel***
Cladding**
Flow Region
Cycle
Cycle
Beginni
End
Beginni
End
ng
ng
(15 Fuel S.As)
665.68/6
670.44/6
2511.36/
2497.30/
53.38
54.04
2232.46
2211.1
(18 Fuel S.As)
665.02/6
670.76/6
2373.06/
2370.10/
53.92
55.06
2104.76
2084.9
(21 Fuel S.As)
659.68/6
662.24/6
2219.16/
2213.50/
50.58
49.44
1983.46
1961.5
(27 Fuel S.As)
656.66/6
656.68/6
2039.46/
2030.60
52.46
51.26
1824.06
1809.1

* ：(Pu,U)O2/UO2
** ：Including 2σ deviation of average square root related to the nominal value.
***：Using 3σ for uncertainty of design parameters.
2.3 Reactor Block
The CEFR block is composed of main vessel and guard vessel which is supported
from bottom on the floor of reactor pit with the diameter 10m and height 12m. The reactor
core and its support structure are supported on lower internal structures. Two main pumps
and four intermediate heat exchangers are supported on upper internal structures. These two
structures are sat on the main vessel. Two DHRS heat exchangers are hung from the
shoulder of main vessel. The double rotational plugs are sat on the neck of the main vessel,
while the control rod driving mechanisms, the fuel handling machine and some
instrumentation structures are supported by the rotational plugs. The CEFR block is shown
in Fig 4.
The main vessel has an outside diameter of 8010mm and a diameter gap of 175mm
toward guard vessel. The narrow gap design permits the core still immersed in sodium
when the main vessel leak accident has unexpectedly happened. Using 2D Sn computer
code, the calculation shows that the neutron fluence in main vessel during 30 years is about
1.0×1022 n/cm2. For main vessel only temperature, strain and sodium leak detection are
considered.
In the design a molten core catcher is equipped on the bottom of the vessel even
though there is no any serious accident in which the large part of core damage could be
happened based on the analysis of all the beyond design basis accidents.
2.4 Main Heat Transport Systems
As shown in Fig. 5, the primary circuit is composed of main pumps, four intermediate
heat exchangers, reactor core support diagrid plenum, pipes and cold and hot sodium pools.
In cold pool, two primary loops are separated each other, but in hot pool they are linked up.
In normal operation the average sodium temperature in cold pool is 360℃ and in hot pool it
is 516℃.
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The secondary circuit has two loops each one is equipped with one secondary
pump, two intermediate heat exchangers (IHX), evaporator, super-heater, expansion tank,
and valves. The outlet sodium temperature of secondary circuit from IHX is 495°C. When
it leave evaporator it will decrease up to 310°C, and in outlet of super-heater it is 463.3°C.
The tertiary water steam circuit has one turbine generator, three low pressure
heaters, one deoxygenate heater, one demineralization facility and feed water pumps. It
provides 480°C /14Mpa superheat steam to the turbine.
Each evaporator is connected with one release-to-air valve and two safety release
valves, but for super-heater, one release-to-air valve and one safety release valve. And the
by-pass de-temperature de-pressure valves equivalent to 67% full power are equipped for
discharging the steam to the condenser when the turbine is not in operation.
2.5 Safety Characteristics
The CEFR will be located in the China Institute of Atomic Energy (CIAE), about 40
km far away from Beijing City which owns about 10 million inhabitants. According to the
raising environment safety consideration, it is stipulated to have more strictly requests to
radioactive materials release standards for normal operation, design basis accident (DBA)
and beyond design basis accident (BDBA) than related national standards, as shown in
Table 6.
TABLE 6 MAXIMUM LIMITS OF PUBLIC EFFECTIVE
DOSE EQUIVALENT FROM THE CEFR
States
GB6249-86
CEFR limits
Operational
0.25mSv/a
0.05mSv/a
DBA
5mSv/accident
0.5mSv/accident
BDBA
100mSv/accident
5mSv/accident
No any emergency intervention requirements for residents beyond 153m from the
reactor.
The CEFR is a small reactor, which has bigger heat inertia than many other pool
reactors due to its relative primary sodium loading per MWt, is larger. The core is designed
with negative temperature coefficients, and negative power coefficients.
These feedback properties are shown in Tables 7-10.
TABLE 7 TEMPERATURE REACTIVITY EFFECT
(Pu,U)O2/UO2 CORE, 250-360℃, %∆K/K
Cycle
Beginning
End
Sodium Density
-0.169/-0.182
-0.170/-0.186
Axial Expansion of Reactor Core
-0.037/-0.034
-0.038/-0.034
Axial Expansion of Lateral Reflector
-0.019/-0.019
-0.020/-0.019
Radial Expansion (diagrid plenum)
-0.204/-0.184
-0.205/-0.188
Doppler Effect
-0.032/-0.022
-0.033/-0.024
Total
-0.461/-0.441
-0.466/-0.451
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TABLE 8

POWER REACTIVITY EFFECT, HOT STANDBY--FULL POWER
(Pu, U) O2/UO2 core
%∆K/K
Cycle
Beginning
End
Sodium Density
-0.107/-0.122
-0.112/-0.124
Sodium Volume Fraction Exchange
-0.029/-0.028
-0.034/-0.029
Axial Expansion of Reactor Core
-0.339/-0.259
-0.311/-0.300
Axial Expansion of Lateral Reflector
-0.011/-0.010
-0.011/-0.010
Radial Expansion (S.A. Winding)
-0.020/-0.020
-0.020/-0.020
Doppler Effect
-0.063/-0.034
-0.063/-0.036
Total
-0.569/-0.509
-0.556/-0.519
TABLE 9 DOPPLER CONSTANT OF CEFR CORE
10-3∆K/K
(Pu, U) O2 /UO2 core
Kw(with Na)
Kd (without Na)
Fuel:633-1593K Cladding: 633-1000K
-0.878/-0.394
-0.618/-0.113
All Materials 523-633K
-1.574/-1.170
-1.048/-0.519
All Materials 373-523K
-1774/-1.200
-1.142/-0.578
TABLE 10 REACTIVITY EFFECT OF SODIUM LOST
(Pu,U)O2/UO2 CORE
%∆K/K
Region Lost Sodium
Cycle
Beginning
End
Core (Fuel Section)
-2.366/-2.456
-2.404/-2.504
Core (Fuel section + upper section of S.A)
-3.067/-3.116
-3.110/-3.189
Core (Whole Section of S.A)
-3.737/-3.744
-3.788/-3.836
-5.196/-5.106
-5.194/-5.282
Whole Core (including central stainless
steel
Rod, and stainless steel reflector)
The reliable removal of decay heat after the shut-down of a nuclear reactor is an
important safety criterion. For this reason, two independent passive decay heat removal
systems (DHRS) are designed for the CEFR (Fig.6 shows one system). Each one is rated to
a thermal power of 0.525MWt under the working condition, the decay heat is removed by
natural convection and circulation of primary and secondary coolant, and natural draft by
air. To have the start-up of DHRS the air dampers of the air cooler stacks are opened by
automatic signal of reactor protection system or in case of a lost of any service power
mechanically by the operator staff. Except for this procedure the CEFR DHRS is entirely
passive. Table 11 gives the parameters of the DHRS, of the CEFR.
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TABLE 11 PARAMETERS OF ONE SET OF DHRS
Parameters
Working
Transfer Power MWt
0.525
Primary Na Flow Rate in DHX*) kg/s
5.8
Secondary Na Flow Rate in DHX kg/s
2.93
Air Flow Rate in Air cooler kg/s
2.4
Primary Na Temperature
Inlet at DHX
516
Outlet at DHX
444
Secondary Na Temperature
Inlet at Air cooler
514
Outlet at Air cooler
373
Air Temperature
Inlet at Air cooler
50
Outlet at Air cooler
264
Secondary Na Pressure MPa
0.6
* DHX-Decay Heat Exchanger in DHRS

Stand-by
0.052
1.66
1.37
0.11
516
490
515
485
50
496
0.402

2.6 Main Design Parameters
TABLE 12 CEFR MAIN DESIGN PARAMETERS
Parameter
Thermal Power
Electric Power, net
Reactor Core
Height
Diameter Equivalent
Fuel
Linear Power max.
Neutron Flux
Bum-up, target max.
Bum-up, first load max.
Inlet Temp. of the Core
Outlet Temp. of the Core
Diameter of Main Vessel(outside)
Primary Circuit
Number of Loops
Quantity of Sodium
Flow Rate, total
Number of IHX per loop
Secondary Circuit
Number of loops
Quantity of Sodium
Flow Rate
Tertiary Circuit
Steam Temperature
Steam Pressure
Flow Rate
Plant Life

Unit
MW
MW
cm
cm
W/cm
N/cm2s
MWd/t
MWd/t
°C
°C
M
T
t/h

Preliminary design
65
20
45.0
60.0
(Pu,U)O2
430
3.7×1015
100000
60000
360
530
8.010
2
260
1328.4
2

T
t/h

2
48.2
986.4

°C
Mpa
t/h
A

480
14
96.2
30
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3 PROGRESS ON CEFR SAFETY ANALYSIS
3.1 Introduction
The main results of DBAs and BDBAs analysis for CEFR preliminary safety analysis
report have been introduced at 33rd, 34th and 35th Annual Meeting of TWGFR[1,2,3]. During
the past year (from April, 2002 to April, 2003), several key experiments related to CEFR
safety have been performed. From those some safety functions have been confirmed, while
some need to be further researched.
3.2 Water Mock-Up Test for DHRS
In the vessel of CEFR, there are two independent decay heat removal systems (DHRS),
which are the first realization with only in-vessel passive DHRS in the world. In order to
verify their effectiveness, a water mock-up test in IPPE Russia started from 1998 and
ended in 2002. Using this test facility, several operational cases in the CEFR as follows
were simulated: the full power forced circulation operation; the transient from the forced
circulation to the natural circulation; the steady natural circulation.
From this mock-up test, some conclusions were drawn as follows:
1)
It is proved that the DHR systems in CEFR are effective to remove
passively the decay heat after scram.
2)
Though there are two sets of independent DHRS separated in space each
other in the CEFR vessel, it is proved that any one set have the ability to
remove the decay heat independently.
3)
Followed the start of the DHRS, as long as the stable natural circulation is
established, the thermal-hydraulic parameters for the steady state have no
relations with the histories of the operation condition, as well as the
transient speed from the forced circulation to the natural one.
4)
The thermal stratification phenomena have been observed in the hot
plenum.
3.3 Siphon Stopping Test for the Purification System of the Primary Circuit
In CEFR there is a siphon pipe sucking the sodium to the outer vessel from the inner
vessel for purification outside in the normal operation condition. But if the siphon pipe out
of the vessel is broken, the sodium may be leaked continuously by siphon from the hot
plenum. So a special apparatus is designed to stop the siphon when the siphon pipe out of
the vessel is broken. Since the siphon stopping apparatus is never used before, it is
necessary to verify its effectiveness out of the vessel. A full size siphon stopping test with
water was performed. Fig. 7 shows the test rig. The result showed that the present apparatus
was not so effective to stop the siphon after the sudden break of siphon pipe out of the
vessel. The further research is being performed presently.
3.4 Functional Test and Seismic Test of the Control Rod Driving Line
Two models of the control rod driving machine have been completed. During the
functional test, the insertion function was verified. The dropping period is less than the
design value 0.7 seconds for the safety rod, while 2.5 seconds for the regulation rod even in
the situation where a deliberate 10mm deviation in the driving line was given.
After the functional test and the life test, the seismic test was also performed. Although
the dropping period in seismic condition is kept within the design value 0.7 seconds for the
safety rod, while 2.5 seconds for the regulation rod, the test time only lasted less than 5
seconds. We are still discussing the effectiveness of this test.
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4 PROGRESS ON R&D
4.1 Introduction
Some computational methods and computer codes are applied for the reactor system,
thermal-hydraulics, seismic analysis and so on. The CEA-developed system code OASIS is
applied to the analysis of the plant transients. The commercial CFD code STAR-CD is used
to the analysis of the 3D thermal-hydraulic performance in the hot and cold sodium
plenum, as well as the annular argon gap in the rotational plug. The CEA-developed code
CASTEM2000 coupled with CIAE-developed CFD code is applied to the sloshing in
CEFR vessel excited by 3 sine waves under long period seismic condition.
A small-scale production facility of MOX fuel was planned in China as a long-term
program. The program lasts 10 years and is divided as three steps from 2001 to 2010. An
experimental production facility for MOX fuel pellet is now beginning to be constructed in
China.
4.2 Analysis of the Plant Transients Using OASIS Code
OASIS code was transferred from CEA to CIAE in 1997. In order to apply it to the
analysis of the plant transients, it is necessary to construct the CEFR dynamic simulation
system. In 1999, the reconstruction of the dynamic simulation system was finished. Fig. 8
shows the configuration and calculation model for the CEFR primary circuit. According to
the ASME code, there are four categories of loading conditions in the plant operation.
During the year of 2000-2001, the plant states of Category A and Category B have been
analyzed. During the year of 2001-2002, the plant states analysis of Category C and
Category D have been carried out.
4.3 Analysis of the 3D Thermal-Hydraulic Performance in the Hot and Cold Sodium
Plenum, as well as the Annular Argon Gap in the Rotational Plug Using STAR-CD
Code
As in Fig. 4, there are hot plenum and cold plenum in the reactor vessel, where
thermal-hydraulics is coupled. Among the plenums, there are also many components. The
commercial computational fluid dynamic (CFD) code STAR-CD was used to predict the
complicated 3D thermal-hydraulic behaviors in the plenums. Since there are a lot of
shielding rods in the hot plenum, the porous medium technique is used so that much
computational time is saved. Fig. 9(a) shows the computational meshes. Fig. 9(b) shows the
temperature distribution in inner hot plenum in the normal operation. Fig. 9(c) shows the
temperature distribution in outer hot plenum in the normal operation. The computational
results are very valuable for the CEFR design and accident analysis.
From Fig. 5, it is also seen that there is a bigger rotational plug as the cover of the main
vessel. Supported by the bigger plug, there is a smaller rotational plug. There are two
annular gaps, one of which is between the bigger plug and the vessel, another of which is
between the bigger plug and the smaller plug. The argon gas is filled in the two gaps. In the
normal operation condition, it is known from experiment that the circumferential natural
circulation may arise in the argon annular gaps. Using STAR-CD code, such phenomenon
is simulated. Fig. 10 shows the computational meshes for the rotational plugs as well as the
argon annular gaps. Fig. 11 shows the flow pattern in the argon annular gap between the
bigger plug and the vessel. Fig. 12 shows the temperature distribution in the argon annular
gap between the bigger plug and the vessel. It is clear that the natural circulation in the
circumference is simulated.
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4.4 Analysis of Sloshing in CEFR Vessel Excited by 3 Sine Waves under Long Period
Seismic Condition
The main vessel of CEFR contains a large volume of liquid sodium with free
surfaces. By computation it is understand that the natural frequency of the sloshing of the
liquid sodium in the first mode is about 0.2Hz to 0.3 Hz. In the case a large long-period
earthquake occurs, the resonant sloshing may produce a wave with several meters in height.
Though the cover gas space in the main vessel of CEFR is limited, the full-developed
resonant sloshing excited by 3 sine waves was simulated using CASTEM2000 in this
research from conservative consideration. Fig.13 shows the computational meshes for the
second annulus in the vessel. Fig. 14 shows the computational shapes of free surface at 3
different moment in the second annulus. Combined with the CIAE-developed CFD code,
the time history of the pressures for all levels at the right side could be calculated as shown
in Fig. 15.
4.5 Experimental Production Facility for MOX Fuel Pellet
The production capacity of the facility is 500 Kg/year. The facility will start operation
in the end of 2005. In 2007 MOX fuel pins for radiation test will be produced. MOX fuel
subassemblies for irradiation test will be produced in 2010. The factory buildings for MOX
fuel pellet, pin and subassembly are linked together and locate in the same site.
The experimental facility of MOX fuel pellet will be designed for production MOX
fuel for CEFR. The ratio of PuO2 in MOX is 29.4% and the enrichment of 235U is 36%. The
241
Am content in Pu is assumed 2%. The Pu will be obtained from the reprocessing factory
for PWR spent fuel in China. The spent fuel was unloaded from Daya Bay NPP and
Qinshan NPP.
The construction of the factory building for MOX pellet will be finished in the end of
2003, which area is about 600 m2. The MOX pellet production line contains 12 glove boxes
that link up one by one. The building is designed on the standard of level 2 for
radiochemistry and anti-seismic. The technological process for MOX pellet production
adopts two-step mixing method. The mixing device of powder, the compaction machine
and the sintering furnace of pellet are made in China.
5

STATUS OF CEFR PROJECT
The construction of reactor main building (57 meters above the ground) with about
40,000m2 floor surface was completed in August, 2002. Fig. 16 shows the ceremony for the
completion of Main building. Fig. 17 shows the containment hole of the reactor vessel.
Presently 80% of the concrete constructions have been completed. The steel liner and the
ventilation pipes are being installed. 127 components have been settle.
About 90% detail design and 80% safety-related design demonstration tests have been
carried out. More than 100 contracts for components and equipments have been signed,
including main ones of primary, secondary and tertiary circuits and fuel handling system.
The large part of components including rotating plugs, reactor main vessel, internal
structure and diagrid plenum are ordered from domestic factory. Some are imported from
foreign companies. All these items occupy 80% of the budget for components.
The test program after installation of components and systems, physical start-up program and final
safety analysis report are all under preparation. Presently 28 operators including 4 senior operators
are accepting training. It is expected that parts of the main vessel will start to be moved to the
construction cite in September, 2003, and the purified sodium will be transported to the cite in
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October, 2003. It is envisaged to begin fuel loading in September 2005 and the first criticality will
be realized before the end of 2005. Fig. 18 shows the expected image of CEFR.

6 CONSIDERATION TO CEFR’S SUCCESSORS
Considering the sustainable energy supply in future and environment protection the
prospects of fission nuclear energy application are optimistic in China. According to the
preliminary strategy study of fast reactor development, after the CEFR the Program will go
to the second step 300MWe Prototype Fast Breeder Reactor (PFBR) which will play as a
prototype for next step LFBR, and at same time as a module for Modular Fast Burner
Reactor (MFBR) which may be suitable for MA burning .
Table 15 gives the technical continuity of Chinese FBR engineering development and
main technical selections.
TABLE 15 TECHNICAL CONTINUITY OF CHINESE FBRS
CEFR
PFBR
LFBR
MFBR
Power MWe
25
300
1000~1500
4~6×300
Coolant
Na
Na
Na
Na
Type
Pool
Pool
Pool
Pool
Fuel
UO2
MOX
Metal
MOX+MA
MOX
Metal
Metal+MA
Cladding
Cr-Ni
Cr-Ni
Cr-Ni
Cr-Ni
ODS
ODS
ODS
Core Outlet Temp.
530
500-550
500
500-550
Linear Power W/cm
430
450-480
450
450
Burn-up MWd/kg
60-100
100-120
120-150
100
Fuel Handling
DRPs
DRPs
DRPs
DRPs
SMHM
SMHM
SMHM
SMHM
Spent Fuel Storage
IVPS
IVPS
IVPS
IVPS
WPSS
WPSS
WPSS
WPSS
Safety
ASDS ASDS+PSDS
ASDS+PSDS
ASDS+PSDS
PDHRS
PDHRS
PDHRS
PDHRS
Where:
DRPs Double Rotating Plugs
SMHM
Straight Moving Handling Machine
IVPS In-Vessel Primary Storage
WPSS Water Pool Secondary Storage
ASDS Active Shut-Down System
PSDS Passive Shut-Down System
PDHRS
Passive Decay Heat Removal System
Up to now the design of Chinese PFBR hasn’t formally started due to the design team
is still engaged in the CEFR construction.
7 CONCLUSION
For long term nuclear energy development the basic strategy of PWR-FBRFusion is kept as pointed out by Mr. XU Yuming[4], Department Director, CAEA at the
2001 Annual Symposium of Chinese Nuclear Society. Due to lack of enough experience,
limit nuclear industrial basis and un-sufficient budget, Chinese fast reactor development
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only with a moderate situation. But the fast reactor technology and its closed fuel cycle will
be step by step developed in matching with the PWRs to realize nuclear energy utilization
in large scale for the future in China.
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Fig. 1 Nuclear island of CEFR
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Fig. 2 CEFR Core
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Fig. 3 Fuel subassembly
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Fig. 4 Reactor block
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Fig. 5 System sketch of CEFR
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Fig. 6 Decay heat removal system
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Fig.7 Siphon stopping test rig
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Fig. 8 Primary loop configuration of CEFR
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Fig. 9 Computational case in normal operation using STAR-CD
(a) computation meshes (b) temperature distribution in inner hot plenum
(c) temperature distribution in outer hot plenum
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Fig. 10 Computational meshes for the rotational plugs as well as the
argon annular gaps
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Fig. 11 Flow pattern in the argon annular gap between the bigger plug
and the vessel
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Fig. 12 Temperature distribution in the argon annular gap between
the bigger plug and the vessel
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Fig. 13 Mesh arrangement of the second annulus

Fig. 14 Shapes of free surface at 3 different moment
in the second annulus
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Fig. 15 Time history of the pressures for all levels at the right side
(the top curve corresponds to the pressure near the bottom, while the lowest curve to the
pressure near the free surface)

Fig. 16 Ceremony for the completion of Main building
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Fig. 17 Containment hole of the reactor vessel

Fig. 18 Expected image of CEFR
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Status of Fast Reactors and ADS programmes in France in 2002

JC ASTEGIANO CEA/DEN Cadarache center 13108 St Paul lez Durance France

With contribution from
M. DAVAL* for the general information
L. MARTIN* for the PHENIX chapter
P. ALFONSE** M. VELON ** for the SUPERPHENIX chapter
J. LOUVET*, J. ROUAULT*, JC GARNIER*, G. GRANGET*, G. BIGNAN*, and
G. LAFFONT* for the R&D chapter
** EDF/CIDEN * CEA

1 General situation
1.1 The production of electricity in 2002
Production and importation

TWh
532.9

Relative
share %
100

Variation
2002/2001 %
1.9

French electricity output
Nuclear power plants
Conventional power plants
Hydraulics plants

415.5
52.9
64.5

78
9.9
12.1

+4.0
+15.3
-16.6

Importation
Total :

3.8
536.7

- 13.9
+ 1.8

Consumption

TWh

French consumption

448.7

100

Variation
2002/2001 %
0

Net consumption
Losses
Exportation

417.8
30.9
80.6

93.1
6.9

Pumping
Total :

7.4
536.7

* Temporary figures

-0.2
3
10.6
29.1
+ 1.8
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French electricity output came to 532.9 TWh in 2002, a growth of 1.9% . This
increase is divided up between nuclear generation, up 4%, and conventional thermal
generation, on the rise by 15.3%. The substantial share of thermal generation can
be explained by a correlative drop in hydro generation (less 16.6% compared with
2001) mainly due to extremely low water availability observed during the first
months of the year. With 415.5 TWh in output, nuclear power plants provided 78%
of French electricity generation, fossil-fired power plants 9.9% with an output of 52.9
TWh, and hydro power plants 12.1% with an output of 64.5 TWh
The year 2002 was marked by the connection to the power transmission network of
the first wind farm with a capacity of 7 MW, in Aude, the connection of a 50 MW cogeneration unit and the increase in the capacity of the Civaux nuclear power units
from 1,450 MW to 1,495 MW.
Overall French exports made considerable strides forward from 72.9 TWh in 2001 to
80.6 TWh in 2002, i.e. 10.6% more than in 2001. On the other hand, overall French
imports fell substantially, from 4.4 TWh in 2001 to 3.8 TWh in 2002, or a drop of
about 14%. In all, the export balance came to 76.8 TWh in 2002, versus 68.5 TWh
in 2001, i.e. a rise of 12% The growth of electricity exchanges in France and with the
rest of Europe is evidence of the real opening of the French electricity market.

1.2 Nuclear energy facilities
The EDF nuclear power plant infrastructure now in operation consists of 58 plant
units of the PWR type, distributed over 19 sites: Thirty four 900 MWe plant units
which are on an average 20.7 years old; Twenty 1300 MWe plant units which are
about 14.5 years old and four 1450MWe plant units which are on the average 4.75
years old. In other words we have a total capacity of 63 GWe. In 2002, the
availability rate of the units in operation was 82% versus 81.1% in 2001. From a
safety standpoint, there is stability in the number of significant events for safety if
these are taken into account globally: 7.7 events per reactor in 2002 versus 7.1 in
2001. Or if these figures are limited to events classified on the INES (International
Nuclear Event Scale): 1.0 per reactor in 2002 versus 1.1 per reactor in 2001. A single
INES event, classified as level 2, occurred in 2002 versus 2 in 2001 and 2000.

1.3 Safety changes
On February 22 2002, the decree announcing the creation of the «Direction Générale
de la Sûreté Nucléaire et de la Radioprotection» (DGSNR) was published. Placed
under the joint authority of the Ministry of the Environment, the Ministry of Industry
and the Ministry of Health, this organization is responsible for defining and
implementing the policy of control in terms of nuclear safety and radioprotection.
The Law of May 10, 2001 announced the creation of the Institute for Radioprotection
and Nuclear Safety (IRSN) by merging the present IPSN (Institute of Nuclear
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Protection and Safety) and the OPRI (Office of Protection against Ionizing Radiation).
The decree creating the IRSN was published on February 22, 2002. The IRSN is in
charge of nuclear safety, radioactive and fissile material transport safety, protection
of man and of the environment against ionizing radiation, protection of nuclear
facilities and transport of radioactive and fissile materials against malevolent actions.
The IRSN is placed under the joint authority of the Ministries in charge of Defence,
Environment, Industry, Research and Health.

1.4 Status of Fast reactors
Renovation and inspection works have been actively pursued on the PHENIX plant,
mainly reinforcement against earthquakes, inspection of the internal structures and
general maintenance. Most of the renovation programme of the plant has been
completed by the end of 2002. The repair of the modules of SGU 1 and 3 was
finished in September 2002. On October 31, 2002, agreement was obtained from the
safety authorities for resuming in power, after completion of the remaining work;
then resuming in power of the plant is planned for May 2003, for 6 irradiation cycles
of 120 EFPD, for performing the irradiation tests in support to the CEA transmutation
R&D programme in the context of the December 30th 1991 law on long lived
radioactive wastes management.
Decommissioning work is underway at SUPERPHENIX, core unloading has proceeded
normally, the latest fuel subassembly has been unloaded on march 19, 2003; small
components of the main vessel are being extracted and treated; an increasing
number of systems and components have been removed from service. All the files
for the new decree needed to be issued for the final disposal of both the primary and
secondary sodium has been written ; this decree will include dismantling operations
that will satisfy the requirements set down by the AIEA. The local public inquiry will
take place in September 2003.

1.5 R&D
Since the beginning of 2001, CEA R & D on future nuclear systems has focused not
only on a major program devoted to the development of a range of gas-cooled
reactors but also on two additional programs: one dedicated to innovations on water
reactors and the other concentrated on maintaining expertise in other technologies
especially in the field of sodium reactors, due to the significant experience acquired
in France in this technology. These programs, developed for future systems, as well
as the choice and development of the key technologies needed to achieve these are
part of active international exchange (GENIV, European networks, and bilateral
cooperation). In France, the Law of December 31 1991 formalizes this research on
nuclear waste management and defines three main axes: the separationtransmutation of long-lived waste, the deep geological disposal and long-term
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storage possibilities. Within this framework, different solutions are now being studied
ranging from thermal neutron PWRs, sodium-cooled Fast Reactors, or future gas
(thermal or fast) reactors to that of hybrid systems dedicated to transmutation.
2 Status of Fast Reactors

2.1 Rapsodie
In 2002, the Rapsodie plant was maintained safely under monitoring. Work on the
updating of the plant’s safety report which began in 1999, the report has been be
issued in July 2002 and send to the French safety authorities. The General Operating
Rules will be updated in 2003. For the future, the current planned programme is as
follows :
Cleaning operations and partial dismantling are to continue up to the end of 2006.
Surveillance phase 2007-2020 Dismantling operations will resume and be pursued up
to the level III beginning in the year 2020.
In 2003, this programme will be re-examined for reducing surveillance phase time.

2.2 Phenix
The renovation of the plant was achieved. The major work was the repair of the
Steam Generator (SG) modules. The operation consisted in: Disassembling of all
modules of superheaters and reheaters (47 modules) Cleaning of sodium inside the
module using a wet Nitrogen process Replacing of some parts of the high
temperature zone of the modules and non destructive testing of some other parts of
the low temperature zone. Testing of the repaired modules and reassembling.
Dedicated facilities were built on site for sodium cleaning and repairing. The first
module cleaning took place at the beginning of January. All modules were
reassembled in the SG casing by the end of November.
Beside this main task the other completed renovation works were: the seismic
reinforcement of the buildings, the partitioning of the sodium and steam/water zone
of the secondary loops, the reinforcement of the SG casing, the improvement of
classical fire protection.
Some significant maintenance was also carried out: refurbishing of the primary valve
of the A-framed fuel transfer ramp, cleaning of the in-vessel fuel transfer arm,
replacement of bellows of two control rod mechanisms, cleaning of turbine low
pressure stage blades.
The gradual re-qualification of the plant was continued, together with a reinforced
training of the operators.
The reactor was taken critical on several occasions, in July and October 2002 to
conduct neutronics testing and for operator training purpose.
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A sodium-water reaction took place in September in a disused tank containing
residual sodium, due to a rain water ingress. There were no consequences for the
plant.
Following the meeting of the Safety Authorities technical support: the Permanent
Group for reactors in October, the authorization for resuming power operation was
given to the reactor on the 7th of January 2003.
A series of experimental irradiations have been loaded into the core, in the context of
CEA studies on transmutation of minor actinides and long lived fission products,.
These experiments involved:
o
Inert matrices for heterogeneous mode transmutation,
o
Americium targets located in special moderator carriers,
o
Technecium 99 metal pins
o
Isotopes irradiations for cross section measurement.
Final re-commissioning of the plant is now underway. The two secondary sodium
loops were put on operation in February 2003.
This programme was halted in March because of a secondary sodium leak occurring
on a valve of purification circuit n°1. After analysis of the leak, replacement of the
defective valve, checking of similar other valves, the commissioning programme has
been resumed.
The reactor power rise is expected in May.
Six operating cycles are planned representing a total irradiation time of 720 EFPD
equivalent to about 5.5 years of operation.

2.3 Super Phenix
2.3.1 Introduction
The ministerial decree ruling the start of the Superphénix decommissioning was
issued on December 31, 1998. In conformance with this decree, the following
operations may be carried out, after specific agreement on the part of the safety
authorities:
core unloading from the reactor vessel to the fuel storage water pool,
removal from service of non-required systems,
draining and intermediate storage of the sodium.
Progress achieved on these topics in 2002 is summarized hereafter.
2.3.2 Core unloading
Core unloading involves the transfer of each subassembly from the reactor vessel
through the reactor handling transfer chamber into various corridors and cells
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allowing, in particular, sodium draining and then residual sodium cleaning in a
washing pit, before final transfer to the water pool is accomplished. On March 19,
2003, the latest fuel subassembly of the core has been unloaded and stored in the
water pool. Since the end of 1999, a total of 650 subassemblies had been
successfully transferred, washed and stored in the water pool. Unloading of steels
subassemblies (197) and of lateral neutron shielding assemblies (1076) is under
study, and scheduled for 2004-2006. Half of the 2nd core (new) is in dry storage in
the reactor building, and will be transferred next year to the spent-fuel pool with the
spent sub-assemblies. The second half of the new core is still stored in the CEN
Cadarache, and will also be transferred to the spent-fuel pool on site, waiting for
future reprocessing.
2.3.3 Removal from service of non-required systems
The objective is to isolate and prepare the facilities in order to ensure that future
dismantling operations will be carried out in the best conditions of security and cost.
A lot of systems and components are no longer required for safety, particularly those
related to the electricity production facilities. Throughout the year, an increasing
number of systems and components have been removed from service. The 400 kV
power lines as well as 48 large chimney stacks positioned on the outside of the
reactor building and no longer in use, were dismantled in 2001 and 2002
respectively. On March 3rd, 2003, the first dismantling work was launched in the
turbine hall. Full dismantling is expected to end in May 2004. All the steel
components will be recycled in steel mills. Special cutting and transit areas have
been installed outside the building to deal with the large components removed in one
piece.
2.3.4 Primary vessel draining and treatment of the sodium
Secondary sodium has already been stored in solid state in existing storage tanks.
The primary sodium is kept in liquid state in the primary vessel thanks to electrical
heaters installed on the safety vessel. The choice of the sodium treatment solution
for SuperPhenix is based on what is termed an on line drainage system, using a
specific sodium destruction installation, based on the proven NOAH process, which
has already applied on the Rapsodie reactor (France) and in the PFR (UK). Detailed
studies of this plant are underway and this facility will be installed in the turboalternator machine room, after dismantling of all the machines, pumps, pipes and
auxiliary steam productions. The plant is made up of two facilities nearly identical to
the Sodium Disposal Process used for PFR on Dounray site. In 2006, this plant will
treat 5 tons /day of sodium; the soda produced by the process will be mixed with
3

cement to make 0.8 m blocks ; these blocks will be stored on site for a short time
(less than six years) in view of the fact that the activity is very low. Drainage of the
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primary vessel will be carried out using tools installed on the reactor slab, as
envisioned by the design for all the normal reactor equipments. An immersed electro
magnetic pump with adjustable flow up to 20 ton/hours has been manufactured for
this operation, which is planned for two years (mid 2007-2009) Prior to the main
draining process, specific tools will be introduced in the reactor block to allow
draining of the main retentions areas : the diagrid, core catcher, main vessel bottom.
After vessel draining, the sodium remaining in the reactor vessel is estimated to 1.3
3

3

m in bulk and 1.3m in films on the structures. Studies are underway to evaluate the
possibilities to reduce these values by additional draining systems.
2.3.5 Dismantling.
The current EDF objective for the dismantling of the first generation reactors,
including Superphénix is to finish the dismantling of these reactors up to the AIEA
level 3 before 2025 without intermediate safe storage status (level 2). After complete
draining, carbonation process is proposed for the treatment of the remaining sodium.
Two options are being studied in EDF-CIDEN to identify the possible ways to
dismantle reactor vessel and internals after carbonation :
The “dry” operation with remote-control means for the highly irradiating structures
such as the core grid, followed by washing and “manual” operations,
The “wet” operation, with partially filling-up of vessel with water following
carbonation,
and the use of underwater tooling. This last option offers the most promising
provisional radiological assessment, and dispersal of carbonates seems well
controlled.
The dismantling of the reactor block is due to start with the removal of components
no longer required (25 are scheduled this year), prior to the removal, starting in
2006, of the 4 coolant pumps and 8 intermediate heat exchangers. These are 15meter high components for which a specific cutting workshop is in the design stage.
Other auxiliary systems, already disabled, will be dismantled shortly. Functional
simplifications of oversized operating systems are underway (RPV argon gas cover,
raw water system, reactor slab water cooling system, RB ventilation, ...)
2.3.6 Regulatory files.
The decommissioning decree specifies that a new decree will have to be issued for
final disposal of both primary and secondary sodium. This new decree is scheduled in
2004 after a public inquiry; it will include dismantling operations to meet the
requirements of the AIEA level 3 which are not provided for in the previous decree.
All technical and environmental files for this decree have been written, and a local
public inquiry will be organized by local authorities at the end of this year.
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3 R&D Activities :

3.1 Introduction
The three major objectives of the CEA for R&D into nuclear energy are as follows:
support the current nuclear industry: by increasing the economic
competitiveness of the cost per kWh of energy produced from nuclear
sources, particularly by extending the lifetime of reactors, improving fuel
performances, and spent fuel reprocessing technologies, while continuing to
improve safety at all stages of the activity
reply to public concern over the impact of nuclear activities on health and the
environment,
o by proposing effective and acceptable solutions for the management
of radioactive waste, by reducing their quantity and toxicity, and for
their interim storage or final disposal,
o by progressing in understanding of the biological effects of low-doses
and of chemical compounds produced by the nuclear industry,
o by improving understanding and by tightening control over the
environmental impact of nuclear activities,
the design, evaluation and development of a new generation of reactor and
fuel cycle systems based on the following criteria:
o improved economic competitiveness (reduction of the capital costs),
o still improved safety and reliability (fuels and materials offering better
resistance in the event of an accident, etc.),
o environmental protection: in addition to the absence of CO2 and toxic
gas emissions,
a considerable reduction in long-life radioactive waste,
optimum use of the fuel and natural resources,
capability for uses other than electricity generation (hydrogen,
desalination of water, etc.).
In this framework, three main research area are considered :
The gas-cooled reactor system, which is proposed as a main line of development
for future systems with a dual concern:
support provided to AREVA/FRAMATOME for the development by 2010-2015
of a modular 300 MWe reactor at high temperature, cooled by helium
achievement, in the longer term, in fully profiting from the advantages of
high temperature gas-cooled reactors (conversion efficiency by means of gas
turbine, passive safety of modular design) and those of Fast Reactors (use of
fertile fuels, transmutation of actinides)
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Bearing these objectives in mind, studies on the development of a fast neutron GCR
with an integrated cycle are being conducted based on high temperature modular
reactor studies. This development has started on the international level, particularly
with GENIV.
The LM cooled fast reactor which deals with an approach aimed at participating in
the improvement of future concepts particularly concerning fuel, fuel cycle and safety
reliability. Operating within the framework of GENIV initiative, its purpose is also to
maintain CEA expertise at its best level by developing the experience feedback
gained from the Phénix and Superphénix reactors operation, and through
international co-operation
The ADS programme which concerns the assessment of the potential of hybrid
systems in reducing the quantity and harmfulness of long-lived nuclear waste. This
st

work is set within the framework of article 1 of the Law of December 31 1991 and
must provide in 2006, the necessary elements allowing the higher authorities to
establish a coherent nuclear waste management policy.

3.2 GAS COOLED REACTORS
CEA has carried on its effort of preliminary design of a Gas Cooled Fast Reactor
(GFR). The GFR, as promoted by the CEA, is one of the six nuclear systems selected
for viability assessment by the GEN IV International Forum. Among these, it is with
the sodium and lead cooled fast reactors on of the three fast neutron system
considered. GFRs with their fast neutron spectrums and their favorable neutron
economics allow high fuel utilization with sustainable fuel cycles, waste production
reduction and could carry out transmutation functions. GFRs also share the additional
advantages of gas-cooled systems (high efficiency due to the high temperature
coolant, ease of maintenance, repair and in-service inspection because of the
chemically inert, neutronically/optically transparent and low activation coolant). The
GFR system focuses on a core design achieving effective conversion with no fertile
blankets (self-generation) together with a highly proliferation resistant closed cycle
with full actinide recycle and it assumes as reference an integrated on-site spent fuel
treatment and refabrication plant. Design studies concentrates on 300 to 1000 MWe
power units associated to volumetric power in the range 50 to 100 MW/m3, with the
use of the He coolant. The choice of the volumic power results from a compromise to
be found between safety (capability of heat removal), economics (primary system
size) and deployment considerations (required Pu inventory per GWe). The choice is
therefore somewhere between value for conventional thermal high temperature
reactors (2 to 10 MW/m3) and value for usual fast reactors (200 to 400 MW/m3).
Preliminary core designs for GFR concepts have been evaluated. These designs
include block or plate-based assembly designs using ceramic-ceramic fuel, pin-based
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assembly designs using traditional cladded fuel forms and particle-based core
designs. The high conversion ratio (breeding gain of about zero) is feasible without
the application of a separate blanket zone in the reactor provided the fraction of
heavy-metal (fuel) in the core compound is about 25 % or higher. Higher margin is
obtained when dense fuels like carbides and nitrides are considered. Dispersed fuels,
in which the actinide compound volumetric fraction can reach 50 to 70%, with the
rest being occupied by an inert material (matrix) playing the role of barrier against
fission product release, look to be interesting fuel candidates in association with
block or plate type assemblies. Pin concepts with a solid solution fuel in the form of
pellets are not to be excluded even if they require a different approach for fission
product retention and raise the difficult problem of cladding material choice. Particle
core designs provide neutronic challenges regarding the fuel loading, but some
margins could be recovered by considering large cores of 1000 MWe. Ambitious
coating thickness to particle diameter ratio (0.15 instead of about 0.3 for HTR
particles) have to be accommodated. Results show that MgO and SiC matrices have
similar excellent performances, and that ZrC could be a backup solution. The
attractiveness of Zr3Si2 as reflector material was confirmed from the neutronics
studies. The GFR safety assessment started with the evaluation of the core natural
behaviour (Anticipated Transients Without Scram) and those of systems and
strategies to be implemented to manage depressurization events. Natural behaviour
is found to be soft thanks to the favourable reactivity effects due the core material
selection (carbide fuel and SiC for example). The targeted volumetric powers appear
to be compatible with a safe decay heat removal provided a reasonable mixing of
safety passive (natural convection), semi-passive (heavy gas injection) and active
(circulators) systems. It was in the year 2002 that R&D programs were launched on
the GFR key issues of high temperature, high dose resistant fuel and materials with
the first fabrications of specimens, their characterization and first irradiation.
Irradiation experiments in Phénix are in particular under preparation (FUTURIX
program). Discussions are underway for the definition of the GEN IV GFR R&D
program and organization in which most of the CEA effort will be implemented. As a
first step, this program will not only focus on the key feasibility already mentioned on
fuels and materials but also on all design studies related to the safety focusing on
the decay heat removal and strategies for core melt exclusion. It should be pointed
out that CEA is already collaborating with the US on the design of a GFR system in
frame of a specific I-NERI contract which started march 2002 for a three year
duration.

3.3 SODIUM COOLED REACTORS
In 2002, the main objectives of the activities were to continue the work aimed at
preserving acquired knowledge, to conclude on a few points of ongoing studies, to
start and continue R&D in support to dismantling activities and to contribute to the
evaluations of liquid metal reactor concepts within GENIV.
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3.3.1 Preservation of Sodium Fast Reactors knowledge:
This was launched in 2001 and is made up of three main parts:
• The creation of a documentary base, organized by theme, consisting of 63
reports written by experts (CEA, FRAMATOME, EDF). These reports refer to
roughly 6000 basic documents produced by different organizations (CEA, EDF,
FRAMATOME, IPSN, NERSA). The associated deliverable, published on paper
from the documentation funds, to be filed in Cadarache and stored on 20 CDROMs was completed in November 2002.
• The creation of the ARCOPAC base (under ORACLE), gathering all data pertaining
to the surveillance parameters during the operation of Superphénix, filed on 2
DLT tapes (large storage capacity and high resistance tapes).
• The publication of version 2000 of the RCC-MR on design basis rules (French and
English editions) which integrates all changes since the 1993 edition and ensures
a standardization with the European norms now undergoing publication and
which should be available in January 2003.
These actions are complete; regular updates will be made on the document database
and the first one will include the dismantling theme.
3.3.2 The CABRI Raft Programme :
The CABRI Raft Programme was completed by the end of 2001 in view of the fact
that the CABRI reactor must be modified for a programme dealing with water
reactors. This programme includes molten and boiling mixed pools behaviour (TPA2
test in CABRI, TP3 tests in SILENE). These last test series required numerous pretests and SIMMER-III pre-calculations to clearly define expected measurement
according to test conditions, mainly due to fuel initial impurities content. The
examinations of the facilities on the last tests (SILENE/TP3) were completed in 2002.
These confirmed the significant dispersion of molten material initially present in the
capsules . However, the physical interpretation of these results remains difficult. The
formation of an insulating steam layer around the steel bubbles (vapor blanketing)
could explain the overestimation of the pressurization due to steel vapor (by
overestimating thermal transfers between molten materials) evaluated by SIMMER.
These results are included in the summary report of the CABRI/RAFT program
scheduled for 2003.
3.3.3 BALL-TRAPP experimental programme :
This programme aims at the realisation of analytical tests covering a part of the
needs related to the understanding of the key physical phenomena controlling the
transition phase, particularly the mixed boiling pool (fuel-steel) transient behaviour
required for the validation of the SIMMER code particularly for a best understanding
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of CABRI-RAFT results. The goal is to study, using simulant materials, heat transfer
during the droplet vaporization (steel simulated by hexane) in a continuous phase
heated in volume (fuel simulated by water) under fast kinetics. Several campaigns
have been carried out and SIMMER associated calculations were performed and
contribute to the qualification of the physical models. The first test campaign called
"small drops" (Ø .18, 0.4 and 0.6 mm), ended in the first quarter of 2002. Part of
these tests were evaluated by SIMMER which shows, despite the uncertainties due to
the initial test conditions, a tendency of the code to overestimate the mass and
water-hexane heat transfers. A second campaign is underway with larger drops (2
mm). In 2004, in collaboration with JNC, studies to analyze the behavior of a single
drop will be conducted to improve the modeling used in SIMMER.
3.3.4 Support to dismantling programs
A large R&D program has been set up to provide assistance in the dismantling
operations of
Super Phenix: Studies on drilling processes under sodium Experiments carried out in
glove boxes to evaluate the kinetics of sodium carbonation, and the influence of
some parameters such as: temperature, steam concentration and CO2 concentration
in nitrogen. International feedback about dismantling (Rapsodie, EBR2, KNK2,
BN350, PFR, DFR…)
Chemistry, radiochemistry and sample dose studies and the development of on-site
measurement processes Cold trap treatment Sodium treatment process (NOAH)
In addition to this, problems encountered in the dismantling the experimental means
used in past years (the treatment of experimental devices taken from the irradiation
reactor, SILOE using Na-K, technological test devices..) have been studied and
processes has been successfully applied to specific Na-K irradiation devices. Finally,
preliminary studies have been carried out in a new radioactive sodium waste
treatment facility enabling us to process waste stored in the various CEA centres.
3.3.5 Contribution to GENIV
The CEA participates in the Generation IV International Forum, and is involved in the
evaluation work carried out in the TWG3 which is devoted to liquid metal reactors.
Within the framework of the R&D project for SFR (Sodium Fast Reactor), CEA will
take part to
o
The advanced fuel project :
o
Fabrication of MA bearing fuels
o
Development of advanced oxide fuel (ongoing irradiation of high Pu content
fuel in Phenix)
o
PIE of experiment on nitride fuel from Phenix and current irradiations in BOR60
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o
o
o

The reactor system & BOP project :
Maintaining of analysis tools, keeping tools updated (physics, mechanical
design, development and qualification of Simmer III for accident analysis)
In-Service Inspection and Repair technology Detailed activities on these
different items are currently under definition.

3.4 ADS
The purpose of this programme is to determine, within the framework of various
working scenarios, not only the expected efficiency of the ADS in the transmutation
of long-lived waste, but also to provide a realistic assessment of the scientific and
technical feasibility of such machines. If need be, the particularly hard points will be
identified and, in as much as possible, the volume of R&D that might be required to
provide solutions or the development of alternative solutions will be estimated.
Furthermore, the assessment of the hybrid reactor type would not be complete
without taking into account key factors such as safety and economy. These studies
provide the basis of a broad international collaboration: CNRS, EDF, FRAMATOME, 11
Europeans countries within the framework of the 5th PCRD of the European
Community, DOE, JAERI, PSI.
3.4.1. PDS-XADS
The PDS-XADS project was launched in November 2001, in the framework of the 5th
PCRD of the European Community. This project brings together 25 organisations
from 11 European countries. The goal of this project is to choose the best technical
options for the realization of the European ADS demonstrator by evaluating the
critical points of the entire system (accelerator, spallation target and subcritical
reactor). Its other tasks consist in identifying the further necessary R&D, in defining
specific problems as regards safety, and in consolidating the European roadmap
towards the construction of the demonstrator. Two types of accelerators, cyclotron
and linear, are being evaluated; the linear accelerator is studied by CEA and CNRS
with the IPHI (High Intensity Proton Injector) project. For the spallation target
consisting of liquid PbBi, two options are being considered according to whether the
physical barrier (window) is necessary to separate the target from the proton beam.
In addition to this , different core concepts are being studied, in particular with lead
bismuth or gas coolant, the later option being promoted by CEA in keeping with the
development of a line of gas cooled critical reactors capable of constituting the fourth
generation of power reactors.
3.4.2 MUSE in MASURCA
The major objective of the MUSE programme is to provide understanding of the basic
phenomena characterising the neutronic of a coupled, sub-critical system; to validate
and qualify the calculation methods and the associated database. This programme is
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being carried out within a broad co-operative framework (5th PCRD; bi-lateral
agreements with the ANL and the JAERI including the detachment of an engineer).
After two years devoted to the design and installation of the experiment as well as to
the demonstration of the associated safety, the first coupling between the GENEPI
accelerator and the MASURCA reactor in a subcritical configuration took place on
th

September 27 2001. In 2002, the MUSE 4 program enabled us, in an initial phase to
establish the characterization of the core in a critical situation in the presence of a
vacuum tube of the accelerator at the center of the reactor as a reference point. In
the second phase, a subcritical configuration (approximately –500 pcm) in the
presence of a deuterium target was tested. And finally, at the end of 2002, a Tritium
target was set up and accompanied by its preliminary tests. In 2003, a new series of
tests will be carried out in this configuration for different levels of subcriticality. At
the end of 2003, a series of tests will be carried out in lead configuration to complete
the MUSE programme.
3.4.3 MEGAPIE
MEGAPIE (MEGAwatt Pilot Experiment) was originally a joint initiative formed by the
CEA, the FZK and the PSI. Its purpose was to design, build, operate and explore the
liquid lead bismuth spallation target for 1 MW of beam power, taking advantage of
the existing spallation neutron facility, SINQ at the PSI. At present, additional
institutions have joined the venture, namely the ENEA (Italy), the SCK-CEN
(Belgium), the JAERI (Japan) and the CNRS (France) jointly with SUBATECH, DOE
(USA), KAERI (Korea), and discussions are underway with CIAE (China). During
2002, the main activities of the CEA in this area, which also contribute to the 5th
PCRD TECLA Programme, concern:
•
•
•
•
•
•

The design file of the exchanger of the target
The safety analysis
The thermal-hydraulic calculations of the target
The choice of structure material for the window
The neutronic studies of the target
The studies on the technology of Lead-Bismuth (measurement and control
processes of the impurities metal corrosion).

3.4.4 TRADE
Trade is a joint initiative formed by ENEA and CEA enlarged to other partners as FZJ
and DOE. The challenge is to couple a cyclotron and a solid target with an existing
experimental reactor of TRIGA type (1 MW maximal power). The interest of this
project is that it will make possible to have a sufficiently powerful hybrid system in
the short run, to study the effects of thermal feedback with respect to control and
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piloting. This kind of information, is indeed not accessible with the MUSE experiment
which uses a zero power reactor (MASURCA) and a small (250 keV) accelerator
(GENEPI). This accelerator of D+ was used only to produce well calibrated external
neutrons pulses in the core of Masurca via the fusion reaction (D,D) or (D,T).
The TRADE accelerator is a cyclotron type of ~140 MeV, able to produce a maximum
intensity of 1-2 mA. It provides H+ producing spallation neutrons in the TRIGA core.
The solid spallation target in the centre of the core (most probably in Ta) produces a
maximum of 40 kW thermal power. The core is operated at few hundred kWth. In
this way, the power ratio of core and target is representative of a powerful system
(~10) and also gives an important range of the subcriticality that can be explored
during the programme. The TRIGA core gives the thermal feed-back reactor types.
The type of experiments that are performed is:
Start-up and shut down procedures
Operation and monitoring of the system at steady state
Monitoring of the time evolution of the reactivity practical coupling of an
accelerator, a spallation target and the subcritical core.
One issue of the MUSE experiment which is the monitoring system proposed for an
ADS is applied in TRADE at the same time that starting procedures that can be
tested. A first characterisation of the core without target started in November 2002,
followed by other campaigns in 2003. The beginning of the measurements with the
real target is in the time horizon of 2007-2008 after the creation of the new buildings
for the cyclotron and the beam transport line.
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Country Report Germany
In Germany, there are 19 operating nuclear power plants, with a total installed
capacity of 21.4 GWe. In 2001, the electricity production of these 19 nuclear power
plants amounted to 165 TWh, i.e. 1/3 of the total electricity production. The average
availability of the German nuclear power plants was 85.6 % (this low value is due to
the unexpected outage of some NPPs).
The primary energy consumption in Germany in 2002 was 14319 PJ. The distribution
on the main energy sources is: mineral oil: 5369 PJ (37.5 %), natural gas: 3113 PJ
(21.7 %), black coal 1885 PJ (13.2 %), brown coal: 1659 PJ (11.6 %), nuclear energy:
1800 PJ (12.6 %), water: 73 PJ (0.5 %), wind: 59 PJ (0.4 %), others:361 PJ (2.5 %).
The availability of power units in Germany in 2002 for base load installations was:
nuclear power plants: 7144 h, run-of-river: 6570 h, brown coal plants: 6487 h, and for
medium and peak load installations was: black coal: 4485 h, stored-water: 2451 h,
natural gas: 2094 h, wind: 1165 h.
The electricity consumption per person in 2002 in Germany was 6160 kWh compared
to 6050 kWh in the previous year.
The total regenerative electricity production in Germany in 2002 was 45 billion kWh,
which is an increase of 18% relative to 2001. The distribution on the different
regenerative energy sources is: water 23.9 billion kWh, wind: 16.8 billion kWh,
biomass: 2.3 billion kWh, household waste: 1.9 billion kWh, photovoltaic: 0.1 billion
kWh.
The expressed goal of the German Federal Government is to phase out of nuclear
energy without paying compensations to the utilities. On 11 June 2001, the final
agreement between the German utilities and the German Federal Government was
signed, and the amendment to the German Atomic Law (AtG-Novelle) was enforced
on 27 April 2002. The overall objective of the new AtG is changed from “support of
nuclear energy” to “fix phase-out of nuclear energy”. The main elements are:
A remaining amount of electricity is calculated for every nuclear power plant on the
basis of 32 calendar years of operation time. As soon as this amount has been
produced, the plant has to be shut down. Electricity may be transferred from one plant
to another.
It is established that, in total, all German nuclear power plants will produce another
2623 TWh from 1 January 2000 on (reminder for the sake of completeness: in 2001,
171 TWh were produced).
The construction and operation of new nuclear power plants will be forbidden by law.
The Federal Government and the utilities agree, that the German nuclear power plants
have a high safety standard, which shall be maintained till their shut down. To achieve
this, periodic safety evaluations will be required by law. The Government will not
change the safety philosophy.
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The Existing contracts with France and the UK on reprocessing of spent fuel will be
served till 2005. From 2005 on reprocessing of spent fuel will be forbidden. Direct
disposal of spent fuel after intermediate storage will be the only way to handle spent
fuel.
The Government and the utilities agree, that the investigations on the Gorleben did
not result in any findings that would indicate, that Gorleben is not suited as a site for a
final repository. Nonetheless, the further exploration of Gorleben will be interrupted
for at least 3 and not more than 10 years.
Until now, there exists one single and central interim storage facility at Gorleben. In
order to reduce the number of transports, it is requested to build interim storage
facilities at the sites of the nuclear power plants.
On 22 September 2002, the general German parliament elections gave the following
result: Socialdemocrats SPD 38.5 %, Conservatives CDU/CSU 35.5 %, Greens
B90/GRÜNE 8.6 %, Liberals FDP 7.4 %, PDS 4.0 %, and Others 3.0 % (voter turnout
being 79.1%), which lead to the continuation of the red-green coalition.
After the German parliament elections, the new Government coalition of SPD and
B90/GRÜNE formulated a Coalition Contract which has the following statements on
Nuclear Energy:
Work out an energy research programme which gives first priority to
renewable energies and energy efficiency,
Assess termination of EURATOM membership,
Terminate nuclear electricity production on the base of a guaranteed total
amount of electricity produced (in GWh),
No reprocessing after 2005,
Erection of interim storages on nuclear power plant sites,
Support of research to improve safety of existing reactors,
Stop of national support for development of techniques for nuclear energy
production (this includes fission and fusion).
The German Committee on a Selection Procedure for Repository Sites (AkEnd),
which was established 1998 by the Ministry of Environment, Nature Conservation
and Nuclear Safety (BMU) and which had the following main issues:
One-Final-Repository Concept,
Storage in deep geological formation starting about 2030,
Isolation for 1 million years,
Under-ground exploration of at lease two sites,
One selection criteria is transparancy of selection procedure,
and which produced a summary report in December 2002 with the following
roadmap:
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Phase I: Final report to BMU on December 17, 2002,
Phase II: Public and political discussion of report until end 2004,
Phase III: Decision on repository site until about 2024,
- Selection of suitable sites,
- Above ground exploration,
- Under ground exploration,
- Public hearings and decision (new democratic idea),
Phase IV: Atomic licensing until end of 2029,
Phase V: Construction of the final repository (about 5 years).
On 1 January 2003 the 5th step of the environmental tax reform was realised which
results in an increase of the mineral oil tax by 3.07 ct/l, the electricity tax by 0.26 ct/l,
and the natural gas tax by 0.20 ct/l. These taxes are mainly used to finance old-age
pension funds and to support renewable energies. Compared to 1998, a citizen in
Germany has to pay more than five times higher taxes for electricity in 2003.
As regards the nuclear energy research in Germany, the “Alliance for Competence in
Nuclear Technology” with the main partners FZK, FZJ, FZR, GRS and associated
universities compiled a summary report on the status of nuclear safety research in
Germany. - The mission of this Alliance is to increase the efficiency of existing R&D
activities in the areas of nuclear safety and repository research, to preserve
complementary competences at universities, and to support the federal government in
fulfilling its legal duties.
The Alliance established an industry funded project for PhD students in order to
strengthen education in nuclear technology and to prevent a loss of competence.
The two nuclear research centers Karlsruhe (FZK) and Jülich (FZJ) are members of
the Helmholtz Association (Hermann von Helmholtz-Gemeinschaft Deutscher
Forschungszentren, HGF). The mission of the HGF is to perform and foster provident
research in the field of natural science and medicine which is of national importance
and public interest. The HGF is the largest science organisation in Germany,
summarizing 15 centres with 24.000 employees and a yearly budget of about 2.1
billion Euro.
The HGF has six research areas: health, energy, environment, structure of matter,
transportation and space, and key technologies. Within the research area energy, there
are four programmes, being: renewable energies, efficient conversion of energy,
fusion technology, and nuclear safety research. The programme Nuclear Safety
Research is divided into two programme topics (PT):
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PT1: Safety Research for Nuclear Reactors
Topic Part (1a): Investigation of Severe Accident Phenomena
Topic Part (1b): Analysis of Sequences of Design Basis and Design Extension
Conditions
Topic Part (1c): Application to Operating Nuclear Reactors
Topic Part (1d): Improvement of Off-site Nuclear Emergency Management
PT2: Safety Research for Nuclear Waste Disposal
Topic Part (2a): Characterisation and Immobilisation of Nuclear Waste
Topic Part (2b): Reduction of Radiotoxicity
Topic Part (2c): Long-term Safety of Nuclear Waste Disposal
Topic Part (2d): Transfer of the R&D Findings to Construction and Operation of
Repositories
Topic Part (2e): Radiation Protection Research
The programme Nuclear Safety Research was evaluated in February 2003 by an
international Evaluation Committee with the following main results:
The proposed research programme is scientifically excellent and well embedded in
international cooperations and programmes,
The strategy and long-term perspectives in WP1 are limited according to the given
research-political restrictions (no work on innovative reactor systems is permitted
using public funding),
The recruitment and education of young scientists and engineers has to be improved
by participation in international bodies and innovative projects (however, this can
only be achieved by using third-party money),
The staff within WP1 „Safety research for nuclear reactors“ has to be increased
considerably, otherwise it risks to turn subcritical,
The staff within WP2 „Safety research for nuclear waste disposal“ has to be kept
constant.
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STATUS OF FAST REACTOR DEVELOPMENT IN INDIA
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ABSTRACT
Installed electric capacity increased to 108 GWe as on 31.3.2003. Nuclear
electric capacity remained at 2.77 GWe. FBTR attained peak burn-up of 101.5 GWd/t.
A sodium leak occurred in primary sodium purification circuit due to manufacturing
defect in a valve. The detailed design, R&D, manufacturing technology, and safety
review for 500 MWe PFBR were continued. Manufacture of fuel handling transfer arm
was completed and is undergoing tests. SS 316LN, Gr.91 and A48P2 carbon steel plates
were successfully produced indigenously. Atomic Energy Regulatory Board had given
excavation clearance. Clearance has been given by Ministry of Environment and
Forests. R&D in reactor physics, engineering development, structural mechanics,
metallurgy, non-destructive evaluation, chemistry and reprocessing was continued.
Important works include PFBR shielding experiments, in-sodium testing of control and
safety rod drive mechanism, testing of secondary sodium pump model in water, boron
enrichment, structural integrity testing and readiness for FBTR carbide fuel
reprocessing.
1.0

INTRODUCTION

1.1

Economic Scenario
Growth in GDP in 2002-03 is estimated as 4.4%. Agriculature faltered in the year
2002-03 with production dipping by 3.1% due to the decade’s worst drought. Oil import
bill for the year 2002-03 is estimated as US $ 18 billion. GDP growth of 6% is projected
during 2003-04. India’s exports increased by 18% during 2002-03 to touch US $ 51.7
billion. Foreign exchange reserves at end March 2003 stood at US $ 75 billion.
1.2

Electric Energy Production
Power generation in 2002-03 was 531.4 billion KWh. Thermal, hydro and nuclear
contribution were 84.4%, 12% and 3.6% respectively.
Total installed electric capacity in MWe at the end of March 2003 is as follows:
Thermal
Hydro
Nuclear
Wind

76607
26910
2770
1736
--------Total
108023
--------Capacity added in MWe during 2002-03 was as follows:
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Thermal
Hydro
Total
1.3

2223
635
-------2858
--------

Nuclear Power
The operating performance of the nuclear power plants is tabulated below:

TABLE-I
Unit
TAPS-1
TAPS-2
RAPS-1 *
RAPS-2
RAPS-3
RAPS-4
MAPS-1
MAPS-2 **
NAPS-1
NAPS-2
KAPS-1
KAPS-2
KGS-1
KGS-2
TOTAL

Rated Capacity –MWe
160
160
150
200
220
220
170

Generation - TWh
1.258
1.286
0.116
1.60
1.612
1.862
1.071

Capacity Factor - %
89.8
91.8
8.8
91.4
83.6
95.6
71.9

220
220
220
220
220
220
2610

1.718
1.857
1.896
1.772
1.640
1.669
19.358

89.1
96.3
98.4
92
85.1
86.6
89.7 ***

*
Shut-down since 30.4.02 for coolant channel inspection and upgradation
** Shut-down since 9.1.02 for en-masse coolant channels replacement
*** RAPS 1 and MAPS 2 not included
TAPS-1 and 2 are boiling water reactors, the rest are pressurized heavy water reactors
(PHWR). The 8 projects under construction are Tarapur 3&4 (2x540 MWe PHWR),
Kaiga 3&4 (2x220 MWe), Rajasthan 5&6 (2x220 MWe PHWR) and Kudankulam 1&2
(2x1000 MWe VVER).
2.0

FAST BREEDER TEST REACTOR
FBTR is a 40 MWt/13.2 MWe, mixed-carbide fuelled, sodium cooled, loop type
reactor with two primary and two secondary sodium loops. Each secondary loop has
two once-through serpentine type steam generators (SG). A turbo-generator (TG) and a
100% steam dump condenser (DC), to facilitate reactor operation without TG, are also
provided. The first criticality of the reactor was achieved in October 1985 with a small
core of 23 fuel subassemblies (SA) with a design power of 10.6 MWt and peak Linear
Heat Rating (LHR) of 250 W/cm. The core has since been progressively enlarged by
adding SA at the peripheral locations. Ten irradiation campaigns have been completed,
and the present core has 36 fuel subassemblies for the 11th irradiation campaign (Fig.1).
The reactor power has been increased in steps up to 17.4 MWt, as a result of
enlargement of the core and raising the peak LHR of the fuel to 400 W/cm. TG was
synchronized to the grid in July 1997. The reactor has so far logged 1240 d of
cumulative operation of which 580 d has been at high power with SG in service. The
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total thermal energy generated is 164 GWh. TG has operated for a cumulative of 2360
h, generating 2.174 million units of electricity. The carbide driver fuel (70% PuC + 30%
UC) in the first ring has seen a burnup of 101.5 GWd/t (around 11 atom %) without any
clad failure.

Fig. 1 FBTR core configuration

2.1

Reactor Operation
Fig.2 gives the histogram of operation during the year 2002-03. Reactor was in
operation for 1500 h, of which 1080 h was with SG in service. The total thermal energy
generated by the reactor was 18 GWh. TG was in operation for 655 h generating 1.3
million units of electricity.
The 10th irradiation campaign at 17.4 MWt corresponding to a peak LHR of 400
W/cm commenced in March 2002 and was interrupted in April 2002 by an incident of
sodium leak from primary sodium purification circuit piping. After normalizing the
system, the campaign was resumed by July end and terminated in September. A major
milestone for the Pu-rich carbide fuel was reached in September when five SA in the
first ring crossed a burnup of 100 GWd/t without fuel clad failure.
The reactor remained in planned shutdown state till Jan 03 for surveillance &
preventive maintenance activities, fuel handling to enlarge the core to 36 SA
configuration and discharge one SA with a burnup of 100 GWd/t for PIE, modification
works in the steam-water circuit and steam generator leak detection system (SGLDS).
Friction force required to discharge the high burnup SA was measured and it was
confirmed that these can be handled easily, thus ensuring that the irradiation swelling of
wrapper is not of concern at the present dpa levels.
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The 11th irradiation campaign with 36 SA core commenced in Jan 03. After
calibration of control rods and measuring the isothermal coefficient of reactivity,
reaction rate measurements in the upper sodium plenum and rotating plugs were
completed at low (400 kWt) and high (12 MWt) power using bare and Cd covered NaCl
& Ni foils in special carriers to validate the computer codes and also assess the
activation of components in the rotating plugs.

Fig. 2 Histogram of reactor operation

Natural convection tests with tripping of primary sodium pumps were conducted
in February 2002 under reactor shutdown state with sodium temperature 623 K and with
motive force for convection provided on the heat sink side by keeping the SG trap doors
open. The test results confirm that both the primary loops develop natural convection
flow and hence the layout of the primary circuits is conducive for decay heat removal
by natural convection. Further tests are planned.
2.2

Sodium leak in purification circuit
About 75 kg of sodium leaked into the metallic, nitrogen-inerted sodium
purification cabin housing the piping of the primary sodium purification circuit (Fig.3 &
4) in April `02, when the reactor was operating at 17.4 MWt. There was no fire or
release of radioactivity to the environment. The leak was detected initially by the wire
type detectors on the pipelines, but confirmation came from Na-24 detector in the
double envelope of the primary sodium circuit, fume activity monitors of the B-cells
housing the primary system, spark plug type leak detector at the bottom of the
purification cabin, particulate activity monitors in RCB and overflow tank level offnormal alarm. The reactor was shut down, sodium from the purification system and
overflow tank were drained and the line heaters were switched off. After the decay of
Na24 activity, the purification cabin was approached after 7 d. After spraying dry
chemical powder, sodium from the cabin was manually scooped out through a bottom
manhole made to facilitate inspection and entry into the cabin. The cabin was kept
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inerted and the operation was done wearing fresh air masks. Pipelines were cleaned of
sodium after removing insulation from the affected lines. Heaters and leak detectors
were relaid and the pipelines reinsulated.

Fig. 3 Nitrogen inerted purification cabin

Fig. 4 Primary sodium purification circuit

Leak had taken place from the body of a Ф32 mm motorized bellows sealed valve
due to insufficient thickness (100 µm) at the location of a Ф9 mm blind hole used by the
manufacturer for machining the valve body (Fig.5). The valve was replaced. Similar
defective sodium service valves of the make in the purification cabin were rectified by
welding seal plugs. A dedicated particulate activity monitor was installed for the cabin.
The incident revealed that the Sodium Aerosol Detection (SAD) system is effective only
when the temperature of leaking sodium is above 523 K. SAD system for leak detection
was hence replaced with Na24activity monitor as a diverse means of leak detection in
primary sodium system. The operating procedure for emergency condition on leak in
primary sodium system was modified based on experience from this event. Disposal of
leaked sodium by converting to aqueous hydroxide and neutralization with orthophosphoric acid is in progress.
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Fig. 5a Bellow seal valve

Fig. 5b Blind hole in body

It took about three months to normalize the system. There was no personnel
contamination or internal exposure during the recovery operations. The total dose
expenditure was 2.25 person-mSv only.
2.3

System Performance
Except for the sodium leak event, performance of reactor system, sodium
systems and other safety related and auxiliary systems was satisfactory. Visual
inspection of the reactor vessel internals and liquid metal seals (LMS) revealed nothing
abnormal, except drying up and thickening of silicone oil on the interseal side of the
LMS. This has, however, not increased the torque for plug rotation, nor affected the
leaktightness of the LMS.
A slight increase in the water leak rate (0.7 l/h) from the biological shield
cooling coils around the reactor was noticed. This was found to be from the coils which
were chemically sealed in Sept 2001. Since the leak rates are small, reactor operation is
being continued, monitoring the activity and the leak rates periodically. It is proposed
to intervene if there is further deterioration. The leaking water is being collected and
disposed off safely as low level liquid effluent.
The fuel handling campaign was interrupted by opening up of several cores
in the trailing cables over the reactor block. This was rectified by additional clamping
on the cables. Counter-weights in the cable tower are being kept propped up to avoid
loading on the cables after the fuel handling campaign is completed.
The plugging temperature of primary and secondary sodium has been
constantly maintained below 378 K. Sodium was sampled periodically and confirmed
that reactor grade purity is well maintained in the wake of the leak from the primary
sodium valve.
The four sodium pumps and their drive systems have been operating well
and have logged a cumulative operation of 476,000 h.
Spurious spikes beyond alarm range were noticed in Steam Generator Leak
Detection System (SGLDS) signals and one of these spikes also caused a reactor trip.
These were found to be from the active standby computer of the Central Data
Processing System (CDPS) due to aged & obsolescent relay cards in the analog data
acquisition system. Pending replacement of the cards and the computer, reactor is being
operated with one computer. Improvements have also been carried out in SGLDS by
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introducing isolation transformers and amplifiers and hard wiring of the trip from
absolute value of the signal.
The two main transformers feeding offsite power to the plant and the two
emergency diesel generators have under gone major overhaul and recommissioned after
remaining in service for more than 15 years.
2.4

Future Programme
During the 11th irradiation campaign, which is presently in progress, it is proposed
to enhance driver fuel burnup to 120 GWd/t, perform certain important engineering tests
(SG stability test, natural convection test and station blackout test) and also start the
irradiation of 37 pins PFBR MOX fuel test SA. Expansion of FBTR core for nominal
power operation will be continued.
3.0

PROROTYPE FAST BREEDER REACTOR (PFBR)
PFBR is a sodium cooled 500 MWe fast reactor with MOX fuel, top supported
pool type, 2 primary sodium pumps (PSP), 4 intermediate Heat Exchangers (IHX), 2
secondary loops with each loop consisting of 1 pump (SSP) and 4 steam generators
(SG), and 1 turbo generator (TG). There are 9 enriched B4C control and safetry rods
(CSR) and 3 enriched B4C diverse safety rods (DSR). A dedicated safety guide decay
heat removal system(DHR) is provided with heat rejection from hot pool sodium to air
by natural convection.
All the design activities have reached advanced stage of completion. Both centre’s
Internal Safety Committee (ISC) as well as Project Design Safety Committee (PDSC)
formed by Atomic Energy Regulatory Board (AERB), have almost completed their
review exercises. Civil Engineering Safety Committee (CESC) of AERB has reviewed
the design specifications and design methodology of nuclear island buildings. The
design consultants have completed the major design of nuclear island and power island
works. Discussions were held with statutory bodies and concerned government
organizations for obtaining safety clearances and financial sanction respectively for the
construction of the project. Excavation clearance has been obtained from AERB in June
2002. Ministry of Environment and Forests has given clearance in April 2003. Ministry
of Finance, Planning Commission and Ministry of Power have cleared the project.
Cabinet approval for sanction of the project is expected by end May 2003.
Detailed analyses in the reactor physics, shielding, core engineering, thermal
hydraulics and structural mechanics were carried out towards finalizing tender drawings
of main NSSS components. Design analysis has been completed for reactor assembly
components and analysis is in progress for the sodium pipelines and equipment. Tender
drawings and technical specifications for manufacture have been prepared for main
vessel (MV), safety vessel (SV), inner vessel, IHX, PSP, SG, CSR and DSR drive
mechanisms (CSRDM & DSRDMS), fuel and blanket subassembly (SA). The design
safety limits of the fuel, clad and coolant were reviewed and more conservative limits
were proposed to increase safety margins.R&D activities required to validate the design
are being executed with priority both in-house and at other R&D institutions in the
country. A few important design analyses are highlighted below.
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3.1

Site Seismicity
Site seismic design parameters have been arrived at as per AERB guide. The peak
ground acceleration values 0.066 g for Operating Basis Earthquake (OBE) and 0.156 g
for Safe Shutdown Earthquake (SSE), site dependent design response spectrum shape, 3
independent spectrum compatible accelelograms were recommended. Probability of
exceedance and return period for the proposed PGA value of 0.066 g for OBE has been
calculated for 50 years of reactor life to confirm the same.
3.2

Reactor Physics and Shielding
Towards bringing the secondary sodium radioactivity within acceptable value, invessel shield design has been optimized based on the results from the two-dimensional
(R-Z) transport theory calculations (DORT), coupled with the realistic simulation of
IHX geometry using Monte Carlo method (MCNP). Shielding of IHX with 2 cm of
borated steel with 1.6 % natural boron is necessary to meet the design dose limits in
Steam Generator Building (SGB). The radial shield around In Vessel Transfer Position
(IVTP) was optimized by DORT calculations in X-Y geometry. It was found that
natural boron carbide powder and steel are adequate as shield materials around IVTP.
Shield design of transfer arm and gaps between rotatable plugs has been carried
out. Shield design of various cells in Reactor Containment Building (RCB) has also
been completed.
3.3

Reactor Assembly (RA)

3.3.1 Reliability Analysis
Reliability analysis of shut down system was carried out. Various options of
distributing SCRAM signals to two types of absorber rods (CSR and DSR) and the
merit of optically interlinking two SDS have been studied. From the analysis it was
concluded that optical interlink cold decrease the failure probability by a factor two.
Grouping of CSR and DSR is not seen to have any significant advantage, as the number
of DSR are only three. The expected frequency of failure to SCRAM is 0.7x10-6/ry
which meets the reliability requirement of 10-6/ry. The failure frequency of individual
system also meets the safety criteria of 10-3/ry.
3.3.2 Main Vessel Junctions
The critical junctions viz. triple point where the core support transmits a load of
~ 950 t is transmitted to main vessel and primary pipe-grid plate junction, were analysed
for demonstrating the structural integrity. The junction profiles were optimised with
reference to stress concentration and fabrication considerations (Fig.6).
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Fig.6 Stress contours at triple point

Towards estimating transient thermal loads, thermal hydraulics analysis was
carried out for the temperature evolution of the cold pool structures under main
enveloping Design Basis Events (DBE), like pump trips, off-site power failure and loss
of steam water system. Maximum ∆T across the primary pipe and other immersed
structures range from 95-115K. The maximum possible circumferential temperature
difference on all the structures is about 125 K. MV and other cold pool structures are
subjected to temperatures above creep regime (723 – 820 K) for 10 h during each
operation of Safety Grade Decay Heat Removal System (SGDHRS). The accumulated
creep-fatigue damage is found to be less than 0.2 at all the critical junctions.
3.3.3 Main vessel-Roof Slab Junction
Steady state thermal analysis has been carried out to estimate the temperature
difference between MV and roof slab at MV-roof junction (∆T), which is an important
parameter leading to discontinuity stresses and various options were explored to reduce
this ∆T. Filling the anti convection barrier with insulation reduces the ∆T to 21 K from
49 K. Upward shifting of the junction by 200 mm with insulation filled convection
barrier reduces the ∆T further to 7 K. The estimated temperature distribution has been
applied for the stress analysis. Stress distribution is found to be acceptable (Fig.7).
3.3.4 Thermo-Mechanical Analysis of Control Plug
Analysis has been carried out to find the temperature distribution in the control
plug middle assembly for a reduced shielding thickness of 660 mm. It is seen that with
an insulation of 250 mm thick on the top and 40 mm on the sides of the top plate the top
plate temperature is between 389 K and 405 K, which is acceptable. The average axial
temperature drop in the top plate is less than 2 K. The axial variation of temperature in
the control plug plates is nearly linear. Using these temperature distributions, stress
analysis has been completed at various parts and demonstrated their structural integrity.
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Fig.7 Stresses in the main vessel at roof slab
junction

3.3.5 Buckling Analysis of Main & Safety Vessels under External Pressure
For the buckling design of MV and SV, critical transients and associated external
pressures were estimated. For MV during reactor SCRAM, failure of cover gas feed
system leads to an external pressurization of 1.5 kPa. During primary circuit heat up
transients such as DHR through SGDHRS, when the bleed and relief systems of inter
vessel gap nitrogen circuit are not functioning, the net external pressure on MV reaches
a maximum value of 9 kPa. Similar studies for SV indicates that for reactor SCRAM,
when feed system of inter vessel gap nitrogen system is not functioning, the net external
pressure on SV reaches a value of 11 kPa at the end of 1 h. During DHR through
SGDHRS the net external pressure is negligible. Buckling analysis including the effects
of imperfections, plasticity and thermal loads was completed in compliance with RCCMR and based this, the main vessel thickness is confirmed and safety vessel thickness
has been revised to 15 mm over the cylindrical portion and 20 mm for the dished end.
3.3.6 Grid Plate Design
Grid Plate (GP) design has been completed. A design check has been carried out
for the in-vessel transfer sleeve, intermediate supports and centering device for the
anticipated loading. The number of bolts and flange thickness at various interfaces has
been finalized, based pressure, seismic and thermal loadings. 288 numbers of M-20
bolts at the top interfaces (Inner vessel to top plate and top plate to shell top flange) and
220 numbers of M-20 bolts at the bottom interfaces (shell bottom flange to bottom plate
and bottom plate to Core Support Structure (CSS) flange) are recommended. An anti
rotation device with 64 numbers of M36 bolts are provided to share the seismic forces
without producing constraint for the thermal deformations. The sleeves for various core
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subassemblies are checked for flow induced vibration risks of lock-in synchronization
and fluid elastic instability as per ASME Sec. III Appendix N during normal operation
as well as pipe rupture event. The cross flow velocities for various sleeves are obtained
from the results of 3-D thermal hydraulic analysis.
3.3.7 Primary Pipe Support on CSS
In the reactor assembly, each spherical header for the primary sodium pump is
supported on a box type structure, which in turn is attached to the core support structure
(Fig.8). This structure is analyzed for self weight, reaction of pump discharge flow,
earthquake loading and also for header stuck up during normal operation/earthquake
loadings (Fig.9). The structure is suitably strengthened by incorporating stiffeners which
have been derived from stress analysis.

Fig. 8 Primary pipe header support
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Fig.9 Von Mises stress in the primary pipe supporter

3.3.8 Thermal hydraulic investigation of thermal striping zones in RA
Detailed 3-D numerical studies have been carried out to investigate the thermal
striping in the primary sodium system. The study is carried out in two stages viz (i)
global study of thermal hydraulics of hot and cold pools to identify regions prone to
large thermal striping and (ii) localized study to predict the frequency and amplitude of
temperature fluctuation at various locations of hot and cold pools. It is found that the
fuel SA / breeder SA interface and fuel SA / control SA interface regions are prone to
thermal striping. To predict thermal striping direct numerical simulation is used. Focus
of the global study has been on (a) stratification in the pools, (b) free surface velocity /
temperature, (c) flow and temperature distributions at the IHX - primary inlet and outlet
windows, (d) heat transfer through inner vessel from hot pool to cold pool, (e)
temperature distribution in inner vessel etc. The velocity fields in a (r-z) plane passing
through IHX, free surface velocity and temperature in a (r-z) plane through IHX are
shown in Figs 10 and 11. The localized analysis using DNS indicated a peak to peak
temperature difference of ~ 70 K with frequency in the range of 2-20 Hz in sodium
(Fig.12). Estimation of boundary layer attenuation is in progress.
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Fig. 10 Velocity and temperature fields in the pools
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3.3.9 Seismic Analysis of Reactor Assembly Components
Seismic analysis of main vessel along with its internals including control plug has
been completed by time history analysis both for OBE and SSE.. Seismic analysis has
been repeated under main vessel leaked condition. Fig.13 shows finite element models.
Towards generating floor response spectra, an equivalent 3D beam (stick) model for the
RCB including reactor vault and other concrete cells has been developed based on 3D
plate/shell element analysis of individual buildings. The model includes base raft and
soil-structure interaction. Time history analysis has been performed using 3
uncorrelated synthetic time histories applied at ground level.
Dynamic displacements of the core subassemblies are acceptable with respect to
reactor scramability and reactivity variations considerations. Thus, the core is
demonstrated to be safe under SSE. The peak sloshing height is 150 mm at the feeding
level and 40 mm in the hot pool. The peak displacements for various shells including
main vessel do not exceed 10 mm. The peak dynamic pressures are 122 and 273 kPa
respectively for the OBE and SSE (Fig.14) on main vessel and 300 kPa for SSE on
thermal baffle. The MV, inner vessel and thermal baffles meet the buckling design
rules of RCC-MR. Thermal baffles are away from parametric instability zone.

Fig. 13 Finite element models used for seismic analysis

Towards this, a computer code DYNABUC has been developed for determining
parametric instability zones of thin shells subjected to dynamic pressure distributions,
especially under seismic events. The code has been validated by solving Japanese
benchmark problem on dynamic buckling of thermal baffles for DFBR models.
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Fig. 14 Peak dynamic pressure under SSE on main vessel

3.3.10
Structural Reliability of Core Support Structure
The reliability of CSS is assessed in order to decide on any need of redundant
support structure. The basic input are the stresses at the critical locations, which are
determined from accurate finite element analysis involving all the essential components
in the model. The computed stress intensity values are very low (< 50 MPa) which are
very much less than the codal limit (150 MPa). The reliability of the support shell is
assessed based on classical theory of structural reliability both under OBE and SSE
loading conditions. The failure probability values are found to be very low (< 10-17/ry).
Further the reliability of box structure is established indirectly based on detailed
sensitivity analysis and experimental investigations on the collapse load. The study
shows that the structure is very reliable for both normal and extreme loading conditions
and hence there is no need for additional support shell.
3.4

Sodium Circuits

3.4.1 Primary Sodium Pump
Design of PSP has been finalized. Thermal analyses have been carried out to
obtain the temperature distribution along the shaft during nominal and 20 % power
conditions as well as during DHR through SGDHRS. The maximum temperature of
spherical seat is 525 K, while the allowable value is 573 K. Hence, it is concluded that
special cooling arrangement is not required for the shaft. Fig.15 shows temperature and
stress distribution along the shaft length at nominal power.
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Fig. 15 Temperature & stress distribution along
the length of the PSP shaft at normal conditions

Vibration analysis of primary pump induced by mechanical imbalance is carried
out. The stiffness coefficients of hydrostatic bearing are computed as function of
eccentricity, speed and angular orientation of shaft. The vibration analysis indicates that
the maximum displacement of shaft under nominal operating speed of 590 rpm, is less
than 60 µ. The resonant speed has been obtained by dynamic response analysis, as 700
rpm which has a margin of 1.2 against the nominal speed. The maximum amplitude of
shaft is limited to 160 µ, when the shaft runs even at resonance speed (Fig.16a). At 15
% speed, the vibration levels are insignificant (Fig.16b). The dynamic forces on the roof
slab and primary pipe header are found to be small.

Fig.16a Maximum amplitude vs speed

Fig.16b Rel. displacem. at HSB at 90 rpm
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The seismic analysis of primary pump with time history analysis was carried out.
The maximum stress intensity values in the flywheel-motor support shell, pump shell
and shaft are insignificant (<20 MPa). The displacements imposed on flexible coupling
are insignificant (~1.2 mm peak). The seizure of pump is found to be a critical issue.
The eccentricity of 60 µ experienced by the shaft during normal operation increases to
250 µ under SSE. Since it is < 400 µ, the radial clearance, there is no problem of
pump seizure. However, at speeds lower than 265 rpm, the eccentricity of shaft is
higher than radial clearance and hence shaft can impact on the shell. Under OBE, up to
20 % speed (~120 rpm), there is no impact. The peak impact force experienced by shaft
and shell at hydro static bearing (HSB) at 235 rpm under SSE is < 3 t, which may not
cause pump seizure. This needs to be confirmed by experiments. The maximum force
on the pump spherical header is ~ 20 t at the nominal speed, under SSE. The force on
the roof slab (~10 t) is insignificant.
3.4.2 IHX
Thermal hydraulic and structural mechanics analyses required for IHX design
have been completed. Based on the analysis, thickness for the top & bottom tubesheets
including the shells and top support flange, tube span length between supports and
number of bolts at the top support flange were finalized. The effectiveness of flow
mixing device incorporated at the secondary sodium outlet header to mitigate the
temperature difference among shells has been demonstrated.
For FIV analysis of IHX tubes 3D flow and temperature distributions at IHX
primary inlet windows were estimated for the cases of with and without porous skirt
(below the CP-shell). The maximum cross flow velocity at the IHX inlet window
(within the tube bundle) is 2.9 m/s (Fig.17).

Fig.17 Flow at bottom of IHX inlet window
(with skirt and at full power)

Presence of skirt was seen not to influence the cross flow velocity significantly.
For transient thermal loads for the design of IHX tubes, the loss of feed water
flow event and secondary sodium pump trip event are found to be critical. For the event
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of loss of feed water flow, ∆T for bucking design is found to be 24 K in the inner row
and the value for pull out design is -23 K in the outer row. The ∆Ts are lower for the
secondary sodium pump trip event. A ∆T of ± 25 K is recommended for buckling and
pullout strength of IHX tubes.
3.4.3 Steam Generator
The tubesheet design has been finalized for the design life of 40 y. Based on the
optimization of geometry of tubesheet and header junction, 150 mm is found to be
adequate (Fig.18).

Fig.18 Von Mises stress on the SG header

Based on 3-D hydraulic analysis of SG inlet plenum with different flow distribution
devices to reduce the radial inlet velocity to the tube bundle, a combination of graded
porous plate with porosity ranging from 95% to 55% and a cylindrical porous shell with
porosity ranging from 60% to 20% is foud to give a more uniform radial flow
distribution. The maximum radial velocity is 0.75 m/s (theoretical average velocity is
0.45 m/s). The additional pressure drop due to these devices is 1.3 m. Further, 3-D
hydraulic analysis was completed for predicting the flow pattern around outlet plenum
and also to estimate the cross flow velocity in the tube bundle. It is seen that the flow in
the window region is uniform in the circumferential direction, but axially it is nonuniform. The maximum cross flow velocity is 2.7 m/s and it occurs at the top of the
window.
3.4.4

Pressure Loss in SSP Discharge Bowl
In the secondary sodium pump, the flow exiting from the impellers enters a
stationary diffuser, through which it flows axially and leaves the pump assembly
radially via. two pipes to two IHX. Detailed 3-D CFD studies have been carried out to
estimate the pressure loss along this flow path and thereby to optimize the bowl
geometry to achieve minimum pressure loss. Four different geometries have been
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analyzed viz. (i) reference geometry, (ii) exit pipes shifted upwards to be in line with the
web outlet, (iii) reference geometry provided with smooth baffles to avoid sharp corners
and (iv) exit pipes shifted downwards. The pressure loss coefficients (based on pipe
velocity, 7.25m/s) in the bowl part of the pump for these geometries are 0.897, 0.847,
0.868 and 0.917 respectively.
3.4.5 Pressure Loss in Butterfly Valve
A full size butterfly valve meant for isolation of SG was tested for pressure loss
coefficient. The estimated value of 3.1 is high compared to the typical value given in the
handbook. The valve geometry was modified and pressure loss coefficient for the
modified design was estimated as 1.3 by computational fluid dynamic analysis and this
design has been adopted.
3.5

Global DND System
Detection of the failure of any fuel pin by integrated delayed neutron detectors
(DND) placed in the hot pool is investigated from reactor physics, thermal hydraulics
and instrumentation aspects. Transient 3-D thermal hydraulic analysis to obtain the
evolution of fission product concentration in hot pool during failure of a fuel SA at
nominal operating conditions has been carried out based on 90O sector of hot pool with
one IHX and half PSP (Fig.19).

Fig.19 Path followed by fission products
originating from a typical failed SA

SA outlet in the fuel region has been modeled in a detailed manner to represent each SA
outlet separately. From the analyses it has been found that 8 detector are required for
detecting the failure of all the fuel SA in core. The cladding failure of 20 cm2 exposure
area can be detected within 9 to 20 s under nominal power condition.
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3.6

Balance of Plant

3.6.1 General
The design of Balance of Plant (BoP) was further detailed out and the technical
specifications for all the equipment were prepared.
3.6.2 Site Investigations
Additional geotechnical investigations for the site as asked by AERB were carried
out and report on foundation parameters evaluation was prepared. Bathymetric survey
was done which provides input data for the design of seawater in- take system and
structures.
3.6.3 Plant Layout
Plant layout was further detailed out for the individual buildings. Economic
advantage of fixing different ground elevations for the safety related buildings based on
1000 y design basis flood (DBF) and the non safety structures (NSS) based on 100 y
DBF (providing lower elevation by 1.5 m), over the cost involved in fixing the same
ground level for all buildings, has been assessed.
3.6.4 Civil Design
Design specifications, design methodology and design analysis documents were
prepared for safety related buildings. Floor response spectra was generated for various
component locations inside RCB.
Conceptual design of supporting arrangement for reactor assembly on the reactor
vault has been finalized in detail after analysis to determine the local and global stresses
both in the steel and concrete parts, which are respecting the AERB design code for
civil structures (Fig.20).

Fig 20. Stresses in the reactor vault at
RA support
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3.7

Manufacturing Technology Development
Manufacturing technology development of most of main NSSS components and
materials was completed. Manufacture of transfer arm of fuel handling equipment was
completed (Fig.21). The transfer arm is undergoing tests in air at IGCAR. The
equipment will subsequently be tested in sodium. Manufacture of steam generator was
completed at manufacturer’s shop. Fabrication of grid plate is under progress. (Fig. 22).

Fig. 21 Transfer arm

4.0

Fig. 22 Grid plate

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

4.1 Reactor Physics
4.1.1 Shielding Experiments

The LMFBR cross-section database of ORIGEN-2 has been updated using
ENDF/B-VI data averaged over PFBR core-1 spectra. The total FP decay powers from
ORIGEN-2 compare well with those from the indigenous CHANDY code, for a PFBR
core 1 subassembly. The results obtained with FP yield and decay data updated using
JNDC data are being analyzed. A user-friendly program to prepare tables, plots and
display of selected results of ORIGEN-2 has been prepared.
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Calculations for the various shield configurations have been carried out using 2D
transport code DORT in X-Y geometry with S8–P3 approximation. 100 neutron group
cross section library DLC-2 has been used in the calculations. Comparison is good, with
calculations predicting the thermal and epithermal fluxes within 20 to 30% and fast
fluxes within a factor of 2. The larger discrepancies between
calculations and measurements arise, only if boron carbide
is present in the shield configuration. Experiment simulating
radiation streaming through lower axial plenum in PFBR
subassembly has also been carried out. The experiments
have been analysed using Monte Carlo code. Experiments
simulating radiation streaming through top shield have also
been planned.
Fast reactor shield design involves neutron transport
in thick shields with large attenuation and is associated with
large uncertainties. PFBR shield design is carried out with
1-D and 2-D transport codes ANISN and DORT. To obtain
the bias factors for shield design relevant to PFBR, mockup
experiments have been carried out, in the shielding corner
of APSARA. Six sets of experiments to study neutron
attenuation in radial shields with steel, sodium, graphite,
borated graphite and boron carbide and one experiment for
axial shields with steel, sodium and graphite have been
completed.
DLC-37 (1975) cross section library has been used for
the transport calculations.
To improve the shield
calculations, two new coupled cross section sets IGC-S2
(100 neutron +21 gamma groups) and IGC-S3 (175 neutron
+ 42 gamma groups), are generated from ENDF/B-VI and
they have been applied to the shield optimisation studies. It
is found that IGC-S3 set predicts more realistic flux spectra
compared to other two sets in thick Na shield experiments.
4.2

Engineering

4.2.1 In-sodium Testing
The Large Component Test Rig (LCTR) was in
service during this period for testing of Control & Safety
Fig.23 Testing of
CSRDM upper part in Na
Rod Drive Mechanism (Fig.23). The mechanism was tested
independently in air atmosphere at room temperature to
verify the operating parameters. Later the mechanism was introduced in one of the test
vessels in LCTR. This vessel is of 1 m dia and 13 m tall containing sodium at high
temperature. The purity of sodium is same as that of the reactor. The sodium was
maintained at different temperatures from 623-823 K and the performance of the
mechanism was tested. The performance was satisfactory. At the end of testing, the
mechanism was subjected to endurance test. Five hundred drop tests were carried out
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with control rod in aligned condition and the mechanism passed the test. Further tests
with control rod in misaligned condition are planned.
4.2.2 Subassembly Blockage Studies
During start up of the reactor, the core temperature monitoring is initiated only
above a certain power level to avoid spurious scram. It is necessary to ensure that the
total blockage in a fresh SA, which is loaded in the refuelling campaign preceding start
up, does not lead to melt down below the detection threshold. This requires data on the
heat transfer from the blocked SA to the neighbouring SA. Hence, an experimental
programme for a totally blocked SA with 19 heater pins has been undertaken both with
water and sodium (Fig.24).

Fig. 24 SA Blockage
tests in sodium

The objectives of this programme are assessment of steady state heat transfer from the
blocked SA to the neighbouring SA taking into account natural convection inside the
blocked SA, establishment of the reactor power level beyond which the SA temperature
monitoring is necessary and validation of the computer code developed for analysing
the event. This experiment has also thrown insight about the behaviour of spent SA
during transport to spent fuel storage bay.
4.2.3 Sodium-water Reaction Test Facility (SOWART)

SOWART rig has been established for studying self-wastage of steam generator
materials due to micro leak, impingement wastage and to develop leak detection
techniques. The technique of welding thin 6 mm dia rupture disk on the tube material
(Mod. 9 Cr-1Mo) was developed. Micro cracks needed for simulation of self-wastage
were obtained on specimens using fatigue cycling. The minimum leak rate corresponds
to a steam leak of ~5 mg/s. The diffusion type cover gas hydrogen meter is being
tested.
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4.2.4 Sodium Pump Development
• The testing of Secondary Sodium Pump (SSP) model was successfully
completed. Tests involved hydraulic and cavitation performance validation on
1/3 vertical model in water. The pump hydraulics as well as leakage paths at
suction and discharge and hydrostatic bearing were simulated. The performance
curves were found to be stable and meeting the system requirement. Cavitation
tests involved determination of erosion free NPSH at rated and other flows
above and below the rated flow using the 'Paint Erosion Technique’ and found to
be as per the specification.
• Work relating to indigenous development of substitute impeller for FBTR
primary pump was also taken up. More than 15 tests were carried out using
different impeller/diffuser design combinations. The final configuration
successfully satisfied the design requirement of a continuously rising H-Q curve
from maximum flow to shut off without any instability.
4.2.5 Silverina
In the multipurpose sodium loop SILVERINA, experiments/testing were carried
out to study the performance of under sodium ultrasonic sensor, eddy current testing of
sodium wetted steam generator tubes, etc. The performance of the electromagnet of the
Diverse Safety Rod Drive Mechanism was tested in this facility. Response of the
electromagnet, performance at high temperature of ~ 823 K over long duration etc. were
obtained.
The continuous level sensors required for various sodium facilities manufactured
and delivered by two local companies on technology transfer were being subject to
calibration and performance tests.
4.2.6 Mass Transfer Loop
To study the corrosion and mass transfer aspects of stainless steel in sodium, the
loop was operated over a period of time. The SS 316 LN specimens were exposed to
nearly 15,500 h at 823 K in this loop. The specimens were removed from the loop
recently and are being examined for the mechanical and metallurgical properties.
4.2.7 Tri-metallic Loop (TRIM)
To study the mass transfer in bi-metallic/tri-metallic sodium systems, such as
those involved in the secondary systems of PFBR, a sodium loop (TRIM) was
constructed and the pre-commissioning activities are in progress. The specimens
installed in the loop will be exposed to sodium upto a temperature of 823 K.
4.2.8 Other Testing
• Testing of PFBR dummy blanket sub assembly, control and safety rod assembly
for pressure drop and cavitation has been completed. Parametric studies on
labyrinth designs required at the foot of sub assemblies to reduce leakage was
conducted. Cast orifice plates of honeycomb structure were tested for pressure
drop and cavitation and the suitable combination of the plates to be used as gags
in zone II to zone VI of the S/A was arrived at. Machined orifice to be used in
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•

•

•

zone VII was designed and fabricated and testing is in progress. Modal testing of
instrumented fuel subassembly in air was completed.
Transfer Arm, an important component for fuel handling in PFBR (Fig.25) was
fabricated and received at site. This component having an overall height of
nearly 23 m was assembled vertically in the High Bay of Engineering Hall – III.
To enable assembly and testing, the structure in High Bay was suitably
strengthened and modified. For testing of this component at a later date in
sodium, a tall vessel of 2.2 m diameter and 13 m tall was fabricated.
The prototype Failed Fuel Identification Module (FFIM) (Fig.26) was
fabricated. Hydraulic tests in water were carried out on the prototype FFIM to
determine the pressure drop across the selector valve and the dilution of the
coolant sample across the selector valve.
Industrial version of the sodium aerosol detection system has been manufactured and
five such systems have been installed and commissioned in SGTF.

Fig. 25 Transfer Arm – Shield Plug and
Guide Tube assembly

Fig.26 Selector Valve housing of FFIM

4.2.9 Boron Enrichment Facility

The isotopic analysis of the profile samples taken after completion of 6 cycles of
band displacement showed enrichment to 42.5% in 10B in low concentration band and
39.5% in high concentration band. The quantity of the 10B enriched to 40% and above
was estimated to be 0.8 kg and that for 35% and above it was 9 kg. The displacement of
the band with this length was continued further. After two more cycles of displacement,
isotopic analyses of the profile samples showed enrichment only to 42.9% in 10B in low
concentration band and 42% in high concentration band. The quantity of the 10B
enriched to 40% and above was estimated to be 11 kg and that for 35% and above it was
21 kg. It is seen that though there was an increase in the quantities of the enriched
product, further enrichment was observed to be very low. Based on the above, it was
decided to cut the depleted portion of the borate band and load fresh natural boric acid
(cut and feed operation) thereby increasing the average concentration of B10. The cut
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and feed operation was carried out without interrupting the displacement of the borate
band. The results of the profile samples taken during July/August, 2002 have shown
enrichment to 52% in 10B. The quantity of boric acid enriched in 10B to 50% and above
was estimated to be 1 kg, for 45% and above it was 32 kg and that for 35% and above it
was 480 kg. The further displacement of the borate band is being carried out.
R&D experiments were carried out in the small engineering loop to study the
effect of different parameters to operate the plant at optimum conditions. The following
important parameters were studied: (i) band velocity (ii) band length (iii) initial feed
enrichment (iv) effect of complexing reagent (v) concentration of boric acid.
4.2.10
Steam Generator Test Facility (SGTF)
The major activities completed during the year were the erection of the
components of the sodium system, i.e. steam generator (24 m height), sodium to air
exchanger, sodium and auxiliary piping and instrumentation & control systems. The
steam water system has been independently commissioned with feed water at a
maximum temperature of 433 K. Some problems of vibration in the auto recirculation of
the boiler feed pump were noticed and these were attributed to larger backpressure in
the recirculation line. Though not a continuous problem for plant operation, alternative
schemes for recirculation are being studied for implementation. The oil-fired heater was
subjected to refractory dry-out by means of externally heated air. The fuel oil system
and pilot gas system of the burners have been commissioned. The sodium piping has
been subjected to helium leak test. Sodium has been filled into the storage tank through
temporary lines from the nearby LCTR tanks and allowed to solidify.
4.3

Structural Mechanics

4.3.1 Qualification of SG tubes
Six bend tubes made of modified 9 Cr-1Mo material were tested subjecting to
simulated cyclic axial deformation (-10 mm to 20 mm) plus internal pressure up to 20
MPa at room temperature (Fig.27).

Fig. 27a Tubes being tested in loading frame

Fig. 27b Tubes under rupture condition

The number of load cycles which caused rupture of six tubes varies from 1.5 - 2.2
lakhs, of which number of cycle to cause gullotine rupture is ~ 6000 after visible crack
initiation. Computer simulation of crack initiation and propagation is in progress. Tests
completed six tubes have helped to qualify the tubes, even though these tubes develop
stresses slightly more than 3Sm stress limits.
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4.3.2 Pull-out Strength of IHX Tube-tube sheet Joint
Experimental investigations were completed to assess the strength of tube-tubesheet
joint and its impact on the design. A typical test specimen consists of a portion of tube
along with the tubesheet joint surrounded by cylindrical portion, which is machined out
from the tube-tubesheet joint mockup undertaken for the technology development. A
special fixture has been designed to hold the specimen in the high temperature
component test rig so that it can be subjected to simulated axial pull with hold at high
temperature. The creep relaxion of the joint which can be accumulated over the reactor
life of 40 y is simulated within 170 h at 920 K as per ‘Larson Muller Parameter
Approach’. The pullout strengths are measured at 820 K, the design temperature of the
joint, from the experimentally generated load deflection curves (Fig.28). Totally 12 tests
were conducted including one at room temperature (Fig.29) and the minimum
guaranteed pullout strength is 1.5 t. In all the tests, only the basic tube has ruptured and
the joint is integral. This implies that the tube strength, rather than the joint strength,
decides the overall acceptable tensile load on the tube. With absence of the above
experimental data, a conservative strength value given in ASME-Section VIII, Division
1 was adopted which specifies the joint strength as 75 % of the basic tube strength.
Apart from raising confidence on the joint strength, this has helped to reduce the
tubesheet thickness by about 10%.
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Fig. 28 Pullout Strength of Typical Tube to
Tubesheet Joint

Fig. 29 Tested IHX-Tube to
Tubesheet Joints

4.3.3 Experimental Piping Stress Analysis
After completing LBB tests on full scale
Tee, tests were started on full-scale bends
fabricated under technology development
purposes (Fig.30). Preliminary static tests to
understand the effects of end conditions (length
of straight portions) and manufacturing
imperfections (ovality and wall thickness
variations) were completed. Flexibility
coefficients and stress indices estimated based
on design code (RCC-MR/ASME) procedures
Fig. 30 Test Setup for PFBR Pipe Bend
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are found to be conservative compared to test data by about 10 % for the case when the
flanges are close to the bend. With longer straight portions (> 2 m for 800 mm pipe
bends), the codal values are conservative by < 5 %. Effects of ovality and thickness do
not influence much the stress indices under pure bending moment (Fig.31). Under
pressure loadings, stress indices vary significantly due to manufacturing imperfections.
Fatigue crack propagation tests are in progress.

Fig. 31a Hoop stress at the critical section Fig. 31b Longitudinal Stress at Critical Section

4.3.4 Seismic Tests on Main Vessel Models with FSI Effects
Towards seismic qualification of components, a 10 t payload capacity, 3 m x 3m
size with 6 degree of freedom shake table has been installed and commissioned
(Fig.32). To start with, for qualifying the seismic integrity of reactor assembly
components, tests are planned on 1/10th scaled down models of reactor assembly. The
main vessel is made of aluminum so as to achieve reasonable simulation of natural
frequencies. Sloshing of free level, dynamic displacements of bottom portion of the
vessel and strains at the upper portion of the vessels have been measured (Fig.33).
Theoretical analysis is in progress to compare the data.

Fig. 32 Seismic tests on 1/10th scaled down
model of MV
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Fig. 33a Dynamic displacement of bottom
of the model

4.4

Fig. 33b Dynamic strain at the top of
the model

Instrumentation and Control

4.4.1 Pulse Coded Safety Logic
The reactor is shutdown by de-energizing electromagnets and dropping the
absorber rods under gravity. Shutdown is effected by two independent shutdown
systems, viz., Control and Safety Rod Drive Mechanism (CSRDM) and Diverse Safety
Rod Drive Mechanism (DSRDM). Two separate safety logics are proposed for CSRDM
and DSRDM, i.e., solid state logic with on-line Fine Impulse Test (FIT) for CSRDM,
and Pulse Coded Safety Logic (PCSL) for DSRDM.
The PCSL primarily utilizes the fact that the vast majority of faults in the logic
circuitry result in static conditions at the output. It is arranged such that the presence of
a dynamic logic signal is required to hold the shutdown actuators and any DC logic state
will release them. It is a dynamic, self-testing logic and is used in a number of reactors.
A PCSL circuit was designed at IGCAR. The design was verified by an
independent competent agency. The logic design was synthesized, simulated and
implemented using Altera Max-Plus II software. A demonstration model of PCSL was
developed for three triplicated parameters and tested with an actual DSRDM
Electromagnetic coil. The results were satisfactory.
4.4.2 Safety Critical Real Time Computer System
The Real Time Computer System will be used for supervising the reactor core
against flow blockage, clad hot spot and power excursions in the core. Standard
asynchronous VME back plance is chosen. 32-bit single board CPU card is designed.
Safety features like single bit memory error correction and double bit memory error
detection are incorporated. Analog input board is designed with safety features like onboard scanning sequencer, ground isolation for each input signal, on-board calibration
source etc. 32 bit digital input board is designed with ground isolation for every input
channel, status display and on-line test facility. 16 channel relay output cards is
designed. Each output is monitored back by on-line diagnostics. CPU board and process
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Input/output boards are under fabrication. Monitor program is developed for developing
and debugging the application software in MISRA-C.
4.5

Metallurgy

4.5.1 Indigenous Development of Structural and Steam Generator Materials for PFBR

The major materials required for structural and steam generator components of
PFBR are stainless steels type AISI 316L(N), 304L(N), carbon steel A48P2 and Alloy
T91 (modified 9Cr-1Mo). An attempt has been made to develop indigenous sources for
the supply of these materials for PFBR, in collaboration with the Indian industry. The
route chosen included VOD followed by concast, followed by rolling. Plates of 2 m
width, 8 m length and 30 mm thickness in SS 316L(N), modified 9Cr-1Mo and A48P2
(carbon steel) have been successfully produced.
4.5.2 Mechanical Properties of Structural
Materials
IGCAR data
O R N L data (G ieseke et al)
For modified 9Cr-1Mo steel manufactured
Japanese data (O kam ura et al)
O R N L data (E bi & M cE vily)
in different product forms (forged rods, plates and
Japanese data (T aguchi et al)
N R IM data (strain rate: 5x10 s )
tubes), creep strength in the temperature range
N R IM data (strain rate: 10 s )
B est fit - R C C -M R
773-873 K were higher compared to the minimum
specified in RCC-MR. Low cycle fatigue (LCF)
and creep fatigue interaction (CFI) tests were
carried out at 773, 823 and 873 K on the forged
material in normalized (1313 K/1 h) and tempered
(760 K/1 h) condition. The LCF data obtained
N U M B ER O F C YC LES TO FAILU R E, N
were comparable to literature data on plates;
Fig.34 LCF data for G91 Steel
analysis showed that RCC-MR LCF design curve
can be used safely for the design of PFBR
components. (Fig.34).
The creep properties of the Alloy D9
(ASTM designation UNS 38660; specified Ti/C
ratio = 6) cladding tubes (20±4 % cold work; 6.6
mm O.D., 0.45 mm wall thickness) were
evaluated at 923, 973 and 1023 K. Compared to
316 SS, rupture lives of Alloy D9 were higher by
more than a factor of 5 at all the test temperatures.
(Fig.35). Increasing thermal ageing period at 1023
K results in continual decrease in yield and
ultimate tensile strengths of Alloy D9 hexagonal
Fig. 35 Creep rupture strength of D9
wrapper tubes, while peaks were noticed in yield
and ultimate tensile strengths at 300, 723 and 923 K for 100 h ageing at 923 K.
LCF and CFI lives in the temperature range of 773-873 K for 316(N) SMAW
weld metals prepared using indigenously developed electrodes were comparable or
slightly superior to those prepared using imported electrodes; for both weld metals,
fatigue lives were inferior to those for the base metal. The LCF data from the
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indigenously developed 316(N) weld metal were within the scatter band of the
international data. It was concluded that RCC-MR design curve can be used safely for
the fatigue design of welded components.
Both in phase (IP) and out of phase (OP) thermo-mechanical fatigue (TMF) tests
were carried out on 316L(N) austenitic stainless steel on cylindrical hollow tubular
samples using different mechanical strain amplitudes in the range, ± 0.25% to ± 0.6% at
a constant strain rate of 6.4 × 10–5 s-1. The temperature cycles employed consisted of
two different categories namely a) an identical temperature range with increasing peak
temperature (573-823, 623-873, 673-923 K) and b) a constant peak temperature with
increasing temperature range (673-873, 623-873, 673-923, 623-923 K). It was noticed
that TMF life in out-of-phase cycling is lower than that in the in-phase tests in the low
temperature regimes, while in the creep temperature regime, the IP tests yielded lower
lives. Influence of creep on the TMF damage was evident in the form of extensive
intergranular cracking in the 673-923 K IP test. The isothermal tests conducted
concurrently at the peak temperatures employed in TMF cycles displayed lower lives
compared to both IP and OP tests.
4.5.3 Fracture Mechanics Studies
A campaign has been launched to generated J0.2 values for modified 9Cr-1Mo
steel in as supplied normalized and tempered condition and after accelerated thermal
ageing. For 653 K, J0.2 value determined was ~ 290 kJ/m2. Prior thermal ageing was
found to have marginal effects on fracture properties at 653 K and 803 K.
4.5.4 Metal Forming Studies
The design of dies for fabrication of petals within the required dimensional
tolerances is very crucial in the manufacturing of main and inner vessels of PFBR. This
process is being simulated using finite element method (FEM) to design the die profiles.
The required material data has been generated using tensile, compression and ring
compression tests. Based on the initial trials, it was concluded that the results are more
accurate and time efficient if the loading of the plate is carried out in two stages. The
loading of the plate was simulated with a dynamic explicit FEM model. Then the stress
data of the deformed plate were transferred to a static implicit code and the punch was
withdrawn gradually by releasing the applied forces. During this stage the elastic strains
in the plates were allowed to recover, resulting in springs back of the plate. The spring
back was much less when the plates were bent in metallic dies than the concrete dies. A
number of simulation runs were carried out for different ram velocities and the friction
conditions. The effect of ram velocity on spring back was not significant while the
spring back was influenced by friction conditions between the tool and work piece.
4.5.5 Metal Joining and Hardfacing
For indigenous development of modified 9Cr-1Mo electrodes for SMAW welding
for PFBR, the composition (confirming to AWS classification E9016-B9 of ASME
section II-C SFA-5.5) has been finalized taking into account the need for ensuring
enough toughness in the weld metal and avoiding delta errite in HAZ. Based on the
Charpy V-notch impact toughness values for the weld metals obtained with different
grades of 91 SMAW and GTAW welding consumables using different polarity (AC or
DC), non-synthetic SMAW electrodes have been specified for PFBR, and the optimum
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post-weld heat treatment (PWHT) at 1033 K (760°C) for 3 h has been recommended for
achieving the specified toughness value of 45 J. A high toughness of 97 J could be
achieved in the weld metal obtained from one of the indigenously developed nonsynthetic SMAW electrode for PFBR.
Based upon weld qualification studies, plasma-transferred arc welding (PTAW)
process has been recommended in preference to the conventional GTAW for deposition
of Colmonoy on SS 316L(N) substrate for PFBR applications. The reason is: the
dilution zone width is ~0.2 mm for the PTAW process compared to ~ 1.5 mm for the
GTAW process, leading to reduced deposit thickness and stress relieving temperature.
4.5.6 Corrosion Studies
a) Effect of photo catalytic activity of anodized titanium specimens on adhesion of algal
species
Anodized and acid pickled titanium specimens were exposed in a mixed algal
medium,wherein both blue green algae and diatoms grow and the samples are
illuminated with blue U-V lamps of wavelength < 380 nm for 7 days. There was
significant reduction in chlorophyll content on anodised titanium compared to acidpickled titanium, confirming a reduction in algal attachment due to photocatalytic
activity. However, diatoms were not affected by photocatalytic activity of anodized
surface. When anodized titanium with a natural biofilm dominated by algal species was
exposed to near U-V illumination, a reduction in algal density was observed. However,
the influence of photocatalytic activity on algal attachment was not as striking as the
bactericidal effect exhibited by anodized titanium.
b) Acoustic emissions during stress corrosion cracking in Nitrogen-added
Austenitic Stainless Steels
SCC tests were performed on both type 316LN and 304N stainless steels in the
range of KI = 9 to 35 MPa √m. The average crack growth rate for type 304LN stainless
steel was greater than that of type 316LN stainless steel. Acoustic emissions generated
during SCC tests were assessed based on time and amplitude domain analysis. Sudden
surge in released acoustic energy during cracking aided detection of crack initiation.
Crack growth occurred in bursts. Branched cracks emitted more acoustic emissions
than single SCC cracks as seen by higher AE counts and energy associated with them.
c) Stress corrosion cracking in welds of AISI type 316LN stainless steel
Weld metals of type 316 LN stainless steel with heat inputs varying between 3.0
to 7.5 kJ/cm were studied for their stress corrosion cracking resistance using the
constant load testing technique in two environments: (i) at a constant initial stress of 250
MPa in boiling 5M NaCl + 0.15M Na2SO4 solution acidified to a pH of 1.3 using 2.5
ml/l of HCl. The results indicated that the time-to-failure increased with increasing heat
input indicating the beneficial effect. Fractography of the fracture surfaces revealed
failure by a mixed mode of dissolution of delta-ferrite network and transgranular stress
corrosion cracking (TGSCC) of austenite.
d) Optimization of cooling rate to avoid sensitization during solution annealing/ stress
relieving heat treatment of 316LN base metal and weld metal
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Using controlled cooling sensitization studies on type 316LN base plate it was
established that even if the material is cooled at a rate of 10oC/h from solution annealing
temperature of 1050°C or stress relieving temperature of 900 or 550°C to 200oC, the
base metal will be free from sensitization. However, failures have been observed in
weld metal IGC test during procedure qualification & technology development of Grid
plates of PFBR when cooled at 50oC/h. Experiments were carried out to optimize the
cooling rate and it was found that when the cooling rate was 75oC/h, the material was
free from sensitization.
e) Optimization of stress relieving treatment for 316LN weld metal after hardfacing
In order to optimize heat treatment procedure for components containing of
316LN weld metal with hardfacing, the 316 LN weld metal samples were subjected to
the required double heat treatment (solution annealing at 1050°C followed by stress
relieving and stabilization at 850°C) at various cooling and heating rates (90-200°C/h).
It was found that the samples get sensitized even after heating/cooling cycles @
200°C/h during the above double heat treatment cycle. This has been attributed to the
cumulative effect of sensitization resulting from the various heating and cooling cycles.
4.5.7 Physical Metallurgy Studies
a) Precipitation Reactions In D9 Alloys
The phase and microstructural evolution in response to thermal ageing of a
titanium modified and swelling resistant nuclear grade austenitic stainless steel (alloyD9) has been studied by high-temperature X-ray diffraction and transmission electron
microscopy. The continuous heating studies carried out in-situ in a high-temperature Xray diffractometer indicated the precipitation of non-stoichiometric TiCy (y < 1) phases
in the temperature range 1173 to 1473 K. These precipitates are found to dissolve back
into the austenite matrix for temperatures exceeding 1473 K. The electron microscopic
characterisation of a sample, aged at 1223 K for 24 hours, revealed three broad
morphological features of TiCy (y < 1) precipitates. Other significant microstructural
elements as characterised by electron microscopy include dense dislocation networks
and an almost uniform dispersion of heterogeneously nucleated titanium carbide
precipitates of ~20 nm size, besides a few blocky ones. A combined analysis of X-ray
and electron microscopy results in the light of available Ti - C phase diagram
information leads to the conclusion, that the actual constitution of the TiC precipitate
could be a mixture of more than one sub-stoichiometric Ti (C, N) y phases.
b) Thermo-Physical Property Evaluation in D9
The thermal expansion of a titanium modified, swelling resistant austenitic
stainless steel designated as D9 is studied by measuring the lattice parameter as a
function of temperature in the range 300–1300 K by high-temperature X-ray diffraction
technique. The thermal expansion data thus obtained is in reasonable agreement with
the typical thermal expansion values reported for similar nuclear grade austenitic
stainless steels. However, at temperatures exceeding 900 K, the measured thermal
expansivity exhibits a pronounced non-linear increase due partly to the precipitation of
complex carbide and intermetallic phases. The high-temperature thermal expansion data
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obtained in the present study are augmented by modelling the low-temperature thermal
expansion behaviour by Gruneisen formalism.
c) Development of Microstructure Of A Ti-5%Ta-1.8%Nb Alloy
Development of a corrosion resistant alloy, namely, TiTaNb, for reprocessing
applications, is in progress. This alloy has been chosen on the basis of its reported
superior corrosion resistance. Based on our results on the microstructure, X-ray
diffraction and DSC, we evaluated the extrusion temperature for the alloy. Hot
deformation in two-phase region is one of the common practices in titanium alloys.
Differential Scanning Calorimeter (DSC) revealed the lower limit of the β-α phase field
for the alloy to be 1083 K. Since enthalpy increment measurements in the drop
calorimetric (DC) mode are considered to be more precise, experiments were conducted
in the DC mode from which the equilibrium temperature range of biphasic coexistence
was identified to be 1098-1138 K. These data have enabled the identification of the twophase field and the fabrication window for the metal forming of the alloys.
The microstructural study of transformed and deformed states are being examined
to achieve the most desirable structure for best possible corrosion resistance.
Experiments are in progress to determine the corrosion behaviour of this alloy in Nitiric
acid of 11.5M concentration. Corrosion results in liquid, vapour and condensate phases
are being carried out. While the average general corrosion rate is quite low ~1.5 mpy,
fine-tuning by establishing a detailed structure- property correlation is currently in
progress.
d) Precursors For Hard Facing Of Structural Alloys
The spontaneous enthalpy of sublimation of the organic chromium complex, trischromium acetyl acetonate used as a vapour source for chrome nitriding of steels at
temperatures very close to its melting point of 488 K was measured to be about 112
kJ/mol by a thermo gravimetry based transpiration technique. The value was found to be
only 2% higher than the enthalpy of melting of the chromium complex as determined by
cryoscopic depression of melting point using DTA with a non-volatile Ni analogue as
the solute. This explains why this precursor of Cr for chrome nitriding sublimes readily
just above its melting point.
Co-deposition of Ni along with Cr is being attempted as an aid to relieve the
thermal mismatch between the SS and CrN. For this purpose, several nickel complexes
are being investigated by thermal analysis, to identify a suitable volatile precursor
operating in the temperature range 473-573 K. Vapour pressure measurements by TG
transpiration method are being carried out to derive the enthalpies of sublimation and
volatilization of these complexes.
4.6 Irradiation, Post-Irradiation Examination and Non-Destructive Evaluation
4.6.1 Microfocal Radiography of Tube to Tubesheet Welds of SG

As part of the Technology Development program, microfocal radiography was
carried out on 590 tube to tube sheet joints of evaporator for PFBR indigenously
manufactured using single wall, single image technique. A 32 µm SS wire placed on the
source side could be detected in all the cases corresponding to a sensitivity level of 1.4
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% of the wall thickness. It was observed that the microfocal radiographs had good
contrast and 50 µm pores could be easily detected by this technique. The feasibility of
applying microfocal radiography on a industrial scale has also been established.
4.6.2
Tubes

Investigations on the Influence of Sodium for Detection of Defects in SG

Remote field eddy current testing (RFECT) is proposed to be employed for inservice inspection of SG tubes, made of ferromagnetic modified 9Cr-1Mo steel. In this
direction, suitable RFECT probes and test procedure have been developed in IGCAR.
Presence of electrically conducting sodium on the shell side is expected to influence
detection and sizing of defects in SG tubes. In order to investigate this, experiments
were conducted. Uniform wall thinning grooves of different depths (10%, 20%, 30%
and 40% wall thickness) and widths were machined on five SG tubes of 1.2 m length.
RFECT was carried out on these tubes at 200 Hz using a DC stepper motor and the base
line data for all the tubes were digitised and stored in a computer. The sodium level in
the test vessel was raised systematically and tubes were exposed to sodium environment
at 773 K for 2 h, before draining the sodium completely. The sodium level raising and
draining steps were repeated four times. After complete draining of sodium, RFECT
data were once again obtained and compared with the base line data. Preliminary
investigations reveal that sodium wetting altered the background signal level and the
shape of the RFECT signals. However, detection and evaluation of 10% wall loss defect
was possible with good repeatability.
4.6.3 NiAl Coating Thickness Evaluation Using Radial Basis Function Neural Network
(RBFNN)

NiAl coating is given on Inconel 718 supporting structures in the steam generators
of PFBR. It is required that the coating thickness be measured accurately. Conventional
eddy current testing relying on calibration graphs for evaluation of coating thickness is
prone to large errors. For reliable quantification of thickness, multi-frequency multiparametric approach that uses radial basis function neural network (RBFNN) has been
developed. Studies confirm that reliable quantification of thickness of NiAl coating is
possible with an accuracy of + 15 µm. Further, RBFNN method is fast and on-line.
4.6.4 Wavelet Transform Based Method for Eddy Current Testing of Cladding Tubes
A wavelet transform based signal processing method has been developed for
detection of desired signals in the presence of disturbing signals. This method uses
decomposition, de-noising and reconstruction features of wavelet transforms to enable
efficient suppression of disturbing signals of selective frequencies and subsequent
reconstruction of desired frequencies. This method has been applied to eddy current
signals of cladding tubes with periodic wall thickness variations, which produce large
amplitude continuous EC signals hindering detection of small defects due to poor signal
to noise ratio (SNR). Through holes of 0.8, 0.6, 0.5 & 0.3 mm dia. and EDM notches of
0.08 mm and 0.16 mm deep have been machined in cladding tubes having periodic
thickness variations and the wavelet transform method has been applied to the digitized
real and imaginary components of eddy current signals. The method has been found to
successfully suppress the disturbing signals and has been able to detect all the defects
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considered in the study with a SNR of 20 dB. Further, this method has retained the
original shape and phase angle of the EC signals and this would enable implementation
of artificial intelligence methods for automated inspection of cladding tubes.
4.6.5 Development of High Temperature Eddy Current Sensor for Detection of Weld
Centre-line
For ultrasonic in-service inspection (ISI) of welds in the main vessel and safety
vessel of PFBR, precise location of weld centerline is desired and eddy current imaging
is proposed for this. Since the eddy current probe is expected to work at 423 K, EC
probes have been developed using special quality copper coil, ferrite cores, brazing
joints and co-axial cable, after confirming their high temperature withstanding
capability in a furnace. The weld centerline detection performance of these EC probes
has been studied prior to and after heating the probe at 473 K for 2 hours. Studies reveal
that the detection performance of the probes is unaltered. Further studies are in progress
to carry out EC imaging at 473 K using these probes and to establish their capability for
detection of centerline with accuracy better than ± 1mm.
4.7

Chemistry

4.7.1 Fuel Chemistry
a)

Burn-up measurements on an FBTR fuel pellet after 50000 MWd/ton
Isotope dilution mass spectrometric investigations were conducted on a dissolver
solution obtained by dissolving a central pellet from an FBTR subassembly discharged
after achieving a burn-up of 50000 MWd/ton. The isotopic compositions and
concentrations of U, Pu, and Nd were determined. The burn-up computed with 148Nd as
the monitor was 5.49 at. % (48.88 GWd/ton) while that computed with 143Nd was
slightly lower (5.37 at. %), indicating the effect of neutron capture.
b)
Preparation of elemental boron for the fabrication of B4C pellets for PFBR
control rods
A demonstration facility was set up for the extraction of elemental boron from
boric acid, in order to generate data for a production plant. Using this facility, elemental
boron with desired physical and chemical properties was successfully prepared from
boric acid by high temperature molten salt electro winning process. Totally four
preparation campaigns were carried out and about 750 grams of elemental boron was
prepared.
c)

Separation of fission products from spent fuel solution
A process flow sheet is being tested out to segregate the long lived fission
products and actinides present in the FBTR spent fuel solution in order to reduce the
activity of the spent fuel solution for storage. Cesium was removed by passing the fuel
solution through a column of ammonium molybdenum-phosphate (AMP). For the
separation of plutonium, the Cs-free solution was passed through a column containing
Dowex 1X4, after conditioning the feed with sodium nitrite. Plutonium was stripped
from the column using 0.35M nitric acid. The Dowex raffinate was passed through a
column containing MPBPA resin to remove uranium. 144Ce was isolated from the
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MPBPA effluent by conditioning the effluent with 0.01M KBrO3 at 7 M nitric acid and
passing it over HDEHP impregnated Amberlite XAD-7 (40% w/w). 144Ce was stripped
from the column by conditioning the column with H2O2/HNO3 mixture (1:5 mole ratio).
d) Pyrochemical Reprocessing
Studies on the electrorefining of UO2 were continued. Studies on the development
of pyrochemical methods for the recovery of uranium from the slag generated in the
pyrochemical processes are being carried out.
e) Thermochemistry
Enthalpy increment measurements on (U,Pu) mixed oxides containing 28% PuO2
has been completed in the temperature range of 991-1775 K. Enthalpy increment
measurements on (U0.45Pu0.55)C (FBTR fuel) have been initiated.
f) Conceptual design of the PFBR Fissile Zone Identification System (FIZIDS)
The subassembly before loading in the core of PFBR has to be identified as
belonging to the inner core or the outer core as the two cores containing differing
amounts of fissile material in each pin. Calculations indicated that neutron counting
using the neutrons due to the spontaneous fission of the even-even plutonium isotopes
was not possible as overlap between inner and outer core was possible. It was decided to
use gamma spectrometry using the 239Pu gamma lines at 386 and 414 keV. Our
computations showed that interference was possible due to the gamma lines of 241Am
and hence it was necessary to have a system with a fairly high degree of resolution.
Preliminary experiments using CdTe detector have been carried out and the conceptual
design of FIZIDS completed.
g) On-line alpha monitor
Monitoring of the supernatant stream after precipitation of the plutonium as
oxalate will be carried out using a flow type on-line alpha monitor. The system for this
has been tested and is ready for incorporation in the Lead Mini Cell (LMC).
4.7.2 Material Chemistry
a) SG Tube Leak Detection Sensors
A compact Cover Gas Hydrogen Meter(CGHM)based on a Thermal Conductivity
Detector (TCD) and argon carrier gas has been designed and fabricated for detecting
steam generator leaks during its start up and low power operations. The meter employs
a hot nickel membrane in the form of a coiled tube through which hydrogen in cover gas
diffuses. After being swept away by the argon carrier gas this hydrogen level is
measured by using a TCD. The experience with the cover gas hydrogen meter that is in
operation in FBTR from 1998 is taken into consideration in finalizing the present
design. The sensor has been incorporated in Steam Generator Test Facility (SGTF) for
validating its performance. The instrumentation for the meter employs a suitable
preamplifier for TCD output which also digitizes and transmits the signal over a long
distance to the main instrument. This meter can detect down to 40ppm of hydrogen in
argon.
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To monitor hydrogen at low levels (< 40 ppm) in the cover gas, thin film sensors
based on doped SnO2 and amperometric hydrogen sensor based on proton conducting
polymer are being developed. A basic design of thin film sensor comprising of a
miniature heater on one side of a ceramic substrate and a thin film of sensor material on
the other side, coated by using pulsed laser deposition technique has been worked out.
The polymer sensor developed for use in CGHM employs Nafion as the proton
conducting membrane and supported catalyst as electrode material which are assembled
in a fuel cell configuration. This cell gives a current signal and has a detection level of 1
ppm hydrogen in argon.
The Electrochemical Hydrogen Meter(ECHM) currently being tested in FBTR for
monitoring hydrogen in sodium uses CaCl2-LiCl-CaHCl as the electrolyte. For
developing alternate superior electrolytes for use with ECHM, investigation of the phase
diagram of SrBr2-SrH2 binary system has been carried out by employing Differential
Scanning Calorimetry covering the complete composition range. The results showed
that a eutectic reaction between SrBr2 and SrHBr occurs at ~873 K and the eutectic
composition for use in ECHM has been identified to be ~10mol% SrH2
b) Thermal Diffusivity of Boron Carbide
Boron carbide (B4C) is used as the control rod material in fast reactors. Thermal
conductivity values of boron carbide are needed in control rod design. The thermal
diffusivity of boron carbide samples were measured using the laser flash method. The
thermal diffusivity values obtained were found to depend a lot on the method of
fabrication, impurity content etc. Since it is very difficult to sinter boron carbide, a
small addition of zirconium dioxide used as a sintering aid was found to enhance the
thermal diffusivity. The zirconium dioxide was found to be present as ZrB2 in the boron
carbide matrix. The measurements covered a temperature range of 673-1273 K.
4.8

Safety

4.8.1 Radioactivity Dispersal
Towards assessment of the impact of potential lack of radioactivity from the spent
fuel storage bay and its subsequent migration through ground water, a series of bore
wells were dug, and pumping and slug tests were conducted. A computational code,
modeling the advection-diffusion transport of water-borne contamination through
fractured rock media, has been developed.
4.8.2 Sodium Fire Studies
To evaluate the sodium fire suppression performance of leak collection tray of
PFBR, a tray with a capacity of about 60 kg sodium hold up was designed and
fabricated. The tray mainly consisted of two 200 sloping plates supported on the sodium
hold-up vessel of size 500 mm x 500 mm x 250 mm. The tray and the sodium hold up
vessel were made with 3 mm thick SS 304 material. It was provided with a sodium
drain pipe to collect sodium in the bottom of hold up vessel. A vent pipe was provided
in the tray. One experiment was carried out with details as given below :
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Parameter
Amount of Sodium (kg)
Sodium temperature K
Na drain pipe size (NB)
Vent pipe size (NB)
Sodium draining time (s)
Peak temperature observed during the Na
combustion on tray surface K
Maximum Na pool temperature in sodium hold
up vessel K
Amount of sodium burnt (%)
4.9

30
823
40
15
60
1138
792
6.5

Fuel Cycle for FBR

4.9.1 Reprocessing of FBTR Fuel
Cold commissioning of the pilot plant for reprocessing FBTR fuel to recover Pu
and U namely, Lead Mini Cell (LMC) was taken up. All the equipment and hot cell
systems including the master slave manipulators were installed in the cell. (Fig.36). All
the liquid transfer systems have been calibrated with uranyl nitrate. The centrifugal
extractors performed satisfactorily. After the safety review, clearance for processing low
burnup FBTR fuel has been given.

Fig.36 Views of LMC

The remote operation and maintenance of single pin chopper was tested and found to be
satisfactory.
4.9.2 Fast Reactor Fuel Reprocessing Plant (FRFRP)
The construction of FRFRP, in which the processing of irradiated FBTR fuel will
be taken up on regular basis is progressing well. The piping engineering of three cells
has been completed. The piping work is in progress. Along with the cell piping high
active waste vault piping also is being taken up. The waste vault is planned to be made
ready ahead of the main plant, to enable it receive the waste from the reprocessing
campaigns at the LMC.
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The detailed design of chopper, dissolver and extraction cells has been taken up
(Fig.37). With the progressive feed backs from LMC operation, the equipment designs
will be fine tuned for installation in FRFRP.

A head end facility is being added to augment the plant capacity for processing the core
Single of
pinirradiated
chopperPFBR
undergoing
subassemblyFig.37
reprocessing
fuel. remote maintenance trials
4.9.3 Reprocessing Research
•

A simulation code applicable to B-type contactors (partitioning cycle of PUREX
process) involving in-situ electrochemical reduction of uranium and plutonium
has been developed. Computer code provides transient behaviour of mixersettler contactor from some initial conditions to the steady-state conditions. The
validity of the developed code has been checked by the comparison of
experimental data available in literature. The simulation code would be a useful
tool for design, optimization and evaluation problem in a solvent extraction
system.

•

The in-house developed code SIMPSEX (SIMulation Program for Solvent
EXtraction) for simulation of the purex process was recently benchmarked
against several published flowsheets. Agreement between reported experimental
and SIMPLEX simulated results was excellent. SIMPLEX results have been
compared with AMUSE code (DOE labs, USA).
As part of fluidic pumps development, two prototypes, one with a maximum
capacity of 1200 lph meant for concrete cell applications and the other with a
smaller capacity of 30 lph for lead shielded cells had been designed. The flow
rates can be continuously varied from almost zero to full capacity of the pump
by controlling the rotation speed. These pumps are planned for use in the
FRFRP plant and future FBR Reprocessing Plants.

•
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Status Report on Accelerator-Driven Sub-critical Reactor
System Programme in India
P.K. Nema
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Introduction
The nuclear waste disposal is certainly an urgent and important issue to be tackled
to ensure further growth of nuclear power, particularly in countries already having a large
nuclear power programme. To address this concern, the incineration of the minor
actinides and transmutation of long-lived fission products in suitably designed critical
reactors has been considered in the past. But it is only now that this appears feasible in a
safe manner due to the possibility of building Accelerator-Driven sub-critical reactor
Systems (ADS), since such ADS schemes are indeed ideally suited to accept the
dedicated type of fuel containing only plutonium and minor actinides (PMA); and without
compromising on the safety issues related to reactivity.
However for developing countries like India, where the nuclear power programme
is presently at a rather low level, economic exploitation of nuclear power is considerably
more dependent on an efficient utilization of the nuclear fuel resources available.
Additional degree of freedom provided by the external neutron source in ADS can enable
one to design reactor systems which primarily burn thorium as well as make a more
efficient use of the uranium fuel. Also, such ADS based thorium burners may need only
small and limited quantities of uranium and/or plutonium fuel to serve as starter seeds.
Therefore, ADS seems to have the potential to provide an additional route to an efficient
and economic nuclear power generation with the available uranium and thorium
resources, in addition to its use for nuclear waste incineration.

Plans for sustainable growth of nuclear power
Optimal utilization of indigenous nuclear fuel resources has been the guiding factor
in the formulation of the Indian 3-stage nuclear power development programme [1] since
the last century. Thus,
The first stage comprises setting up of Pressurized Heavy Water Reactors
(PHWRs) and associated fuel cycle facilities and this stage is already in
the industrial domain.
o The second stage envisages setting up of Fast Breeder Reactors (FBRs)
backed by reprocessing plants and plutonium-based fuel fabrication
plants. In order to multiply fissile material inventory, fast breeder reactors
are necessary for our programme.
o The third stage will be based on the thorium-uranium-233 cycle.
Uranium233 is obtained by irradiation of thorium in PHWRs and FBRs.
There are reasons other than just the sustainability in terms of fissile materials,
which prompt to an early introduction of thorium fuel cycle. The main among them is
perhaps significantly reduced radiotoxicity of nuclear waste generated in the thorium fuel
cycle for given amount of delivered energy. This aspect is particularly important in a
thickly populated country like India, where it is not easy to locate site for geological
repository far away from human habitats. The energy potential of proven resources for the
Indian 3-stage nuclear power programme mentioned above, are shown in the table-1.
o
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Table-1
Development
stages

Power generation capacity, GWe

Energy Potential of
resources, GWeyears

Ist Stage

10

420

Iind Stage

350

54,000

IIIrd Stage

Slow growth, power capacity depends on
timing of large-scale introduction of
Thorium.

358,000

IIIrd Stage with
ADS

Faster growth, large-scale introduction of
Thorium can be done earlier.

358,000

Growth of nuclear power with ADS
The choices of fissile isotopes that are of relevance for growth of nuclear power programme
239

233

through the second and third stages are Pu and U respectively. One can compare the
effects of their averaged nuclear properties on growth by breeding from table-2. The figure of
merit considered is the availability of surplus neutrons per fission after allowing for parasitic
captures etc. It is shown by simple analysis [2] that such a neutron balance is more favourable
toward breeding in sub-critical multiplying assembly than in critical reactor. The capability
for self-breeding of a fissile species is governed by:

ν /k −1(2 +α ) −ν c ≥ 0 ; the net neutron balance in system, where,
ν and k are average number of neutrons released per fission and neutron multiplication
factor respectively. α is ratio of capture to fission cross-sections for the fissile isotope and
ν c is parasitic capture of neutron per fission in structural materials, moderator/coolant etc.
Table-2
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233

The nuclear characteristics of U as fuel would allow just enough surplus neutrons
for breeding in critical core-in thermal as well as fast neutron spectrum. The extra
neutrons availability is significantly raised by more than 200% with a modestly subcritical core of k=0.95. This situation is best suited for the growth of thorium fuel cycle
based nuclear power programme which would be equally well in thermal as well as fast
reactor spectra.
The Indian nuclear technology for pressurized heavy water reactors is well
established, while that for liquid-metal fast breeder reactors is under development phase.
An advanced pressurized heavy water reactor with passive safety features and utilizing
thorium for substantial power rating compared is under design and development stage [3].
This design is also adaptable for sub-critical reactor driven with spallation neutrons in
direct manner as thermal reactor or one-way coupled [4] fast-thermal ADS. These two
options would be candidate Indian concepts for implementing Accelerator-Driven
Systems in the power generation programme and fuel cycle.
As a case of specific application, it is feasible to configure ADS under both the
thermal & fast reactor based systems. With initial design calculations it has been shown to
get following advantages, in addition to those mentioned previously:
o

o
o
o

Utilization of thorium as fuel in thermal reactors is expected to require reduced
233

239

consumption of fissile material (recycled U or Pu) when operated as ADS with
spallation neutrons.
With higher accelerator beam power, the need for continuous feeding of fissile mass in
thorium-fuelled heavy water reactors, after first start up, can be brought down to almost
zero and net breeding may be made possible.
With present mode of operation of pressurized heavy water reactors, burn up of fuel in
the existing uranium-fuelled reactors can be increased significantly when these operate
as ADS, since fuel can be used till sub-criticality level is down to keff ~ 0.95.
In the fast breeder reactor with reduced parasitic neutron captures, application of ADS
configuration can further increase net breeding gain that will help in significant
233

o

reduction of fuel doubling time. This is expected to speed up the switch over to Th- U
fuel cycle.
Use of ADS technologies can be made for incineration of nuclear waste in management
of high-level waste due to minor actinides and long-lived fission products discharged
from the reprocessing of uranium-based spent fuel.

Roadmap & plans on development of ADS
Various aspects of ADS and its applicability have been examined by a study group
of BARC. From economic considerations, the positive features of ADS have potential to
offset additional cost of accelerator and target systems in the nuclear power generation.
The report of this study [5] also conveys general realization that most challenging subsystem in terms of technology development and capital investment for ADS would be the
high-intensity proton accelerator and that it must be accomplished in phased manner. Of
the two alternative accelerator types, viz. the cyclotron and linear accelerator (linac),
basic indigenous technological know-how exist for both. These need to be, however,
strengthened for more demanding requirements for high intensity proton accelerator.
In futuristic applications, the cyclotron accelerator is limited in the beam current
intensity to about 10 mA, whereas linac can provide in tens of mA, at least in principle.
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The former is suitable for thorium fuel-cycle based energy production ADS with more or
less uniform beam power requirement from beginning of cycle (BOC) to end of cycle
(EOC) and the latter in nuclear waste burner having much higher beam current
requirement toward extended end of cycle (EOC).
Fortunately, the more difficult and performance-limiting part of high-intensity
proton accelerator is its low-energy front end or the injector part. So, the beginning of
programme has been made from there and efforts on development of appropriate driver
accelerator could be initiated for both the type of accelerators.
The complexities in spallation target sub-system originate in terms of materials
science, thermal hydraulics and liquid metal process systems. Therefore, development
efforts would focus on materials development, control of lead/lead-bismuth liquid-metal
induced corrosion and thermal stability in the system. Feasibility of utilizing welldeveloped technologies of sodium coolant system technologies in this part of ADS will be
explored.
Main efforts for development of sub-critical reactor involve neutronics design of
spallation target, regular or one-way coupled fast-thermal reactor cores and studies on
evolution of fissile and fertile species through the fuel burn up regime. The neutronics
analyzing code and nuclear data for various simulations will be developed and
benchmarked suitably.

Following deliverable and milestones are
developmental phases of Indian ADS programme:

envisaged

during

various

i.

Initially, a sub-critical, zero power facility, which will be driven by
14 MeV neutrons source of D-T reaction type. Neutron source strength
10
of ~10 n/sec. will serve to conduct various reactor physics experiments
on sub-criticality effects, neutron importance, flux distribution etc.

ii.

Demonstration ADS in MWt power and driven by neutrons from a
spallation target modules with LBE target and low to medium fission
power (~ 1 to several MWt) can be built in two sub-stages. First will be
driven with a lower proton beam energy of ~120 MeV proton beam and
the next with ~350 MeV beam and each up to 5 mA cw/average current.

The above stages will serve to gain experience and establish feasibility of stable
operation and dynamic behaviour of coupled accelerator-target-reactor system.
0
In each case, the fission power can be dissipated below 100 C. In addition, these
sub-critical reactors can be utilized as research reactors for benchmarking of
fuel burn up behaviour; and with their respective high neutron fluxes, for
material testing, isotope production and neutron beam experiments.
iii.

Final development stage will be a prototype ADS reactor with full
energy (0.8 - 1 GeV) proton beam and operating with fast or thermal
neutron spectrum, or fast-thermal one-way coupled sub-critical reactor, for
electrical power generation and thorium as bulk fuel. Various methods of
providing start up fissile species for this ADS can be considered at an
appropriate design stage.

Full-scale industrial unit for serial design will be based on desired ultimate fuel
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cycle, environmental and economic considerations prevailing at its time. A tentative
configuration for above-mentioned stages is given in the table-4. A perspective of the
proposed developments for high-intensity proton accelerator for ADS programme and
their intermediate applications/deliverables are shown schematically in fig.-1

Current activities and plans on ADS.
th

Initial programme during 10 five-year plan (e.g., during 2002-2007) taken up on
ADS developments is oriented towards the following objectives (table-3):
Table-3
Accelerator
Physics of accelerator beam
dynamics and
electrodynamics.

Spallation target

Sub-critical reactor

Nuclear physics and
calculational tools of
spallation reactions in
target.

Nuclear data and
calculational tools for
subcritical reactor
physics and thorium
fuel.
Conceptual reactor
physics designs of some
strategic and desirable
reactor systems.

Technology of thermal
Technology of high current,
hydraulics and heat
low energy proton linac as
removal from
front-end, 10-MeV injector
spallation zone.
accelerator.
Materials development
Technology of superfor compatibility under
conducting (SC) acceleration
system of niobium RF cavities proton/neutron
irradiation and liquid
and liquid helium (LHe)
heavy metal corrosion.
cryogenics.
100-MeV pulsed proton injector linac and 1-GeV rapid cycling synchrotron for
neutron spallation neutron source for research activities.
High current proton ion source injector for axial injection into a cyclotron.

6.1 Reactor Physics activities
ADS reactor physics experiments in PURNIMA facility
A programme for conducting reactor physics studies of sub-critical neutron multiplying
assembly has been initiated. An external 14-MeV neutron source driven by 400-KeV DC
deuterium beam impinging on tritium adsorbed in titanium substrate is available at this
9

facility (fig.-2). It is estimated to provide ~10 neutrons/sec. which can be further improved
by an order and also made pulsed at about 100-1000 Hz. for specific experiments.
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Table-4 Stage-wise Suggestive configurations for Long-term Indian ADS programme

Abbreviations used:
RAFM- Reduced Activation Ferrite-Martensite; LEU- Light Enriched Uranium; SSC- Separated
Sectored Cyclotron; F-Fast zone of one-way coupled, T- Thermal blanket of one-way coupled ADS;
SCRF- Superconducting Radio Frequency
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Table-5 Major Facilities/deliverables to be created under ADS programme (20022007)
Accelerator
Construction and
commissioning
of a high current proton linac
up
10-MeV energy and consisting
of Ion source, RFQ and DTL
structures.
Design and development of
superconducting RF cavities
for
a high current proton linac for
β
= 0.4 and above, ( i.e.
Ep >
100 MeV)
Design and development of
LHe
cryostat for multi-cell SC RF
cavities.
Fabrication and testing of a
few
SC RF cavities in a test facility.

Spallation target

Sub-critical reactor

High-energy particle

Nuclear data (ND) for

reactions and particle

design of spallation
target
and ADS sub-critical
core.

transport code and
benchmarking for
target
design.
Thermal hydraulics
studies and code

Application of reactor
physics codes & nuclear

development for lead
and lead-bismuth

data for design of low
fission power ADS sub

Eutectic (LBE) liquid
system.

critical core.

A LBE process system

Code and ND validation

loop with diagnostics
for
code validation,
material
tests and experience
of
Process system.

experiment with neutron
source-driven subcritical
core (e.g. at PURNIMA
facility).

Natural uranium metallic fuel rods arrayed in light water filled calandria-tube
assembly are estimated to have effective neutron multiplicity (Keff) about 0.87. First
experiments planned with this system include benchmarking the calculations of Keff
values under various fuel-moderator combinations and distribution of neutron flux
through the core. More details are still being worked out.
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ADS reactor physics code developments
Under these activities, Monte-Carlo codes, multi-group neutron transport theory
codes and space dependent kinetic codes with source options will be developed. Nuclear
data from 172group WIMS library will be used up to the extent possible in the design of
thermal ADS cores. Further development of nuclear data for ADS will be taken up for
application of above-mentioned codes in the conceptual design of low fission power (<1
MWt) experimental subcritical reactor design.
6.2 Spallation Target technologies
Spallation nuclear reaction studies

In the present work, the neutron yield due to the interaction of protons with thick
lead target has been studied using FLUKA code. The dependence of neutron multiplicity
on incident proton energy for thick spallation target has been calculated. Results are
compared with the experimental findings and with the similar calculations by the LCS
and HERMES code. The experimental data with which we compare our model
calculation, has been taken from NESSI experiment. Massive targets up to 35 cm thick
and 15 cm diameter were used. Neutron multiplicity from FLUKA simulation are
observed to be slightly lower than the other Monte Carlo codes as well as the
experimental values (table-6):
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Table-6
Beam
HERMES
Energy <Mn> Preac
Nn/p <Mn>
(GeV)

LCS
Preac

Nn/p

Experiment
<Mn> Preac Nn/p

FLUKA
Nn/p

1.2

21.4

0.867 18.5

22.2

0.863

20.3

22.2

0.848

18.8

16.6

1.8

29.2

0.869 25.4

31.2

0.864

26.9

30.5

0.853

26.0

23.3

2.5

37.7

0.865 32.6

40.5

0.860

34.8

38.4

0.848

32.6

29.5

Similar theory work with Russian Dubna Cascade code is also being developed
[6] under Indo-Russian collaboration with JINR group. This activity will continue and
interface with development of thermal-hydraulics code for liquid heavy-metal
target/coolant design and experimental benchmarking.
Spallation target technologies

Model calculations have been carried out for the thermal-hydraulics in some
typical configurations of liquid LBE target with high-energy proton beam [7].
Simulation studies for natural convection as well as gas-injection enhanced LBE
flows are underway. These calculations will be experimentally benchmarked in a
flowing LBE loop facility. The design of this experimental facility has been
completed and fabrication of process system is about to commence. This facility (fig.3) will include two heat source mock-ups on target window to study the thermalhydraulic flow patterns. One will use electron beam on free surface of LBE to
simulate heat pattern of windowless target, while the other will use plasma torch to
simulate proton beam heating from bottom of a metal window. The LBE process
system will be utilized for study of corrosion and erosion in different structural
materials with/without control of dissolved/residual oxygen. Development of
necessary instrumentation for the LBE loop facility has already been taken up.

6.3 Low-energy high intensity Proton accelerator
Accelerator technologies
A programme for design and construction of high cw beam current 10/20-MeV
front-end of proton linac (fig-4) has been initiated. Under this, specific technologies of
ECR proton ion source, RFQ and DTL sections are covered [8]. Accelerator physics and
350-MHz. RF structure design Simulations are underway and details of RF electrical
system and utilities are worked out. About 30 mA proton beam from this accelerator has
been planned for utilization through Be(p,n) reactions in experimental programmes of
neutron capture therapy, isotope production by neutrons (also, directly by protons) and
neutron radiography etc.
An ECR ion source operating at 2.45 GHz is being developed at BARC to inject the
proton beam into the RFQ. It is designed for a DC beam current of 50 mA and extraction
at a voltage of 50 kV, and beam emittance of 0.01 π cm mrad. The other component of
the injector is the 3 MeV, 350 MHz, 30 mA, CW RFQ. The transverse geometry (fig.-5)
of its RF cavity is tuned using SUPERFISH to get the designed resonant frequency of 350
MHz (table-7).
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50 keV

3 MeV

Fig.-4 10-MeV linac scheme

Table-7
RFQ linac parameters.
Parameter
Frequency
Injection energy
Final energy
RFQ length
Power dissipation
Beam current
Norm. emittance
Vane voltage
Transmission
Aperture
Modulation
Peak surface field

Value
350 MHz
50 keV
3 MeV
327.29 cm
396.5 kW
30 mA
0.2 π mm rad
81.5 kV
97 %
0.22 cm
2.0741
32.76 MV/m
(1.78 Kp)

10 MeV
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An Alvarez structure operating at 350 MHz has been considered for the drift tube
linac. The parameters of the DTL have been optimized using the SUPERFISH code. The
input & output parameters are summarized in the tables below (table-8 & 9).
Electromagnetic quadrupoles (EMQ) mounted inside the drift tube with periodic FODO
lattice are chosen for focusing the beam. The length of the EMQs is 6.4 cm with each of
strength 55 T/m.

Superconducting RF cavity development with bulk niobium for high-β elliptical
cavity design has also started with the objectives of setting up facilities for fabrication,
surface processing and characterization at cryogenic temperatures. Initial fabrication by
using reactor grade niobium for single-cell cavity, and later the multi-cell ones have been
planned. First few of them will be tested and characterized for RF parameters at 4.2K in
liquid helium cryostat. The alternative of using low-β RF accelerating section with either
independently phased re-entrant superconducting cavities or spoke resonators would also be
given due considerations in the design studies.

7. Summary and conclusion
Relevance and feasibility of application of ADS technologies have been studied in the
context of the national priorities and objectives of Indian nuclear power programme.
Considering the immense benefits from the early introduction of thorium fuel cycle to the
nuclear power generation both in terms of economics and reduction of radiotoxic waste in
spent fuel, ADS is beneficial as a complementary route to the ongoing 3-stage nuclear
energy programme. However, it is also realized that development of full-scale industrial
ADS will require carefully planned stage-wise approach in view of need for several
technological innovations and refinements.
Development activities have been initiated in India on physics studies and basic
technologies of its three sub-systems- the proton accelerator, spallation target and subcritical core. Front-end of a high intensity proton accelerator development has been set as a
priority objective in this near-term (2002-2007) development programme. Other activities
initiated along with it include a lead-bismuth eutectic experimental loop facility and reactor
physics studies of sub-critical, source neutron driven core.
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ABSTRACT
This report describes the research and development activities on fast reactors in
Japan thru April 2002 to March 2003.
Preparation for the merger of JNC and JAERI is in progress. Ministry of
Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology (MEXT) installed the Preparatory
Committee on the merger of JNC and JAERI in January 2002. The preliminary report
on the basic mission of the new organization was issued by the Preparatory Committee
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in last August. An Act to set up a new entity is supposed to be submitted to the
National Diet by the Japanese Fiscal Year (JFY) 2004.
In the Experimental Fast Reactor “Joyo”, thirty-five duty cycle operations and
thirteen special tests with the MK-II core were completed by June 2000 without any fuel
pin failures or serious plant trouble. The reactor is currently being upgraded to the MKIII core. The MK-III initial criticality is now scheduled in July 2003. The MK-III core
will start operation in 2003 for the development of advanced fuels and materials, and
minor actinide burning and transmutation technology.
As for the Prototype Fast Breeder Reactor “Monju”, the permission for safety
licensing examination of “Monju” related to the approval for the countermeasures
against sodium leak was obtained from the Minister of Economy, Trade and Industry
(METI) on December 2002. However, Nagoya high court - Kanazawa branch rendered
the judgment of the Administrative Suit on January 2003. And METI appealed to the
Supreme Court.
As for the Feasibility Study on Commercialized Fast Reactor Cycle Systems,
JFY2002 was the second year of its second phase. A three-year period from JFY2001
to 2003 is the initial term of this phase. During this term, research activities are being
focused on the design of the candidate concepts and fundamental tests of key
technologies. An interim summary of these activities will be checked and reviewed,
and based on the results; the research for JFY 2004 to 2005 will be conducted in order
to narrow down the number of alternatives for the fast reactor cycle.

1. General View
(1) Current Status on the Preparation for the Merger of JNC and JAERI
(a) Reorganization and Rationalization Plan for Special Public Corporations in
Japan (endorsed by Koizumi Administration in December 2001)

Japan Nuclear Cycle Development Institute (JNC) and Japan Atomic Energy
Research Institute (JAERI) are merged after abolishing both organization and a new
independent administrative corporation to comprehensively implement nuclear research
and development (R&D) is established. Master schedule of the merger is shown in
Figure 1.1. An Act for the new corporation will be submitted to the Diet by the end of
2004 JFY.
(b) Examination in the Government for the Merger
i) Preparatory Committee on the Merger of JNC and JAERI

Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology (MEXT) installed
the Preparatory Committee on the merger of JNC and JAERI in January 2002.
# The purpose of the Preparatory Committee is to consider the role, function, etc. of
the new corporation, leading to its slimness and efficiency.
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# The committee consists of 17 experts including presidents of JNC and JAERI.
Mr. Tokai, the deputy minister of MEXT acts as a chairperson.
# The Preparatory Committee has two main jobs. The first is to review and reevaluate the role and function of JNC and JAERI. The second is to clarify the
role and function of the new corporation.
# The first stage of the meeting was already completed and the preliminary report
on the basic mission of the new corporation was released in last August(1). The
abstract of the preliminary report is shown in Figure 1.2.
- According to the fact that the new corporation is established as “An independent
administrative corporation in charge of the integrated R&D of atomic energy”,
the basic ideas of the establishment of the new corporation is specified in the
Basic Report as follows: the establishment of the institute for the integrated
R&D of atomic energy as the center of excellence, steady promotion of nuclear
safety research, coexistence with the local siting communities and complete
assurance of nuclear safety.
- On the other hand, the Basic Report also stresses that, since the new corporation
will become the biggest R&D in Japan, it is important to build an efficient and
effective system of management and operation, to organize and streamline
projects, to endeavor in these undertakings in such a way that it is visible from
the public, and then to achieve the development of enterprise with vitality.
# The second stage started in last October. It will make a study on the task, system
and management, etc. of the new corporation and complete a final report by this
summer.
A working group was settled under the Preparatory Committee to study concretely
such issues. The working group reviewed and re-evaluated present tasks of both
organizations, and reported the result to the Preparatory Committee in last December.
The other issues are still under discussion.
ii) Atomic Energy Commission and Nuclear Safety Commission

Atomic Energy Commission and Nuclear Safety Commission expressed their
consideration on the merger of JNC and JAERI last spring. Atomic Energy
Commission also expressed a policy pertaining to the mission, management, etc. of the
new corporation in last December.
(c) Preliminary Activities in JNC before the Merger

A new committee and an office for planning and arrangement for new corporation
have been established in JNC. JAERI has also been established the same system. Both
organizations have responded to the preparation of the merger through the meeting of
both top-level executives, the regular meeting of both offices.
Before the whole merger in 2005, JNC and JAERI have already carried out some
local merger in advance as follows:
- Merging on administrative systems in O-arai area.
- Unification of Tokyo offices of both parties.
- Unification of Washington offices of both parties.
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- Stepped-up personnel exchanges (50 persons or more each other in this April).
- Collaboration in R&D area (nuclear fuel, material, reprocessing, etc.).
- Merging in the area of nuclear emergency support and training program.
- Collaboration in the study on decommissioning and radioactive waste
treatment/disposal program.
- Development of computerized systems for efficient and effective jobs for the
organization through up-dated information technology.

2. Experimental Fast Reactor “Joyo”(2),(3)
The experimental fast reactor “Joyo” at O-arai Engineering Center of JNC has
operated without major troubles more than 20 years. “Joyo” has demonstrated the safe
and stable operation of a sodium-cooled fast reactor during the last two decades. “Joyo”
has been operated from 1982 to 2000 with the MK-II core, as an irradiation test bed to
develop the fuels and materials for the future fast reactors at the rated power of thermal
output of 100MWt.
Thirty-five duty cycle operations and thirteen special tests with the MK-II core were
completed by June 2000. The reactor is currently being upgraded to the MK-III core.
The MK-III initial criticality is now scheduled in July 2003.
The operation history and the accumulated operation data of “Joyo” as an irradiation
test facility for fuels and materials are shown in Figure 2.1 and Table 2.1.
(1) Upgrading Program of “Joyo” (MK-III Program)

The “Joyo” upgrading program named MK-III program is planned to improve the
irradiation capability. The main objectives of this program are the increase of neutron
flux in the core, the increase of a plant availability factor and upgrading of irradiation
technologies. An outline of this program is shown in Figure 2.2.
The reactor is currently being upgraded to the MK-III core. The cooling system
modification completed in September 2001 and the cooling systems were refilled with
sodium then the initial purification was conducted. Function tests on full automated
fuel handling system were completed by May 2002. Secondary cold trap was replaced
in November 2002. MK-III initial core loading was started in June 2002 and completed
by January 2003. The performance of newly installed components and cooling systems
was confirmed through a series of system function tests. The system function tests for
the primary cooling system were conducted in February & March 2003.
Reactor containment vessel leak rate test is being conducted in May 2003. Preoperation inspection by MEXT will be conducted in June 2003. The MK-III initial
criticality is now scheduled in July 2003. When the initial MK-III core configuration is
complete, the reactor power will be increased in steps to conduct performance tests that
confirm the core physics and plant characteristics. The performance tests will be
conducted until October 2003.
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(2) Multiple Application of “Joyo”

The MK-III core will start operation in 2003 not only for the irradiation of advanced
fuels and materials, but also for R&D of minor actinide burning and transmutation
technology. Tests for FBR safety will be also conducted with “Joyo”, e.g., the element
irradiation test and the component function test for the self-actuated shutdown system
(SASS).
“Joyo” has many types of irradiation rig. Recently new capsule-type irradiation rig,
which enables irradiation tests of advanced fuel such as vibro-packed fuel, minoractinide fuel, metallic fuel, was developed. “Joyo” will be available for research
institutes and universities in Japan and overseas.
The schedule of the MK-III program is shown in Figure 2.3. The irradiation test
program in “JOYO” is shown in Figure 2.4.

3．Prototype Fast Breeder Reactor “Monju”
(1) Present Status of “Monju”

“Monju” is a prototype FBR power-generating plant designed to have an output of
280 MWe (714 MWth), fueled with mixed oxides of plutonium and uranium and
cooled by 3 sodium loops.
The core of “Monju” and its sodium equipment were
designed on the basis of experience at “Joyo” as well as R&D results which had been
obtained mainly at O-arai Engineering Center(OEC).
The objectives of the development of “Monju” are to demonstrate the performance,
reliability and safety of a power-generating FBR plant through experience of design,
fabrication, construction, operation and maintenance of the plant, and to contribute to
future FBR development in Japan and world-wide through supplying these results.
After completion of the fabrication and installation in 1991, “Monju” successfully
achieved its first criticality in April 1994, and supplied electricity to the grid initially in
However, the pre-operational test of the plant was abruptly
August 1995.
interrupted by a sodium leak accident in the secondary heat transport system in
December 1995 during a 40% power test, causing “Monju” to remain shutdown since
the accident still now.
From technical point of view, a thorough investigation of the cause of the accident
and a comprehensive safety review of the plant were carried out after the sodium leak
The following countermeasures against sodium leakage have already been
accident.
drawn up based on these results.
(a) Prevention of sodium leakage
Modification of the thermocouple wells
(b) Early detection of sodium leakage
An additional sodium leakage monitoring system with an enhanced camera
network
(c) Reduction of sodium leakage both in its amount and in its duration
Modification of the drain circuits
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(d) Rapid extinguishing and prevention of re-ignition
Further subdivision into airtight zones of the building for the secondary circuits,
and application of an additional system to inject nitrogen gas
(e) Suppression of moisture release from the concrete structure
Coverage of the walls and ceilings with insulating material
On the other hand, it should be pointed out that recovery of public confidence,
which was seriously injured by mishandling of information at the accident, is essential
“Monju” has to get agreement by local governors prior to
for restart of “Monju”.
application for its modification according to the promise with the local governments,
and the recovery of public confidence is one of the most essential indices for the local
governors to agree.
A lot of efforts have been performed, with including extensive promotion of local
explanatory meeting campaign in all of the 35 cities, towns and villages in Fukui
Prefecture, “Come-and-See” campaign, “CYCLE-MEETING” campaign (explaining for
small group ; Oct. 2001~, about 160 times) etc. The fact that the total number of
visitors to “Monju” to observe leakage-spot exceeded 69,000 this March can be called
as a typical example of the results of these efforts.
Meanwhile the final report of the deliberation on the revision of “Long-Term
Program for Research, Development and Utilization of Nuclear Energy” by the JAEC
was issued in November 2000. In this program, it was clarified that “Monju” is the core
of research and development activities for FR cycle technology, and steps will be taken
to resume is operation as soon as possible.
On June 6, 2001, the application for safety licensing examination of “Monju” was
submitted to the Minister of Economy, Trade and Industry (METI) to obtain the
approval for the countermeasures against sodium leak. And the permission was obtained
on December 26, 2002.
On June 29, 2001, the application for the modification of the design-andconstruction license was made regarding the replacement or removal of the SHTS
(Secondary Heat Transport System) thermocouples to METI. And the permission was
obtained on June 28, 2002.
On December 27, 2002, the application for the modification of the design-andconstruction license was submitted to the METI.
Fukui District Court positively ruled in March 2000, after trial since 1985, that the
governmental safety evaluation of “Monju” was conducted appropriately and lawfully,
and the request by the plaintiffs, to nullify the license and bar the operation of “Monju”,
was rejected.
After the plaintiffs appealed to the KANAZAWA branch of NAGOYA high court,
the suit was continued.
Nagoya high court - Kanazawa branch rendered the judgment of the
ADMINISTRATIVE SUIT on January 27, 2003. And MITI appealed to the Supreme
Court.
On the CIVIL SUIT, the suit was withdrawn by the plaintiffs and it finished on
March 24, 2003.
Based on the results of the extensive efforts to recover public confidence and with
taking into account these positive circumstantial features, we, JNC, believe that we can
succeed to achieve distinct advancement.
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(2) Future Outlook of “Monju”

After completing the safety licensing examination, “Monju” has to obtain the
approval for the detailed design-and-construction procedure for the actual improvement
work. Here at least 3 years will be necessitated after the approval is obtained, for the
resumption of operation of “Monju”, which includes the actual improvement work such
as fabrication/installation/examination, refueling, and startup checks. A progress after
sodium leak accident and future outlook of “Monju” are shown in Figure 3.1 and Figure
3.2 respectively.
The role of “Monju” after the restart can be classified into the following three
phases, and the detailed plans for the second and third phases will depend on the results
of the feasibility study on commercialized fast reactor cycle systems.
(a)
Phase 1
Demonstration of technologies as an electricity generation
plant
The operational data from “Monju” will be used to assess and validate the
design of the core, pumps, heat exchangers and their related equipment and
systems.
(b)
Phase 2
Demonstration of technologies for improved economic
competitiveness
The promising technologies selected through the feasibility study will be
demonstrated at “Monju” as far as possible.
For example, it is already appreciated that fuel discharge burn-up must be
raised in order to improve economic viability; in the future Monju’s target
burn-up will therefore be increased to 150,000 MWD/t or more. The plant
facilities may also be used for the technical demonstration of a simplified
cooling system, improved fuel handling and a passive reactor shut-down
system.
(c) Phase 3 Demonstration of technologies for commercialization of the FR
The role of “Monju” can also be enlarged to demonstrate as far as possible
the technologies, which are considered essential to the widespread use of FR
power plants.
For example, with regard to the reduction of environmental burden, it is
possible, at “Monju”, to burn minor actinides and higher isotopes of
plutonium on the scale of the reactor core.

4. Feasibility Study on Commercialized Fast Reactor Cycle
Systems
JNC has started the Feasibility Study on commercialized Fast Reactor Cycle
Systems (hereafter described as F/S) with participation of all parties concerned in Japan,
i.e. the electric utilities, Central Research Institute of Electric Power Industry (CRIEPI),
JAERI, and Japanese manufacturers since July 1999(4)-(8). The development targets for
F/S have been firstly defined to take account of future diverse needs as the energy
sources and the fact that the light water reactors (LWRs) have been already the base
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power source in Japan and many of spent fuel assemblies have been stored as future
resources. Development targets for commercialized fast reactor (FR) cycle systems are
shown in Figure 4.1.
The FR cycle systems supply sustainable energy both to allow long-term use of
nuclear power by recycling trans-Uranium (TRU) fuels and to have a potential to be
harmonized with the environments by burning the minor actinides (MA) and
transmuting long-life fission products (LLFP). Both the effective use of natural
uranium resource and the reduction of environmental burden are the essential attractive
features of FR cycle systems. The safety requirements, which would be applicable as
the future nuclear energy systems, have to be satisfied as the premise, while the core
design would be pursued to attain higher target values for efficient utilization of
resources.
The enhancement of nuclear non-proliferation is the important point of
commercialized FR cycle system and thus it is required that no pure state of plutonium
will be treated through the whole cycle. TRU fuel cycle also enhances the nonproliferation features.
Safety assurance with less anxiety for the public implies not only to reinforce the
prevention of the design basis event (DBE) but also both to further reduce the
occurrence probability of core disruptive accidents(CDA) by enhancing the passive
safety features and to mitigate the CDA.
The potential for economic competitiveness to future power sources has been
crucial issue, although the plant cost reduction study had been continued during the
Japanese Demonstration Fast Breeder Reactor (DFBR) project. Even further cost
reduction ways are required by adopting advanced design with several kinds of
innovative technologies, in order to realize a compact design and high plant availability.
The F/S has treated different kinds of fuel types such as mixed oxide (MOX), metallic
and mixed nitride (MN), various kinds of coolants such as sodium, heavy metal (lead
and lead-bismuth), gas (Helium and Carbon-dioxide), water (boiling, pressurized heavy,
and super-critical water) and molten salts, power output size such as large, modular and
small scale, reprocessing technologies such as aqueous process and pyroelectrochemical process, and different kinds of fuel fabrication technologies such as
pellet process, sphere and vibro-packed fuel fabrication and casting.
As the results of Phase-I study of F/S, representative reactor system and fuel cycle
system concepts have been screened out. Now we are in the third year of the Phase-II,
while the conceptual design studies and fundamental tests of key technologies are being
conducted to verify and validate the feasibility of candidates. After the completion of
the Phase-II, a few promising concepts will be selected for further development toward
2015.
Principles of the Second Phase Study
The Phase-II objective is to narrow down the candidate concepts and identify
R&D items required for commercialized FR cycle system.
In Phase-II, an in-depth design study is being carried out so that a quantitative
comparative evaluation of the candidate concepts can be made for the FR system and
fuel cycle system selected in Phase-I studies. In addition, the study is focusing on the
development of key technologies required for determining the most promising concepts
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(e.g., the implementation tests for acquiring data and the development of design
evaluation techniques).
Each of the technical alternatives will be reviewed to confirm the technical
feasibility required in order to achieve the development targets and determine whether
there are any technical difficulties that cannot be overcome or not.
Based on the results of these studies and evaluations, the candidate concepts will
be narrowed down two or three promising ones with due consideration to consistency in
the whole FR cycle.
When studying the candidate concepts selected in Phase-I, further efforts are
being made to acquire a full understanding of domestic and international technical
development trends, develop more creative and innovative, and work out attractive
concepts.
A three-year period from JFY 2001 to 2003 is the initial term of Phase-II. During
this term, research activities are being focused on the design of the candidate concepts
and fundamental tests of key technologies. An interim summary of these activities will
be checked and reviewed, and based on the results; the research for JFY 2004 to 2005
will be conducted in order to narrow down the number of alternatives for the FR cycle.
The conceptual design of the fast reactor system is promoted for candidate
concepts selected during Phase-I. These include two concepts of sodium-cooled
reactors (studies on large-scale reactor, and medium-scale modular reactor including a
simplified secondary system), one concept for heavy-metal-cooled reactor (leadbismuth-cooled medium scale modular reactor), one concept for gas-cooled reactors
(helium-cooled coated-particle-fuel-type reactor), two concepts for water-cooled
reactors (BWR-type and super-critical-water-cooled reactors), and two concepts for
small-scale reactors (sodium- and lead-bismuth-cooled reactors). In the development of
elemental technologies, improving the economical competitiveness of sodium-cooled
reactors as well as confirming the feasibility of gas-cooled and Pb-Bi cooled reactor is
considered very important.
Conceptual design on the reprocessing is further promoted for the advanced
aqueous-method and two pyro-electrochemical type methods that had been selected
from three candidates, oxide-electro-winning, metallic-electro-refining, and fluoride
volatility method. Conceptual design on the fuel fabrication is further pursued for the
simplified pelletizing method, vibro-packing method, and casting method.
Because available design data concerning fuel cycle is generally insufficient, a
priority is given to the collection of necessary data in order to develop key technologies.
Key issues of R&D for each candidate in Phase-II are shown in Figure 4.2 and
4.3.
(2) Current Status of the Feasibility Study

In JFY 2002, design studies of candidate concepts went ahead in the phase of
preliminary conceptual design, and the fundamental tests of key technologies are also in
progress. In this section, current status of design studies and fundamental tests on each
concept is summarized.
(a) FR System(9)
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i) Sodium-cooled Fast Reactor (Advanced Loop-type FR System)(10),(11),(12)

Figure 4.4 shows our advanced loop-type sodium-cooled FR.
[Core Design Feature](13)
The plutonium breeding capability and shorter doubling time are core design
targets for the effective use of resources. The burning capability of MA is significant
for the evaluation of FR core performance, since this function contributes to both the
effective use of resources and the reduction of environmental burden. Several different
kinds of TRU fuel are defined taking account of FR multi cycle fuel contents, the burnup of LWR spent fuel (SF), LWR MOX fuel, and the different periods of intermediate
storage.
As for the fuel cycle economy, the high burn-up and longer operation period and
less heavy metal in the core are the matter of importance. The core average burn-up is
required reaching 150GWd/t and also the total average burn-up including blanket fuel
would be more than 100GWd/t. The operation period is required to have around 18
months as the reference length. The longest period would be evaluated to maximize the
plant availability, e.g., three years for MOX and five years for Metallic fuel core by
adopting thick fuel pins with low power density.
The first candidate of the cladding material for high burn-up with high
temperature 700 °C at the hottest spot is the oxide dispersion strengthened ferrite steel
(ODS), which is expected to ensure the irradiation integrity more than 200GWD/t at the
peak pins.
In order to be consistent with the safety requirements, i.e., elimination of energetic
re-criticalities, the positive sodium void worth is limited to mitigate the initiating
sequences while the sodium boiling tends to insert positive reactivity feedback.
Furthermore the fuel assembly has to be designed to enhance the molten fuel
discharge from the core for preventing molten pool formation. Special fuel assemblies
have been investigated as shown in Figure 4.5. The fuel assembly with inner duct
structure (FAIDUS) is the basic concept, because the fuel discharge process would be
nearly one-dimensional and contains less uncertainty. The scale of fuel discharge is
own fuel assembly and it is possible to be demonstrated by the experiment. The fuel
discharge would be fairly enhanced in FAIDUS without resulting in energetics, whereas
the conventional core may cause several power excursions due to the molten pool
movements. The simplicity and demonstration capability of FAIDUS would contribute
to establish easy- to-understand safety logic. Based on the FAIDUS concept, a more
sophisticated concept called ABLE (axial blanket partially eliminated) is also taken
account into the core design. This concept is expected to improve core performance
than that of FAIDUS and less R&Ds such as irradiation tests are required, whereas the
fuel discharge process contains several uncertainties and needs more time period for the
fuel discharge. Analytical efforts are now undergoing to evaluate the fuel discharge
capability and then the experimental program is also considered.
As the results of the core design of the re-criticality free concept, the core
performance will meet the design target. The breeding ratio (BR) reaches to around 1.2
with the reactor doubling time (RDT) less than 40 years in MOX core. ABLE core
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enhances the core performance due to the increase of fuel volume fraction about 15%
compared to that of FAIDUS core. The Metallic fuel, which enhances the core
performance due to its higher heavy metal density, is now under evaluation with
considering the effective way to ensure the re-criticality free concept with taking
account of its characteristics.
[Design Features of Advanced Loop System]
In order to achieve the reduction of the construction cost, the plant design has
been investigated from three different approaches, i.e., pursuit of scale merit, pursuit of
standardization and learning effects, and the design improvement by employing the
innovative technologies as shown in Figure 4.6. The pursuit of scale merit aims to
reduce the construction cost by increasing the electricity output per one reactor as large
as possible, the pursuit of standardization and learning effects aims to reduce the
construction cost by mass-production effect etc., and the design improvement intends to
reduce an amount of materials for major components, main coolant system, reactor
building, and the balance of plant (BOP) by the simplification of the plant system.
Two different reactor sizes, i.e., a large scale-reactor of 1500MWe and a medium
sized modular reactor of 500 to 750MWe with the similar plant configuration are now in
progress. In both designs, several new technologies have been adopted to achieve the
economical target, i.e., introduction of new system and materials such as threedimensional (3D) seismic isolation systems, 12Cr-steel piping, heat exchangers and
vessels, novel plant configuration such as the two-loops system with compact reactor
vessel, new sub-system such as the integrated intermediate heat exchanger (IHX) with
pump, and new fuel assemblies for re-criticality free core. The major specifications and
plant concept are shown in Table 4.1. The design concept is depicted in Fig. 4.7
together with indicating four important innovative technologies, which are adopted to
reduce significantly the plant materials. To realize this design, it is necessary to carry
out several R&Ds until 2015.
[Conquering the Drawbacks of Sodium System]
There are chemical activity of sodium with air and water, and no-transparent
liquid which should be kept about 200°C would make the in-service inspection and
repair (ISI&R) capability more difficult. In the design study, the way to explore these
points is well investigated in parallel.
Sodium Leak
The guard pipes are provided both primary and secondary cooling system and
those annular regions would be filled with inert gas. All the penetrations for the guard
pipes would be covered to ensure double boundary system. The shortening of piping
adopted in the advanced loop design contributes to the reduction of plant material
regardless of the complete double boundary concept.
Sodium Water Reactions
As for the sodium water reactions, we are now investigating three different design
approaches for the steam generator (SG). The first one is a conventional single tube.
The point is to enhance the reliability of early detection system against water leak. The
earlier detection system especially against small leaks would be adopted to prevent the
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propagation of tube ruptures and early restarting of plant operation, although the
detection sensitivity would be less in the larger SGs in the advanced loop concept.
The second design approach is introducing the double-wall-tube SGs with
intermediate heat transport system. This concept will minimize the consequences for
sodium-water reactions and simultaneous penetration break would be addressed as
beyond DBE by providing the detection system both for water and sodium.
The third one is developing a new type SGs without intermediate heat transport
system, where the possibility of sodium water reaction would be ruled out. The lead
bismuth alloy is used as intermediate heat transfer medium.
The above three approaches will be progressed during Phase-II study. We will
select the most promising SG concept from the views of technical feasibility,
construction cost and anxiety for the consequences of sodium water reaction. These
efforts for more reliable and robust SG design can be significant to conquer the
drawback of sodium cooled FR.
ISI&R
The preventive maintenance efforts will be emphasized to ensure high plant
availability. The improvement of the ISI&R technologies is important to confirm the
integrity of in-sodium safety related structures and boundaries and to repair in-place
quickly. For this improvement, the system and component design should be carried out
for the following three elements, i.e., high quality sensors under 200°C sodium (sensor
technology), accurate remote handling system like manipulators in narrow spaces
(robotics), and high resolution and quick image processing system (image processing).
[Preliminary Estimation of Economic Competitiveness]
For the large scale reactor, as shown in Figure 4.8, the amount of steel materials
of the reactor vessel, primary system and secondary system are evaluated 855tons,
753tons and 1020tons respectively, and the total amount of steel materials of the NSSS
is evaluated 2628tons (approximately 1.75tons/MWe). The volume of the reactor
building is evaluated as 240,000m3/twin-plant (approximately 80m3/MWe). Based on
these preliminary estimations, the construction period, the plant internal load, it is
evaluated that the advanced loop concepts have great potential to meet the target of
construction cost.
[R&Ds for Key Technology]
R&D activities for key technologies related to advanced loop-type reactor concept
are in progress, prepared or planned as follows.
Compact Reactor Vessel (R/V): The compact design of R/V results in high
sodium velocity in the upper plenum. Scaled model water tests are being conducted to
seek the design measures for stabilizing the coolant flow in the plenum and preventing
gas entrainment at the free surface.
Large Diameter Piping under high Flow Velocity Condition: The two-loops
design raised several R&Ds related to thermal hydraulics, such as flow induced
vibration issues. These difficulties are facilitated by higher flow velocity in one loop.
A scaled model water test of hot leg piping is preparing to obtain the prospect of
solution.
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Integrated Components with a Primary Pump and an IHX: The integrated
components may enhance the fretting wear of IHX tubes. The evaluation methods for
the fretting wear in 12Cr steel and related experimental data are necessary to be
investigated to ensure its integrity. A scaled model test is preparing to evaluate the
vibration of IHX tubes induced by pump.
ii) Lead-bismuth-cooled Fast Reactor(14)

In Phase-I, the medium scale lead-bismuth-cooled complete natural circulation
(NC) reactor concept was studied, because the construction cost of NC reactor concept
was supposed to be superior to that of forced circulation (FC) reactor concept. In
Phase-II, the medium scale lead-bismuth-cooled FC reactor concept is being studied to
improve the core performance as well as the construction cost. The major specifications
are shown in Table 4.2. Specific features are:
- Medium tank type & modular reactor (750MWe x 2 module / unit).
- Eliminate an intermediate cooling system.
- MN fuel.
Figure 4.9 shows the medium scale lead-bismuth-cooled FC FR. This design
features an integral reactor vessel that contains all the major reactor coolant system
components including the reactor core, two units of steam generators, mechanical
pumps, coolant purifying units and oxygen-concentration modulation units.
The total power of the present design is 750MWe (1875MWt). The height and
diameter of the reactor vessel are 21.3m and 10.8m, respectively. The primary coolant
inlet and outlet temperatures are 352˚C and 520˚C. The primary coolant outlet
temperature is limited by current material technology. Corrosive resistance of structural
materials can be provided by the following measures:
- Selection of available materials or development of new steel types.
- Formation of protection coatings on steel surfaces.
- Control of impurities in coolant composition (especially, O2 correction).
[Core Design Features]
The core design study aims to create a core concept with superior characteristic in
safety, economics, resource utilization, environmental burden reduction, and
proliferation resistance. Among these items, economics and resource utilization
consideration leads to some typical specific targets as follows:
- Core average burn-up target is 150GWd/t to reduce the fuel cycle cost.
- Core should have flexible breeding capability in a viewpoint of uranium
resource utilization. The target of maximum breeding ratio is 1.2.
Major core design conditions are summarized in Table 4.3. Fuel pin cladding
maximum temperature is selected to be 650˚C, which is very aggressive limitation
based on a little available information of ferritic/martensitic steel (FMS) – lead(bismuth) compatibility studies.
Cladding and subassembly duct materials are ODS and PNC-FMS to withstand
neutron dose of high burn-up fuel. FMS is selected because of its dimensional stability
up to high neutron dose. ODS is selected because of its excellent high temperature
strength as well as its dimensional stability.
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Fuel pin diameter is 7.3mm and fuel pin linear power is about 220W/cm. This
specification leads to the target pressure drop of the core with reasonable fuel volume
fraction and acceptable fuel life time. The core is surrounded by two layers of shielding
sub-assemblies. Such thin layer of radial shielding is feasible since the core radial
support structure material is ferritic steel which maintains acceptable mechanical
properties up to rather high neutron dose.
As for the shutdown system, two independent active systems with different design
(principle of detectors, driving mechanism of rods, etc.) are set, and an introduction of
SASS ensures a passive shutdown capability coupled with robust structural core design.
[Design Features of Plant System]
The diameter and wall thickness of the reactor vessel are minimized and the
reactor internal structures are simplified for reduction of the amount of materials. The
height, diameter and wall thickness of the reactor vessel are 21.3m, 10.8m and 60mm,
respectively. The reactor vessel diameter of 10.8m is realized by the above-mentioned
compact design of the core, closure head structure and steam generator.
Serpentine tube type steam generators are employed because of their good space
factors. 12Cr-steel has been employed as a structural material of the steam generator
and reactor vessel. By using thinner heat transfer tubes made of 12Cr-steel, the heat
transfer performance has been improved and the tube bundle has become compact.
The reactor vessel wall thickness of 60mm is realized by introducing the seismic
isolation technology and 12Cr-steel with high strength.
The conventional mechanical pumps are selected in this plant.
[Preliminary Estimation of Economic Competitiveness]
Eliminating the intermediate cooling system makes the heat transport system
simple and can decrease the amount of the weight of NSSS. Therefore, the reduction of
the plant construction cost is expected. The amount of steel materials of the reactor
vessel, reactor structure and steam generator are evaluated 450tons, 549tons and
484tons respectively, and the total amount of steel materials of the NSSS is evaluated
1483tons (approximately 2.0tons/MWe). The volume of the reactor building is
evaluated 248,000m3/four-module-plant (approximately 83m3/MWe).
Based on the estimation of the amount materials, the plant internal load etc., a
construction cost of this plant is evaluated approximately 2/3 times of that of LWRs at
present. Therefore, the economic goal of the F/S is supposed to be achieved.
[R&Ds for Key Technology]
R&D activity of key technology related to lead-bismuth-cooled reactor concept is
in progress as follows.
Corrosion of materials: For the lead-bismuth-cooled FR, the prevention of
material corrosion in high temperature coolant is the most crucial issue. Therefore, tests
have already started to seek measures to control the corrosion of core and structural
materials in collaboration with FZK and also with domestic universities. As the results
obtained up to now in the collaboration studies with FZK under stagnant lead-bismuth
condition(15), ODS and 12 Cr-steel showed good compatibility with lead-bismuth
eutectic under a proper oxygen content of 10-6 mass% at 550˚C and bellow. But the
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thickness of the oxide layer was getting thinner with temperature increase over 600˚C.
Beyond 570˚C, dissolution attack was observed at some portions. It is estimated that
the oxide layer becomes to loose its adhesion to the material. The application
temperature range of the existing materials will be confirmed by corrosion test (~2005).
iii) Helium-cooled Coated-particle-type Fuel Fast Reactor(16)

In JFY2001, carbon-dioxide-cooled FR and helium-cooled FR (coated-particletype fuel and heat-resistant-pin-type fuel) were evaluated and compared with each other.
As the results, the helium-cooled reactor was selected, because it is superior to carbondioxide-cooled reactor in terms of economical competitiveness. Regarding fuel type,
coated-particle-type fuel was selected because of its superiority to heat-resistant-pintype fuel in the terms of reactor core characteristics and high possibility of
implementing countermeasures against reactor core disruption in view of the inherent
safety characteristics. Therefore, design studies are now focused on the helium-cooled
coated-particle-type fuel FR.
Our helium-cooled coated-particle-type fuel FR concept consists of high
temperature resisting coated particle fuels and reactor internals, which in combination
with gas turbine cycle enables high plant efficiency and the removal of intermediate
heat transfer systems. That makes the plant more compact and economically attractive.
Figure 4.10 shows a schematic diagram of our concept.
The most valuable feature aimed at by the design is the achievement of a core
melt proof reactor safety concept. The goal of the safety concept is explained as
follows.
Core melt and re-criticality should be avoided without any active component
actuations even under depressurized accident conditions, namely, coolable geometries
of the core should be kept and the core should be cooled only with passive components
and natural circulations in the sequence of “depressurized accident + without scram +
without active component actuation”.
[Core Design Features]
Core main characteristics are shown in Table 4.4. The height and the equivalent
diameter of the active core are 3.2m and 5.6m respectively. The core consists of 438
core fuel assemblies, 27 main and back up control rods and 4 passive control shutdown
equipments.
MN fuel is adopted as fuel material. The core burn-up is 95GWd/t and the
breeding ratio is 1.09 (the number of radial blanket was reduced as small as possible in
order to reduce the recycle burden of the radial blanket). Design studies are continued
to improve the core burn-up and the breeding ration.
Fuel and Fuel Assemblies
The structure and the dimensions of the coated particle fuel are shown in Figure
4.11. The pyro-carbon layer used for HTR tri-isotropic coated particle fuel cannot
maintain its integrity under the fast neutron fluence of this core. For this design
concept, the most probable candidate, TiN was selected as a reference coating material.
MN fuel is employed as the fuel kernel material considering the increase of the fuel
inventory and the core fuel performance such as the reactivity and the breeding ratio etc.
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The coated particle fuels have been used by being distributed in graphite matrices
as pellets or pebble balls for HTR. However in this design the coated particle fuels are
directly cooled in order to increase the fuel to core volume ratio and heat transfer areas.
The fuel assembly concept and coolant flow paths are shown in Figure 4.12. The
fuel assembly consists of a cylinder rod element called fuel compartment, axial blankets
and shields at the upper and lower part of the rod. The fuel compartment consists of an
inner and an outer cylinder and the coated particle fuels are packed between these two
cylinders. The two cylinders are made of SiC/SiC composite material, which is the
fabrics weaved by SiC fibers and coated by SiC thin layer.
Helium coolant flows in from the bottom of the fuel compartment and flows up
axially in the inner side of the inner cylinder, and flows radially through the porous
inner cylinder, particle fuel packed beds, the outer porous cylinder and flows up to an
upper plenum. The radial flow in the particle fuel packed beds with a small axial flow
rate under normal and accident natural circulation conditions is realized by the larger
pressure loss coefficient (namely small porous areas) of the inner cylinders compared to
the particle fuel packed beds and the outer cylinders.
The fuel assembly structure is designed so as to maintain its integrity under high
temperature accident conditions by the ceramics structures and obtain the smallest total
pressure loss (about 0.4MPa) by short flow paths. The small total pressure loss
contributes to the plant efficiency and secures natural circulation flow rates.
Reactor Shutdown System
Reactor shutdown system consists of a reactor control & shutdown system (main,
back up shutdown rods) and passive shutdown equipments. The control and shutdown
rods are inserted into the core from the bottom because the temperature of the upper
plenum atmosphere is very high (850oC) under normal and accident conditions.
[Design Features of Plant System]
Plant main characteristics are shown in Table 4.5. The thermal power is
2400MWt and the electric power is 1120MWe. A reactor pressure vessel (RPV) and
four power conversion vessels are installed in the containment. A gas turbine power
generation system is housed in a power conversion vessel (PCV). The reactor
inlet/outlet temperature is 460oC/850oC as high as HTR. Compared to sodium-cooled
reactors, intermediate heat transport systems and sodium treatment systems etc. are not
necessary and the number of systems is reduced.
Reactor Structure
The reactor consists of double containments, the RPV and an inner containment
that form a coolant inlet flow path. Four PCVs are connected to the RPV by cross ducts
(annular pipes). The nozzles protruded from the RPV at each 90o angle support the
RPV. At the upper head of the RPV, auxiliary core cooling system heat exchangers
(ACCS HXs) and standpipes for fuel exchange are installed and at the lower head of the
RPV, control rod drive assemblies are installed.
Thermal insulation and neutron shield layers are installed at the inner side of the
RPV. The RPV is cooled by the atmosphere cooling system of the reactor containment.
Helium coolant flows in through outer pipes of cross ducts, flows down between the
RPV and the inner containment, flows through the core and flows out to gas turbine
power generating systems through the inner pipes of cross ducts. In order to thermally
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insulate inlet coolant from outlet one, a thermal insulator is installed at the inside of the
containment vessel.
The flow restrictors are installed encircling the cross ducts. That limits the break
areas and the depressurization speed of primary circuits when the guillotine pipe break
of cross ducts occurs. The leak area, namely the gap areas between cross ducts and flow
restrictors, is requested to be less than 50cm2 based on the safety analysis results.
[R&Ds for Key Technology]
The preliminary design concepts incorporate many innovative technologies
requiring R&D. Therefore future R&Ds are essential. Especially the followings are the
most important R&D items influencing on the feasibility of the design concept.
- Passive shutdown equipment.
- Coated particle fuel productivity, strength and irradiation characteristics.
- Fuel assembly, strength and irradiation characteristics.
- Gas turbine.
- Thermal insulator and liner material.
- ACCS and directional control check valve.
- Natural circulation core cooling characteristics in the reactor.
Regarding fundamental technologies for the development of fuel, hightemperature heating characteristic tests and high-temperature strength characteristic
tests are being carried out for TiN and data on fundamental characteristics of TiN were
obtained.
iv) R&D on Common Fundamental Technologies

R&Ds on common fundamental technologies are in progress as follows.
New Fuel Cladding Material (ODS): Conditions for commercialized fabrication
technology are being examined with adopting new technologies for improving the heat
treatment process and for enhancing the strength. The basic tests such as long-term
creep tests, corrosion tests in sodium, etc. are in progress. The material irradiation tests
are also in progress. The fuel pin irradiation test will be started in this June using BOR60 in Russia and irradiation test using “Joyo” is scheduled in 2007.
Fuel Assembly to Enhance the Molten Fuel Discharge for Preventing Molten Pool
Formation: The experimental program named EAGLE (experimental acquisition of
generalized logic to eliminate re-criticalities) had been launched from 1998 as the
collaboration work between Japan and the republic of Kazakhstan to confirm the
possibility of avoiding re-criticality after fuel melting. Preparatory experiments both inpile and out-of-pile are now in progress and the effectiveness of re-criticality free
concept will be confirmed during Phase-II study.
Self-actuated Shutdown System (SASS): SASS with the Curie point magnet is
introduced into the back up control rods. The effectiveness of SASS has been
confirmed by the transient tests using full mock-up SASS in an out-of-pile facility. The
verification of integrity against thermal transients and of preventing spurious de-latch
remains up to now. The thermal transient test is now under continuation and design
effectiveness against spurious de-latch is scheduled to be verified through in-pile
operations in the experimental FR "JOYO".
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New Structural Material (12Cr steel): The material strength data of the 12Cr such
as creep fatigue strength has to be obtained. Based on these experimental data and
analytical methods, the structural design standard and the related criteria should be
established.
Three-dimensional Seismic Isolation: Two types of 3-dimensional seismic
isolation technology are developed. One is the 3-dimensional seismic isolation system
for the entire building and the other is the combination system of building (horizontal
seismic isolation) and equipment (vertical seismic isolation). Confirmation test plan for
them were drawn up.
(b) Fuel Cycle System(17)

In order to attain development targets, fuel cycle system should be composed of
simplified and rationalized processes. Furthermore, dealing MA and LLFP as well as U
and Pu in the closed recycle system, it is indispensable to adopt the innovative
technology, to establish the fabricability of low-decontamination factor minor actinidebearing fuel, and to develop the apparatus for remote system operability and
maintainability in a hot cell facility.
From the above view points, three candidate reprocessing technologies, that is
advanced aqueous process, oxide electrowinning process, and metal electrorefining
process which are integrated with fuel fabrication technologies, respectively are being
studied in Phase-II. For the advanced aqueous process, the reference process that is
based on the PUREX and the SETFICS process as well as some alternative processes
have been investigated. Main technologies for reprocessing have been broken down
into categories such as U-recovery, U/Pu/Np-recovery, MA-recovery and for fuel
fabrication into categories such as fuel fabrication and stacking/compaction shown in
Figure 4.13, respectively. In addition, the current status of those categories of each
technology is summarized in Figure 4.13, respectively.
A further extension of high allowance of impurities fuel in FR system and the new
reversal approach in fuel cycle system from clean fuel and dirty waste to dirty fuel and
clean waste has been explored, leading to a new concept of FR cycle which is named as
“ORIENT-cycle” (Optimization by Removing Impedimental Elements).
Advanced Aqueous Process(18)
[Reference Process]
The reference process of the advanced aqueous process consists of a simplified
PUREX process with the addition of a uranium crystallization step and the SETFICS
process as MA recovery process.
The features of this reference process are as follows:
- The purification process of U and Pu in the conventional process is eliminated,
and U/Pu is co-extracted with Np with reasonable de- contamination factors (DF) for
recycle use.
- The U crystallization removes most of the bulk heavy metal at the head end and
eliminates it from down stream processing.
- The main process stream is salt-free, which reduces the secondary waste.
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- Neither separated Pu nor radiation-free nuclear material exists in any step of the
entire fuel cycle.
In a simplified PUREX process, a complete oxidation to the valence state VI is
required to co-recover Np with U and Pu. The valence of Np can be easily adjusted by
controlling the solution temperature. Np recovery in mixed U, Pu product solution has
been demonstrated with DFs over 1000 in small-scale hot tests in Chemical Processing
Facility (CPF) and the first cycle of the Tokai Reprocessing Plant. It should be studied
to optimize U/Pu/Np recovery condition and the DF for fission products.
In the crystallization process, the dissolved solution is cooled down and excess U
is precipitated as a crystal of uranyl nitrate hexahydrate (UNH) according to the
solubility at the low temperature. It is expected that the decontamination factors for
fission products in the UNH product are approximately 100 (from a simulated dissolver
solution test). The results of small-scale hot tests indicate that the co-crystallization
behavior of Pu with UNH depends on the valence of Pu. Therefore the crystallization
behavior of actinide should be studied in addition to obtain the UNH yield and its DFs
for TRU and fission products in small-scale hot tests.
The combination of SETFICS/TRUEX process using TBP and CMPO is applied
to this system as the MA recovery process. Small-scale hot tests were implemented to
investigate the separation efficiency of MA from lanthanides. It was confirmed with
cold tests that a salt-free reagent such as hydroxylamine nitrate (HAN) was applicable
in this process. A salt-free MA recovery process should be studied in small-scale hot
tests in CPF.
[Alternative Technology]
Besides the reference process, some alternative techniques have been also
investigated; supercritical fluid direct extraction method as the alternative for the
dissolution, U recovery, and U/TRU recovery, the amine extraction method as the
alternative for the SETFICS, and the extraction chromatography method for the
SETFICS and liquid-liquid contactors.
Especially, supercritical fluid direct extraction method is attractive for its high
diffusion and easy after-treatment and has been studied for decontamination of nuclear
materials. Although the fluid is non-polar, some additives are useful to solvate polar
compounds. The mixture of SF, CO2 and TBP-HNO3 solvate will react to convert U or
Pu-U oxide to nitrate and extract them directly. This new extraction technique enables
conventional reprocessing process to simplify significantly, namely merging dissolution
and co-extraction steps, and also decrease the amount of waste solutions, such as used
solvent from the cut of diluent and high level liquid waste from elimination of the
dissolution step.
This process eliminates the clarification, adjustment and high level liquid waste
treatment steps, and reduces the size of the main extractor. The powdering step is
combined with the process to obtain U3O8 powder, and facilitates rapid extraction with
less heat generation. The TBP–HNO3 solvent is previously prepared by contacting TBP
with a concentrated HNO3 solution. The main procedure requires high pressure, ca.12
MPa. However, the operating temperature can be lowered to 40-50 ˚C.
The feasibility of this process has been investigated. Direct extraction of U from
oxide (U3O8) was confirmed by preliminary experiment. And distribution behavior of
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major fission products was examined. Hot parametric experiments are needed to
evaluate the usefulness of this process by using MOX or its irradiated fuel. The safety
issue from utilizing highly pressurized CO2 fluid has to be cleared.
Pyro-electrochemical Process

Other candidates for advanced reprocessing are the modified pyro-electrochemical
processes, which are based on Russian-RIAR and US- ANL methods.
They offer several presumed advantages, the most important among them being
the following:
Ability to process refractory and hot fuels, due to the high solvating power
of molten salts and the radiation-resistant features of the chemical reagents involved (no
organic radio-sensitive molecules).
Compactness (limited number of transformation steps - actinides is early
recovered in the form suitable for recycling).
Some other features of the pyro-electrochemical process can be mentioned, like
suitability for “onsite processing”.
The reprocessing technology for oxide fuel is rather focused at the transition
period from the current fuel cycle to the next advanced fuel cycle. The development of
these key technologies focuses on the safe, reliable, industrial scale-up of
electrowinning and refining systems including an extraction process for MA and LLFP.
Continuing efforts by RIAR has demonstrated a successful operation of the oxide
electrowinning by using several kg of spent fuel from BOR-60. Japanese electric
utilities and JNC are now trying to modify these processes. Especially, MOX codeposition behavior has been demonstrated with highly-decontaminated UO2 and PuO2.
However, it is known that some of fission products and cladding material disturb the
MOX co-deposition behavior.
The R&Ds on metal electrorefining have been principally designated to CRIEPI
in Japan. The Fuel Conditioning Facility in ANL has demonstrated its high potentiality
to treat spent fuels. Metal electrorefining will be more effective for FR metallic fuel
cycle. When metal electrorefining process is applied to the FR oxide base fuel cycle,
additional processes for the initial reduction of MOX and the final oxidation of metal
are required. Fundamental studies are still required to adjust the electrowinning
condition.
Development of long-life component materials, including crucible material, is an
issue for realization of the pyro-electrochemical process because of the corrosive and
high temperature operating conditions. Safeguardability of the pyro-electrochemical
process should be assured with the real time monitoring equipment and inspection
system. The loss of fissile materials to waste should be minimized and the recovery of
MA can also be further optimized. The treatment of chloric type wastes has to be
guaranteed for long-term stable storage. Concept optimization for industrial-scale spent
fuel pyro-processing is important to reveal weakness of existing pyro-processes and
clear the direction of the improvement.
JNC is arranging testing infrastructures in Tokai works for metal electrorefining
as well as oxide electrowinning. Collaboration programs with domestic and overseas
partners are in progress. Figure 4.14 shows the glove box equipment, which is being
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prepared by CRIEPI at CPF in JNC-Tokai Works to make integral Pu and U
experiments related to metal electrorefining.
In small-scale process feasibility tests which have been carried out by CRIEPI in
collaboration with the Institute for Trans-uranium Elements (ITU) of the EU, the
electrorefining tests for U-Pu-Zr ternary alloy fuel containing MA (non-irradiated) were
performed and fundamental data, such as recovery ratio, were obtained. Also, tests for
recovery of Pu by liquid Cd cathode were carried out using U/Pu ratio in salt as a
parameter. It was confirmed that recovery of heavy metals at a concentration exceeding
the design value (10wt%) is possible and the possibility of rationalization of the system
was confirmed.
Moreover, it should be studied to optimize U/Pu/ MA recovery condition under
FP in liquid Cd cathode.
iii) Fuel Fabrication

Fuel fabrication for the advanced cycle must be as simple as possible and suitable
for the massive remote operation to handle radioactive materials, which are recovered
from the reprocessing with low decontamination factors. Three candidates for fuel
fabrication process are being investigated in the F/S; a simplified pellet process, vibropacked process using particulate fuel and metal casting process. R&D for metal casing
process are in progress by CRIEPI to modify the casting fuel fabrication method.
[Simplified Pellet Process]
MOX pellet fabrication technology based on glove box confinement has been
verified in highly decontaminated plutonium recycling system in the commercial LWR
and fast reactor fuel cycle. However, this process must be modified to fabricate low DF
fuels in a remote operation mode. Simplified pellet process is the shortest route in
which MOX powder adjusted Pu content is co-converted directly by microwave heating
process from Pu, U and Np nitric acid solutions for the next pelletizing process with
minimum pre-treatment of powder. The key in this technology is to prepare the wellhomogenized and controlled powder to obtain a high throughput.
When the simplified pellet process is applied to low DF products, the pellet design
specification should be relaxed to realize the operability of the fabrication system in a
hot cell facility and also to match an increase of impurity level. In addition, it is
necessary that fabricability of MA-bearing pellet fuel (such as sinterability) is
established under low DF condition. JNC is conducting basic parameter tests to
optimize powder characteristics and fabricate MOX pellet with the preliminarily
simplified process.
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[Sphere and Vibro-packed Fuel Fabrication]
Sphere and vibro-packed fuel fabrication method is the most important technology
common to the particulate fuel products from both aqueous and pyro-electrochemical
reprocessing in advanced fuel cycle. The concept of vibro-packed fuel itself was
introduced about 40 years ago. The key issue is the selection and optimization of
particulate MOX-MA fuel fabrication methods. These are gel precipitation, dry
granulation process in simplified PUREX and MOX co-precipitation in oxide
electrowinning.
The controlled fabrication method of two or three size distribution of granular
particles is important to achieve an equivalent smear density with MOX pellet pin of
about 80%TD. The challengeable technology is to get the smaller size particle of higher
Pu content MOX-MA fuel controlled less than 100µm in diameter by remote operation.
Lessons from the past experiences in BNFL and RIAR for the vibro-packed fuel suggest
that fuel pin quality assurance should be optimized for the continuous operation of
manufacturing and inspection process. Laser scanning system to guarantee the quality
of particle fuel and three-dimensional CT scan system to check the smear density
distribution in a fuel pin are still under basic investigation. The prevention of fuelcladding chemical interaction (FCCI) is another issue. Controlling oxygen potential
under an irradiation condition is necessary to achieve high burn-up capability. Both the
initial conditioning of oxygen-to-metal ratio of MOX particulate and the mixing of
oxygen getter with fuel particle are candidates.
iv) Fuel Cycle Options

Considering the above fundamental technology results and the experience of
conventional reprocessing development, three fuel cycle processing technology options
have been developed. The current stage of each options is shown below.
[Advanced Aqueous + Simplified Pelletizing or Vibration Compaction]
The conceptual design study on the reference system with plant capacity of 200t/y
has been confirmed to satisfy the development targets.
Moreover, regarding a small-scale plant of less than 200t/y, in order to improve
economic competitiveness, the following tests are being conducted on a laboratory-scale
using spent fuel:
Technology for alternating key parts of the reference system.
Technology for fabrication of MA-containing MOX pellets by remote
operation.
R&Ds are necessary concerning further reduction of waste, simplification of the
system, and recovery of LLFP elements.
[Oxide Electrowinning + Vibration Compaction]
The conceptual design study with plant capacity of 50t/y has been confirmed to
satisfy the development targets.
The following R&Ds are essential in order to confirm the possibility of technical
feasibility of the system:
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Confirmation of the technical feasibility of the key technology (MOX codeposition, MA recovery, etc).
Technology for manufacturing of uranium- added fine metal particles that
control the performance of vibration compacted fuel.
R&Ds are necessary concerning salt waste disposal and recovery technology for
LLFP elements.
[Metal Electrorefining + Casting]
The conceptual design study with plant capacity of 50t/y has been confirmed to
satisfy the development targets.
In order to improve performance of the key technology of the system, the
following tests are being conducted on a laboratory-scale using the MOX not irradiated:
Reaction speed improvement test.
Recovery rate improvement test.
R&Ds are necessary concerning salt waste disposal and recovery technology for
LLFP elements.
(c) Summary of Current Status of the Feasibility Study

Results obtained up to now through design studies and fundamental researches of
key technologies are summarized in Table 4.6 for FR system, and 4.7 for fuel cycle
system, respectively.
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Table 2.1

"Joyo" Operation Records

Operation Time

60,725 h

Heat Generation

5,061 GWh

Max. Fuel Burn-up
Driver Core Fuel
Irradiation Fuel
(for Specified Irradiation Tests)

87GWd/t
144GWd/t

Irradiation Fuel Subassemblies

506

Number of Start-ups

535

Number of Periodic Inspections
Table 4.1

12

Specifications of Advanced Loop-type Sodium-cooled FR

Items

Specifications
Medium scale
(Same as in the left)

Electricity output

Large scale
Sodium-cooled
loop type reactor
1500MWe

Thermal output
Number of primary loops
Number of secondly loops
Primary sodium temperature
Secondary sodium temperature

3570MWt
2
2
550°C / 395°C
520°C / 335°C

1190MWt
2
1
(Same as in the left)
(Same as in the left)

Main steam temperature / Pressure

495°C / 16.67MPa

(Same as in the left)

Feed water temperature / Flow rate

233°C / 2.835×103t/h

Reactor type

Plant efficiency
Fuel type
Burn-up
Breeding ratio
Cycle length

500MWe/module

233°C / 1.89×103t/h

Approx. 42%

(Same as in the left)

MOX and Metal
Approx. 150GWd/t

(Same as in the left)
(Same as in the left)

Approx. 1.2

(Same as in the left)

17month, 4batch

18month and more
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Table 4.2 Plant Specifications of
Lead-bismuth-cooled FR
Items
Type of plant
Reactor power
Coolant temp.
Coolant flow rate
Feed water / steam temp.
Feed water flow rate
Heat exchanger
Passive Safety Device
DHRS
Seismic design

Specifications
Pool Type
1875MWt / 750MWe
520˚C (H/L) / 352˚C(C/L)
2.75 x 105 t/h
240˚C / 450˚C
3.1 x 103 t/h
Primary SG integrated in
the reactor (Serpentine x 2)
SASS
PRACS x 3
Seismic Isolation (3D)

Table 4.3 Core design conditions
Reactor thermal output
Core pressure drop
Burn-up
(Discharge average of core fuel)
Breeding ratio
Cladding maximum temperature
(for steady state operation design)
Fuel material
Cladding material
S/A duct material
TRU isotope ratio
(Pu238/239/240/241/242/
Np237/Am241/243/Cm244)

1,875 MWt
0.23 MPa
150 GWd/t
>1.2
650 ˚C
Mixed nitride
ODS ferritic steel
PNC-FMS
1.1/54.1/32.1/4.3/3.9/
0.5/2.0/1.0/1.0
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Table 4.4 Core Specification of
Helium-cooled Coated-particle-type fuel FR

Equivalent Core Diameter
Core Height
Axial Blanket (Upper/Lower)
Fuel Cycle Length
Fuel Batch Number
Pu Enrichment (Inner)
Pu Enrichment (Outer)
Peak Fast Neutron Fluence
Breeding Ratio (BR)
Inner / Outer Core BR
Radial / Axial Blanket BR
Doubling Time
Doppler Coefficient
( Tdk/dT)
Depressurization Reactivity

5.62 m
3.2 m
0.4 m / 0.4m
18.7 EFPM
7
20.5 wt%
27.0 wt%
2.5x1023n/cm2
1.09
0.459 / 0.225
0.275 / 0.135
117 years
-0.0092
2.5$

Table 4.5 Plant Specification of
Helium-cooled Coated-particle-type fuel FR

Electric Power
Thermal Power
Helium Temperature (In/Out)
Helium Flow Rate
Helium Pressure
Primary Circuit Loops
Fuel Type
Average Fuel Burn-up
Core Power Density
Reactor Pressure Vessel
Core Auxiliary Cooling System
Reactor Containment

1120 MWe
2400 MWt
460oC / 850oC
4262 ton/h
6 MPa
4 loops
Coated Particle Fuel
95 GWd/t
30 MW/m3 (Av.)
Steel (SA533)
Direct Core Cooling
50%(FC) x 4
Steel (SPV490)
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Table 4.6

Results obtained up to now related to FR System in F/S (1)
Results Obtained and Direction of the Future Review

- A concept having the highest compatibility with design requirements (Advanced Loop-type).
MOX fuel reactor core is promising from a medium-term perspective, and metal fuel reactor
core from a long-term perspective.
- Large-scale reactor (1.5 million kWe): A concept sufficiently meeting the economic
competitiveness target is already established.
- Medium-scale reactor (750,000 kWe): A concept aimed at improving economic competitiveness
through the module effect, etc. is being established.
- The following is being implemented:
Sodium-cooled
Fuel cycle cost reduction: Improvement of burn-up of the entire reactor core including the
FR
blanket (average 120 to 130 GWD/t).
Improvement of the rate of operation: Long operating cycle reactor core (MOX: 36 months,
Metal: 60 months).
Improvement of plant reliability, operability and maintainability: Strengthening
countermeasures for characteristic issues associated with the sodium reactor (Sodium
leakage, Sodium-water reaction, ISI & R).
- No problem concerning the basic feasibility. Development of elemental technology is underway
to confirm the feasibility of technology employed to achieve the development target.
- A concept of the Helium gas-cooled direct gas turbine power generation system has been selected.
- A reactor core concept for realizing high performance of reactor core (burn-up and breeding
ratio) and its use as a high-temperature heat source is being established.
By introducing a new fuel (nitrides) and a fuel concept (a complex based on coated particle
Helium-cooled
fuel), safety design evaluation etc. are being undertaken.
FR
- In system design, while using the knowledge of HTTR, the leak control mechanism at the time of
pipe breaking, core catcher to respond to reactor core disruption, etc. are being examined.
- Fuel and materials (coating material for coated particle fuel and a complex/related fuel cycle,
etc.) are issues on which the basic feasibility depends. It is necessary to start working on basic
research.

Table 4.6

Results obtained up to now related to FR System in F/S (2)
Results Obtained and Direction of the Future Review

Pb-Bi-cooled
FR

- Phase I: No concept that can achieve the development target (economic competitiveness and
efficient utilization of nuclear fuel resources) was proposed. In Phase II, the reactor core
design, equipment design, equipment configuration, etc will be reviewed to establish a concept
with good feasibility.
- Confirmation of the feasibility of the plant design (natural circulation performance evaluation,
evaluation of reactor core disruption accident, etc.) is under way.
- Material corrosion is an issue on which the basic feasibility depends (about 650°C is set for the
target of the reactor core material. Material tests are being conducted. At the set target
temperature, partial corrosion is observed. It is necessary to develop a new anti-corrosive
material.).
- Because of generation of radioactive Po-210, examination of operability and maintainability are
also issues associated with the basic feasibility.

- Undermoderated spectrum reactor : The results of research at the Japan Atomic Energy
Research Institute (JAERI) serve as the basis of evaluation. High breeding performance
cannot be expected and the possibility of efficient utilization of resources is low. There is a
possibility of a rise in the fuel cost as the quantity of spent fuel involved in the fuel cycle
increases. In Phase 2, in cooperation with the JAERI, work is underway to examine specific
Water-cooled
measures for resolution of the technical issues relating to the basic feasibility—development of
FR
a high burn-up coated cladding tube, elimination of heat of a dense reactor core, measures for
reducing the impact of reactor core disruption, etc.
- Supercritical pressure light water-cooled fast breeder reactors (SCFBRs) : It has the same
characteristics as the undermoderated spectrum reactor, and measures for reducing the
impact of reactor core disruption etc. are being examined.
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Table 4.7

Results obtained up to now related to Fuel Cycle System in F/S (1)
Results Obtained and Direction of the Future Review

Advanced Aqueous
＋
Simplified
Pelletizing
or
Vibration
Compaction

- Regarding the concept of a plant with a scale of 200 t/y based on the basic system
(crystallization method, single cycle co-extraction, MA separation, simplified
pelletizing or vibration compaction), it was confirmed that achievement of the target
is in prospect.
- Moreover, regarding a small-scale plant of less than 200 t/y, in order to improve
economic competitiveness, the following tests are being conducted on a laboratoryscale using spent fuel:
Technology for substituting and complementing key parts of the basic system
(supercritical direct extraction, ion exchange method, new solvent extraction,
etc.)
Technology for fabrication of MA-containing MOX pellets by remote operation
- R&D is necessary concerning further reduction of waste, simplification of the system,
and recovery of LLFP elements.

- It was confirmed that achievement of the target is in prospect with the small-scale
plant concept (50 t/y). Moreover, it was confirmed that achievement of the target is in
prospect with the concept of a plant with a scale of 200 t/y.
- In order to improve performance of the key technology of the system, the following
Metal Electro-refining
tests are being conducted on a laboratory-scale using the MOX (not irradiated) :
＋
Reaction speed improvement test
Casting
Recovery rate improvement test
- R&D is necessary concerning salt waste disposal and recovery technology for LLFP
elements.

Table 4.7

Results obtained up to now related to Fuel Cycle System in F/S (2)
Results Obtained and Direction of the Future Review
- It was confirmed that achievement of the target is in prospect with the small-scale
plant concept (50 t/y). Moreover, it was confirmed that achievement of the target is
in prospect with the concept of a plant with a scale of 200 t/y.
- Regarding the key technology of the system, the following tests are being
conducted on a laboratory-scale using MOX contained some RE in order to
confirm the feasibility of the technology:

Oxide
Electro-winning
＋
Vibration compaction

Evaluation test of the impact of impurity elements in MOX co-deposition
Waste oxidation conversion test
- The following R&D is essential in order to confirm the possibility of technical
feasibility of the system:
Confirmation of the technical feasibility of the key technology (MOX codeposition, MA recovery, etc.) using the spent fuel
Technology for manufacturing of uranium-added fine metal particles that
control the performance of vibration compacted fuel.
- R&D is necessary concerning salt waste disposal and recovery technology for
LLFP elements.
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JＦＹ２００１
1

2

6

3

JＦＹ２００２
9
12

Preliminary Report:
Basic Concept

○Governmental Review of Merger

JＦＹ２００３
3

3

JＦＹ２００４
3

JＦＹ２００５
3

Final Report

・Two Nuclear Energy Organizations
Merger Preparation Committee of
MEXT
・Atomic Energy Commission of Japan

Review of Mid-term Target and Plan
t
Review of Merger

Drafting of Act for new organization

○ Establishment of
New Organization

Deliberation in the Diet
Establishment of new organization

○ Reorganization of
other corporations to IAIs*

Deliberation in the Diet
Drafting of law for new corporation

Reorganization to IAI
*IAI : Independent Administrative Institution

Figure 1.1 Master Schedule of the Merger of JNC & JAERI
R&D’s and utilization of nuclear energy is
inevitable.
・
effective use of resources
・
energy security
・
preservation of global environment
・
development of the science and technology and
the improvement of the quality of national life etc.

The basic recognition
Facing reality that public trust and expectation to
nuclear energy has been decreased by repeated
troubles
Reconfirming that it is indispensable to maintain
peaceful utilization of nuclear energy and its security

The merger is
a turning point in restoration of public
confidence in nuclear energy,
an opportunity of the reactivation and new
development in nuclear energy R&D’s,
a chance to promote efficiency and
rationalization of the tasks.

Principle to establish the new organization
○Realization of COE in nuclear energy R&D’s
○Steady promotion of nuclear safety research
○Promotion of arrangement, rationalization and activation by the viewpoint of the administrative reform
○Development of an efficient and effective management system
○Thorough security and living in good harmony with neighborhood of sites

Missions
(1) Comprehensive promotion of basic and fundamental research
(2) Implementation of R&D’s to establish nuclear fuel cycle
(3) Implementation of the nuclear safety research and the nuclear
emergency support
(4) Business-academia collaboration and establishment of nuclear R&D’s
infrastructure
(5) International collaboration for peaceful uses of nuclear energy and
contribution to strengthen the nuclear nonproliferation

Organization and Management

(1) Establishing organization and management system on the basis of the spirit of
independent administrative institute
(2) Consideration for management of the new organization
a. Strong leadership
b. Transparency of the management and multistep task evaluation
c. Establishing competitive research environment and mobile and flexible personnel
system
(3) Establishing the management and financial basis
a. Reduction of accumulated deficits
b. Appropriate way of treatment and disposal of radioactive waste including
decommissioning

Issues to be examined in later stage and activities expected in advance
＜Issues＞
(1) Slimness, efficiency and rationalization of the tasks by reviewing present tasks of JAERI
and JNC
(2) Clarifying the mission of each laboratory/works and the best resources allocation through
the reorganization of laboratories/works
(3) Efficient and effective management system such as quick decision making etc.

＜activities in advance＞
(1) Arrangement and rationalization of the present tasks
(2) Start of research collaboration
(3) Substantial personnel exchanges

Figure 1.2 Abstract of the Preliminary Report issued by the Preparatory Committee
on the Merger in Aug. 2002

JFY
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1977
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1979
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1982

1984

1983

Low Power Test
Performance Test

75MW
Operation

Performance
Test
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75MW
0

Performance
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JFY
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2 3

4

5

0

6
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1992
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13 14 15

1998

1997

1999

2000

Transition Core
100MW Operation

18 19 20

21 22 23

24

1988

25 26 27

28

29

16

Reprocessed Joyo Fuel loaded in the Core

MK-II Irradiation Core
Key Items

1987

100MW Operation

MK-II Initial Criticality
1982. 11. 22

1991

1986

100MW
1

Initial Criticality
1977. 4. 24

1989

1985

MK-II Irradiation Core
Core
Replacement

Construction

Key Items

MK-I Breeder Core

30 31

32

Figure 2.1 Operating History of “Joyo”

Figure 2.2 Outline of MK-III Program
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Year
2001
Month 11 12

1

2

3

4

2002
6 7

5

8

9

10

11

12

1

2

3

4

Local Leak Rate Test

2003
6 7

8

9

10

11 12

MK-Ⅲ Initial Criticality

13th Periodical Inspection
Maintenance and Repair
of Aged Equipments

5

Installation of Control Rod
Drive Mechanism
C/V Leak Rate Test

Items

Core Replacement
(1)

Core Replacement
(2)

Inspection by MEXT

Fuel Handling System Test
Fuel Transfer
Replacement of Secondary
Pump Motor
Year
Month

1

2

3

4

2004
6
7

5
(1)

8
(2)

System Function Tests

Performance Test

Replacement of Secondary
Cold Trap

9

10

11

12

1

2

3

4

5

2005
6
7

8

9

10

(2' ) Fuel Failure
Simulation Test

Items

11 12

(3)

14th Periodical Inspection

Installation of
Self Actuated
Shutdown System

Installation of Material Testing Rig
with Temperature Control

Figure 2.3 Schedule of “JOYO” MK-III Project
JFY

MK-II

JOYO Operation

2000

MK-III

2005

2010

1. Fuel & Materials Tests
(1) Development of High Burn-up Fuel using ODS Cladding
・Material Irradiation Test (200-250dpa)
・Fuel Irradiation Test (150GWd/t)
(2) Development of Fuel Fabrication
・Vipac / Short Process Fuel ・Metal / Nitride Fuel
(3) Irradiation Test for Long Life Control Rod
・Sodium Bond Type
2. Irradiation Test on MA and LLFP
(1) Minor Actinide Added Fuel Irradiation Test
(2) Long Life Fission Product Transmutation Test
3. Test for FBR Safety
(1) Self Actuated Shut Down System (SASS)
(2) Fuel Transient Test
(3) Demonstration Test for FFDL and ISI&R etc.
(4) Demonstration Test for Anticipated Transients
Without Scram (ATWS)

Figure 2.4 Irradiation test program in “JOYO”

2015
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1996

1997

1998

1999

▼ Monju Accident
12/95

2000

2001

2002

2003

Request for Prior
Agreement of Local
Government

2/97

12/00

▼

Investigation

Modification of the design-and-construction license
of the replacement or removal of SHTS thermocouple

12/96

6/01

5/98

▼

Comprehensive
Review (Conceptual Design
of Improvements)

Application

6/02

▼

Permission

Safety Licensing Examination
of the countermeasures against sodium leak

6/01

Science & Technology Agency reports

▼
Application

▼ ▼

(2/96) (5/96)

3/96

(2/97)

Modification of the design-and-construction license
Safety Confirmation
Working Group Report

▼ ▼

▼

(12/97 (3/98)
(9/96)
9/96 2/97 12/97
9/98

(9/00)
2/00

Special Committee on
Fast Breeder Reactors

▼

Application
Judgement
of the Administrative suit

▼

Formulation of
"Long-term plan for Nuclear Power"

5/99

12/02

1/03

Round conference on
nuclear power policy
Nuclear power
policy round table
conferenc

▼

Permission

▼

Nuclear Safety Commission reports
▼

12/02

11/00

Figure 3.1 Activities since “Monju” Accident

Withdrawal by the plaintiffs
of the Civil suit

3/03

▼
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Request for Prior Agreement of
Local Government (Dec. 2000)

Safety
Examination

Improvement Work

(months from start of on-site work)
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

Replacement of secondary cooling system thermocouple wells
and other countermeasures against sodium leakage

Steam generator blow-down improvement

Safety

Figure
3.2 of Outline
for
Risks caused
by introduction
FR should beSchedule
small compared
withPlant
risks thatImprovements
already exist in society
[Reactor]
• Prevent occurrence of events that could lead to reactor core disruption. Given occurrence of
these events, terminate them inside the reactor vessel or reactor containment
[Fuel Cycle]
• Ensure criticality safety and confinement functions

Economic Competitiveness

Achieve power generation cost comparable to that of future LWRs and other energy resources
Ensure cost competitiveness in the global market

Reduction of Environmental Burden

Reduce high level radioactive waste of repository by means of burning or transmuting long-life nuclides
(TRUs and LLFPs )
Reduce radioactive waste generated in the course of plant operation and maintenance as well as
decommissioning

Efficient Utilization of Nuclear fuel Resources

Produce sustainable nuclear fuel through applying the advantage of the neutron economy
• Multi-recycling of TRU fuel
• Recycling of TRU fuel of LWR
Respond to diverse needs for energy resources
• Production of hydrogen, desalination of sea water, heat supply, dispersion of power sources, etc.

Enhancement of Nuclear Non-Proliferation

Reduce burden of nuclear PP and safeguards (no pure plutonium in any FR cycle process)
Effectively operate non-proliferation system (remote process and monitoring system,etc.)

Figure 4.1 Development Targets of Commercialized FR Cycle Systems
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Figure 4.2 Key Issues of R&D on FR System in Phase-II

Figure 4.3 Key Issues of R&D on Fuel Cycle System in Phase-II
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Figure 4.5 Fuel Assembly Candidates for Re-criticality Free Core
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Design Improvement
Introduction of Innovative Technology

Design Measures to
Reduce the Amount
of Materials

Sodium Characteristics
■Reduction of NSSS Weight
■Reduction of BOP and Volume of Building

Pursuit of
Standardization and
Learning Effect

Standardization of Design

Cost Reduction by Design

Rationalization of QA/QC

Learning Effect of Mass

Pursuit of
scale merit

Shortening of Construction Period

Cost Reduction by
Increasing Electricity Output

Communization of Facilities
Cost Reduction by Modular Effect

Figure 4.6 Fundamental Approach to Cost Reduction of Sodium-cooled FR

Innovative Technology (*)
■12Cr-Steel with High Strength
■ Advanced Elevated Temperature
Structural Design Standard
■Three-Dimensional Seismic Isolation
■Re-criticality Free
(*) Available in 2015
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Fig. 4.7 Design Improvement Measures for Sodium-cooled FR
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Figure 4.8 Comparison of the Amount of Steel Materials of Sodium-cooled FR
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Figure 4.9 Medium Scale Lead-bismuth-cooled Forced Circulation FR
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Gas-turbine
Generator Unit

Reactor Vessel
Reactor Containment

Figure 4.10

Helium-cooled Coated-particle-type fuel FR
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Pressure Vessel Layer
High Density TiN
Thickness: 100µm
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Low Density TiN
Thickness: 120µm
Fuel Kernel MN
Diameter: 1.5mm
Coated Particle Fuel
Diameter: 1.94mm

Figure 4.11 Coated Particle Fuel

(1)Orifice, (2)Shield Inner Cylinder, (3)Inner Path, (4)Fuel Compartment Inner Cylinder,
(5)CPF Packed Bed, (6)Fuel Compartment Outer Cylinder
(7)Outside of Fuel Compartment, (8)Outside of Upper Shield
(8)

(3)

(2)

(1)

Shows
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Figure 4.12

(5)

Fuel Assembly Concept and Coolant Flow Path of Helium-cooled
Coated-particle-type Fuel FR
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Figure 4.13 Status of Recycle Technologies in Japan

Figure 4.14 Glove Box Equipment for Pu and U Experiments on Electrorefining
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Abstract

To reduce the burden on the final disposal of the nuclear waste, the transmutation
system using the accelerator driven subcritical system (ADS) has been studied in Japan
Atomic Energy Research Institute (JAERI). The subcritical core with the thermal
power of 800MW is proposed, where 250kg of minor actinide (MA) can be transmuted
per year which corresponds to the amount of MA produced in about 10 plants of LWRs
with 1GWe. A superconducting linear accelerator (LINAC) with the beam power of 20
- 30MW is used in this ADS with the lead-bismuth eutectic as the spallation target and
the core coolant. To maximize the transmutation efficiency, the nitride fuel without
uranium, such as (Np, Am, Pu)N, is used in the subcritical core. The nitride fuel
irradiated in the ADS is reprocessed by pyrochemical process followed by the refabrication of nitride fuel. Many research and development activities are under way and
planned at JAERI in the fields of subcritical core design, spallation target technology,
accelerator development, and MA fuel development. Especially, to study and evaluate
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Fig.1 Double-Strata Fuel Cycle
C

solved for the utilization of the fission energy.

the High-Intensity Proton Accelerator
Project.
1.Introduction

The management of the high-level
nuclear waste (HLW) is one of the most
important and difficult issues to be
To reduce the amount of long-

lived hazardous nuclides such as minor actinides (MA) and long-lived fission products
(LLFP) in HLW, the Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute (JAERI) has proposed the
partitioning and transmutation technology based on "Double-Strata Fuel Cycle
Concept" [1,2]. Figure 1 shows a schematic outline of this concept. A dedicated
transmutation fuel cycle, i. e. the "second stratum", is established separately from the
commercial power generation fuel cycle, i. e. the "first stratum", where the plutonium is
recycled. The HLW exhausted from the reprocessing plant in the first stratum is treated
at the partitioning plant and separated into four groups: transuranic elements (TRU), Tc
and noble metal, Sr-Cs, and the other elements. The TRU mainly consisting of MA,
namely Np, Am and Cm, is the principal object of the transmutation because these
elements dominate the potential radio-toxicity in the HLW for a long term later than one
hundred years after the reprocessing.
In the transmutation fuel cycle, nuclear fuel mainly consisting of MA is used to
enhance the transmutation efficiency. Using such MA fuel, the critical reactor would
encounter many difficulties in its safety and controllability aspects. The acceleratordriven subcritical system (ADS) has potential advantages in comparison with critical

- 188 Proton beam
Steam
generator

Main pump

reactors: (1) various fuel compositions are
flexibly acceptable since the Doppler effect
does not seriously affect the system safety, and
(2) small value of delayed neutron fraction is

Beam duct

Pb-Bi

Fuel region

also acceptable since the margin to the prompt
critical state can be kept by the subcriticality.
The ADS is, therefore, considered suitable to
transmute the MA in the second stratum of the
Double-Strata Fuel Cycle.

Beam window

Core support

Fig.2 Conceptual design of
ADS

In this report, research and development (R&D) on the ADS at JAERI is reviewed
and future plans are also presented.
2. Conceptual Design Study of 800MWth ADS Plant

The reference ADS design proposed by JAERI [3] is the 800MWth fast subcritical
core fueled with MA nitride, cooled by Pb-Bi eutectic and driven by the spallation
neutron source using Pb-Bi target and proton accelerator as shown in Fig.2. In this
ADS, 250kg of MA can be burned per year by fission reactions, which corresponds to
the amount of MA produced in 10 units of LWRs whose burn-up is 33,000 MWD/t.
In this reference design, maximum value of the effective multiplication factor, keff,
is set at 0.95. To achieve the above mentioned thermal power with this keff, a highpower proton beam, at least 22MW, is necessary. Moreover, taking account of the
burn-up reactivity change, keff will be deteriorated to 0.93, where a proton beam of about
30MW is necessary. To supply such a powerful beam, a superconducting linear
accelerator should be developed. Considering the energy efficiency of a neutron source,
the specification of the proton beam, 1.5 GeV x 15-20mA, is temporally chosen, though
the acceleration energy should be finally determined by taking account of the factors
such as the cost of the accelerator and the beam density on the beam window.
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As for the spallation target, Pb-Bi eutectic was chosen out of several heavy
metals, such as Hg and W, because of its good thermal property; the melting point of
398K and the boiling point of 1943K. Although Pb-Bi eutectic is comparatively
corrosive to steel at the high temperature above 700 K, Russia has a lot of experience to
use it as the coolant of reactors in submarines. Many countries have therefore started
research and development to establish the technology for the usage of Pb-Bi as the
spallation target.
To achieve the effective transmutation of MA by fission reactions, the fast
neutron spectrum is essential because MA has a threshold fission cross section.
Therefore, water cannot be used as the primary coolant. Moreover, since large positive
void reactivity is unacceptable for the ADS where subcritical state should be kept at all
times, Na is not preferable. Gas such as He and CO2 can be used as the primary
coolant, but very high pressure such as 10MPa might be necessary to keep the good
cooling performance. Taking account of above factors, Pb-Bi is chosen as the primary
coolant for the ADS.
Nitride fuel has the advantage of accommodating various MA with a wide range
of composition besides good thermal properties. Further it can support hard neutron
spectrum suitable for effective transmutation of MA. For avoiding the production of
hazardous C-14,
however, N-15 enriched nitrogen to 99.9% shall be used in the nitride fuel.
In our reference design, tank-type structure is adopted as shown in Fig.2. The
inlet and the outlet temperatures of the primary Pb-Bi are 603K and 703K, respectively.
Steam generators can be directly inserted in the reactor vessel because Pb-Bi is
chemically compatible with water. The electric power is about 250MW, which means
the ADS can be a self-sustaining system provided the efficiency of the accelerator is
more than 15%.
To realize the ADS, JAERI has conducted the R&D in the fields of the proton
accelerator, the Pb-Bi technology and the MA nitride fuel. Moreover, to demonstrate
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the feasibility of the ADS in the reactor physics aspects and target engineering aspects,
a new experimental facility, the Transmutation Experimental Facility (TEF), is planned.
3. R&D Activities on Accelerator

As mentioned in the previous section, the proton accelerator for the ADS should
have the power of more
than 20MW, which is ten
times higher than the

Vacuum vessel
RF power coupler
Liquid He vessel

currently existing
accelerator. The most
crucial issue to achieve
such high power is how the

Beam axis

1.2m
Superconducting cavity
(9-cell)
4m

beam loss can be reduced
to the acceptable level.

Fig.3 Schematic view of 9-cell cryomodule

Moreover, very high efficiency should be achieved to assure the self-sustainability for
electricity of the whole system. Taking account of these conditions, the
superconducting linear accelerator (SC-LINAC) is regarded as the most promising
choice.
The SC-LINAC consists of a series of "cryomodules", which contain two units of
superconducting cavities made of high-purity niobium as shown in Fig.3. The
development of the SC-LINAC has been carried out stepwise in JAERI. As the first
step, a single-cell cavity was fabricated and tested, and the maximum surface peak field
of 51MV/m was achieved. A five-cell cavity was then fabricated and tested so that the
maximum surface peak field of 40MV/m was recorded [4]. As the next step, two units
of nine-cell cavities are planned to be fabricated and mounted in a cryomodule as shown
in Fig.3 to demonstrate the good performance as a total system.
In addition to above mentioned development, JAERI has started the High-Intensity
Proton Accelerator Project with the High Energy Accelerator Research Organization
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Nuclear Physics Facility
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Fig. 4 Site plan of High-Intensity Proton Accelerator Project

(KEK) as shown in Fig. 4 [5]. As the first phase of this project, a proton LINAC with
0.33mA x 400MeV and two proton synchrotrons with 0.33mA x 3GeV and 0.015mA x
50GeV, respectively, are under construction.
Through the experience of the construction of a 400MeV linear accelerator, we
can accumulate the technology for the low energy part of LINAC. In the second phase
of this project, SC-LINAC will be constructed to upgrade the proton energy from
400MeV to 600 MeV. Then the 600 MeV proton beam will be introduced into the
Transmutation Experimental Facility which is described in the Section 6.
4. R&D Activities on Pb-Bi Spallation Target

The Pb-Bi is considered as the most promising material as the spallation target of
ADS, though various R&D is still necessary to examine its feasibility.
To study the compatibility of the structural material such as steel with Pb-Bi,
static corrosion equipment has been installed in JAERI. It was found that the thickness
of the corrosion film decreases with increasing the chromium contents in the material
[6]

. Further tests are scheduled with changing the conditions such as the Pb-Bi

temperature and the oxygen contents in the Pb-Bi; these factors are considered to
largely influence the corrosion behavior.
In addition to above mentioned tests, a Pb-Bi test loop shown in Fig.5 has been
also installed to know the corrosion behavior in the flowing Pb-Bi and to test the
feasibility of mechanical device such as an electromagnetic pump (EMP) and an
electromagnetic flow meter. The first test was performed for 3000 hours. The flow
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speed of the Pb-Bi was 0.5 - 1m/s at the test section where an austenitic stainless steel
pipe was used. The Pb-Bi temperature was kept at 723K at the test section, while it was
cooled to 673K at the electromagnetic pump. After the 3000-hour operation, the test
section was detached and various tests on the corrosion behavior are under way.

Expansion Tank

Air Cooler

Test Sectio n

EM Pump

Drain Tank

Fig.5 Pb-Bi test loop in JAERI
(Test temperature : 723K, EMP power : 5 ℓ/min,
Velocity at test section : 1m/sec, Pb-Bi inventory: 0.018m3 )

The irradiation damage by protons and neutrons on the structural material,
especially on the beam window, is one of the crucial issues for the feasibility of the
ADS. Although the material database of the irradiation test will be accumulated at the
ADS Target Test Facility described in Section 6, the preliminary irradiation was carried
out at the SINQ facility at the Paul Scherrer Institute in Switzerland. Small pieces of
irradiated samples were transported to JAERI, and the tensile test and the fatigue test
are underway at the hot cell facility.
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5. R&D Activities on MA Nitride Fuel

The basic properties of the metallic and the nitride fuels with MA have been
measured for about ten years [7]. Through such studies, MA nitride has been chosen as
the first candidate for the dedicated transmutation system because of its possible mutual
solubility among the actinide mononitrides and its good thermal properties.
As the R&D for the fuel fabrication, high-purity nitrides such as (Np, Pu)N, AmN
and (Cm,Pu)N were synthesized by the carbo-thermic reduction method and their
material properties have been measured. The irradiation test of such MA nitride fuel
has not been performed yet, while (U, Pu)N fuel was irradiated in the experimental fast
test reactor JOYO under the joint research with the Japan Nuclear Cycle Development
Institute (JNC), and no failure of fuel pins was found as shown in Fig.6 [8].
As a reprocessing of the irradiated MA nitride fuel, pyrochemical process has
been studied in JAERI. The pyrochemical process has several advantages over the wet
process in treating such a dedicated fuel for transmutation including recycling feasibility
of N-15 used in the nitride fuel. In the laboratory scale test, metallic Pu and Np were
successfully recovered from nonirradiated PuN and NpN, respectively,
by the molten-salt electrorefining
technique.
6. Transmutation Experimental Facility

To study the basic characteristics
of the ADS and to demonstrate its
feasibility from viewpoints of the reactor
physics and the spallation target
engineering, JAERI plans to build the
Transmutation Experimental Facility

Fig.6 Cross section of (U,Pu)N fuel pin
irradiated at JOYO up to 40GWd/t
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(TEF) in the Tokai site under a framework of the High-Intensity Proton Accelerator
Project as already shown in Fig.4. The construction of the TEF is scheduled to start
since 2006.
TEF consists of two buildings: the Transmutation Physics Experimental Facility
(TEF-P) and the ADS Target Test Facility (TEF-T) as shown in Fig.7. TEF-P is a zeropower critical facility where a low power proton beam is available to research the
reactor physics and the controllability of the ADS. TEF-T is a material irradiation
facility which can accept a maximum 200kW-600MeV proton beam into the spallation
target of Pb-Bi eutectic. The outline of TEF-P and TEF-T is presented hereafter [9,10].

6.1 Transmutation Physics Experimental Facility (TEF-P)
Some experimental researches on the reactor physics aspects for subcritical
reactors have been already carried out using existing facilities such as MASURCA in
France. Moreover, using existing proton accelerators, many experimental studies have
been performed to validate the characteristics of the spallation neutron source of many
kinds of target material such as Pb, W and Hg. There has been, however, no experiment
aiming at the research and the demonstration of the fast-neutron subcritical system
combined with a spallation source. The main purpose of TEF-P is, therefore, to

TEF-P
TEF-P
TEF-T
TEF-T

10W
Critical Assembly

200kW
Shield

Pb-Bi Target

Laser Charge Exchange

Fig.7 Transmutation Experimental Facility (TEF)
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research the reactor physics of the subcritical core driven by a spallation neutron source
using a 600MeV proton beam. The second purpose of TEF-P is to demonstrate the
controllability of the subcritical core; the control of the reactor power will be attempted
by the power adjustment of the proton beam. The third purpose of TEF-P is to research
the transmutation performance of the subcritical core using certain amount of MA and
LLFP.
For above mentioned purposes, high thermal power is not necessary; a power
level of critical experiments such as 100W is optimal from viewpoints of accessibility to
the core. TEF-P is therefore designed with referring to the Fast Critical Assembly
(FCA) in JAERI; the horizontal table-split type critical assembly with a rectangular
lattice matrix. Figure 8 shows a conceptual view of the assembly.
Low current proton beam, less than 10W, is extracted by a laser charge exchange
technique from a high-intensity beam line of 200kW (0.33mA, 600MeV), most protons
of which is introduced into TEF-T. The time width of the proton pulse for TEF-P can
be adjusted by changing the duration of the laser exposure; 1 ns to 0.5 ms pulse is
expected to be available. The proton beam intensity can be controlled by a collimator.
In the experiment with the proton beam, the effective multiplication factor, keff , of the
critical assembly will be kept less than 0.98.
Fuel loading machine

Movable shield

Core
Proton beam

Safety/control rod
drive mechanism

Fixed half assembly

Movable half assembly

Fig.8 Conceptual view of TEF-P
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Using TEF-P, power distributions, keff , effective neutron source strength, and
neutron spectrum will be measured by changing parametrically the subcriticality and the
spallation source position. Measurements at critical state without proton beam will be
also performed to ensure the quality of experimental data. As for the demonstration of
the hybrid system, feedback control of the reactor power will be examined by adjusting
the beam intensity. Operating procedures at the beam trip and the re-start will be also
examined. As for the transmutation characteristics of MA and LLFP, fission chambers
and activation foils will be used to measure the transmutation rates. The cross section
data of MA and LLFP for high-energy region (up to several hundreds MeV) can be
measured by the time-of-flight (TOF) technique with the proton beam of about 1 ns
short pulse width. Ultimate target of the facility is to install a partial mock-up region of
MA nitride fuel with air cooling to measure the physics parameters of the transmutation
system. The distinguished points of TEF-P in comparison with existing experimental
facilities can be summarized as follows: (1) both the high energy proton beam and the
nuclear fuel are available, (2) the maximum neutron source intensity of about 1012 n/s is
strong enough to perform precise measurements even in the deep subcritical state (e.g.
keff =0.90) , and is low enough to easily access to the assembly after the irradiation, (3)

wide range of pulse width (1ns - 0.5ms) is available by the laser charge exchange
technique, and (4) MA and LLFP can be used as a shape of foil, sample and fuel by
installing an appropriate shielding and a remote handling devise.

6.2 ADS Target Test Facility (TEF-T)
The TEF-T is the material irradiation facility with 200kW proton beam of
600MeV and the Pb-Bi eutectic target. To demonstrate the feasibility of the beam
window, it is required to coincide the proton beam density at the beam window with
that of the future ADS plant. In the design of the ADS plant, a 30MW proton beam of
1.5GeV (20mA) is used, where the diameter of the beam is defocused to about 50cm.
The proton beam density at the beam window becomes about 0.01 mA/cm2 in average
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and the maximum density will be restricted to about 0.03mA/cm2. At TEF-T, the
proton beam of 0.33mA is focused to 4cm in diameter, which results in the beam
density of 0.026mA/cm2 in average; this beam density is considered high enough for the
demonstration.
The Pb-Bi eutectic target is filled into a cylindrical vessel made by stainless steel.
A size of the vessel is 15cm in diameter and 60cm in length. The cylindrical volume of
about 4cm in diameter and 8cm in length can be used as the material irradiation test,
where more than 10 DPA (displacement per atom) irradiation can be achieved per year.
The irradiation of 10 DPA is currently considered as the limitation for the material
damage of the beam window. The neutron flux exceeds 1014 n/cm2/s at the center of the
target and 1013 n/cm2/s at the region of 30cm in diameter and 30cm in length, where
various materials can be

DemonstrationDemonstration-type

irradiated by the fast

Pb-Bi

neutrons.

Proton beam
Heat deposition region

To simulate actual structure of beam window of ADS.

IrradiationIrradiation-type

Two concepts of PbBi target design were
studied for TEF-T as

Sample holder
Pb-Bi

shown in Fig.9: one is for
the simulation of beam

Proton beam

window, and the other is
To prepare good irradiation condition for sample.

Fig.9 Two concepts of Pb-Bi target design for TEF-T

for the material irradiation.
The direction of the Pb-Bi
flow will be changed

between two concepts.
The principal purposes of TEF-T are to demonstrate the feasibility of the highpower spallation target system and to research the material compatibility in the Pb-Bi
with irradiated circumstances. The irradiated structural material of the target vessel, as
well as the irradiated material test pieces, will be examined from viewpoints of tensile
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strength, ductility, fatigue, fracture toughness, DBTT (Ductile-Brittle Transition
Temperature) and so on. In addition to these tests, the effects of the corrosion and the
erosion by Pb-Bi and the spallation products will be studied by changing the parameters
such as the temperature, the irradiation period, the flow speed and the oxygen
concentration in Pb-Bi. Plenty of experiences to be accumulated at TEF-T will be
valuable to learn how to operate and handle the high-power spallation target.
7. Concluding Remark

The ADS is the innovative and flexible nuclear system to incinerate the long-lived
nuclear waste. It is also considered to be used for energy production. The ADS is,
therefore, suitable for many kinds of scenarios for nuclear power development. This
fact means that the ADS can be deployed in many nations and hence its research and
development can be effectively promoted by international collaborations. Especially,
we would like to propose the TEF project as an international collaboration.
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CURRENT STATUS ON FAST REACTOR PROGRAM
IN KAZAKHSTAN
Presented at the 36th Annual Meeting
of the Technical Working Group on Fast Reactors

Daejeon,Korea, 12-16 May, 2003
by S.Krechetov,
National Atomic Company “Kazatomprom”
Atomic scientific-industrial complex of Republic of Kazakhstan consist of:
.
Uranium mining, production and power industry:

-

Enterprises of uranium ores geological searching and number of natural mines (using
the mining and underground leaching techniques);

-

Two plants of U3O8 production at Aktau and Stepnogorsk towns;

-

Metallurgical plant producing uranium fuel pellets for fuel assemblies of RBMK and
VVER reactors types;

-

Energy plant at Aktau (MAEK) is used for production of heat, electricity and
desalination of water and based on three energy blocks using natural gas and one
nuclear unit with fast breeder reactor BN-350. The fast breeder reactor BN-350 at
Aktau was commissioned in November 1972 and finally stopped in April 1999.

Three different type of the research reactors and non reactor test facility on the territory
of the former Semipalatinsk Nuclear Test Site and one research reactor and sub critical assembly
nearly Almaty are exploiting for the investigation in field of reactors nuclear safety and other
type of investigations
These are:

-

VVR-K - light water reactor, power - 10 MW. Reactor was run in 1969, temporarily
stopped in 1988 to perform some steps to improve seismic resistance level (located
near Almaty);

-

EWG-1M - thermal light water heterogeneous vessel reactor with light water
moderator and coolant, beryllium reflector, maximum thermal power - 35 MW,
period of continuous operation at the power 35 MW is 4 hours;

-

IGR - impulse homogeneous uranium-graphite thermal neutron reactor with graphite
reflector. Maximum heat release is 5,2 GJ (1 GJ in a pulse), maximum thermal
neutron flux 0,7*1017 cm-2s-1;
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-

RA - thermal neutron high temperature gas heterogeneous reactor with air coolant,
zirconium hydride moderator, and beryllium reflector. Thermal power is about 0.5
MW.

-

EAGLE – non reactor test facility for reactor fuel element melt process due to severe
accident studding.

General information:

1.

2.
3.

According to President’s Annual Epistle the following techno parks will be created:
-

Centre of Informative Technologies, based on Nuclear Physics Institute in Alatau;

-

Centre of Biotechnologies, based on former military centre in Stepnogorsk;

-

Centre of Nuclear Technologies, based on National Nuclear Centre in Kurchatov.

For the purposes to permanent link researches and entertainment activities Innovative
Fund will be established. The authorized capital stock in 3 billion tenge (about 20 million
USD) have been provided by the Government.
To support of International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER) project the
experimental reactor TOKOMAK will be constructed at Kurchatov city. Works already
started.
BN-350 reactor decommissioning program (main occurrences):

•

The General Plan for BN-350 reactor decommissioning by putting it into the condition of
long-term, safe storage was developed within the framework of Kazakh – American
project. At the end of March 2003 the Plan was presented for final review to IAEA group
of experts.

•

Due to new US DOE initiative, of the Fusibility Study Report on possibility using of 120-ton
metal-concrete casks for BN-350 spent fuel transportation and long-term storage was
performed at the end of 2002. These casks shall be designed and manufactured at Russia.

•

Contents (NaK) of Spent Fuel Assemblies Drum (SFAD) was successfully drained into
several tanks for storage and SFAD itself was dismantled.

•

The Project on the utilization of liquid radioactive wastes (LRW), which were accumulated
during the operation of BN-350 reactor, is going according to schedule.

•

Special designed cesium traps have been manufactured (Fig.1-6). Works on decontamination
of the primary circuit sodium from the cesium were started at the December 2002 and
still continues. Main results were achieved:
Ammount of Cs-137 trapped (by 5 traps) – about 10 000 Ci
Cs concentration in primary sodium decreased in 100 times (10-3 to 10-5 Ci/kg)

•

Technical Project for draining primary circuit sodium, including usage of Drilling Device
have been developed and reviewed (Fig.7-10). All preparatory drilling tests have been
completed. According to existing plans primary sodium should be drained before end of
this year.
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EAGLE Project Operation Status (provided by NNC, Kurchatov)

The EAGLE project provides for preparation and conduct of out-of-pile and in-pile
experiments.
The program of experiments is designed to address the key safety issues relevant to
eliminating or mitigating the recriticality potential during a postulated core-disruptive accident in
future commercial sodium-cooled fast reactors.
The work has been performed under a contract between NNC RK and JNC (Japan
Nuclear Cycle Development Institute) since 2000, after some related feasibility studies for the
experiments funded by JAPC (Japan Atomic Power Company).
The EAGLE out-of-pile test bench is used for conducting experiments to obtain molten
fuel of the required composition, and for investigation of molten fuel discharge behavior through
a steel duct. UO2 and Al2O3 have been tested as major component of MOX fuel simulating
material. The test bench and EAGLE facility are being prepared for experiments with liquid
sodium.
The first experiment with liquid sodium (PIDO preparation integral demonstration out of
pile test) planned for this summer will consist in melting 10-15 kg of alumina. The melt
received, after discharge from the electro-magnetic furnace into the experimental section and
after penetration of a duct structure, will contact and interact with liquid sodium filled in the
lower part of the section.
The subsequent experiments (IDO integral demonstration out of pile test series) will be
performed under the same scheme with introducing sodium inside the fuel discharge duct.
According to the EAGLE project program, two in-pile integral experiments (ID - integral
demonstration) are planned to be conducted at the IGR reactor complex. It is necessary to note
that the work program provides for a number of in-pile methodical experiments intended to
refine means and methods of parameter measurement and to validate structure of experimental
channels and a couple of preceded major tests, WF(wall failure) and FD(fuel discharge) . These
experiments have been conducted since 2001 and some part of the methodical experiments is
already performed. .
A methodical in-pile experiment WF planned for this August will study parameters
characterizing interaction of the molten fuel with a wall that simulates a duct structure of
reactor core and with sodium behind the wall just after the wall failure. The test fuel is placed
inside the duct structure. The measurement devices involved in the experiment include void
sensors, pressure impulse gages, etc. These will help to determine a moment of the sodium
boiling and moment of the duct structure wall failure.
A methodical experiment FD is planned for this Autumn. The experiment precedes
the ID integral experiments. The channel structure is practically similar to the channel for
integral experiments. However, conditions for conducting the FD experiment provide for no
sodium in the channel. The FD experiment goal is to verify the following:
• melting 10 kg of fuel in the channel under realization of the predetermined diagram of
the IGR reactor operation;
• melt discharge into a melt lower trap through the discharge duct simulating the duct
structure of a reactor core .
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The experiment results will enable, when necessary, to specify the diagram of reactor
power change before conducting the ID integral experiment series.
The ID experiment series are planned to be conducted in 2004.

•Flow cesium-containing sodium through RVC
•Return cleaned sodium to the primary system
•Cool the cesium trap to improve trapping efficiency
•Reheat the cleaned sodium to prevent thermal shock
•Use multiple traps (7 traps), one at a time
•Replace a trap when:
–The RVC reaches saturation, or
–The accumulated cesium source reaches the shielding limits
Fig.1 Cesium Trapping Process

Reticulated Vitreous Carbon (RVC) Characteristics:
•Pure amorphous carbon
•Structurally rigid
–Will not wash into the flow stream
•Porous
–85% void volume
•Very high surface/volume ratio
•Machinable
Fig.2 Carbon Form and Characteristics
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1 - drainage channel; 2 – flowmeter; 3 – Du80 valve; 4 – Du80 pipeline; 5 – Du25 sylphone
valve; 6 – drain tank; 7 – level meter; 8 – Du25 valve; 9 – Du25 valve; 10 – Du25 valve; 11 –
Du80 pipeline; Du80 pipeline (regular system); 13 – 1237 valve; 14 – collector ditch; 15 –
hydraulic lock of reactor vessel; 16 – PLIN pump
Fig. 7 – Scheme of sodium drainage with using of drainage device
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Fig.8 The model facility
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Fig.9 The drill is inside of the reactor imitator
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Fig.10 Shavings

- 212 A new systematics for fragment mass yields from fission of actinides by protons and neutrons
with energies 5-200 MeV.
D.M. Gorodisskiy, S.I. Mulgin, S.V. Zhdanov
Institute of Nuclear Physics, National Nuclear Center
480082 Almaty, Republic of Kazakhstan
E-mail: zhdanov@inp.kz

The systematical investigation of fragment mass and
energy distribution from fission of actinide nuclei from Th
to Cm in reactions with light particles allowed revealing that
asymmetric fission of these nuclei, which is predominant up
to upper boundary of the fission neutron energies, is mostly
formed by proton shell effects. From the practical point of
view, one can note that the charge yields of fission products
for all nuclei from one isotopic chain at equal excitation energy above 5 MeV are rather close.
We used this property at developing a new systematics

of mass yields for primary and final
fragments (before and after emission
of prompt neutrons from fragments)
that allowed to simplify significantly
the calculations procedure and increase the predictive power of the
calculation results for incident protons and neutrons
with energies from 5 to 200 MeV. The systematics description quality is illustrated in Figures (the experimental data for neutron energies 5.5, 16.5 and 13-160
MeV have been taken from Refs. [1-8]). This systematics has been realized as code PYF attached and could
be extended for calculating the independent fission
product yields for obtaining the nuclear data in the interest of the Th/U fuel cycle and the transmutation of
minor actinides in the ADS or fast reactors.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

F.-J. Hambsch et al., Nucl. Phys. A 679 (2000) 3.
[2] A.I. Sergachev et al., Yad. Fiz. 7 (1967) 778
V.G. Vorobieva et. al., Preprint IPPE-108 (1967).
B.D. Kuzminov et al., Yad. Fiz. 11 (1969) 207
A.I. Sergachev Ph.D. Thesis, IPPE, Obninsk, 1974.
F. Vivès et al., Nucl. Phys. A 662 (2000) 63.
A.A. Goverdovsky, V.F. Mitrofanov, Yad. Fiz. 56
(1992) 43.
8. C.M. Zöller, Ph. D. Thesis, TU Darmstadt 1995.
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STATUS OF FAST REACTOR TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT
PROGRAMME IN KOREA
Dohee Hahn
Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute
150 Dugjin-dong, Yusong-gu, Daejeon 305-353
Republic of Korea
hahn@kaeri.re.kr
ABSTRACT

The role of nuclear power plants for the electricity generation in Korea is expected to
become more important in the future years due to the poor natural resources and green house
gas problem. This heavy dependence on nuclear power will eventually raise the issues of
efficient utilization of uranium resources and spent fuel storage. The fast reactor technology is
one of the most promising options to resolve these issues. Korea Atomic Energy Research
Institute completed the conceptual design of KALIMER in March 2002. Efforts are currently
directed towards the development of advanced fast reactor concepts and basic key
technologies. A new core design concept with enhanced proliferation resistance has been
suggested and the reactor size has been increased from 150 to 600 MWe while maintaining
the passive residual heat removal capability. I-NERI Project for studies on passive safety
features of sodium cooled reactors has been initiated and participation in the Gen-IV Program
is planned.

1. Introduction
Currently there are 14 PWRs and 4 PHWRs in operation in Korea, with capacity of
29.2% of total installed capacity. In 2002, nuclear power plants generated 119,103 GWh
which amounts to 38.9% of the total electricity generation.
The role of nuclear power plants in electricity generation in Korea is expected to
become more important in the years to come due to poor natural resources. The significance
of nuclear power will become even greater, considering its practical potential in coping with
the emission control of green house gases. This heavy dependence on nuclear power will
eventually raise the issues of efficient utilization of uranium resources, which Korea imports
from abroad, and spent fuel storage. The fast reactor technology is one of the most promising
options to resolve these issues.
Based upon the Korea Atomic Energy Commission (KAEC) decision, the Korea
Atomic Energy Research Institute (KAERI) has been developing KALIMER (Korea
Advanced LIquid MEtal Reactor), a pool-type liquid metal-cooled reactor, under a national
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long-term R&D program. KAERI completed the conceptual design of KALIMER-150 with a
rating of 150 MWe in March 2002.
As shown in Figure 1, the three year 3rd phase of the fast reactor technology
development project started in April 2002 with a goal of developing basic key technologies
and advanced fast reactor design concepts. For the development of basic key technologies,
efforts are concentrated on proliferation resistant core design, improved economics, enhanced
safety, high temperature structural analysis and safety analysis. Preliminary KALIMER-600
design concept with a rating of 600MWe has been developed in 2002. KALIMER-600 has a
reference core design without blanket assemblies in order to strengthen proliferation
resistance and the residual heat is removed passively by reactor vessel cooling by natural
convection of air and a decay heat removal circuit with a decay heat exchanger and an air heat
exchanger.
Phase 1 (1997-1999)
Development of Basic Technology
/ Preliminary Conceptual Design

Development of
Conceptual Design
- Design requirements
- Core and System
Configurations
- Preliminary Safety
Analysis

Preliminary
Conceptual
Design
Report

Phase
2 (2000-2001)
Stage
2 (2001-2004)

Development of Advanced Basic
Technology / Conceptual Design

Establishment of
Conceptual Design
- Design Specification
- Performance Analysis
- Safety Analysis

Phase
Stage33(2002-2004)
(2005-2007)

Development of Basic Key Technologies
/ Establishment of Advanced Concepts

Development
Development
of of
Basic
BasicKey
KeyTechnology
Technologies
Conceptual
Design
Report

– Proliferation-Resistant Core
Design and Fuel Cycle
– Improvement of Economics
and Safety
– High Temperature
Structural Analysis
– Safety Analysis

Development of
Computer Codes

Improvement of
Computer Codes for
Conceptual Design

Development of Basic
Key Computer Code
/ Validation of
Computer Codes

Basic Experiments

Experiments for
Model Validation

Experiments for
Code Validation

Figure 1. Three phases of long-term LMR development project

2. R&D Activities
The fast reactor R&D was carried out in five technical areas including core design,
fluid systems design, mechanical structure design, safety analyses and sodium technology.
Following is a brief summary of major achievements during the Project year 2002 (2002. 4. –
2003. 3).

2.1 Core Design
Following is the list of activities performed during the Project year 2002, which is the
first Project year of Phase 3, for the development of core design technology and core design
computer code systems:
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Development of Core Design Technology
Development of Proliferation Resistant Core Concept
Design Studies on Direct Refabrication Core Concept
Design Studies on Pb-Alloy Cooled Breakeven Core
Development of Core Design Computer Code Systems
Development of a Heterogeneous Effect Analysis System for Fuel Pin and
Fuel Assembly
Verification of Core Design Computer Code Systems using a Transport
Theory Code
Development of the Whole Core Thermal Hydraulic Analysis Code
Development of a Performance Analysis Model for the Fuel Rod

2.1.1 Development of Core Design Technology
Development of Proliferation Resistant Core Concept: A design of a 600 MWe core
that does not have any blanket but still maintains a critical breeding ratio is now being
developed to suppress the production of a high quality Pu as can be produced from the
conversion in blanket assemblies. This core concept, if proved to be technically feasible, can
contribute to the proliferation resistance. By increasing the fuel pellet diameter it was shown
that even with a Na cooled reactor the achievement of breakeven core without blankets is
possible due to the good internal breeding characteristics of metal fuel. The preliminary core
configuration is shown in Figure 2.
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Middle Driver

108

Outer Driver

120

Control Rod

12

USS
Reflector
B4C Shield
IVS

1
66
72
114

Shield

96

Total

679

Figure 2. KALIMER-600 Breakeven Core Layout
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Design Studies on Direct Refabrication Core Concept: Design studies have been
performed for the 1000 MWe, 500 MWe and 300 MWe ultra long cycle core with a TRU
metal fuel and the 1000 MWe core with a U metal fuel. These cores can be operated for more
than 30 years without any changing of the fuel rods during operation but it needs re-cladding
every 10 years to meet the design criteria on the peak fast neutron fluence limit for cladding
integrity. And the 500 MWe ultra long cycle core that has a reduced sodium effect with LeadBismuth as a coolant was designed after reducing the effective core height.
Design Studies on Pb-Alloy Cooled Breakeven Core: The preliminary neutronic
designs of the 900MWt Pb-alloy cooled breakeven cores with nitride and metal fuel were
performed. The cores were designed such that their conversion ratios with no blanket
assemblies are slightly larger than unity to minimize the amount of excess fissile materials
and thus, there is no need for the external feeds of fissile materials. The exclusion of blanket
assemblies makes it possible to remove the production of weapon-grade plutonium. Every
core design is modeled to consist of single enriched fuel rods. In order to flatten the power
distributions, either using a fixed number of tie rods filled with B4C or changing the number
of empty tie rods within an assembly were considered. The depletion calculations were
performed in the REBUS-3 equilibrium mode for HEX-Z core models. The physics studies
showed that the developed cores have significant negative temperature feedbacks and the
negative reactivities upon coolant level decrease in total in the active core or reactor. A
preliminary thermal hydraulic subchannel analysis using the MATRA-LMR showed that both
cores satisfy the cladding temperature limit (<650 oC) and the coolant velocity limit (<2m/s).
In addition to the breakeven cores, the design studies for TRU transmutation were also
performed in the case of metallic fuel. The asymptotic analysis of severe accidents manifested
the inherent safety of the designed core. Some analyses on plant efficiency according to the
operating temperature regime were also performed to derive the best possible combination for
the operating temperature of each component.
With the breakeven and TRU burner cores, further analysis of the designed cores in the
coming years will be aimed at studies for alternative coolants, reactivity initiated accident
analysis, basic cross section verification and compatibility of the core arrangement with the
barrel diameter.

2.1.2 Development of core design computer code systems
Development of a Heterogeneous Effect Analysis System for Fuel Pin and Fuel
Assembly: To meet the objective, the methodologies of the MC2-2 and ECCO transport
theory codes were surveyed. And the MC2-2 code was selected because of its availability. As
a part of the interface automation, a module for generating MC2-2 input was developed.
Criticality calculations for the two types of cell models based on the KALIMER 150 MWe
driver fuel; a pin cell and an assembly cell model, were performed with the MC22/ONEDANT, TRANSX/ONEDANT code systems and MCNP code.
Verification of Core Design Computer Code Systems Using a Transport Theory Code:
In order to produce the reference solution to verify the K-CORE system, the Monte Carlo
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code system with a depletion capability was established and the simplified cross section
library to treat the lumped fission product materials was generated. A comparison analysis
with the depletion calculation results of the KALIMER initial core and the two codes; KCORE and MONTEBURN, was performed. As for the next step, the comparison of the
breakeven core calculation results will be carried out.
Development of the Whole Core Thermal Hydraulic Analysis Code (Porous Medium
Code Linked to Subchannel Code): Due to the high thermal conductivity of the sodium
coolant, transverse interassembly heat transfer may have a significant effect on the
temperature profile within the subassembly. But it cannot be treated by a subchannel analysis
code which has limitations in its modeling assumptions. A calculation system has been
developed which links a subchannel code for the subassembly with a porous medium
approach code for the interassembly flow.
Development of a Performance Analysis Model for the Fuel Rod: The axial power and
flux profile module were incorporated with irradiation history. The material properties such as
coolant specific heat, film heat transfer coefficient, cladding thermal conductivity, surface
diffusion coefficient of the multi-bubble were also inserted in the MACSIS-Mod1. The
performance and feasibility of the driver fuel pin were analyzed for the KALIMER breakeven
core by the upgraded MACSIS-MOD1 code.

2.2 Fluid Systems Design
The major effort in the area of the fluid system was made during the Project year 2002
on developing a new system design concept and also computer codes and analysis
methodologies for fluid systems and components.
For the development of a new system design concept, various kinds of domestic and
international ideas on a system including the reactor system concepts submitted to GEN-IV
TWG3 were evaluated. From the review, the necessity of devising a better idea was identified
and effort was put into it with the concentration on the reduction of the possibility for SWR
(Sodium Water Reaction) and an increase in the reliability of a decay heat removal system
after reactor scram. Through the efforts, a design concept for the reactor system called
KALIMER-600 was developed. As shown in Figure 3, the KALIMER-600 is a pool type
reactor system of 600MW electric power and 3-loop IHTS. The system adopts the passive
decay heat removal system PSDRS (Passive Safety Decay heat Removal System) which
comprises of PVCS (Passive Vessel Cooling System) and PDRC (Passive Decay Heat
Removal Circuit). The PVCS is a RVACS type system which is used to cool the reactor
vessel through the natural circulation of air drawn from the chimney. The PDRC is used to
cool the hot pool sodium directly.
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Figure 3. Design concept of KALIMER-600

PDRC is a pure passive decay heat removal system devised at KAERI which uses the
natural circulation of sodium and air. The system does not require the mechanical movement
of components to actuate it. The PDRC is a closed loop with piping and two heat exchangers
including DHX (Decay Heat Exchanger) and AHX (Air Heat Exchanger). The AHX is
installed at an air chimney and the DHX is installed inside a cylindrical structure located in
the hot pool at the same upper elevation as the reactor baffle. During normal operation, the
hot pool level is below the top of the cylindrical structure and reactor baffle, and circulation
of the sodium pool through the DHX and PVCS is not initiated. In the DHX, however, there is
a small amount of heat transfer from the sodium pool to the DHX through radiation and it
prevents the sodium inside the DHX heat transfer tubes from freezing. When the reactor
scrams, the primary circulation pump shuts down and the levels of the hot and cold pools rise
above the top of the DHX cylinder and reactor baffle. The hot sodium begins to circulate
through the DHX and PVCS over the reactor baffle and the DHX cylinder.
In parallel with the development of KALIMER-600, a new design concept for LMR
NSSS using a new steam generator design with double tube bundles was developed to resolve
the concern of the SWR possibility in LMR’s and improve the economic features of LMR’s.
The new concept uses a steam generator design which houses two tube bundles that are
functionally different and prevents the occurrence of sodium water reaction while sodium is
still used as the coolant for the primary heat transport system as shown in Figure 4. The new
steam generator has the following features. 1) The SG shell is filled with a intermediate
medium which is chemically stable with water and sodium. 2) Two different kinds of heat
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transfer tubes are installed in the shell. One for the heat transfer from the PHTS sodium to the
intermediate medium and the other is for the intermediate medium to the feed water. 3) The
intermediate medium is circulated by a pump.

Figure 4. Conceptual structure of the NSSS with the new steam generator design

The feasibility analysis on the new SG design concepts were made comparing their
required relative heat transfer areas, pumping powers, and the plant net efficiencies for plant
operation conditions of the reference system design, KALIMER. The evaluation revealed that
the new design concept eliminates the SWR possibility in a practical sense without loosing its
practicality for its actual use in a LMR plant.
For the development of the computer codes and analysis methodologies for the fluid
systems and components, efforts were made on developing the thermal hydraulic analysis
methodology for the thermal striping phenomena. The primary objective of the study was to
find the distribution of the amplitude for the temperature fluctuation in the hot pool area. For
this calculation, a differential flux model for the turbulence flow and higher-order bounded
Van-Leer scheme for the treatment of the convection terms was utilized. From the calculation,
it was found that the strongest temperature fluctuation occurs near the lower wall of the core
exit. The amplitude of temperature fluctuation is very high near the reactor core exit and
decreases as the flow moves in the upper direction due to thermal mixing. It was also found
that the most suspicious region of thermal striping in KALIMER is the bottom edge of UIS
where the control rods are placed and the core exit region.
In order to analyze the late phase of a SWR event, the SELPSTA (Sodium-water
reaction Event Later Phase System Transient Analyzer) code has been developed using a
simple analysis model. In the late phase of a SWR event, the system dynamic response
analyzed by the code mainly depends on the variation of the steam injection rate and the
chemical reaction model. In order to improve its capability for evaluating the characteristics
of the steam injection effects, a reactant isolation model was developed, and compared with a
conservative model. The reactant isolation model simulates feed water isolation with the
operation of a steam dump system, therefore, it is expected that the model produces more
practical results in analyzing the end time of the reaction and the pressure behavior. In order
to get a reasonable yield rate for the hydrogen gas in the sodium-water chemical reaction, a
reaction model associated with hydrogen mass generation was also improved and sensitivity
analyses were made using different RFC (Reaction Frequency Constant)’s, which dominate
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the rate of hydrogen gas generation. The analysis of the system transient behavior turned out
to be more reasonable, using the improved reaction model using the steam-to-hydrogen mass
conversion factor expressed as a function of RFC.

2.3 Mechanical Structure Design
The following is the list of main activities for mechanical structure design and analysis
in Phase 3 of the Project.
Development of Design Technology for Mechanical System
Structural Concept Development of a New Reactor
Development of Structural Integrity Assessment Technology for Mechanical System
Inelastic Analysis and Structural Integrity Assessment for Elevated
Temperature Structures
Analysis Technology for Thermal and Seismic Buckling Phenomenon
Structural Analysis Technology of UIS subjecting to Thermal Stripping and
FIV
Computer Program for Core Seismic Response Analysis
In the first year of Phase3, the key study items of the mechanical structure design are
the preliminary design study of the KALIMER-600 and the development of structural
integrity assessment technology.
As for the preliminary design study, the component arrangement and sizing of
KALIMER-600 were performed as shown in Figure 5. Conceptual shape design for the
reactor vessel, its thermal protection device, reactor head and rotating plug were performed.
Main issues for KALIMER-600 are suggested from a structural point of view based on the
conceptual design shape and the component arrangements.
As for the development of structural integrity assessment technology for a mechanical
system, the convergence of the inelastic analysis for several structures with junctions under
various loads were improved by the modification of the numerical analysis algorithm of the
NONSTA (Nonlinear Structural Analysis) computer program developed to evaluate inelastic
behaviors of elevated temperature structures. For the thermal ratcheting phenomenon which
can occur near the hot sodium free surface due to the moving temperature distribution along
the axial direction, the structural ratcheting test and analysis as shown in Figure 6 were
carried out with various types of specimens such as smooth cylinder, plate-to-shell cylindrical
structure and Y-piece type welded structures. The ratcheting test results were used to validate
the NONSTA-EP code. The structural creep-fatigue test facility with the capacity of a 1MN
actuator was constructed as shown in Figure 7. A basic test is on going for a cylindrical shell
made of 316SS with a diameter of 600mm and a thickness of 3mm. The test results will be
used to validate the NONSTA-VP computer program and to investigate the creep-fatigue
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damage mechanism for various types of structures with geometric and metallurgical
discontinuities.
An elasto-plastic buckling analyses for seismic and thermal loads were carried out to
develop an analysis scheme for the LMR buckling phenomenon. The analysis results were
verified with the buckling test results and design evaluation formula proposed by Okada.
The SAC-CORE, computer program for core seismic response analysis, was updated by
enhancing the solution algorithm of impact behavior between the duct assemblies and using
the dynamic array approach providing a free model size. To consider the sodium-structure
interaction by way of fluid added mass and damping, the FAMD (Fluid Added Mass and
Damping) computer program was developed using the finite element formulation for a
viscous fluid. Figure 8 shows the finite element model for a 7-hexagons system immersed in
sodium to calculate the fluid added mass and damping.
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IHX
EM Pump
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Figure 5. Arrangement of KALIMER-600 Systems and Components
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Figure 7. Creep-Fatigue Test Facility

Figure 8. Mesh for 7-Hexagons System of
LMR Core

2.4 Safety Analysis
The inherent safety characteristics against postulated events are the most remarkable
advancements in a LMR compared to other types of reactors. The inherent safety of
KALIMER-600 is evaluated through the assessment for the anticipated transients without
scram. The main focus of the analyses is the validation of core design parameters, fluidic
design and mechanical design parameters of the KALIMER-600 design. The other important
aspects of the analyses include the validation of the PDRC, which has been adopted to
provide the adequate decay heat removal capability with the remarkably increased reactor
power from the KALIMER-150. The analysis results for the two most severe scenarios of the
unprotected transient over-power (UTOP) and the unprotected loss-of-flow with loss-of-heat
sink (ULOF/LOHS) are described below. The system-wide transient analysis code SSC-K
was used as a principal code for analyzing various off-normal conditions or accidents for the
KALIMER-600. The SSC-K code has been updated including the model of the PDRC. Other
models are identical to those used for the conceptual design of KALIMER-150.
For the analysis of the UTOP event it is assumed that the reactivity of 30 cents is
inserted by the removal of the control rods under the operation of the control rod stop system
(CRSS). The value of 30 cents was also used for KALIMER-150. This is conservative enough
considering the reduced reactivity worth of control rods in the design of KALIMER-600. The
reactor power and temperatures shown in Figures 9 and 10 ensure excellent defense against
UTOP vulnerability in the KALIMER-600 design.
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Figure 9. Power trend during UTOP

Figure 10. Temperature prediction for UTOP

The ULOF combined with LOHS is initiated from full power condition by the trip of
the primary EM pumps followed by coastdown. The key parameters of KALIEMR-600
during the ULOF/LOHS are shown in Figures 11 and 12. The net reactivity is stabilized well
by the various feedback effects in 10 minutes. The temperatures are also stabilized near to the
sodium coolant temperature, which is maintained nearly constant after about 5 minute as a
result of the reduced power due to reactivity feedback and the balance between power
generation and heat removal through PVRS and PDRC.
Through the analysis of the two most severe ATWS events the inherent safety of
KALIMER-600 due to the reactivity feedback effects is evaluated. It is concluded that the
evolutionary core design and other design efforts accommodate the increased reactor power to
guarantee the safety of the KALIMER-600 against various events of ATWS.
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2.5 Sodium Technology
The main activities on sodium technology development during 2002 can be grouped
into two categories: 1) the production of data for experimental verification required for the
development of fluid system design and analysis codes, and 2) the development of the
measuring technology for performing the effective and reliable experiments.
The experimental requirements for the simplification experiment of IHTS were
analyzed. And the basic P&ID and fabrication method were prepared for the experimental
apparatus. Also, the physical, chemical properties and thermal characteristics of intermediate
heat transfer media, Wood's alloy, were analyzed.
In order to investigate the late phase of a SWR event, the characteristics of the sodiumwater reaction were studied. And an experimental apparatus was also designed and
manufactured.
An experimental study was carried out for measuring the characteristics of free surface
fluctuation. And the 620 data sets obtained in the experiment were pre-analyzed. According to
the analysis, the frequency of free surface fluctuation was varied from 0.3Hz to 2Hz in the
experimental range. An experimental correlation for the critical gas entertainment condition
was additionally developed using 444 measured data.
The experiment for water leak detection into sodium under water at a leak rate of 1g/sec
in a steam generator was performed. DSP modules were set up and the study for extracting
acoustic leak properties under background noises was performed.
New and novel techniques for measuring flow rate and differential pressure in the high
temperature sodium piping have been proposed. The experimental work to assess the
applicability of the proposed techniques is to be implemented, and it will contribute to the
development of new devices for application to sodium test facilities.
The plans for the minimization of errors in temperature measurement were drawn up by
detailed analysis of the error factors in the method, surroundings for measuring the
temperature, and the instrumental problems. And the experimental plans for the minimization
of errors in temperature measurement due to complex heat transfer were also prepared.

3. International Collaborations
I-NERI Project has been initiated from January 1, 2003 with participating organizations
of ANL and KAERI. The overall objective of the project is to evaluate safety advances and
potential cost reductions offered by innovative design features in liquid metal cooled, metallic
fueled fast reactor designs.
KAERI has been participating in Generation-IV Roadmap efforts and discussions are
on-going for the preparation of the R&D plan report.
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4. Summary
The conceptual design of KALIMER-150 was completed in March, 2002.
Improvements of the computer codes and experiments for computer model validation were
performed as well
Phase 3 of the fast reactor technology development project started in April, 2002 and
covers a three-year period up to March, 2005. During this phase, efforts will be made to
develop basic key technologies and to establish advanced concepts:
Proliferation-resistant core design and fuel cycle concepts
System design for enhancement of economics and safety
High temperature structural analysis technologies
Safety analysis metholologies
Preliminary KALIMER-600 design concept with a rating of 600MWe has been
developed in 2002. KALIMER-600 has a reference core design without blanket assemblies
and the residual heat is removed passively. R&Ds were performed to support the development
of KALIMER-600 design concept and computer codes.
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ADS Design and Experimental Study in Korea
T. Y. Song
Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute
P.O. Box 105 Yuseong, Daejeon, 305-600 Korea

INTRODUCTION
KAERI has been working on ADS since 1997. The KAERI ADS system is called HYPER
(HYbrid Power Extraction Reactor) and the conceptual design of HYPER will be completed by 2006.
The ADS research of KAERI consists of 3 stages. A basic concept of HYPER was established in the
first stage (1997 - 2000) of the development. The basic technology related to HYPER will be
investigated in the second stage (2001 - 2003) while upgrading the design. Finally, the conceptual
design will be completed in the third stage (2004 - 2006). The investigation of key technologies will
be continued in the third stage.
The strategy of experimental study is to join the international collaboration if possible. It is more
efficient to get the experimental data and technologies through international collaborations since ADS
research is in the early stage in the world. If we need the data and technologies which can not be
obtained through international collaborations, then we will do our own experiments. Now KAERI is
focused on two main experimental studies, which are Pb-Bi and fuel studies. KAERI joined
MEGAPIE project in 2001 and is constructing Pb-Bi corrosion loop. For the fuel study, KAERI is
discussing the possible collaboration with ANL-W and investigating fission product irradiation test
using KAERI’s research reactor HANARO.

Design Study
HYPER is designed to transmute TRU and some fission products such as I-129 and Tc-99.
HYPER is a 1000 MWth system and its keff is 0.98. The core consists of 186 fuel assemblies and 24
fission product assemblies. The metal fuel is adopted. I-129 and Tc-99 are put together in the same
fission product rod. The TRU fraction of fuel varies according to the core zone. The average TRU
weight fractions are 33.6, 40.7 and 44.3% for the inner, middle and outer core respectively. The fuel
assemblies are ductless and 13 tie rods exist in one fuel assembly to support fuel rods in the assembly.
The tie rod is made of B4C which also plays a role of a burnable absorber to reduce the reactivity
swing.
There are 6 safety assemblies to reduce the reactivity swing further. The required current is 10.6
mA at BOC and 17.7 mA at EOC. The inventory of TRU is 5,553 kg at BOC and 302 kg of TRU is
transmuted per year. In the case of fission products, I-129 and Tc-99 are transmuted with the rates of 6
and 26 kg/yr respectively. The fuel cycle is 180 days. HYPER adopts scattered fuel reloading system.
MC-CARD, REBUS-3 and DIF3D are used for the core analysis. LAHET code system is used
for the target neutronic calculations. KAERI also developed a kinetics code called DESINUR (Design
Evaluation and Simulation of Nuclear Reactor). The steady state performance computer codes are
developed. MACSIS-H is the code for the analysis of metal alloy fuel and DIMAC is for the
dispersion fuel.
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Table 1. Basic features of HYPER

Capacity

1000 MWth

keff

0.98

Proton Beam

1 GeV, 10.6/17.7 mA (BOC/EOC)

Fuel Type

Metal

Coolant/Target

Pb-Bi (Not separated target)

Transmutation

TRU, FP (Tc-99, I-129)

TRU Tran. Rate

302 kg/yr

FP Tran. Rate

26 kg/yr (Tc-99), 6 kg/yr (I-129)

Support Ratio

3.3
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O1 O2
O1 O2
O1
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I3
I1
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Cutback (30 cm)

HT9
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Figure 1. Assembly design of HYPER

Tc-99

Moderator

Pb-Bi is used as the coolant and spallation target material. The coolant is not separated from the
target. The inlet temperature of coolant is 340 oC and the average outlet temperature is 490oC. The
target window material is 9Cr steel such as T91 and 9Cr-2WVTa. The window has a hemispherical
shape with a thickness of 2.5 mm and a diameter of 45 cm. The target system has some requirements
for the safe operation. The maximum allowable temperatures of Pb-Bi and beam window are 500oC
and 600oC respectively. The maximum allowable stress of the beam window is 160 MPa.
MATRA and SLTHEN are used for the core thermal-hydraulic calculations. CFX and FLUENT
are used for the thermal-hydraulic calculations of the target. ANSYS is used for the stress calculation
of the beam window.
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Experimental Study
In addition to the design work, experimental study is being progressed to investigate key
technologies. The KAERI’s strategy of experimental study is to join international collaboration first
for the verification of technologies and possession of the needed data. If we cannot obtain the needed
technology and data through the international collaboration, we perform experimental work by
ourselves. KAERI is mainly focused on 2 areas for the experimental study, which are Pb-Bi and fuel
development.
KAERI used U to make metal alloy fuel, U-Zr and dispersion fuel, (U-Zr)-Zr. Thermal properties
of those U metal fuel was measured and used for studying characteristics of TRU metal fuel. We
collaborate with ANL-W for the irradiation test of TRU metal fuel. HYPER fission product target
includes both Tc-99 and I-129 in the same rod. We will fabricate the fission product rod and test it
using KAERI’s research reactor HANARO, which is the 30 MW reactor. Fabrication study will be
performed in 2004 and the irradiation will start in 2005.
KAERI joined MEGAPIE project in 2001 for the experimental study of Pb-Bi. MEGAPIE is the
one megawatt proton beam irradiation test of Pb-Bi target. PSI, CEA, CNRS, FZK, ENEA, SCK.CEN,
KAERI, JAERI and LANL are members of the MEGAPIE project. Now Pb-Bi target is in the stage of
fabrication. The irradiation will start in 2005 and PIE will begin in 2006.
The most significant problem in handling Pb-Bi is corrosion. Therefore, KAERI plans to build a
static Pb-Bi corrosion test facility and perform experiments using it in 2003. KAERI will also start
constructing a corrosion loop in 2003 and complete it in 2004. The temperature range of the loop is
between 350oC and 650oC. The oxygen control method is considered to test the protection of steel
structure materials against Pb-Bi corrosion.

Figure 2. The schematic drawing of KAERI’s Pb-Bi corrosion loop
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GENERAL INFORMATION ON NPP OPERATION IN 2002 AND
SHORT-TERM
PROSPECTS
OF
NUCLEAR
POWER
DEVELOPMENT IN RUSSIA
Now, 30 power units are operated on 10 NPP sites in Russia, including:
- 14 VVER reactors (6 VVER-440 and 8 VVER-1000), their total power being
equal 10594 MWe;
- 11 RBMK-1000 reactors of 11000 MWe total power;
- BN-600 reactor of Beloyarskaya NPP of 600 MWe power;
- 4 reactors of Bilibinskaya co-generation power plant of 48 MWe total power.
In 2002, 139760.3 million kW⋅hours electricity was produced by the nuclear power plants,
that is ∼3.6% higher than that of 2001.
Load factor value averaged over all NPPs in 2002 was 71.73% as compared to 70.26% in
2001.
During 2002, there were 38 cases of NPP abnormal operation (including 26 cases classified as
level "0" of INES, and 12 cases were “out of scale”). Abnormal operation cases on different
NPPs are presented in Table 1.
Fig. 1 shows dynamics of number of NPP abnormal operation cases during recent 5 years.
"Program of Nuclear Power Development in the Russian Federation for 2000-2005 Period and
up to 2010" implies construction of the 3rd power unit of Kalininskaya NPP with VVER-1000
reactor before 2004 and 5th power unit of Kurskaya NPP with RBMK-1000 before 2005.
The number of the new power units to be put into operation in the Russian Federation before
2010 is 9 (including BN-800 reactor on BNPP), their total power being equal to 8.8 GW.
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Table 1
The number of cases of NPP abnormal operation in Russia during 2002
and their classification according to INES
Estimation according to INES
NPP

Number of cases
Out of scale

Level "0"

3

1

2

1
4
2
4
3

1
1
3
3

1
3
1
1
-

2

-

2

11
6
8
5
19
1
3
38

7
2
1
3
1
12

4
6
6
4
16
3
26

Kola NPP

Novovoronezh NPP-3,4
TOTAL FOR VVER-440
Novovoronezh NPP-5
Balakovo NPP
Kalinin NPP
Volgodonsk NPP
TOTAL FOR VVER-1000
Kursk NPP
Leningrad NPP
Smolensk NPP
TOTAL FOR RBMK
Beloyarsk NPP
Bilibino NPP
TOTAL
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Fig.1. Change of frequency of NPP abnormal operation events in Russia during 1998-2002
period
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According to the "Program", in addition to construction of the new NPPs, work is also
performed on the extension by 10 years of design lifetime of power units in operation, and, in
particular, first generation power units.
Long-term prospects of nuclear power development in the Russian Federation are specified by
the "Strategy of Nuclear Power Development in Russia in the First Half of XXI Century".
Review of possible options of nuclear power development in Russia shows that "in case of
intensive development of nuclear power, fast reactors, which have almost no restrictions in
terms of fuel supplies will play leading part".

FAST NEUTRON REACTORS
FAST REACTOR OPERATION IN 2002
During 2002, the following three fast reactors were in operation in Russia:
- BR-10 experimental reactor (IPPE, Obninsk);
- BOR-60 research reactor (RIAR, Dimitrovgrad);
- BN-600 reactor (BNPP, Zarechny).

NPP WITH THE BN-600 REACTOR
On 8 April 2002, it was 22 years since power unit with the BN-600 reactor was connected to
the grid.
Design power level of the reactor (600 МWe) was reached in December 1981.
Since 1980, about 84.0 billion kW⋅h has been produced by the power unit. Design parameters
of the main components of the power unit were reliably maintained during operation. High
technical and economical characteristics have been reached:
- gross efficiency of the power unit 41.93%;
- average load factor for operation period is over 75% (70.2% taking into account
initial adjustment period).
During operation period, 44 refueling cycles of the core were performed. Maximum fuel
burn-up achieved in the standard and pilot subassemblies is respectively 10% h.a. and
11.8% h.a.
The main goals that were specified on the stage of reactor design were reached during reactor
operation, namely: demonstration of reliability of the power unit with large size sodium
cooled fast reactor during long operation period.
Operating experience of the BN-600 reactor power unit confirmed in general correctness of
design approaches, but at the same time, some drawbacks were revealed, requiring
modification of some systems and components.
Design values of installed and permitted thermal and electric power of the BN-600 reactor
(1470 MWth and 600 MWe, respectively) have been assured.
Power unit has not been used for carrying peak load of the grid.
Load change during 2002 is presented in Fig. 2.
In 2002, 4065.8 million kW⋅h was produced, i.e. 104.5% of planned value.
Load factor is 77.35%. Load factor values for the operation period of the BN-600 reactor after
its design power level was achieved is presented in Fig. 3.
In 2002, reactor was operated under steady state conditions (99-100% Nо) with three heat
removal loops. Thermal energy was produced for auxiliary systems of the power unit and for
the city heating.
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In 2002, 296.8 thousand Gcal of heat was delivered from No. 3 power unit (thus, causing
0.73% load factor decrease).
In 2002, one unscheduled shutdown of power unit and one unscheduled shutdown of electric
generator occurred:
- unscheduled power decrease down to 400 MWe occurred on 17 Dec. 2002 because
of safety system operation upon the loss of excitement of No. 4 generator.
- on 18 Dec. 2002, failure of No. 4 secondary pump was revealed requiring its
replacement, and reactor operation was continued at the low power level until 28
December.
- on 28 Dec. 2002, power unit was shut down for putting in operation No. 4
secondary pump and its restart took place on 29 December.
In 2002, two scheduled repairs were performed on No. 3 power unit in order to carry out the
following procedures:
on the reactor:
- core refueling;
- certification of reactor main vessel and guard vessel;
- replacement of seven guide tubes of control rods upon expiration of their lifetime;
- replacement of driving mechanisms of seven shim rods upon expiration of their
lifetime;
on the main sodium pumps:
- replacement of removable part of No. 5 primary pump upon expiration of its
lifetime;
- replacement of electric drive of No. 4 secondary pump for its further overhaul;
on the steam generators:
- chemical cleaning of evaporator modules of No. 4 steam generator;
on the turbines:
- overhaul of No. 4 turbine;
- mechanical cleaning of tubes of the main condensers of No. 4, 5 and 6 turbines;
- replacement of tube bundles of low pressure heaters 5PND-1А; 5PND-3 and
6PND-3 by stainless steel tubes;
- replacement of brass seals of No. 1, 2 and 3 bearings of No. 4 turbogenerator by
fluoroplastic seals;
- replacement of 6PEN-B feed water pump;
on electric components:
- overhaul of No. 6 electric generator;
modification of equipment:
- replacement of multizone thermocouple of central rotating column;
- replacement of sodium level indicators in reactor vessel and spent fuel storage
drum after their lifetime is expired.
In 2002, Draft Schedule of the First Stage of Activities on Lifetime Extension of BNPP No. 3
Power Unit was developed and approved (see Table 2).

11.10 – 28.10

09.03 – 27.04

scheduled outage – 22 days
real outage – 17,2 days

scheduled outage – 59 days
real outage – 49,7 days

MW
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Date (month, year)

real load of generators
scheduled output

Fig. 2. Cartogram of No. 3 power unit operation in 2002
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Fig. 3. Change of load factor during BN-600 power unit operation
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Table 2

Work Schedule on the First Stage of Preparation for Lifetime Extension of No. 3 Power Unit of Beloyarskaya
NPP (2003-2005)
No.

2002
Work item

1

Development of regulatory and
methodological basis for lifetime
extension of non-standard equipment
of the BN-600 reactor

2

Comprehensive inspection and
assessment of technical possibility of
lifetime extension of non-replaceable
elements
Assessment of power unit safety
Development of complex program of
power unit modification
Evaluation of economic expediency of
power unit lifetime extension
Execution of decision on start of work
on extension of power unit lifetime
Routine work on control of power unit
component lifetime

3
4
5
6
7

rd

3 qtr

2003
th

4 qtr

st

1 qtr

nd

2 qtr

2004
rd

3 qtr

th

4 qtr

st

1 qtr

nd

2 qtr

2005
rd

3 qtr

th

4 qtr

1st qtr
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BOR-60 RESEARCH REACTOR
In 2002, BOR-60 reactor plant was operated at the power level up to 55 МW. Reactor
operation schedule is presented in Fig. 4.
The main parameters of BOR-60 reactor operation in 2002 and those over the period since
its start-up are given in Table 3.
There were 4 scheduled outages of BOR-60 reactor plant during 2002:
- from 26.02.2002 to 12.03.2002 (unloading of produced isotopes);
- from 12.05.2002 to 30.06.2002 (scheduled work);
- from 07.08.2002 tо 20.08.2002 (scheduled work);
- from 15.10.2002 tо 25.11.2002 (scheduled work),
and 2 unscheduled shutdowns with low speed of control rod insertion (reactor scram system
was not used):
- 31.01.2002 - on the decrease of feed water flow rate in SG-1 because of loss of power
supply of the 2nd section of 6 kV switch-gear (outage time was 9 hours 41 minutes);
- 29.04.2002 – on the decrease of feed water flow rate in SG-1 because of device failure
(outage time was 10 hours 23 minutes).
Under these abnormal operating conditions, all parameters were kept within safe operation
limits. Neither radioactivity release, nor personnel exposure occurred.
Table 3
BOR-60 reactor performance in 2002 and during the whole operation period
From
1st qtr
2nd qtr
3rd qtr
4th qtr
Characteristics
2002
start-up to
31.12.2002
Time of reactor
operation on power over
1509
1062
1907
1234
5712
187743
minimum controlled level,
h
Reactor availability
0.699
0.486
0.864
0.559
0.652
factor
Max reactor power, MWe
Production:
heat, MW⋅h
electricity, MW⋅h
Operation time:
SG-1, h
SG-2, h
User's heat supply, Gcal

45.0

45.0

53.0

55.0

55.0

56880
9283.2

43373
6494.4

90077
14484.0

63529
7728.0

253859
37989.6

7666842
1233402.0

1406
1406
13638

1062
1062
9825

1881
1881
2604

1222
1222
23262

5571
5571
49329

113642
68933
613311

The main areas of work in 2002
On components:
- Tests of reverse steam generators (RSG-1, 2) offering higher safety in case of intercircuit leak.
- Experimental justification of technology of high purification of sodium coolant from
cesium using small-size traps during reactor operation.
- Experimental justification of BREST-OD-300 reactor fuel pin and SA design
approaches from the standpoint of combined effect of lead coolant and dosetemperature factor on the fuel pin cladding – tests in the independent channel with lead
coolant (AKST).
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Fig. 4. Cartogram of BOR-60 reactor operation in 2002
On reactor core:
- Tests of various fuel compositions:
- Mixed vipac fuel fabricated on the basis of non-irradiated UO2 and regenerated
PuO2 produced as a result of pyro-chemical reprocessing of irradiated fuel;
- Ampoule elements with sets of minor actinide targets (Am, Np, Cm) for
studying transmutation and burning minor actinides.
- Production of strontium-89 radionuclide using yttrium oxide Y2O3 in threshold reaction
Y89(n, p)Sr89;
- Production of gadolinium-153 radionuclide;
- Irradiation of samples of materials for vessels of VVER type reactors;
- Irradiation of samples of zirconium alloys, various steels, boron containing
materials and graphite;
- In-pile tests of subassemblies with pilot fuel pins having high plutonium content;
- In-pile tests of 34 subassemblies with mixed vipac fuel based on weapons grade
plutonium (all fuel pins kept their integrity upon reaching 16.4% h.a. fuel burn-up).
On safety improvement:
- Rules were developed for assessment of residual lifetime of thermomechanical, and
electrotechnical components, measuring instruments and equipment of reactor control
and safety systems;
- Programs of inspection of the primary and secondary pumps of BOR-60 reactor were
developed;
- Duration tests of the primary and secondary pumps were conducted;
- Work schedule and program of measures were worked out on lifetime extension of
components;
- Samples of BOR-60 reactor vessel steel were irradiated;
- Programs of control of metal of components and piping were worked out and their
implementation was started.
Inspection showed satisfactory condition of components and piping.
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By now, license has been issued on BOR-60 reactor operation until 31 December, 2009
taking into account measures envisaged by the "Program on extension of the lifetime of
components and systems assuring safe operation of BOR-60 reactor plant until 2010 (supposing
the use of work results for extension of LMFR lifetime)".
Modification of BOR-60 reactor is planned after 2009 to be conducted in two stages.
Within the framework of stage 1, special task of construction of start-up complex will be provided.
The following tasks are included in stage 1 of Reactor modification:
- decommissioning of BOR-60 reactor (putting in prolonged storage);
- mounting of BOR-60M reactor with all systems assuring its design performance;
- replacement of 100% safety related components and systems (primary and secondary
circuits, refueling system, auxiliary systems, automatic control and measurement
systems, power supply systems, etc.);
- creation of additional systems required for safety assurance.
New components of the primary and secondary circuits are designed on condition of
matching existing space and connection size, since these should replace spent components.
Start-up activities performed on stage 1 are as follows:
- decommissioning of BOR-60 reactor (putting in prolonged storage);
- mounting of BOR-60M reactor with all systems assuring its design performance;
- connection of BOR-60М reactor to existing primary circuit;
- creation of additional systems, and bringing existing systems into condition meeting
regulatory document requirements.
Stage 2 is devoted to modification of water-steam circuit and systems not related to safety,
which will be modified upon their lifetime expiration.
BOR-60M reactor (Figs. 5-7) has improved safety, reliability, resistance to seismic effect
and large experimental capabilities for carrying out tests and studies on materials for various
reactor designs, pilot components of NPP with sodium cooled fast reactors, advanced design
approaches used for power reactors, development of the fuel cycle and production of isotopes for
national economy needs.
In order to increase experimental capabilities of BOR-60M reactor, three experimental
channels having direct access to the reactor core will be provided (one large channel located along
the core axis, one small channel located in the tenth row of the core, and one large channel in the
vicinity of radial boron shielding).
The main characteristics of BOR-60M reactor plant are presented in Table 4.

Table 4.

The main characteristics of BOR-60M reactor plant
No.
1.
2.
3.

Characteristics
Reactor thermal power, MWth
Reactor plant electric power, MWe
Core fuel:
- PuO2+UO2 granulate (enriched), wt.%
− getter: depleted metal U, wt.%
4.
Sodium flow rate in the core, kg/s
5.
Primary sodium temperature:
- core inlet, °С
- core outlet, °С
6. Lifetime of reactor plant, year

Value
60
12
93
7
1100
330±10
520±10
30
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7

6

+4430

+4430

+3240
+2800
+2800

+2600

+2100

5

+2000

1

+1800

+1800

+1200

+60

+60
-400

-400

-1200

-1200

-2465

-2465

-3600

1 – reactor vessel
3 – in-vessel shielding
5 – high pressure piping
7 – upper shielding

2 – discharge ("hot") pipeline
4 – core catcher
6 – rotating plug

Fig. 5. Elevation of BOR-60M reactor in cavity
showing pipelines

1 – DHRS heat exchanger

2 – Elevator

Fig. 6. Elevation of BOR-60M reactor in cavity
showing DHRS heat exchanger and elevator

1

2

3

1 – discharge ("hot") pipeline
3 – high pressure pipeline

2 – DHRS heat exchanger

Fig. 7. Plan view of BOR-60M reactor in cavity
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BR-10 EXPERIMENTAL REACTOR
In 2002, BR-10 reactor operated for 1341 hours at various power levels.
In January 2002, 6 uranium mononitride fuel subassemblies were unloaded from
the core after reaching 8.7% h.а. burnup and fresh fuel subassemblies were installed.
Special detection system showed no fuel pin failures in the core during reactor operation
in 2002. This condition was confirmed by corresponding value of activity of gas fission
products in the primary cover gas.
Activity of fission and corrosion products on the primary piping continued to
decrease. This was caused by the decrease of reactor permissible power level from
8 MW to 6 MW in 1998 and decrease of reactor inlet sodium temperature from 350°C to
320°C occurred in 2000.
The following work was carried out on the reactor:
- target irradiation was continued in the core for production of isotopes: 32Р, 33Р,
35
S and 89Sr by (n-p) reaction;
- in water cooled irradiation devices located in the nickel reflector of the reactor,
99
Мо, 125 I and 131 I isotopes were produced;
- film irradiation was carried out on regular basis in the facility for production of
nuclear membranes (total length of the film irradiated since the beginning of
facility operation is 275 000 m). These filters can be used for the final
purification of water, separation of form elements from blood plasma, and
highly selective microfiltration of liquids and gases;
- in medical compartment of the reactor, remote neutron therapy of cancer
patients was continued using fast neutron beam (about 500 patients have been
treated since 1985).
In March 2002, BR-10 reactor was shut down for preventive repair of components.
On 6 December 2002, in accordance with a decision on stopping reactor operation
on power, BR-10 reactor was shut down (in order to make it subcritical, 12 subassemblies
were unloaded from the core).
Now, BR-10 reactor is on the stage of decommissioning.
Below described is the work performed for justifying measures on the BR-10 reactor
decommissioning.
In order to obtain license for executing preparation work on reactor
decommissioning, comprehensive inspection and tests were carried out, and residual
lifetime of the following systems was evaluated:
- power supply system, water supply system, special ventilation system and
special sewage system;
- fire extinguishing system;
- dose control system;
- mechanical components and piping.
Required license was issued for extension of lifetime of these systems.
Inspection of condition of building structures was made using special instruments,
and actual characteristics of these structures were determined. Based on the results of
this inspection, conclusion is made on that all carrying structures meet design
requirements, keep their stability under external effect and do not require any
reinforcement taking into account effect of forecasted natural and man-made factors.
As regards measures related to BR-10 reactor decommissioning, the following work
was carried out in 2002:
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project of reactor decommissioning was issued and agreed upon by regulatory
authorities;
required documents on the process of dismantling of components and piping of
the primary, secondary and third circuits and auxiliary systems were prepared;
special devices and tools were developed for cutting cold traps of the primary
and secondary circuits;
design of large scale test facility for solid phase oxidation of alkali metals,
(including radioactive metals) was developed;
comprehensive inspection of reactor plant was made from the standpoint of
structure mechanical characteristics and radiation condition;
program of reactor decommissioning was prepared.

CONSTRUCTION OF NPP WITH THE BN-800 REACTOR
In accordance with the "Program of Development of Nuclear Power in the Russian
Federation for 2000-2005 Period and up to 2010", construction of power unit with the BN800 reactor is planned to complete by 2010 on the BNPP site.
There is a license now issued by regulatory authorities for the construction, and
work is performed in the following areas:
- revision of the BN-800 design in order to improve technical and economical
characteristics;
- placement of orders in the enterprises on the component manufacture;
- placement of orders on delivery of building materials (concrete and
reinforcement bars) for support plate;
- completion of pit for support plate in 2003;
- construction of stand-by start-up complex to be put in operation in 2004.

PARTICIPATION IN THE WORK ON THE BN-350 REACTOR
DECOMMISSIONING
Specialists of the Russian enterprises participating earlier in design, construction
and supervising of operation of the BN-350 reactor are involved in consultations and work
on the BN-350 reactor preparation for decommissioning, with respect to the choice and
justification of the following technologies:
- handling of the primary and secondary sodium (removal of cesium, draining of
the circuits and removal of sodium residues from the sections that cannot be
drained, and their conversion to chemically inert condition),
- utilization of liquid and solid radwaste,
- cleaning and decontamination of components of the circuits,
- assurance of dose control on all stages of the BN-350 reactor
decommissioning, etc.
Participation of these institutions in the development of basic design of the BN-350
reactor plant decommissioning is planned.

DEVELOPMENTS IN THE AREA OF FAST REACTORS
The following main design development areas on fast reactors should be
mentioned:
• justification of extension of the lifetime of the BN-600 reactor;
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•
•

•
•

work on modification of BOR-60 reactor and its replacement with BOR-60М
reactor;
continuation of work on the advanced fast reactor designs, and, in particular:
- studies on generation of sodium cooled fast reactors optimized from the
standpoint of power and design approaches taking into account work
performed on the BN-1800 reactor design;
- design studies on fast reactors with alternative coolants (BREST-OD300 reactor with lead coolant and SVBR-75/100 reactor with lead-bismuth
coolant);
work on the BR-10 reactor decommissioning;
work on justification of the BN-600 reactor core designs (hybrid core and full
MOX core designs).

BREST-OD-300 reactor
In 2002, work on design of NPP with BREST-OD-300 reactor with on-site fuel cycle
facilities (OFCF) and appropriate R&D continued as applied to the BNPP site.
The most important work items performed are as follows:
• The first stage of design of NPP with OFCF and radwaste reprocessing plant was
performed. Now materials are prepared for submitting to the State Commission
and issuing license for reactor construction on the BNPP site.
• The first stage of basic design of the reactor including its components and systems
was completed.
• Studies on lead coolant technology substantiation are carried out.
• Duration corrosion tests of steels are carried out on the IPPE facilities (about 5000
hours).
• In-pile tests of mononitride uranium-plutonium fuel pins were carried out in the loop
channel of BOR-60 reactor.
• Manufacture of the following component models and test facilities is going on:
- refueling system;
- steam generator model is installed on the test rig;
- loops in IVV-2M test reactor for studies on accumulation and mass transfer of
radionuclides;
- fuel pin models with the inner heaters were manufactured and their preliminary
tests were carried out prior to corrosion tests in lead loop;
- control rod driving mechanisms;
- test facilities for studies on coolant thermal hydraulics and technology.
• Studies on fuel subassembly thermal hydraulics are continued on the IPPE Na-K
test facility.
• Work on equipment of chambers is going on at the RIAR for carrying out studies on
regeneration of irradiated mononitride U-Pu fuel.
SVBR-75/100 reactor
Feasibility study was performed on the use of SVBR-75/100 reactor with leadbismuth coolant (its conceptual design was performed under scientific supervision of the
SSC RF IPPE) for the purpose of renovation of power units of Novovoronezhskaya NPP.
Now, studies are carried out on the stage of conceptual design of multimodule NPP
with two 1600 MWe power units based on SVBR-75/100 reactor.
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ACCELERATOR DRIVEN SYSTEMS
Certain scientific research and development work in the area of accelerator driven
systems (ADS) is carried out in the Institute of Theoretical and Experimental Physics
(ITEP), SSC RF - Institute for Physics and Power Engineering (SSC RF-IPPE), AllRussian Scientific Research Institute of Experimental Physics (VNIIEF), Joint Institute of
Nuclear Research (JINR), RSC Kurchatov Institute (RSC KI), Institute for Nuclear
Research of the Russian Academy of Sciences (INR RAS), Experimental Design Bureau
"GIDROPRESS" (OKB GP), St. Petersburg Institute for Nuclear Physics (PINP), Radium
Institute, All-Russian Scientific Research Institute for Technical Physics (VNIITF), etc.
Studies carried out on ADS referring mainly to theoretical development,
accumulation of experimental data on justification of physical processes occurring in
ADS, and design studies on ADS systems are initiated by the institutions or carried out
under the international contracts.
Work results of the previous year are as follows:
• target complex МК-1 designed and constructed in Russia in 2001 for operation
with 800 kW proton beam of LANL accelerator was delivered to the USA in
2002. Now, this complex is at Nevada University. The program for its start-up
and duration tests under isothermal conditions during 2003-2004 period was
prepared;
• analysis of proposal on organization of the international project on construction
of demonstration accelerator driven system on the SSC RF IPPE site (Obninsk,
Russia) for transmutation of the minor actinides and other radwaste, i.e. so
called Nuclear Waste Burner - NWB (Proposed design characteristics of the
facility are presented in Table 5 and Fig. 8). Construction can be completed in 7
to 8 years. It is supposed that if 200 to 400 kg of minor actinides is loaded into
the blanket, burning rate of ∼10-20 kg/year can be assured [1];
• RF Minatom’s Program of work on the concept of subcritical cascade molten
salt reactor in closed nuclear fuel cycle (RSC KI and VNIITF);
• activities within the framework of the ISTC Project related to implementation of
SAD experiment (JINR, Dubna).
Table 5
Parameters of Nuclear Waste Burner
№

Characteristics
Target thermal power, MWth
Reactor thermal power, MWth
Core diameter, mm
Core height, mm
Coolant
Coolant temperature:
- core inlet, °С
- core outlet, °С
7. Average coolant velocity, m/s
8. Fuel
9. Uranium inventory, kg
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Value
3
100
985
900
Pb-Bi
270
435
2
UO2/UN/U-Zr
3000
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Fig. 8. Nuclear Waste Burner
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Summary of FR and ADS Activities – United States of America
Overview
There have been substantial activities in the US in 2002 in continuing the development
of technologies related to Fast Reactors, Accelerator Drive Systems (ADS), and their fuel cycles.
The Advanced Accelerator Applications (AAA) program has evolved into the Advanced Fuel
Cycle Initiative (AFCI), broadening the scope into a program for development of fuel cycles for
enhanced nuclear fuel and waste management, including transmutation. The Technology Roadmap
for the Generation IV Nuclear Energy Systems was concluded in 2002 and issues in December.
The Roadmap identifies nuclear energy systems deployable by 2030 or earlier, summarizes R&D
activities and priorities for the systems, and lays the foundation for R&D program plans. A US
R&D program plan is being developed. The Generation IV program and AFCI are being more
closely coordinated and a combined implementation plan is in preparation.
Advanced Fuel Cycle Initiative (AFCI)
AFCI represents a broadening of the scope of the former AAA program. The AFCI aims at
the development of advanced fuel cycles to support advanced fuel utilization and advanced waste
management strategies that include transmutation. The Program emphasizes activities in the areas
of reactor and accelerator based transmutation, advanced fuels and separations development, and
long term waste toxicity reduction. The broadening of the scope and the focus on advanced fuel
cycles and waste management strategies can be seen in the main program goals:
- Reduction of waste volumes and inventories of civilian Plutonium
- Recovery of the energy value remaining in Spent Nuclear Fuel (SNF)
- Reduction of the radiotoxicity of waste for disposal
- Reduction of short and long term heat loads in the repository
- Elimination of the technical need for a second repository
- Support of advanced (Generation IV) fuel development
There has been an increased attention to near term activities in fuel cycle, which are driven
by the stated capacity limits and schedules of the proposed waste repository at Yucca Mountain.
This increased attention to near term fuel cycle developments has led to the definition of two
series, as follows:
Series 1 – Activities under Series 1 aim at using existing or near-term reactors to
accomplish:
- Reduction of high level waste volumes
- Optimization of economics and performance of planned repository
- Reduction of technical need for second repository
- Reduction of long-term Plutonium inventories
- Enabling the proliferation-resistant recovery of energy contained in SNF
Series 2 – Activities under Series 2 aim at using fast spectrum reactor technology to
accomplish:
- Reduction of toxicity of waste for disposal
- Reduction of long-term heat generation rate of waste for disposal
- Providing a sustainable fuel source for nuclear energy
- Supporting future operation of Generation IV systems
The main activities under AFCI include systems analysis, separations, fuels development,
and transmutation engineering. Results of systems analysis indicate that toxicity reduction is the
hardest objective to achieve; Tier 1 systems, although effective at reducing Plutonium inventories,
are not very effective at reducing toxicity. Current activities in system analysis aim at defining a
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complete transmutation architecture for AFCI, based on the development of transmutation criteria
and assessment of options.
This year the treatment of the Experimental Breeder Reactor II (EBR-II) spent fuel has
been integrated into the AFCI program, under the Separations activities. Although work has started
in developing separations processes for Generation IV fuels (Series 2), separations activities
currently focus on Series 1 and the EBR-II spent fuel treatment. Under Series 1, the separations
activities are driven by the demonstration of separations technologies leading to the selection of a
preferred technology in FY2007. A separations facility based on the selected technology might
conceivably be deployed by 2015. Separations work include demonstration and development of
UREX and UREX+, PYROX (an adaptation of the electrometallurgical treatment process for
oxide LWR spent fuel) and a hybrid process or UREX and pyroprocessing. Recent
accomplishments include the hot demonstration of UREX at the Savannah River Site (SRS) and
the laboratory-scale demonstration of the reduction of LWR oxide fuel for subsequent pyroprocess
treatment.
The successful operation of the pyroprocess technology facilities at Argonne National
Laboratory (ANL) in Idaho has continued with additional treatment of spent EBR-II fuel. Under
the AFCI integration, however, the facilities maintain treatment goals for EBR-II fuel, but also
play a more prominent role in supporting the technology development for advanced recycle
technologies. Emphasis under the current AFCI separations plan is on technology development to
increase process throughput, including demonstration of the oxide fuel reduction, transuranic
recovery processes, high-throughput electrorefiners, and demonstration of the hybrid UREX-Pyro
process. The characterization of the waste forms has continued, obtaining very positive results in
terms of nuclide release rates measured in immersion tests.
Fuels development is also pursued in Series 1, although development of transmutation fuels for
fast spectrum systems has continued. In the areas relevant to fast spectrum reactors, fabrication of
samples of metal and nitride fuel is currently taking place, for irradiation this year in the Advanced
Test Reactor (ATR) in Idaho. Samples include a variety of compositions of plutonium and minor
actinides. Non-fertile and low-fertile samples are being prepared for irradiation. Preparations are
also ongoing for test irradiations at the PHENIX reactor, in collaboration with the Commissariat a
l’Energie Atomique (CEA).
Activities in transmutation engineering have continued in several areas. In physics, work in
ongoing with the analysis of the MUSE-4 experiments, support of the European acceleratormultiplier coupling experiment TRADE, and analysis of PROFIL irradiation experiment. Further
progress has been made in cross section data and additions to the AAA materials handbook. The
collaboration with MEGAPIE in the areas of spallation target technology and physics and
engineering support, has continued. Support of the MYRRHA ADS demonstration project in
Belgium is also planned. The DELTA loop at the Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) is now
in operation. Conditioning tests are being performed and a 1000-hour corrosion test is planned for
this year. The ISTC lead-bismuth eutectic (LBE) spallation target fabricated by the Institute of
Physics and Power Engineering (IPPE) in Russia has been delivered to the University of Nevada
Las Vegas (UNLV), where it is currently undergoing thermohydraulic testing.
Generation IV Program
The Generation IV program has also seen significant progress during the year 2002. The
Technology Roadmap was completed and issued in December 2002. The Roadmap identifies six
systems deployable by the year 2030 or earlier that hold the potential for meeting the different
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Generation IV missions and the technology goals. The Roadmap also summarizes the R&D
activities and the priorities for the six systems, and lays the foundation for R&D program plans.
Under the umbrella of the Generation IV International Forum (GIF), R&D plans will be developed
in coordination with the other nine GIF countries.
The Roadmap working groups identified and assessed approximately 100 nuclear system
proposals. The systems were evaluated against the Generation IV technology goals of
sustainability, proliferation resistance and physical protection, safety and reliability, and
economics. Six systems were selected for cooperative development, based on the evaluations, the
ability of the systems to fulfill targeted applications, deployment readiness, and development costs.
The six systems include 3, and potentially 4, concepts based on fast spectrum reactors, namely, the
Gas Fast Reactor (GFR), Lead-Alloy Fast Reactor (LFR), Sodium Fast Reactor (SFR), and a
version of the Supercritical Water Reactor (SCWR). The remaining systems are a Very High
Temperature Gas Reactor (VHTR), the Molten Salt Reactor (MSR) and a version of the SCWR
with a thermal spectrum.
The Generation IV program plan is currently under development. It includes activities
specifically related to the development of the individual systems, as well as crosscutting activities
that support multiple systems in the areas of materials (primarily for high temperature operation),
energy products (primarily for the production of hydrogen), and system evaluation (design and
analysis code needs and evaluation methods for proliferation resistance and physical protection,
and economics.)
The current priority is in the development of the VHTR, driven by the hydrogen production
mission. System specific development activities are also conducted for the LFR and the GFR. Both
the GFR and LFR activities are coordinated and complemented with NERI and I-NERI projects.
The focus of the GFR development is in the area of fuels development and passive safety
Slide 1

OECD NUCLEAR ENERGY AGENCY
Partitioning and Transmutation Activities
IAEA Technical Meeting to “Review National Programmes on
Fast Reactors and Accelerator Driven Systems (ADS)
12-16 May 2003, Daejeon, Korea

Byung-Chan NA
On behalf of the WPPT members

12-16 May 2003

.
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What is the Nuclear Energy Agency?
Part of the international organisation OECD
(Organisation for Economic Cooperation & Development)

Coordination of international projects,
involving experts from Member countries
Staff of about 75
Headquarters in Paris, France
Member countries
12-16 May 2003

Slide 3

Background
The OECD/NEA started to work on P&T in 1989
P&T is a horizontal activity in NEA, involving
several Divisions and Committees:
– Nuclear Development Committee (NDC),
– Nuclear Science Committee (NSC),
– Radioactive Waste Management Committee (RWMC).

The NEA co-operates with the EC and the IAEA
12-16 May 2003
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Activities in P&T in NEA
1990

1992

1994

1996

1998

2000

2002

2004

Info. Exchage Meetings

NDC

P&T System Studies
P&T impact on waste

P&T impact on waste

Data and Model Codes

NSC

Physics / Benchmarks
Chemistry Studies
Accelerators (Workshops on HPPA)
Working Party on P&T

RWMC

P&T impact on repository

12-16 May 2003
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Past NDC activities
Information Exchange Meetings on P&T

2004

1992

1998
1994
2000

2002

1990
1996

Report on Actinide and Fission Product
Partitioning and Transmutation (1996-1998)
– A review of partitioning technologies, transmutation
options, and the benefit for the waste management
12-16 May 2003
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Recent and future NDC activities
Accelerator-Driven Systems and Fast
Reactors in Advanced Fuel Cycles
(1999-2002)
– Clarification of the roles and relative merits
of the two systems in closed fuel cycles.

Impact of Advanced Nuclear Fuel Cycle Options
on Waste Management Policies
– In cooperation with RWMC and NSC
12-16 May 2003

Slide 7

On-going long-term NSC activities
Nuclear Data and Computer Codes
– Comparison of Codes for Calculation of Intermediate
Nuclear Data (1991 - 1997)
– Compilation of Experimental Nuclear Data (EXFOR)
– International Cooperation on Nuclear Data Evaluation
Co-ordination of intermediate energy nuclear data measurements
and evaluations
Co-ordination of Nuclear Model Code development and validation
High Priority Request List for Nuclear Data
12-16 May 2003
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Past and recent NSC activities
Physics Benchmarks
– Physics Aspects of Different
Transmutation Concepts
(1992-1994)
– Calculation of Different
Transmutation Concepts
(1996-1999)
– Benchmark Calculations for
an Accelerator-Driven Minor
Actinide Burner (1999-2002)
12-16 May 2003
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Past and recent NSC activities
Accelerators
– Workshops on Utilisation and
Reliability of High Power Proton
Accelerators (1998, 1999, 2002)

Chemistry
– Report on Actinide Separation
Chemistry (1994 - 1997)
– Workshop
Report on
Pyrochemical Separations
(2000 - 2003)
12-16 May 2003
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Present NSC activities
P&T activities now under one “umbrella”:
The Working Party on Scientific Issues in P&T
(WPPT)
Sub-structure of WPPT
–
–
–
–

Accelerator Utilisation and Reliability
Chemical Partitioning
Fuels and Materials
Physics and Safety of Transmutation Systems

12-16 May 2003

Slide 11

Accelerator Subgroup
Scope
– Evaluate performance of
accelerators, spallation
targets, and beam
entrance windows for ADS

Main areas of work
– Continue workshops on High Power Proton Accelerators
(next workshop in Korea in May 2004)
– State-of-the-art report
– Establish Accelerator Reliability Database
– Study Lead-Bismuth Eutectic (LBE) Technology
12-16 May 2003
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Accelerator Subgroup
State-of-the-art report
1.
2.

Introduction
State of the Art
2.1.
2.2.

3.
4.

High-Power proton Accelerator (LANL/XADS community)
Spallation Target (SCK-CEN)

Functions and Requirements (LANL)
Major Issues
4.1. High-Power proton Accelerator (LANL/XADS community)
4.2. Spallation Target (KAERI)

5.

Validation, Demonstration and R&D Program
5.1.
5.2.

6.

High-Power proton Accelerator (LANL/XADS community)
Spallation Target (SCK-CEN)

Conclusions and Recommendations

- Final report to WPPT in 2004
12-16 May 2003
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Accelerator Subgroup
WG on LBE technology
– To co-ordinate and guide the LBE research in
participating organisations
– To develop a set of requirements and standards and a
consistent methodology for experimentation, data
collection and data analyses
– To publish the results in a consistent format within a
single document in the form of a handbook (Oct. 2007)
– Nine countries (Belgium, France, Germany, Italy, Japan,
Korea, Sweden, Switzerland, USA) are participating

12-16 May 2003
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Accelerator Subgroup
WG on accelerator reliability database
– To produce a set of accelerator reliability guidelines that the
ADS designers can use as part of the conceptual design
– Basic fault and interrupt data categorised from selected
representative high power accelerators (Oct. 2003)
– Update with expert opinion-based reliability database to be
used in ADS applications assuming a dedicated accelerator
design (Jan. 2004)
– Ten organisations (CEA, CNRS, DOE, INFN, IAP-Frankfurt,
JAERI, KAERI, PSI, IBA, RAL-UK) are participating

12-16 May 2003

Slide 15

Chemical Partitioning Subgroup
Scope
– Assessment of separations processes used in a broad
set of P&T operating scenarios
Main work
– Joint meeting with the fuels subgroup at ORNL on 11-13
November 2003 (tentative dates)
– State-of-the-art report in 2004 (Pyro- & Aqueous processes)
– A detailed flowsheet study on two or three P&T system
scenarios, evaluating critical performance parameters for
each process and scenario
Final report will be published in May 2006
12-16 May 2003
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Chemical Partitioning Subgroup
Joint meeting with the fuels subgroup
– To share thoughts about selection of designs for fuels
and targets to be used in P&T applications
– To assess reprocessability of the chosen fuels
– To develop conceptual flowsheets for reprocessing
– To discuss performance criteria for fuels and processing
methods
– Venue: Oak Ridge National Laboratory, USA
– Dates: 11-13 November 2003 (tentative)

12-16 May 2003

Slide 17

Fuels and Materials Subgroup
Scope
– Evaluate performance of fuels & materials for
transmutation systems
Main work
– Joint meeting with the Chemical Partitioning Subgroup at
ORNL on 11-13 November 2003
– State-of-the-art report in 2004

12-16 May 2003
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Fuels and Materials Subgroup
State-of-the-art report
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.

Introduction
Fundamental thermophysical and thermochemical properties of relevant
actinide compounds and alloys
Fuel selection criteria specific to representative transmutation scenario:
single stratum (LWR/FBR) and double strata (LWR/dedicated system)
Fuel fabrication (effects of radiation, heat, thermochemical issues, and
compatibility with reprocessing)
Fuel behaviour prediction (differences between conventional and
transmutation fuels, technical problems of transmutation fuels and their
performance uncertainties)
Materials problems (cladding and fuel assembly materials, compatibility with
lead/lead-bismuth, special irradiation condition in ADS)
Long-lived fission products
On-going R&D and international collaboration

12-16 May 2003

Slide 19

Physics and Safety Subgroup
Scope
– Studies of
transmutation
systems (critical and
subcritical)

Main work
– State-of-the-art report
– Theoretical and experiment-based benchmarks on a minor
actinide burner systems (MUSE-4 benchmark)
– Benchmark on beam-trip consequences on an ADS
12-16 May 2003
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Physics and Safety Subgroup
State-of-the-art report
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Introduction and Definition of P&T
Expected Impact of P&T on the Waste Management
Equilibrium Scenario Studies
Time-dependent P&T Scenarios
Elements of the P&T Cycles: MA burner choices including ADS
Physics of ADS as P&T element from the MUSE benchmark
ADS and MA Burners Safety Approach – Transmutation cycles safety
ADS Shielding and Activation Aspects
ADS Reliability
Nuclear Data Uncertainties Impact on ADS and P&T Cycles

– Final report to WPPT in 2004
12-16 May 2003
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Physics and Safety Subgroup
MUSE-4 Benchmark
– In 3 phases (COSMO critical, MUSE-4 critical ref., MUSE4 sub-critical ref.)
– In total, 25 solutions were provided (Monte Carlo and
deterministic codes, and latest nuclear libraries)
– A report comparing calculated results by June 2003
– Experimental data for the sub-critical conf. are expected
by October 2003
– A final report comparing calculated results against
measured data by March 2004

12-16 May 2003
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Physics and Safety Subgroup
ADS Beam Interruption Benchmark
– Comparative assessment of computation methods for
Transients induced by recovered beam interruptions in a
MOX fuelled, and Lead-Bismuth cooled, 80 MWth
prototypical system
– 1s, 3 s, 6 s ,12 s, and a definitive beam trip
– 11 solutions from 9 countries were provided
– A final report by May 2003
– For an investigation into more complex calculation
assumptions and computational methods, a 2nd phase of
the benchmark will be launched in June 2003
12-16 May 2003
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WPPT
Co-ordinate all subgroup activities
Criteria study for P&T
– Setting operational requirements for use in conceptual
design of a large LWR spent fuel treatment plant
– A study group will be formed, involving experts in
separations, fuels, waste management and neutronics
First meeting late 2003 (perhaps at Global 2003)
Progress review meeting May 2004 in Europe and third
meeting November 2004 in USA (at 8th IEM on P&T)
Interim report
The final report will be published by June 2006
12-16 May 2003
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Related NSC activities
Working Party on Plutonium Fuels and
Innovative Fuel Cycles (WPPR)
– Studies of plutonium physics
– Working Group on weapons-grade plutonium disposition
– Workshops on Advanced Reactors with Innovative Fuels
(1998, 2001, 2004)
Core behavior
Fuel material technology of advanced reactors
Different types of innovative fuels (advanced MOX, U-free, nonoxide, molten salts)
12-16 May 2003
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Related NSC activities
Shielding Aspects of Accelerators, Targets
and Irradiation Facilities (SATIF)
– A forum for exchanging views and sharing experiences
To improve the knowledge of thin and thick target neutron
yields and radiation shielding modelling (computer codes and
nuclear data aspects)

– Co-ordination of benchmark exercises, exchange of
data for high energy radiation dosimetry purposes
(relevant for transmutation applications)
12-16 May 2003
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Radioactive Waste Management
Committee (RWMC)
Topical Session on
“The potential impacts
on repository safety
from a P&T program”
in November 2002.
Limited interest in P&T
so far

Further discussions at
the RWMC in early
2003

12-16 May 2003
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8th Information Exchange Meeting
on Partitioning and Transmutation
Co-organisation of NDC and NSC
Tentatively set for 9-11 November, 2004
Venue: Harry Reid Center, a research entity of
the University of Nevada, Las Vegas, USA
– Considerable local interest in P&T issues

Technical Chair: Dr. James Laidler, ANL
Local arrangements: Dr. Anthony Hechanova,
UNLV
12-16 May 2003
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8th Information Exchange Meeting
on Partitioning and Transmutation
Follow usual session format
–
–
–
–
–
–

Partitioning and transmutation systems analysis
Fuels for P&T
Partitioning methods
Reactor design concepts
Accelerator-driven systems
Poster session for overflow

Possible technical tours
– Yucca Mountain geologic repository project
– Nevada Test Site (U.S. weapons testing ground)
– Hoover Dam and Lake Mead
12-16 May 2003
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Concluding remarks
The OECD/NEA will continue to play a
significant role in the co-ordination of
international activities in the field of P&T.
Closer interaction between the P&T and the
radioactive management communities will be
sought within the NEA infrastructure.
The good collaboration especially with the EC
and with the IAEA will be pursued.
12-16 May 2003

